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Abstract 

Analyses of early modern Europe and the developing commercial print culture of the eighteenth 

century tend to divide their focus between, on one hand, the impact of print upon styles of 

reading, writing, and textual dissemination, and on the other, discussions of literacy and orality 

in relation to 'popular culture'. Within this research model, definitions of 'oral' and 'orality' are 

based on a legacy of anthropological, historical, and literary studies which places a particular 

emphasis on the relationship between oral and literate modes and theorizes the difference 

between them primarily in terms of alternative forms of sensory apprehension. 

This thesis argues that such an approach is limited and limiting. Therefore, it does not 

attempt to show where the oral managed to persist alongside print, or to demonstrate that 

there were two, interactive or otherwise, cultures of orality and literacy. Rather, it offers an 

analysis of the ways in which the oral was understood and represented during the eighteenth 

century. Through an exploration of the assumptions that were then made about oral modes and 

practices it indicates not only where there is room to challenge the biases of its current critical 

formulation, but also identifies how much can be missed by an anachronistic interpretation of 

eighteenth-century attitudes. 

Accounts of and advice on the ideal conversation, public oration, and sermon form the 

focus of the first three chapters, which discuss how contemporary oral practices were imagined, 

theorized, and represented during this period. The subsequent chapters assess the engagement 

of eighteenth-century writers with what they deem to be historical forms of orality. The rep

resentation of bardic poetry and song is examined through a reading of various conjectural 

histories, accounts of the effect of music and poetry, and descriptions of the classical world. A 

comparison between two versions of one text- Henry Bournes Antiquitates Vulgares (1725) and 

its reformulation by John Brand as Observations on Popular Antiquities (1777) - facilitates a 

reassessment of the connection between oral tradition and 'popular culture'. And finally, the 

arguments surrounding the status of the oral as evidence are considered in relation to anti

quarian activities, the Ossian controversy, and the journals published by Johnson and Boswell 

of their journey to the Highlands of Scotland. 
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Preface 

Despite its idiosyncrasies, Johnson's Dictionary is typical of eighteenth-century lexicons in its 

succinct definitions of 'oral' as 'delivered by mouth; not written' and 'orally' as 'by mouth; 

without writing'. 1 His predecessor Nathan Bailey and successor John Ash draw the same 

attention to the physical production of sound by the body, and to the opposition of the oral 

to the literate arts: 'delivered by the mouth or voice' they write, 'verbal, not committed to 

writing.' Their definitions of ' literature', since only Bailey includes 'literate', strengthen this 

opposition by the confirmation that ' learning' equates only in this period to 'skill in letters. '2 

It would seem from this perspective, therefore, that all three men had a definite, and 

more importantly, a shared idea of what constituted orality, and a sense that it formed a 

mode of communication that was defined by its relation to literacy. A number of features of 

eighteenth-century Britain place this issue centre-stage. The increasing availability of printed 

material, rising levels of literacy, and the developing law of copyright drew formal attention to its 

boundaries.3 The antiquarian vogue for early 'oral ' material, the central role which conversation 

played in discourses of politeness, and the developing scientific interest in and knowledge of the 

processes of physical sensation stimulated direct discussion of the characteristic features of oral 

modes. And, most significantly, the explosion of enlightened interest in conjectural history and 

theories regarding the development of modern society, generated academic discourses in which 
1Samuel Johnson, A dictionary of the English language: in which the words are deduced from their originals, and 
illustrated in their different significations by examples from the best writers. To which are prefixed, a history 
of the language, and an English grammar, 2 vols (London: for J . and P. Knapton et. al., 1755-56). 

2 Nathan Bailey, Dictionarium Britannicum: or a more compleat universal etymological English dictionary than 
any extant. Collected by several hands{. .. ] The whole revis'd and improv 'd, with many thousand additions 
(London: for T . Cox, 1730); John Ash, The new and complete dictionary of the English language. To which 
is pTefixed, a compTehensive grammar, 2 vols (London: for Edward & Charles Dilly, and R. Baldwin, 1775). 
Early eighteenth-century definitions of 'literature' are discussed in Richard Terry, Poetry and the Making of the 
English Literary Past 1660-1781 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001) , pp.16-17. 

3 See Mark Rose, Authors and Owners: the invention of copyright (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press , 
1993), and David Saunders , Authorship and Copyright (London; New York: Routledge, 1992). 
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orality was first located within the context, which still predominates today, of ethnography and 

anthropology. 

But as Hudson observes, 'oral tradition' in a 'recognizably modern form, is a coinage of 

the eighteenth century.' Moreover, it was only from the start of the century that grammarians 

and scholars started to make a 'clear distinction' between the intrinsic qualities of writing and 

speech. Prior to this, although it was acknowledged that they differed as forms of transmission, 

accounts of language were constructed primarily with written reference.4 It was through the 

work of lexicographers, as well as grammarians and conjectural historians who investigated the 

origins of languages, alphabetic script, and the development of civilized society from its savage 

roots, that this consciousness developed.5 

For some this encouraged an idealization of the primitive and the uncultivated. For 

others, and particularly Johnson, it generated a strong sense of hierarchy and opposition born 

out of an equation of orality with illiteracy, ignorance, and vulgarity. The activity of anti-

quarians, which increased rapidly from its early beginnings in William Camden's Britannia in 

1586, incorporated elements of both attitudes.6 By the mid-eighteenth century, the Society 

of Antiquaries had received royal incorporation and men such as Thomas Percy and Joseph 

Ritson reached considerable prominence with their publications of 'ancient ' songs, poems, and 

ballads. The extant remains of oral cultures, their scholarship suggested, were worthy of res-

cue and wide dissemination, but they also required editing or 'improving', referencing, critical 

analysis, and above all, a printed form. 

Discussions of the 'oral' in this period, therefore, are predominantly historical, and it 

is less than clear that it was understood as an abstract category. Antiquarians and historians 

tend to focus on the relationship between oral productions and their temporal, cultural, and 

linguistic contexts, and commonly accounts of the 'oral ' might more accurately be described 

as accounts of oral people. Furthermore, attention to the 'orality' of contemporary practices is 

sporadic and tightly-focused. Thus the question of what, beyond their shared use of the voice, 
4 Nicholas Hudson , "'Oral Tradition": The Evolution of an Eighteenth Century Concept', in Alvaro Ribeiro, 
and James G. Basker, eds, Tradition in Transition: Women Writers, Neglected Texts and the Changing Canon 
(Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1996) , pp.161-172 (p.161); 'Constructing oral tradition: the origins of the 
concept in Enlightenment intellectual culture', in The Spoken Word: Oral Culture in Britain 1500-1800, ed . 
by Adam Fox and Daniel Wool£, p .244. 

5 Johnson's attitude is discussed in Robert DeMaria, Johnson's Dictionary and the Language of Learning (Ox
ford: Clarendon Press, 1986) , pp.188-189 . 

6Willian Camden, Britain, or, a Chorographicall Description of the most flourishing Kingdomes, England, Scot
land, and Ireland. Written first in Latine, trans. by Philemon Holland (London: by George Bishop and John 
Norton, 1610). 
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might hold polite conversation and bardic song together, or the emotive preaching of Wesley and 

the ideals of secular oratory drawn from Aristotle and Cicero, does not arise. This is not true of 

modern discourse. Ethnographers and historians have since developed theoretical categories of 

orality and constructed field-practices and critical frameworks to facilitate objective analysis. 

In certain respects this clearly represents progress. It might also seem to place us in a strong 

position to examine the structure of eighteenth-century accounts. There are, however, a number 

of reasons why in fact this is not the case. The move towards greater abstraction has encouraged 

co11fidence in both the transparency and the usefulness of a general category of 'the oral' but 

has discouraged reassessments of precisely what it entails and the consequences of its use. 

Furthermore, where there has been increasing attention to what the idea of literacy represented 

in the eighteenth century, this has not been matched by a consideration of orality. 

Thus, there have been discussions of the different demands of writing and reading and of 

the spectrum of abilities ranging from signing a name, to sustained composition and study. The 

experience of new readers and reading publics similarly continues to be described and debated 

at length.7 Yet, beyond the connection of the oral mode with so-called 'popular culture', the 

experiences of speakers and listeners have come under less scrutiny. Brian Stock argued twenty 

years ago that, the tendency to study orality from the perspective of folklore and popular 

culture combined with a primary reference to poetry, and a concomitant situating of the topic 

of literacy within the discourse of educational reform and socio-economic progress, has resulted 

in 'limits to the usefulness ' of the terms 'oral' and 'literate'.8 This conclusion I would argue is 

as relevant to current methodologies as it was to those of the 1980s. The enduring influence 

of an opposition between orality and literacy, fuelled especially in relation to the eighteenth 

century by its prevalence within the primary material, is an additional concern. Combined 

with confidence in a single concept of 'the oral ', it encourages a fl attening of the distinctive 

features of different oral forms and activities. 

This thesis, therefore, investigates the ways in which oral forms and practices were 
7 For example, Richard Altick, The English Common Reader: A Social History of the Mass Reading Public 1800-

1900 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957); The Practice and Representation of Reading in England, 
ed. by James Raven, Helen Small, and Naomi Tadmor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press) ; Robert 
DeMaria, Samuel Johnson and the Life of Reading (Baltimore; London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1997); Denis Donoghue, The Practice of Reading (New Haven; London: Yale University Press, 1998); Kevin 
Sharpe, Reading Revolutions: The Politics of Reading in Early Modern England (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2000). 

8 Brian Stock, Listening For the Text: on the uses of the past (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1990), p.9. 
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understood in the eighteenth century for two reasons. As a historical moment, it is worthy of 

investigation in its own right. But at the same time, it is a solid basis from which to consider 

the persistence of particular critical models within modern criticism and to think about our 

own assumptions regarding speech, writing, and technology. In the belief that current critical 

terms are limited by their own past, I seek to examine a period in which this history was just 

beginning. 

From the ear to the eye 

The issue that needs to be addressed before turning to this analysis is the history of our modern 

understanding of 'the oral ', and the ways in which it differs from the term defined by Johnson. 

Antiquarian activities such as ballad-collecting continued unabated into the nineteenth century 

and indeed were encouraged by the attentions of writers and poets such as Scott, Sou they, and 

Wordsworth.9 But, as Dorson has shown, the 1850s witnessed significant new developments. 

New models of comparative mythology arose, based on philological research in India, and from 

1859 were influenced by Darwin 's theory of evolution. 10 

This work, and the field-research encouraged by the Folklore Society, which was founded 

in 1878, facilitated the development of modern anthropology and ethnography from its origins 

in the early eighteenth-century, and widened its scope beyond an earlier focus on the High-

lands of Scotland. The turning point for 'oral literature' studies, however, was the theory of 

oral-formulaic composition developed by Parry in the 1930s. In studies ranging from Homer 

to Yugoslavian guslari, to Old English and French, he and later Albert Lord established the 

independence of this field and stimulated numerous further investigations into the nature and 

history of oral 'texts' , their performance and reception, and the relationship between cultures of 

orality and literacy_ll Since then such scholars as Havelock, Foley, Goody, Bauman, Finnegan 

and Pasternack, have raised further questions and explored new theories relating to oral lit-
9 Walter Scott, Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border: consisting of historical and romantic ballads collected in the 

southern counties of Scotland with a few of modern date, founded upon local tradition, 2nd edn, 3 vols (Ed
inburgh: for Longman and Rees by James Ballantyne, 1803); Robert Southey, The Poetical Works of Robert 
Southey (Paris: by A. and W. Galignani, 1829); William Wordsworth, Poems by William Wordsworth: in
cluding Lyrical ballads, and the miscellaneous pieces of the author. With additional poems, a new preface, and 
a supplementary essay (London: by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1815). 

10Richard M. Dorson, The British Folklorists: A History (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1968), pp.160, 
202 . 

11 The Mal..""ing of Homeric Verse: The Collected Papers of Milman Parry, ed. by Adam Parry (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 1960) , and Albert J. Lord, The Singer of Tales (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1960). 
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erature, including the social structure of oral societies, the interaction between tradition and 

improvisation, and the phenomena of transitional and residual orality within literate peoples. 12 

Historians, classicists, anthropologists, theologians, and social scientists have also found 

the insights of this work invaluable and much of what arose initially from a close textual reading 

of Homeric verse now operates within a diverse range of disciplines. McLuhan 's explosive 

The Gutenberg Galaxy and Ong's Interfaces of the Word first posited that the development 

of literacy engenders a restructuring of consciousness and thus has consequences far beyond 

literature. Goody and Elias imagine this shift as a process of, respectively, 'domestication' 

and 'civilization'. Stock's The Implications of Literacy explores these social, political, religious 

and cultural effects through a detailed investigation of the relationship between speech and 

writing in eleventh-century Europe, whilst Eisenstein and Johns make persuasive, although not 

identical, cases for the implication of the printing press in developing structures of knowledge 

during the subsequent centuries. 13 

Despite the breadth of the field, however, certain approaches have been commonly 

adopted, and despite substantial scrutiny, much of the early work remains extremely influ-

entia!. One characteristic feature of work on the 'oral' is that studies tend to chart a transition 

from orality to literacy along a line of historical progress. From oral roots developed literacy, 

and hence although they are understood to be fundamentally different modes, their fates and 

their features are tied together. Johnson documents this movement in his preface to the Die-

tionary and in his attached essay on 'The History of the English Language', with the intention 

of proving the superiority of literacy over its primitive ancestor. The most recent research , by 

contrast, aims to indicate the absence of a hierarchy between the two and even to demonstrate 
12 Eric Havelock, A Preface to Plato (Cambridge, MA; London: Belknap, 1963), and The Literate Revolution 

in Greece and its Cultural Consequences (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982); John Miles Foley, The 
Singer of Tales in Performance (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1995); Jack Goody, The Domestica
tion of the Savage Mind (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977) , and The Logic of Writing and the 
Organisation of Society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); R. Bauman, Verbal Art as Perfor
mance (Rowley, MA: Newbury House, 1977), and Story, Performance and Event: contextual studies of oral 
narrative (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); Ruth Finnegan, Literacy and Orality: studies in the 
technology of communication (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1998); Carol Braun Pasternack, The Textuality of Old 
English Poetry (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995). · 

13 Marshall McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy: the making of typographic man (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1963); Walter J. Ong, Interfaces of the Word: studies in the evolution of consciousness and culture 
(Ithaca; London: Cornell University Press, 1977); Goody, The Domestication of the Savage Mind; Norbert 
Elias, The Civilising Process, trans. by Edmund Jephcott , 2 vols (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1978) ; Brian 
Stock, The Implications of Literacy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983); Elizabeth Eisenstein, The 
Printing Press as an Agent of Change, 2 vols (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979); Adrian Johns, 
The Nature of the Book: print and knowledge in the making (Chicago; London: University of Chicago Press, 
1998). 
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the ways in which orality and literacy coexist. Despite this, a progressivist model remains per-

vasive. Adam Fox's account of the 'feedback' which exists between oral and literate spheres, 

for example, is perhaps the most sensitive and complex work of the last decade which focuses 

on the early modern period, but even here its presence is discernible. Although he argues 

that effort should not be spent ' re-proving (or even/reproving) the notion of a grand cultural 

shift ' , his documentation of the way in which writing and print 'can be said to have modi-

fied, marginalized or reinforced different aspects of oral culture' compounds the sense, which 

is clearly not beyond challenge, that orality and literacy are best understood in relation to one 

another. 14 

This 'shift ' is represented primarily in terms of sensation, between the ear and the eye. 

Ong, who was for many years the leading scholar on the field , uses this distinction to define 

modernity. 

In many ways, the greatest shift in the way of conceiving knowledge between the 

ancient and modern world takes place in the movement from a pole where knowledge 

is conceived of in terms of discourse and hearing and persons to one where it is 

conceived of in terms of observation and sight and objects. This shift dominates 

all others in Western intellectual history, and as compared to it, the supposed shift 

from a deductive to an inductive method pales into insignificance. 15 

He explains that 'the shift from oral to written speech is essentially a shift from sound to 

visual space' and that as a result 'hearing-dominance yields to sight-dominance' . Furthermore, 

he argues that although there is a wide gulf between the classical world and even medieval 

Europe, there is also a 'shift toward the visual' in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 

in which print represents a further stage of development from the 'largely oral-aural' world of 

manuscript culture, where 'hearing rather than sight had dominated. '16 

Both his contemporaries and later researchers tend to follow or at least not to explicitly 

reject this model. Merleau-Ponty's argument for The Primacy of Perception has perhaps been 

the most explicit modern call for attention to be paid to the modes of apprehension through 
14 Adam Fox, Oral and Literate Culture in England 1500-1700 (Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2002) , pp.7-11. 
15 'System, Space, and Intellect in Renaissance Symbolism' , in Waiter J. Ong, The Barbarian Within, and other 

fugitive essays and studies (New York: Macmillan , 1962), p.69. 
16 Walter J. Ong, Orality and Literacy: the technologizing of the word (London; New York: Methuen, 1982), 

pp.l15-119. 
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the body - 'We never cease living in the world of perception, but we bypass it in critical 

thought almost forgetting the contribution of perception to om idea of truth' - but Febvre best 

encapsulates this approach in his argument for a sweeping movement from 'The Age of the ear' 

to 'The Age of the eye'. 17 Havelock also relies on a sensory distinction, albeit in a more subtle 

form than a simple shift from one to the other, for the structure of his argument regarding 

Homer and the techniques of 'proto-literacy'. With Ong and McLuhan, he believes that 'With 

literacy there also arrives the literate consciousness', and like them, he associates literacy with 

the eye and orality with the ear: 'These masterpieces may owe a great deal to the use of the eye, 

and [ ... ] it is essential to the thesis of these pages to suppose that the ear was continuously 

seduced into collaboration with the eye during the high classical period, and that the result 

was a distinctive type of creative composition which straight literacy could never duplicate. '18 

Kernan, similarly, with reference to the 'Age' of Johnson, describes the difference between 

listeners and the silent readers who followed them in these terms: 'Knowledge comes to readers 

not through the ear but through the eye alone. 19 Most recently, in his celebrated survey of 

vision in modern French thought, Jay employs the metonym both to describe a grand narrative 

of sensory difference, 'the age-old battle between the eye and the ear', and to characterize a 

specific philosophical position: 'German hermeneutics with its general privileging of the ear 

over the eye. '20 

If we look at the evidence from the eighteenth century, there are grounds to support this 

attention to the act of perception. At the start of the century Addison writes in The Spectator 

that 'OUR sight is the most perfect and most delightful of all our senses'. 21 The Scottish 

philosopher Thomas Reid, maintains this visual bias in the 1760s: 'Of all the faculties called 

the five senses, sight is without doubt the noblest.' 22 And, later, in The Prelude, Wordsworth 

rails against the 'dominion' of the eye, the 'most despotic of our senses'. 23 Edinger points 
17 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The Primacy of Perception (Evanston: North-Western University, 1964), p.3; Lucien 

Febvre, The Problem of Unbelief in the Sixteenth Century: the religion of Rabelais, trans. by Beatrice Gottlieb 
(Cambridge, MA; London: Harvard University Press, 1982), pp.428-437. 

18 Havelock, The Literate Revolution, pp.ll , 13-14. 
19 Alvin Kernan, Printing Technology, Letters and Samuel Johnson (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 

1987), p.220. 
20 Martin Jay, 'The Rise of Hermeneutics and the Crisis of Occularcentrism', Poetics Today, 9 (1980), 307-326, 

(p.323), and Martin Jay, Downcast Eyes: The Denigration of Vision in Twentieth Century French Thought 
(Berkeley; Los Angeles; London: University of California Press, 1993), p.l4. 

21 The Spectator, 8 vols (London: for S. Buckley and J. Tonson, 1712- 15), 411, 21st June 1712, VI.83. 
22 Thomas Reid, An inquiry into the human mind, on the principles of common sense (Edinburgh; London: for 

A. Mi llar , A. Kincaid and J. Bell, 1764), p.l68. 
23William Wordsworth, The Prelude 1799, 1805, 1850, ed. by Jonathan Wordsworth, M.H. Abrams and Stephen 

Gill (New York; W.W. Norton and Company, 1979) , XII.l29-131 (1850). 
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out that a number of eighteenth-century critics of metaphor 'appeal to an unmistakably visual 

standard of propriety' including Addison, John Constable, Bishop Hmd , Lord Kames, Joseph 

Priestley, and Hugh Blair. He suggests that this privileging of sight also arises from the 'body 

of seventeenth-century rhetorical and literary theory having as its theme the commonplace that 

words are the images of things.' He gives as an example, its residual presence in Johnson's 

Dictionary where 'idea' is defined as a 'mental image' and his definition of 'image' is 'an idea; 

a representation of any thing to the mind; a pictme drawn in the fancy. '24 

Locke's argument that the material of all thought derives from sense perception influ-

ences Johnson but is clearly also more broadly significant. In his Essay Concerning Human 

Understanding, each of the five senses is understood to be productive of knowledge, but the 

attention devoted to the example of the man who was born blind in Book I, is evidence not only 

of a particular Lockean attention to the faculty of vision, but of a wider cultural interest. In 

the Essay, Locke describes how the ideas of the mind 'pass there continually [ . .. ] like floating 

visions. ' His metaphors for the understanding reveal the same visual bias: dark rooms, sun-

shine, pictmes, the tabula rasa, impressions on a smooth surface, and empty cabinets waiting 

to be filled. He writes too that the 'perception of the mind' is 'most aptly explained by words 

relating to the, sight.' Furthermore, even when he discusses the limitations of the senses, he 

does so with reference to seeing: 'such microscopical eyes ' and 'our short-sighted reason'. 25 

But although this figure is almost ubiquitous and can be useful, it is also often ambiguous 

and misleading. It simultaneously encourages complacency with regard to the opposition of the 

ear and the eye whilst also focusing attention only on the latter. Its presence in these eighteenth-

century texts suggests a shared critical perspective with our own, and this is appealing, but 

it does not mean that it was the only means by which the relationship between orality and 

literacy was understood, and it does not licence the belief that a single category of the oral can 

be constructed on the basis of sensory perception. On occasion, the eye-ear figure can operate 

merely as a kind of shorthand, and this in itself would not seem especially problematic, except 

in the degree to which it discourages fmther analysis. When it is used within the context of a 
24 William Edinger, 'Johnson on Conceit: The Limits of Particularity', English Literary History, 39 (1972) , 

597--{)19, p.613. 
25 John Locke, An essay concerning humane understanding. In four books. The fifth edition, with large additions 

(London, 1706), I.i-iv.46-86, l.i.53, l.xxvii.255, Il.xxiii.199, IV.xvii.577. The relationship between sight and 
knowledge , the representation of the eye, and the influence of Isaac Newton 's Optics (London, 1704), and 
George Berkeley's An Essay towards a New Theory of Vision (Dublin, 1709), are discussed in Stuart Clark, 
Vanities of the Eye: Vision in Early Modem European Culture (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007) . 
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more detailed investigation, however, its opacity proves damaging. 

Such a perspective invests the organs of sensation with a metonymic signification, which 

enables the 'ear' and the 'eye' to refer both to the actual perceptual processes involved in hear-

ing an oral performance and reading a written text, but also to represent all that is altered -

biologically, psychologically, and culturally - by a movement from oral to a literate society. Its 

structure assumes a given set of relations between perception and expectation, the experience 

of the body and the apprehension of the mind, which are open to challenge and further inves-

tigation. And, although it is a sensory figure, in fact we find that within it, the nature and 

function of 'sensation ' are generally unclear. The experience of the individual and the state of 

his society are confiated, modes of reception are over-emphasized at the expense of production, 

and the linear progression implied by the development of man from an oral consciousness to 

a literate, and even literary, one, obscures the complementary interaction of the senses within 

particular experiences; for example, the dual stimulation of eye and ear by the sights and 

sounds of live performances. Moreover, as Cm·bin has noted , the apparent ahistoricity of its 

basis in physical sensation and 'modalities of attention' means that it is applied in relation 

to various historical periods as a means to illuminate attitudes towards orality and literacy 

without sufficient consideration of its particular connections to its recent critical heritage. 26 

Theory into Practice 

This thesis aims to reassess these critical tendencies through a series of case studies designed to 

demonstrate the ways in which the 'oral ' was understood and represented by the literate and 

literary during the eighteenth century. It argues that the concepts of the 'oral' and 'orality ' 

are commonly employed but inadequately defined and therefore seeks to interrogate whether 

or not the frequent use of these general categories is appropriate or helpful in relation to the 

eighteenth century. It acknowledges the truth of Eric Griffiths' argument: 

the distinction socio-linguists like to draw between 'oral ' and 'literate' cultures, 

useful as it proves in anthropology or the study of ancient literatures, muddies 

reflection on the status of oral discourse in literate societies by leading to an exag-

gerated emphasis on those features which oral discourse may display in pre-literate 
26 A lain Cm·bin, Time, Desire, and Horror: Towards a History of the Senses, trans. by Jean Birrel (Cambridge: 

Polity Press, 1995), p.l83. 

1 
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societies. 27 

But at the same time it aims to demonstrate that since it is this critical history which has 

generated our understanding of 'oral' in the first place, it is productive rather than limiting 

to place it at the centre of any attempt at reassessment. Appreciating the methodological 

difficulties of trying to pinpoint what precisely constituted 'oral culture' and recognizing, as 

have many historians, the difficulty of analyzing what was either not recorded in writing or 

print or was transformed by the process of transcription, I intend to document not the historical 

reality of the role and function of the 'oral' in the eighteenth century, but rather the way that 

it was understood to exist. The 'voices on the page' that I explore are precisely the instances 

in which the literate and literary choose to represent the 'oral' in a textual medium. Through 

these depictions I am able not only to discover the attitudes and assumptions of a range of 

authors across the century but to use their delineation of oral forms and practices to re-examine 

the terms 'oral' and 'orali ty' themselves. 

The thesis builds a series of case studies out of a consideration of a large number of 

texts which discuss the various manifestations of the 'oral' across the period. These tend to be 

literary-historical or critical, but are thematically rather than author-centred. I do not impose 

a strict definition of the concept or any modern theoretical frameworks for it, but rather I 

outline its broadest signification and allow the primary material to reveal its eighteenth-century 

meanings. Although my analysis proceeds by the employment of a flexible idea of the 'oral ' - a 

description which denotes practices, relationships, and frames of reference relating to speaking 

and listening, to voices and the sensory apprehension of the ear and the eye - it seeks to be 

descriptive rather than prescriptive. In addition to the question of whether or not we should 

be thinking about one category of the 'oral' at all, this thesis also asks: are 'oral ' practices 

always contrasted with the written or the printed word and on what grounds? How far are they 

seen as a learned art or skill? Is 'orality' only a matter of physical production and reception, 

of the mouth, the ear, and the eye? What about when hearing is used metaphorically to 

represent internal apprehension or understanding? How do perceptions of 'oral' modes relate 

to our understanding of the ideas of the public and of politeness during this period? What 

else is at stake in the debate about the relationship between orality and literacy? How can 
27Eric Griffiths, The Printed Voice of Victorian Poetry (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), p .34. He refers here 

specifically to the work of Lord and Ong. 
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an understanding of the structure and function of these concepts in the eighteenth century 

influence its current usage? 

My argument is in two parts. In the first three chapters I consider how 'oral' modes are 

understood in relation to contemporary practice, across the eighteenth century, highlighting the 

contradictions between the centrality and acceptability of some 'oral' forms and the antagonism 

which existed towards others. In the second three chapters I examine the key contexts in which 

'oral' practices were discussed and represented, each of which brings into play the question 

of 'orality ' as a historical mode. Conversation, public speaking, and preaching are thus the 

first topics to be addressed, and they are followed by bardic poetry, popular superstitions and 

traditions, and antiquarian activity within the Ossian debate. I aim to draw out the elements of 

continuity between these forms, but also what is distinctive about them. I describe, therefore, 

the recurrence of a trope of enchantment as a model for the affective power of a speaker over his 

listeners, and the way in which all of these accounts mobilize contrasting associations between 

'oral' activity in the ancient and modern world. At the same time, however, each chapter 

focuses on a specific concern: 'oral' performance as social action, the difference between the 

role of listener and the act of listening, the connection between the voice and the body, 'orality ' 

and history, 'oral tradition' and the voice of the people, and finally the difficulties involved in 

discussing 'oral ' forms through a literate frame of reference. 



Chapter 1 

Conversible Voices 

The Art of Converse, how to sooth the Soul 

Of haughty Man, his Passions to controul, 

His Pride at once to humble and to please, 

And joyn the Dignity of Life with Ease, 

Be now my Theme .1 

In just one of the numerous treatises, poems, and dialogues which were published on the topic 

between 1650 and 1800, Benjamin Stillingfleet identifies the aims and characteristics of an ideal 

eighteenth-century conversation. Although these works built on the tradition of renaissance 

courtesy books and were influenced by seventeenth-century French and Italian conduct guides, 

their proliferation was not derived from mere historical interest but from a consciousness that 

attention to this form of social interaction was immediately significant. Texts from the early 

1700s depict a society in which conversation was already much cultivated and critiqued, and this 

is reflected in the vogue for 'conversation pieces in painting, for "conversation groups" in interior 

decoration, and for salons and conversaziones '. 2 Meanwhile, its presence within key eighteenth-

century discourses - of politeness, the public sphere, rationality, sympathy, commerce, and 

self-interest - testifies to an enduring prominence and influence. As a mode of behaviour, of 

individual conduct and social interaction, conversation is well-represented in accounts of the 
1 Benjamin Stillingfieet, An Essay on Conversation (London: for L. Gilliver and J. Clarke, 1737), p.l. 
2 Glen J. Broadhead, 'Samuel Johnson and the Rhetoric of Conversation', Studies in English Literature, 1500-

1900, 20, Restoration and Eighteenth Century (1980), 461-474 (p.462). The extent of this range is listed in 
Glen J. Broadhead, 'A Bibliography of the Rhetoric of Conversation in England 1660-1800', Rhetoric Society 
Quarterly, 10 (1980), 43-49. 
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period and is especially central to discussions of its 'coffee-house culture.'3 It is not clear, 

however, the degree to which the oral and aural elements of conversation, of words spoken 

aloud and experienced as sound, are present, implicit, or indeed, absent, from such analyses. 

Of course, it is impossible to completely isolate these strands from the total sum of conversation, 

but nevertheless, I demonstrate here that it is productive to make a serious attempt . By doing 

so we gain a more precise idea of what was meant by the term 'conversation' in the eighteenth-

century - its reach as well as its specificity, its existence in theory and in practice- and we gain 

a new perspective on a question that vexed then as it does now: how to represent the oral and 

the aural in writing or print , and what is involved in attempts to put voices on the page. 

Defining conversation 

Within dictionary definitions of the period, conversation is 'discourse among persons, inter-

course, behaviour, society', the 'manner of discoursing in familiar life', and 'the common con-

duct of a man 's life. '4 As such it is an ordinary day-to-day activity, but , as 'manner ' suggests, 

also one that has a distinctive style or form. Most commentators agree that a good conversa-

tion derives from a combination of suitable characteristics in the speaker and in his utterances. 

The Abbe de Bellegarde, whose conduct guides were popular in English translation, recom-

mends that a speaker should possess 'a combination of Discretion, Civility, Complaisance and 

Circumspection', but the most common adjectives applied to the successful conversation and 

conversationalist are freedom and ease. 5 These qualities appear consistently across the period, 

from the sixteenth-century courtesy books of Della Casa and Vamouriere who describe 'all the 

freedom and familiarity that is proper to conversation' and encourage 'what 's easy, natural ' and 

'free ', through to The Guardian, which praises the man who is 'easie in his discourse '. 6 John-

3 See, for example, Markma n Ellis, The Coffee House: A Cultural History (London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 
2004), and Brian Cowan, The Social Life of Coffee: The Emergence of the British Coffeehouse (New Haven; 
London: Yale University Press, 2005). 

4 Nathan Bailey, Dictionarium Britannicum: or a more compleat universal etymological English dictionary than 
any extant . Collected by several hands (. .. J The whole revis 'd and improv 'd, w-ith many thousand additions 
(London: for T . Cox, 1730); Samuel Johnson, A dictionary of the English language: in which the words are 
deduced from their originals, and illustrated in their different significations by examples from the best writers . 
To which are prefixed, a history of the language, and an English grammar, 2 vols (London: for J. and P. 
Knapton et. al., 1755- 56); John Ash, The new and complete dictionary of the English language. To which is 
prefixed, a comprehensive grammar, 2 vols (London: for Edward & Charles Dilly, and R. Baldwin, 1775). 

5 (Jean Baptiste Mm·van) Abbe de Bellegarde, Refiexions upon the politeness of manners; with maxims for civil 
society. Being the second part of the Refiexions upon ridicule, 2nd edn (London: for B. Tooke, D. Midwinter 
and Maurice Atkins, 1710), pp.1 , 21. 

6 Giovanni Della Casa, Galateo of manners: or, instructions to a young gentleman how to behave himself in 
conversation, &c. Written originally in Italian, and done into English (London: for Bernard Lintott, 1703) , 
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son's meditation on the pleasures of conversation is thus distinctive in expression but typical 

in sentiment: 

the most eligible amusement of a rational being seems to be that interchange of 

thoughts which is practised in free and easy conversation; where suspicion is ban-

ished by experience, and emulation by benevolence; where every man speaks with 

no other restraint than unwillingness to offend, and hears with no other disposition 

than desire to be pleased. 7 

Combined with ease and mutual consideration, Johnson's references to rationality and to 

' thoughts ' indicate that good conversation requires knowledge and sound judgment: a speaker 

should be 'free and easy yet grave, learned, and instructive'. 8 Similarly, the poet and cleric, 

John Pomfret, imagines his ideal companion as one who is 'Brave, Genrous, Witty, and exactly 

free/ From loose Behaviour, or Formality', and 'In Reasoning Cool, Strong, Temperate and 

Just./ Brisk in gay Talking, and in sober Grave. '9 Implicit in these demands is an equality 

between interlocutors who share the same agenda, which might summarily be described as a 

desire to please, to offer ideas of interest , to receive them appropriately, and to be complaisant. 

One of the speakers in Vaumoriere 's The art of pleasing in conversation asks, for example: 'Can 

you suffer a Man who domineers in Conversation, who continually talks or criticizes with the 

tone of a Master, whatever others say?' His interlocutor replies: 'I find this more intolerable 

than People who deign not to speak, and who seem to testify, by a fighting silence, that it is 

not in such Company as this, where they will utter what they know'10 Similarly, Della Casa's 

popular Galateo warns the man who would 'sit musing, and melancholick' of the impropriety of 

his reticence, but at the same time argues that no one speaker can be allowed to dominate the 

conversation, since 'every Man desires freedom, which he cannot have as long as such persons 

at every turn are exercising Discipline over him. '11 Another French text, Courtin's Rules of 

Civility, makes the same assertion: 'Great care is to be had [ ... ] of speaking imperiously, or 

p.39; Pierre Ortigue de Vaumoriere, The art of pleasing in conversation. Written by the famous Cardinal 
Richelieu. Translated out of French (London: for Richard Wellington, 1708), p.267; The Guardian, 24, 1714, 
II.137, 144. 

7 Bailey, Dictionarium Britannicum; Samuel Johnson, The Rambler, ed . by W .J Bate, and Albrecht B. Strauss, 
3 vols (Yale: Yale University Press, 1969), IV.89.108. 

8 John Constable, The conversation of gentlemen considered in most of the ways, that make their mutual company 
agreeable, or disagreeable . In six dialogues, 2nd edn (London: for W. Owen, 1749), p.263. 

9 John Pomfret , The Choice. A Poem, By a Person of Quality (London: for J. Nutt, 1700), p.6. 
10Vaumoriere , The art of pleasing in conversation, p.65. 
11 Della Casa, Galateo, p.Sl. 
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3 vols (Yale: Yale University Press, 1969) , IV.89.108. 

8 John Constable, The conversation of gentlemen considered in most of the ways, tho.t make their mutual company 
agreeable, or disagreeable. In six dialogues , 2nd edn (London: for W. Owen , 1749), p.263. 

9 John Pomfret, The Choice. A Poem, By a Person of Quality (London: for J. Nutt, 1700), p .6. 
10Vaumoriere, The art of pleasing in conversation, p.65. 
11 Della Casa, Galateo, p.81. 
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using any words of command towards the person to whom we are speaking.' This forms the 

'Modesty or Civility we speak of', which 'is nothing else but humility ' , and 'consists not only in 

a moderate and submiss opinion of our selves, but in preferring the satisfaction and commodity 

of other people before our own. '12 Within English texts the rule persists. Stillingfleet in the 

lines above hints at the necessity for the proud or haughty to be humble, and an anonymous 

pamphlet echoes Courtin directly: 'Great care is to be had likewise of speaking imperiously, 

or using any Words of Command towards the Person to whom we are speaking'. 13 Constable 

advises against a 'magisterial Air ' because the 'great Rule of Civility' is 'never to make any 

one in the Company uneasy ' . The Tatler, meanwhile, states simply that: 'Equality is the life 

of conversation' .14 

The consistency of these requirements across such a range of texts indicates that they 

shared a conception of what kind of oral discourse constituted conversation. Hume's bridge 

between the ' learned and the conversible' worlds, for example, also depends on a distinction of 

valuable converse from 'endless Chat/ of WILL did this, and NAN said that'. 15 The anonymous 

poem, 'Table-Talk', published in 1742, dramatizes how the inane chatter of competing voices 

at a dinner party cannot possibly qualify as a free, equal, and mutually improving discourse: 

How Mrs Branche's Cause goes on - ? 

- A little Water Mr. John. -

Oh! Mrs Branche, I can't abide her - : 

Pray, Mr. James , a Glass of Cyder -16 

The English translation of L'Isle Andn§'s The Art of Conversing begins with the disclaimer: 

'Empty chit-chat, and frivolous small-talk, by many abusedly called conversation, is here for

mally excluded; and great-talk too, if I may be allowed the expression'. 17 Hannah More later 

complains vociferously about the current standard of female conversation, and is clear that 
12 The Rules of Civility; or Certain Ways of Deportment observed in Prance, amongst all Persons of Quality, 

upon several occasions. Translated out of French (London: for J. Martyn and John Starkey, 1671), pp.9-10, 
32. 

13 The Man of Manners: or Plebeian Polish 'd. Being Plain and Familiar Rules for a Modest and Genteel Be
haviour, on most of the ordinary Occasions of Life, 3rd edn (London: for J. Roberts, 1737) , p.29. 

14 Constable, The conversation of gentlemen considered, pp.34, 28; The Tatler; or, lucubrations of Isaac Bicker
staff, Esq ., 4 vols (London, 1789), 225, September 16th, 1710, IV.250. 

15 David Hume, Essays moral and political, 2nd edn, 2 vols (Edinburgh: for A. Kincaid, 1742), 'Of Essay Writing', 
Il.2. 

16 An Answer to the Advice to Mr L-g- n , the Dwa1j Fann-Painter at Thnbridge Wells, to which is added 
Table-Talk in the Modish Taste (London: for H. Carpenter, 1742), p.7. 

17Yves Marie de L 'Isle Andre, The Art of Conversing, translated from the French (London, 1777), p.2. 
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where good conversation involves, 'good sense, simplicity, and precision ', the title should not 

be bestowed on 'vapid common places', ' uninteresting tattle ', and ' trite and hackneyed com

munications '. 18 Johnson, however, accepts that 'table-talk ' has a certain value, perhaps a little 

below serious 'converse' but nevertheless, still worthy of cultivation: it should be 'sharp and sen-

tentious; pleasant without scurrility, witty without affectation, audacious without impudency, 

learned without opinion, and strange without heresy. ' 19 

More than a specific physical location or topic of address, therefore, the qualities which 

were held to coalesce in conversation derive from the shared desire of the interlocutors to 

participate in a polite dance of give and take, of respectful involvement in an activity both 

enriching and pleasurable. Different styles of speech and tone were acceptable within these 

boundaries, and with changes of setting and context could also come subtle differences of 

expectation. Cowan observes Shaftesbury's distaste for coffeehouse conversation, which he 

believed encouraged 'little more than frivolity, gossip, sycophancy, and imposture ' because of 

its 'mixed company [ ... J where men are met promiscuously on account of diversion or affairs.' 

His preference is for 'club' conversation between men who, already known to one another, 

shared an interest in lively discussion: in 'public company or [ . .. J solemnest assembly.' He 

admits that even in this context there must be some restrictions in form, argument, and raillery, 

but the ' liberty of the Club' offers 'that sort of freedom which is taken among gentlemen and 

friends who know one another perfectly well. '20 Addison, similarly, describes different types 

of conversation with regard to the size and character of the group: in 'numerous Assemblies', 

he writes, one is expected to conform to particular forms and to adopt general positions, and 

as a result conversation is 'streightened and confined'. In more 'contracted' groups of men 

and women, talk can turn to fashion and news, but remains self-conscious and restricted to 

'public topics ' . In both cases traces remain of the alliance between civil conversation and the 

necessarily formal and public mode of the court. There is greater familiarity and freedom in 

the third type of conversation he outlines: those 'Clubs and Knots of Friends' where particulars 

can be discussed and talk is 'more free and communicative'. Like Shaftesbury, however, it is the 
18 Hannah More, Strictures on the Modern System of Female Education, in two volumes, with a view of the 

principles and conduct prevalent among women of rank and fortune, 4th edn (London: for T . Cadell Jun. and 
W. Davies, 1799), pp.48-5l. 

19 Johnson, The Rambler, III.56.30l. 
2°Cowan, The Social Life of Coffee, p.ll2; (Anthony Ashley Cooper) Thi1·d Earl of Shaftesbury, Characteristics 

of men, manners, opinions, times, with a collection of letters, 3 vols (Basil: for J. J. Tourneisen and J. L. 
Legt·and, 1790) , 'Sensus Communis', !.6-63, 57, 59. 
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fourth type for which Addison reserves most praise: the 'most open, instructive, and unreserved 

Discourse [ ... J that which passes between two Persons who are familiar and intimate Friends. >21 

'Persons' here is a carefully chosen noun. Shaftesbury 's 'Club' presumes a company of 

men but as Addison demonstrates women are not usually excluded either from conversation 

or from advice on it. Hume, for one, argues that they are 'the Sovereigns of the Empire of 

Conversation', and on the whole, the precepts offered to them are of a similar nature to those 

directed towards their male counterparts, albeit with an acknowledgement of their different 

talents. 22 In his Young Ladies Conduct, the fashionable dancing master John Essex maintains 

the usefulness of conversation between men and women on these grounds: 'For it has been made 

an Observation, that where Conversation between the two Sexes has been deny 'd, the Women 

lose their Delicacy of Taste, and the Men their Manners. '23 The translation of Deslandes' The 

art of being easy at all times, makes a similar observation: 

Happy Flights of Fancy quicken and excite Conversation. They are ordinarily the 

Talent of the Ladies . Born with less Exactness of Spirit, but with more Gaiety 

of Wit than Men, they ramble sometimes; and we love to ramble with them [ ... J 

Coquetry [ ... J allows them the Liberty of speaking a great many Things that Men 

should n~t venture to say. 24 

But The Lady's Preceptor repeats advice common in guides for men about thinking before 

speaking, endeavouring to give pleasure to others, keeping stories short and amusing, and 

Fenelon's guidance is of the same type. In addition to memory, vivacity, and easiness, women 

should cultivate 'an exact and regular Behaviour' and 'a just and upright Sense'. 25 

All this demonstrates that despite some variation, and even with regard to the peculiar 

delights of female conversation, the defining characteristic of polite conversation is a particular 

dynamic. Klein defines it as one which 'assumed the equality of participants and insisted on 
21 The Spectator, 8 vols (London: for S. Buckley and J. Tonson, 1712- 15), 68, May 18th, 1711 , 1.386. 
22 Hume, 'Of Essay Writing', II.5. 
23 John Essex, The Young Ladies Conduct: or, Rules for Education, Under Several Heads; with Instructions upon 

Dress, both before and after Marriage (London: for John Brotherton, 1722), p.7. 
24 And re Fran<;ois Deslandes, The art of being easy at all Times, and in all places, written chiefly for the use of 

a lady of quality . The second edition. Made English from the French original by Edward Combe (London: for 
C . Rivington, 1724), p .l08 . 

25 Fran<;ois de Salignac de La Mothe Fenelon, Instructions for the Education of a Daughter. To which is added, a 
small tract of instructions for the conduct of young ladies of the highest rank. Done into English and Revised 
by Dr George Hicks, 2nd edn (London: for Jonah Bowyer, 1708) , p.209. 

1 
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a reciprocity in which participants were sometimes talkers and sometimes listeners. '26 Unlike 

a Socratic dialogue it does not suggest that one speaker leads and teaches whilst the other is 

guided to understanding through response, and it need not be systematic, concerned with the 

reaching of a conclusion, or about 'fundamental issues'. 27 It does not suggest that the roles of 

speaker and listener are fixed or that one should be privileged over the other, and rather than 

individual performances, it values the interaction between interlocutors and the shape of the 

conversation as a whole. Within these advice texts there are frequent calls for reciprocity and 

mutuality between speakers. Deslandes makes the case that the 'Complaisance of others, in 

hearing us discourse, ought to meet with a reciprocal Return.' 28 For Hume, it is an activity 

in which 'every one displays his Thoughts and Observations in the best Manner he is able, 

and mutually gives and receives Information as well as Pleasure'. 29 To 'convey the thoughts 

reciprocally in talk' forms Johnson's definition of converse, and in Fielding's view, conversation 

is 'that reciprocal Interchange of Ideas by which Truth is examined, Things are, in a manner, 

turned round, and sifted, and all our Knowledge communicated to each other'. 30 

As a consequence, these discussions also address questions of deference and hierarchy. 

Swift argues that 'Good Manners' are 'the art of making those people easy with whom we 

converse' , but he notes that: 'One principal point of this art is to suit our behaviour to the 

three several degrees of men; our superiors, our equals, and those below us. '31 In recognizing 

this he replicates the emphasis within the courtesy-book tradition on decorum and the rules of 

interaction between individuals of different stations. However, in the context of conversation, 

the demand for complaisance - 'a pleasing behaviour or obliging carriage; a courteous compli

ance or submission to the judgment or wit of another' - need not reflect social hierarchies. 32 

Thus Abel Boyer focuses on rank: 

It is very hard to hit a certain Temper and Mediocrity of Freedom with Persons 

above us, so to be easie and plain with them, as to become an Instrument of their 
26 Lawrence Klein, Shajtesbury and the Culture of Politeness (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 

p.4. 
27 David Roochnik, 'The Impossibility of Philosophical Dialogue', Philosophy and Rhetoric, 19 (1986), 147-165 

(p.149). 
28 Deslandes, The art of being easy, pp.111-112. 
29 Hume, 'Of Essay Writing', 1!.2. 
30 Johnson, Dictionary; Henry Fielding, Miscellanies, 3 vols (London, 1743), 'An Essay on Conversation', !.180. 
31 Jonathan Swift, Miscellanies: or essays literary, political, and moral (Glasgow: for Robert Urie, 1770), pp.233-

242, 233. 
32 Bailey, Dictionarium Britannicum, 'complaisance'. 
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Diversion and Entertainment, without being any way offensive, or breaking in upon 

the Honour and Respect due to their Quality.33 

Fielding adopts a different approach and explores the difficulties of accommodating different 

degrees of understanding and conversational ability: 'Certain it is, that the highest Pleasure, 

which we are capable of enjoying in Conversation, is to be met with only in the Society of 

Persons whose Understanding is pretty near on an Equality with our own. ' He identifies how 

interlocutors are distinguished from one another on the grounds of their relative capabilities. 

He is forced, however, to admit that this distinction is influenced by social station: ' the Degree 

of the Person is always to be considered', this is 'a visible but unavoidable Imperfection in 

Society itself.' For this reason it is ' the Business of our well-bred Man to endeavour to lessen 

this Imperfection to his utmost, and to bring Society as near to a Level at least as he is able. ' 

This may be done in two ways- 'by raising the lower, and by lowering what is higher. ' 

Here Fielding balances pragmatism and idealism. He is aware of the limitations placed 

upon any speaker, and the impossibility of such levelling within society more broadly, but at the 

same time he describes his dream for free and easy exchange in conversation as the embodiment 

of a Christian imperative which demonstrates a connection between wider rules of behaviour 

and codes of conversational conduct: 'Do unto all Men as you would they should do unto 

you'.34 Swift, similarly, indicates how the dynamic of conversation dramatized concerns about 

social interaction beyond the confines of individual conversations. Satirizing the snobbery of 

those who feared the consequences of a truly open and democratic sphere of conversation, he 

prefaces his Complete Collection of genteel and ingenious Conversation, with the comment: 'It 

may be objected, that the publication of my book may, in a long course of time, prostitute this 

noble art to mean and vulgar people. But, I answer, that it is not so easily acquired, as a few 

ignorant pretenders may imagine. A footman can swear; but he cannot swear like a lord. '35 

This proximity is reinforced by recurrent metaphors of commerce and trade to represent 

the structure and functioning of conversational 'exchange' . Guazzo describes conversation as a 

form of 'Commerce with the rest of Mankind', and The Spectator discusses ' the Commerce of 

33 Abel Boyer, Characters of the Virtues and Vices of the Age; or Moral Reflections, Maxims, and Thoughts 
upon Men and Manners. Translated from the most refined French Wits and Extracted from the most celebrated 
English Writers (London: for Abel Roper, 1695), pp.26-27. 

34 Fielding, 'An Essay on Conversation' , 1.142, 186, 218-219, 186. 
35 Jonathan Swift , A Complete Collection of genteel and ingenious Conversation, according to the most polite 

Mode and Method now used at Court, and in the best Companies of ENGLAND. In several Dialogues. A new 
edition (London: by R. Stanton, 1779), p.32. 
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Discourse'. 36 Shaftesbury, meanwhile, builds 'the freedom of conversation' into a fully elabo-

rated figure of trade: 'Liberty and commerce bring it to its true standard. The only danger here 

is the laying an embargo. The same thing happens here as in the case of trade. Impositions 

and restrictions reduce it to a low ebb . Nothing is so advantageous to it as a free port .'37 More 

extends the figure in her poem The Bas Bleu: 

Let Taste her curious touchstone hold, 

To try if standard be the gold; 

But 'tis thy commerce, Conversation, 

Must give it use by circulation; 

Thou noblest commerce of makind , 

Whose precious merchandize is MINo!38 

These alternative notions of circulation- of words and ideas between individuals, of the indi-

vidual in society, of money, of goods, and of the blood (Guazzo warns that without 'Commerce 

with the rest of Mankind ' men 'lose their Complexions, are lean, haggard, and ingender Dis-

eases in their Blood, whereby their Lives are endangered, and their Morals corrupted') build 

a parallel between the scene of conversation and other forms of interaction, which are not 

necessarily oral. 

The metaphor of commerce is used to describe social practices of which conversation 

is a part but not the whole. Like Deslandes who writes that 'Society is a mutual Commerce 

where everyone seeks to gain', The Art of Complaisance reminds its readers that 'ALL the 

world must acknowledge, that it is Conversation which contributes to render men sociable, and 

makes up the greatest commerce of our life'. 39 Similarly, Hume describes the 'commerce' or 

'trade ' between the two 'states' of the learned and the conversible worlds'.40 This suggests 

that conversation was not understood in isolation from other modes of social activity and that 

the connection of conversation with the body - through the immediate contact of interlocutors 

and the physical production and reception of sound - was understood metaphorically as well 
36Stefano Guazzo, The Art of Conversation. In three Parts. Translated into English (London, 1738) , pp.26-27; 

The Spectator, 4, 5th March, 1711, 1.25. 
37 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 'Sensus', 1.52. 
38 Hannah More, Florio: A Tale for Fine Gentlemen and Fine Ladies: And, The Bas-Bleu: Or, Conversation. 

Addressed to Mrs. Vesey (Dublin: for Colles, White, Byrne et. al., 1786), 11.246-251 (p.88). 
39 The art of being easy, p.18; S.C, The Art of Complaisance or the Means to oblige in Conversation, 2nd edn 

(London: for John Starkey, 1677), p.51. 
40 Hume, 'Of Essay Writing', II.4 . 
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as literally. 

The coffee-house policy of sitting in the next available seat, therefore, can be understood 

as a conversational practice but also as the symbolic embodiment of a wider attitude: 

Now being enter'd, there's no needing 

Of complements or gentile breeding, 

For you may seat you any where, 

There 's no respect of persons there. 41 

It is not clear of course how far this 'Character' reflects common practice, but statements like 

this one have been interpreted in terms of Habermas' argument that the public culture within 

which the coffee-house was located encouraged and 'preserved a kind of social intercourse that, 

far from presupposing the equality of status, disregarded status altogether. The tendency 

replaced the celebration of rank with a tact befitting equals. The parity on whose basis alone 

the authority of the better argument could assert itself.'42 Cowan's response, however, is more 

convincing. He suggests that the absolute freedom from rank represented in the coffee-house is 

best understood as a 'fiction', since 'this convention was not meant to promote social "levelling" 

[ ... ] but it was rather a means by which the genteel manners of the new metropolitan "Town" 

were to be distinguished from what were perceived to be the excessive and stifling formalities of 

the past .' He defines conversation as it was understood in this period as a 'metropolitan ' form, 

distinct from courtly civility: a 'peculiarly urban brand of social interaction which valued sober 

and reasoned debate on matters of great import , be they scientific, aesthetic, or political. '43 

Through this close attention to the characteristic features of the polite mode which 

regulated coffee-house exchanges, Cowan identifies a fiction - of an equality that is derived 

from obedience to learned codes of conduct rather than social hierarchy but is at the same 

time natui·al - that is both imposed on such scenes and embedded in the ideal of conversation 

itself. What is at issue, therefore, in works that seek to define and regulate conversation 

cannot be reduced to the voice or the body, since the rules of conversation are essentially 

the rules of politeness, and the easiness and freedom which is displayed in the former, is a 

41 The Character of a Coffee-House (1665) , p.2. Quoted in Ellis, The Coffee House , p.59. 
42 J iirgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: an enquiry into a category of bourgeois 

society, trans. by Thomas Burger and Frederick Lawrence (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1989), p.36. This is 
discussed in Terry Eagleton, The Function of Criticism (London: Verso, 1984), pp.14-17. 

43 The Social Life of Coffee, pp.l01-102. 
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particular manifestation of the latter: 'Politeness is that regulation of our conduct, which 

makes everything decent, respectable and becoming'.44 

Regulating conversation 

It is not difficult to appreciate that ' regulation ' which begins with the speech and behaviour 

of each individual represents a more manageable task than top-down social reorganization. In 

his Thoughts on Civil Liberty, Brown explains how the control of personal conduct not only 

reinforces but is in fact at the heart of social order. The connection between the two is 'the 

Necessity of curbing and fixing the Desires of Man in the social State; by such equal Laws, as 

may compel the Appetites of each Individual to yield to the common Good of all '. Since man 

is 'formed for Society ' he is equally 'formed for Intercourse with Man ', and the 'permanent 

Foundations, on which perfect Liberty can arise' are those within 'a System of Manners and 

Principles effectually impressed on the human Mind, as may be an inward Curb to every 

inordinate Desire; or rather, such as may so frame and model the human Heart' .45 This is not 

to say that the demands placed upon subjects were insignificant: 

The World of is full of Books, which teach us how to think, how to speak, and how 

to behave our selves; we see every where some Characters and Pictures of manners, 

some Rules for a Civil Life, some Instructions, Ad vices, and Maxims concerning the 

Duties of Men in their several Stations.46 

Given that such guides to conversation are 'Books' which function within a network of other 

regulatory measures, how far does this regulation centre on its oral dimension? 

In comparison with the endless advice offered as to appropriate greetings and responses, 

when to join a conversation and when to leave, how to tell a story without boring your listeners 

or to be humorous without causing offence, there is surprisingly little attention given to specific 

matters of the voice and the body. Problems such as the sound of a grating, harsh, singsong, 

or whispered voice, the difficulties of pronuniciation and intonation, of gesture, or the con-

trol of volume, are identified but not dwelt upon. Bordelon's characterization of unsuccessful 
44 John Harris , An Essay on Politeness; wherein the benefits arising from and the necessity of being polite are 

clearly proved (London: for B. Law, 1775), p.34. 
45 Dr Brown, Thoughts on Civil Liberty, on Licentiousness, and Faction (Dublin: for A. Leathley, J. Exshaw, 

W. Watson and S. Watson , 1765), pp.5-6, 21. 
46 Laurent Bordelon, The management of the tongue . Done out of French, 2nd edn (London: for H. Rhodes, 

1707), 'Advertisement'. 
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conversationalists by the content of their speech is typical: he lists for example, the faults of 

the ' lyar', 'boaster', ' tale-bearer ', 'adviser', 'reprover', ' instructor', 'jester', and 'opinionator' .47 

Similarly, Truster's digested version of Chesterfield's Letters offers numerous rules regarding 

digressions, advice, and when to remain silent, but only makes brief comments on speech itself. 

For example: ' in common conversation; he who speaks deliberately, distinctly and correctly; 

he who makes use of the best words to express himself, and varies his voice according to the 

nature of the subject, will always please. '48 

What every writer does stress, however, is the absolute priority of controlling the pas-

sions. As we have seen, Stillingfleet describes the 'Art of Converse ' in terms of 'how to sooth 

the Soul / Of haughty Man, his Passions to controul ' , and this imperative is central to the 

courtly tradition. Bellegarde's Aristus warns of the dangers of the passions. 'One is not aware 

of the evils which the Passions are capable of producing [ ... J till it is too late to apply proper 

remedies for their prevention. They hurry us into actions which often leave us to a long repen-

tance, and brand us with eternal infamy. ' In his view a man in a 'great violent Passion' is a wild 

beast who disrupts not only the civility of the scene but the social order itself: 'He observes 

no decorum, but confounds all the relations of civil society '.49 Another early courtesy book, 

by Gracian, demands the same self-control. One is 'Never to be disordered with Passion' and 

'ought therefore to get the Mastery over one's self, that one may never be accused of Transport '. 

It is 'the greatest of Dominions to govern one's Self and Passions. '50 The emphasis in both 

these texts and in the English works which follow their example, is not on the negative impact 

that excessive passion may have upon reason, although this does form part of the problem, but 

rather on the consequences of transgressing the boundaries of appropriate behaviour. 

'Many are the natural temptations to offences of the tongue' , observes Rester Chapone, 

and there are frequent warnings about breaking the rules of regulated language, gesture, and 

emotion during conversation.51 Fenelon advises the lady who desires to be polite, to learn 
47 Bordelon, The management of the tongue, p .34. 
48 Principles of Politeness, and of Knowing the World; by the Late Lord Chesterfield. Methodised and digested 

under distinct Heads, with additions by the Rev. Dr John Trusler (London; York: for John Bell, and C. 
Etherington, 1775) , pp.5-6, 92-96, 30. 

49 (Jean Baptiste Morvan) Abbe de Bellegarde, Models of conversation for persons of poli te education. Selected 
and translated from the French (London: for A. Millar, 1765), pp.27, 41. 

50 The Art of Prudence: or, a Companion for a Man of Sense, by Mr. Savage, originally in Spanish by Balthazar 
Gracian, 3rd edn (London: for D. Browne, J . Walthoe, W. Mears and Jonas Browne, 1714) , pp.51-52. 

51 Hester Chapone, Miscellanies in Prose and Verse (London: for Edward & Charles Dilly and J . Waiter, 1775) , 
'On Conversation', pp.20-21. 
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'when to hold her Peace, and to Manage every thing which comes in her way' .52 This is echoed 

by Essex who advises 'Young Ladies' that they must protect themselves against ' immoderate 

or irregular Desires'. More importantly, he impresses upon them the need not to allow their 

passions to be displayed: ' FIRST, Bridle the Tongue, and Seal up your Lips; for when the Passion 

wants vent, it will supress it self, and like Fire for want of Air, be naturally extinguish'd. '53 

Constable's dialogues take a different approach, describing the folly of inadequate self-control: 

'For a while, they keep a closer guard upon themselves. Then soon again they indulge a careless 

Liberty, and not bear the requisite Constraint to conquer their disobliging Humours, Habits, 

or Passions. '54 

Such is the insistence of these demands for limitation and self-control, that Shaftesbury 

is prompted deliberately to argue for the reverse: 'A freedom of raillery, a liberty in decent 

language to question everything, and an allowance of unravelling or refuting any argument with 

offence to the arguer' are the only means by which to render many conversations 'agreeable'. 

In fact his case in 'Sensus Communis' is that ' the natural free spirits of ingenious men, if 

imprisoned and controlled ' will in the end break loose, in 'buffoonery ', 'burlesque' or other 

impolitenesses: 'It is the persecuting spirit has raised the bantering one, and want of liberty 

may account for want of a true politeness and for the corruption or wrong use of pleasantry 

and humour. '55 Even Shaftesbury recognizes, therefore, what leads other to press for strict 

regulation: that spontaneity and extemporaneity are facilitated by the immediacy of a face-

to-face encounter, and just as the passions, once unleashed, gain their own momentum, so 

a conversation is liable to propel itself in unplanned directions. Within a spoken exchange 

there can be no returns, re-reading, or extended contemplation, and words once uttered and 

responded to cannot easily then be prefaced, footnoted , or placed in context. It is for this reason 

that a deliberately combative spirit and excessive raillery are condemned. Cowper's hatred of 

'a duel in the form of a debate;/ The clash of arguments and jar of words', for example, is 

typical. 56 

A comparison between oral and written modes, between speaking and listening, reading 

and writing, is implicit in this awareness. Another response to the multiplicity of rules regarding 
52 Fenelon, Instructions for the Education of a Daughter, p.209. 
53 Essex, The Young Ladies Conduct, pp.ll, 13. 
54 Constable, The conversation of gentlemen considered, p.8. 
55 Shaftesbury, 'Sensus', !.57-59. 
56William Cowper, Poems, 3rd edn (London: for J . Johnson, 1787), 'Conversation', p .216. 
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conversational politeness, however, suggests that this sense of difference is reinforced by the 

activity of regulation itself, which takes two forms: the codes of behaviour to be enacted 

during conversation, and the management of an oral activity through written rules. Drawing 

particular attention to both the elements of oral exchange which cannot be properly captured 

on the page and to his own satire of those who attempt to do so, Swift illuminates how published 

conversation manuals enact an opposition between orality and literacy. He writes that: 

there is hardly a polite sentence in the following dialogue, which cloth not absolutely 

require some peculiar graceful motion in the eyes or nose, or mouth, or forehead, or 

chin; or suitable toss of the head, with certain offices assigned to each hand; and in 

ladies, the whole exercise of the fan [ ... ] by no means omitting the various turns 

and cadences of the voice, the twistings , and movement , and different postures of 

the body, the several kinds and gradations of laughter , which the ladies must daily 

practise by the looking-glass, and consult upon them with their waiting-maids. 57 

Here Swift demonstrates how the reader must imagine when reading the dialogue what would be 

audible and visible in practice and thus he indicates that, despite endless attempts, conversation 

is more than can be reduced to the written or printed word. His satire in fact demonstrates 

that all those who even attempt this are doomed to failure . 

Johnson famously reaches much the same conclusion through the enormous effort of 

his Dictionary. Here he comments wryly of the fruitless desire of the 'academies ' to 'enchain 

syllables' and to ' lash the wind', but his earlier Plan for the work announces his own desire 

to bring order to the 'boundless chaos of living speech' through the stabili ty of the written 

word. 58 Later, and despite an almost obsessional belief in the value of speech, Thomas Sheridan 

introduces his own dictionary as 'the foundation for regulating and refining our speech, till it is 

brought to the degree of perfection whereof in its nature it is capable; and afterwards of fixing 

it in that state of perpetuity, by a sure and settled standard.' Both men oppose the two modes 

of communication and describe speech as 'living'; Sheridan even goes so far as to characterize 

writing as 'the dead letter'. 59 This representation reinforces the association explored above 

57Swift, A Complete Collection, pp.l2-13. 
58 'Preface'; The Plan of a Dictionary of the English Language, addressed to the Right Honorable Philip Dormer, 

Earl of Chesterfield (London: for J. and P. Knapton et a l., 1747), p.l2. 
59 Thomas Sheridan, A Dissertation on the Causes of the Difficulties, which occur, in learning the English Tongue . 

With a Scheme for Publishing an English Grammar and Dictionary, upon a plan entirely new (London: for R . 
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between speech and spontaneity. Like dictionaries, acts of parliament inscribed on papyrus, 

and the development of a written body of law from the roots of a common law tradition, the 

act of transposing an oral activity to the page reflects and confirms an alliance of literacy and 

legislation. 

By the removal of the requirement for an interlocutor, however, these printed conversa-

tion guides allow the potential conversationalist to learn without speaking in public, or indeed 

without speaking at all. Some texts, such as those by Vamouriere, Fenelon, and Constable, 

provide sample dialogues in order that the proper forms can be grasped simply by reading alone. 

Others, including Trusler, Enfield, and Sheridan suggest that the learner practises conversing 

or reading aloud with a close friend in the privacy of his own home. 60 Here the difference 

between genuine conversation and reading aloud, copying exemplary texts, or uttering learned 

phrases, is of course immense. But this gulf magnifies rather than distorts a tension in the pre-

vailing conception of conversation itself, of obedience to rules combined with naturalness and 

liberty. However, what the process of codification through writing does introduce is a mecha-

nism for judging conversations from a distanced perspective which is more usually associated 

with literate practices: dissection of argument, close-reading, and comparison. 

'Our polish'd manners are a mask we wear' 

This perspective is related to, although not identical with, the use of the mirror that Swift 

describes. Like a friend, or a 'waiting-maid', a speaker in training can first consider those 

examples written out for him, before assessing his own performance critically and reaching 

a conclusion as to how far it meets with the polite requirements laid down in his conduct 

manual. One element of this process, through which he can literally view himself from the 

outside, might be to practice in front of a mirror. But, since the mirror can only provide surface 

information, one consequence of this method of training is an engagement with the issues of 

legitimate deception and desirable artificiality. The figure of the mirror would suggest that 

this confrontation focuses concerns regarding visual representation, but as I will demonstrate, 

it also mobilizes important attitudes regarding the oral dimension of conversation 

and J. Dodsley, 1761) , p.30; A Course of Lectures on Elocution: together with Two Dissertations on Language; 
and some other tracts relative to those subjects (London: for A. Millar et al., 1762), p .xii. 

60 Principles of Politeness, p.30; William Enfield, The Speaker: Or, Miscellaneous Pieces. To which are prefixed 
two essays. On Elocution, on Reading works of Taste. A new edition (London: for J. Johnson, 1797), p .xxxiii; 
Sheridan, Lectures, p.27. 
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Many of the earlier courtesy books rooted in the ceremonial codes of the court are 

confident about the power of deception and do not worry themselves about justifications which 

extend beyond this. For example, The Art of Complaisance , published anonymously in 1677, 

states baldly: 'Dissimulation is part of the essence of Conversation', each speaker must 'conceal 

his game' . And, on the question of truthfulness the author is intentionally evasive: 

We ought always in our discourse to have regard to 'I\·uth as the ground of Conver-

sation, but to avoid involving my self in those great questions concerning truth, I 

shall content my self to say, that it is a conformity of our words with our thoughts, 

. without determining whether there ought to be a precise similitude of the thoughts 

we express to the thing we have in our mind. 61 

Chesterfield adopts the same attitude in his advice to his son. He writes, 'It may be objected, 

that I am now recommending dissimulation to you; I both own and justify it [ ... ] I go still 

farther , and say, that without some dissimulation no business can be carried on at all. ' He 

relates this necessity directly to the regulation of the passions: 'That coolness of mind and 

evenness of countenance, which prevents a discovery of our sentiments, by our words, our ac-

tions , or our looks, is too necessary to pass unnoticed.'62 However, the fact that upon their 

posthumous publication in 1774, Chesterfield 's Letters were received with such ridicule and 

opposition, does seem to suggest a shift in attitude during the course of the eighteenth century. 

Certainly, one parodic versification of the advice they contain mocks their emphasis on conceal-

ment, artificiali ty, and deception. His attention to outward appearance and accomplishments 

- to clothes, silver buckles, cleanliness, and polished elegance - is derided, and the exaggerated 

claim that 'More useful, than classical knowledge, this art, /To deceive, we must first gain 

access to the heart ', indicates the degree to which such a preoccupation with externalities was 

perceived to be both trivial and at the same time dangerous.63 The 1777 translation of The 

Art of Conversing adds to its advice that 'dissimulation' should be avoided the remark that 

this is 'very different advice from the noble Earl's to his son! Indeed most of the maxims in 

this little poem, are diametrically opposite to what his Lordship advances in his letters'. 64 

61 S.C, The Art of Complaisance, pp.9, 54. 
62 Letters written by the late right honourable Philip Dormer Stanhope, Earl of Chesterfield, to his Son, Philip 

Stanhope Esq; together with several other pieces on various subjects. Published by Mrs Eugenia Stanhope, 2 vols 
(London: for J. Dodsley, 1774), Letter CLXXXIII, p.231; Principles of Politeness, p.48. 

63 The Fine Gentleman's Etiquette; or Lord Chesterfield's advice to his son versified. By a Lady (London: for 
T. Davies, 1776) , p.11. 

64L'Isle Andre, The Art of Conversing, p.17. 
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Various accounts have been offered of a just such a shift. Dwyer, for example, discusses 

the development of a concern about 'artificial politeness', whilst Tadie argues for the rise of a 

distinctive English understanding of polite conversation. 

The growing appeal to natural rather than artificial manners , brought a change 

in the nature of conversation writing. The insistence on the community, on the 

necessity to please the company was replaced by a quest for sincerity, for true and 

natural eloquence [ . . . ] Whereas in seventeenth-century France conversations cel

ebrated one 's belonging to an exclusive social circle and to polite society, thereby 

defining oneself with reference to this group, in eighteenth-century England there 

occurred a distinct move towards a more intimate conception of intercourse. Con

versations were defined as the privileged moment of truthful communication.65 

It is also tempting to look for the germinating roots , in the earlier decades of the century, of 

what Davidson describes as the growing 'moral and religious conservatism' of the 1780s, which 

was also then intensified by reaction to events in France.66 It is far from clear, however, that 

tracing these trajectories produces entirely accurate or helpful conclusions. 

Within the guides we have been examining, there is some evidence to support the view 

that there was a movement towards intimacy or sincerity and that this was understood in 

terms of a peculiarly English style. Addison argues exactly this in The Spectator. He describes 

'English Plainness and Sincerity ' and argues for its modernity: 

conversation, like the Romish religion, was so encumbered with show and ceremony, 

that it stood in need of a Reformation to retrench its superfluities , and restore 

it to its natural good sense and beauty. At present therefore an unconstrained 

carriage, and a certain openness of behaviour are the height of good breeding. The 

fashionable world is grown free and easie; our manners, sit more loose upon us: 

Nothing is so modish as an agreeable negligence.'67 

Comparing The Art of Complaisance from 1677, which emphasizes appearances rather than 
65 John Dwyer, 'The imperative of sociability: moral culture in the late Scottish Enlightenment', British Journal 

for Eighteenth Century Studies, 13 (Autumn, 1990), 169-184 (p.l70); Alexis Tadie, Sterne's Whimsical Theatres 
of Language: Orality, Gesture, Literacy (Aldershot: Ashgate , 2003), p.31. 

66 Jenny Davidson, Hypocrisy and the Politics of Politeness (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 
p.65. 

67 The Spectator, 119, 17th July 1711, 1.487. 
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authenticity- 'Complaisance ought to be fine and delicate, but it ought to appear without con-

straint'- with Stillingfleet's praise of 'Sincerity', or More's complaint that women's conversation 

is prone to 'exhibiting itself under the smiling mask of an engaging flattery' and the 'manners 

of artificial intercourse', also gives this impression. 68 But such a clear line of development is 

by no means so apparent elsewhere, and particularly with regard to The Spectator it is worth 

pausing to consider how far Addison expected his assessment to function as description and 

how far as instruction or even imperative. 

Some early French and Italian texts stress sincerity. Della Casa, for example, remarks: 

'And since the design of speaking, is to open our selves to others, to be wholly silent, is to 

appear Incognito, to desire not to be known. '69 Vaumoriere's speakers also discuss the merits 

of truthfulness, intimacy, and deception at length, and even do so with direct reference to the 

courtly rules of civility. Their responses are complex and no single answer is arrived at: 

Erastus: But, Madam, it is not necessary that our Knowledge should reach to the 

Hearts of Persons, and that we sound into the depths of their Souls, whether they 

be such in effect as they appear to be. It is sufficient we know what their Rank is, 

that we have the deference for them that is due; and that we consider what their 

capacity is; that we may not speak too boldly before abler Folks than our selves 

[ ... ] What would you think, if a little young gentleman, tho ' born in Wales, should 

draw his Chair, and sit jig-by-joul with a Marquess; or talk in a familiar Tone with 

a Marshal of France? 

Cleonice: Do we not feel our selves? Can we believe that we should conceal our 

Sentiments from our selves, as we dissemble 'em to others? 

Erastus: Yes, Madam, we take pleasure to deceive our selves. 70 

Moreover , Richard Head 's mock treatise, Porteus Redivivus, published m 1675, satirizes the 

arts of conversation and complaisance as nothing but deception. In conversation, he writes, 

'Feigned submissions ' are required, and 'Counterfeit Learning' is equally as useful as its 'Real' 

equivalent: 

68 S.C, The Art of Complaisance, p.7; Stillingfleet, An Essay on Conversation, 11.400-401; More, Strictures on 
the Modern System of Female Education, in two volumes, with a view of the principles and conduct prevalent 
among women of rank and fortune, p .51. 

69Della Casa, Galateo, p.ll4. 
70Vaumoriere, The art of pleasing in conversation, pp.31, 43, 177, 181. 
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[The] Art of Wheedling, which some would have called Complaisance, is in plain 

terms, nothing else but the Art of Insinuation, or Dissimulation, compounded of 

mental reservation, seeming patience and humility, (self-obliging) civility, and a 

more than common affability, all which club to please, and consequently to gain by 

conversation. 71 

Equally, we find that later texts also disrupt this clear path of development over time. 

30 

Hume is not alone in his continued argument for the necessity of the 'mask' to the 

process of self-regulation: 'Amongst all the arts of conversation, no one pleases more than 

mutual deference or civility, which leads us to resign our own inclinations to those of our 

companion, and to curb and conceal that presumption and arrogance so natural to the human 

mind [ ... ] civility obliges us either to express or counterfeit towards the persons with whom 

we converse. >72 There is also an echo of The Art of Complaisance in a 1740 pamphlet designed 

'for the Gentry ': 'Complaisance is a gentle and easy Virtue, it makes us content with every 

one; or if not, so artfully to conceal our Resentments, that none may perceive our ill Humour, 

or suffer by it. '73 

Furthermore, although the 'commerce' of conversation is a recurrent figure for conver-

sation, its prosaic associations are balanced by an equally common trope - the enchanting 

qualities of politeness and conversation. Instead of plain-dealing, references to charms and 

enchantment evoke ideas of mysterious agency, possible deception, spells and chants, as well 

as surface beauty. Head takes the cynical view that the 'Art of Dissimulation [ . .. ] by a secret 

and most powerful charm, calms the rage and greatest displeasure of the most Potent , disarms 

our enemies, when in the greatest fury, and wrests the sword out of that hand, that is just 

about sheathing it in a bloody, fleshy scabbard.'74 The Scottish writer, Adam Petrie, employs 

the same language in relation to flattery: 'a bewitching Charm, the wildest of Men give Way to 

be tam'd by this Inchantment . '75 This formulation also appears in The Art of Complaisance: 

'Let us commit our selves to the direction of this admirable Art, which by a secret and most 

71 Richard Head , Proteus Redivivus; or the Art of Wheedling, or Insinuation, Obtain'd by General ConveTsation 
(London: by W .D, 1675), pp.4, 7. 

72 David Hume, Essays and treatises on several subjects (London; Edinburgh: for A. Millar, A. Kincaid and A. 
Donaldson, 1758), 'Of the Rise and Progress of the Arts and Sciences', pp.78-79. 

73 An Essay on Polite Behaviour: Wherein the Nature of Complaisance and True Gentility is Consider'd and 
Recommended. Addressed to the Gentry (London: forT. Gardner , 1740), p.2 . 

74 Head, Porteus Redivivus , p.3. 
75 Adam Petrie, Rules of Good Deportment or Breeding for the Use of Youth (Edinburgh , 1720) , p.56. 
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powerful charm, calms the displeasures of tyrants, disarms or averts the fury of our enemies, 

& wrests the sword from the hand of vengeance. '76 

These figures of charm and enchantment are associated both with modes of speaking 

and with politeness itself. Thus, Gracian's The Art of Prudence devotes a chapter to the idea 

of the 'Secret Charm, or the Inexpressible Somewhat; which the French call the Je-ne-sai-quoi; 

and the Spaniards El despejo ' which is 'the Life of great Qualities, the Breath of Words, the 

Soul of Actions, and the Lustre of all Beauties.' It 'insinuates into all our Actions and Words', 

and influences 'our Gate, Mirth, Voice, and Gesture.'77 Harris, meanwhile, remarks: 'There's 

a sort of Charm in Politeness which there 's no resisting. Our Affections easily stream towards 

the gentle and good humour'd, that enter into our Sentiments, applaud all we say, and are not 

disheartened with our Caprices and ill Humours .'78 

Although not exclusively- and we might think of the visual charms of a beautiful woman, 

a landscape or a piece of art - there is nevertheless a significant oral dimension to this trope. Ree 

identifies a special relationship between orality and enchantment, and describes the manner in 

which enlightenment texts found their modern, literate, critical, and scientific culture entirely 

opposed to the oral world of magic and superstition: 

The idea -of magic is inseparable from invocations, mantras and prayers, after all; 

and disciplined critical knowledge defines itself, in contrast, by its imperviousness 

to vocal fetishism [ . . . ] It sees itself as essentially the opposite of the chanting of 

spells, the singing of charms, the swearing of oaths, and all kinds of abracadabra, 

mumbo-jumbo and verbal hocus-pocus?9 

The mode of enchantment and the primitive are also tied together through an association with 

superstition, often figured as by Addison in terms of popery, and naive, old-fashioned rural 

belief in magic, fairies, goblins, and daemons. Johnson 's Dictionary, for example, first defines 

the verb 'enchant ' as: 'To give efficacy to any thing by songs of sorcery'. This is illustrated by 

a quotation from Shakespeare: 

And now about the cauldron sing, 

76 The Art of Complaisance, p.5. 
77 Gracian, The Art of Prudence, pp .l28-131. 
78 Harris, Essay, p.3. 
79 Jonathan Ree, I See a Voice: a philosophical history of language, deafness and the senses (London: Flamingo, 

2000), p .3. 
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Like elves and fairies in a ring, 

Enchanting all that you put in.80 

Its subsidiary definitions are: 'To subdue by charms or spells', and 'To delight to a high degree', 

whilst 'enchantment' concerns 'Magical charms; spells; incantation; sorcery' as well as ' lrre-

sistible influence; overpowering delight.' As a verb, 'charm' functions practically synonymously 

and is defined as: 'The chanting or recitation of a verse supposed to possess magic power or 

occult influence; incantation, enchantment.' 

Cowper's description of the artificiality of the polite mode introduces a further dimension 

to this association. He writes in his poem on 'Conversation' that: 

Our polish'd manners are a mask we wear, 

And at the bottom, barb 'rous still and rude, 

We are restrained indeed, but not subdued.81 

His reference here to the barbarity beneath the surface of human manners recalls Rousseau's 

description of the 'uniform veil of perfidious politeness' , but without his confidence in the 

superiority of uncultivated, naked, and hence, authentic, humanity.82 The desire for control 

and for restraint so apparent in the multiplicity of rules for conversational conduct is not here 

dismissed; the deception involved in the wearing of a mask is perhaps regrettable, but it is 

more regrettable that 'polish'd manners' are limited in their power to only surface effects. 

Later, in response to the revolution in France, Burke echoes the vocabulary of both 

Rousseau and Cowper but more explicitly argues for the 'pleasing illusions which made power 

gentle and obedience liberal' and the 'decent draperies of life' which are 'necessary to cover 

the defects of our naked shivering nature'. Like Brown he upholds the connection between the 

'sentiments which beautify and soften private society' and the political and social order' and it 

is for this reason that in both spheres he contrasts what is charmingly obfuscated to the 'new 

conquering empire of light and reason', which threatens to illuminate man's barbarity.83 In 

so Macbeth, Act IV.l. 
81 Cowper, 'Conversation', p.220. 
82 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The discourse which carried the prc:emium at the Academy of Dijon, in MDCCL. On 

this question, propos 'd by the said Academy, whether the re-establishment of arts and sciences has contributed 

to the refining of manners. By a citizen of Geneva. Translated from the French original (London: for W. 

Owen, 1751) , p.19. 
83 Edmund Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France, and on the proceedings in certain societies in London 

relative to that event. In a letter intended to have been sent to a gentleman in Paris (London: for J . Dodsley, 

1790), p.ll4. 
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each case, the opposition between this essential nature and cultivated politeness invokes the 

two different ideas of orality which operate in the terms chant and enchant: the primitive oral 

culture of the illiterate savage which is replicated in modern society by the speech of the vulgar 

and ill-educated, and the polished oral exchanges of the literate and polite. 

The first type of orality is by necessity prior to literacy and tends to be opposed to it; 

the latter, by contrast, is predicated on and moderated through literate norms and printed 

texts. These conduct guides, do not, in other words invest orality per se with an essential 

authenticity or indeed value, and they do not argue that it has been eroded by literacy; instead, 

an increasing attention to the way in which particular forms of interaction can reflect and even 

sustain a wider social order locates potential sincerity, or conversely, dissimulation, within the 

scene of particular performances and the conduct of those who act or speak within them. As 

a consequence of this increased attention, sincerity becomes of greater practical and moral 

importance, even if there is not an absolute shift in attitude towards it. 

Familiarity and friendship 

Addison's distinction, in Spectator 68, between types of conversation, suggests a further way 

in which its role and function came to be considered as the eighteenth century progressed. The 

final and most valuable type of conversation he describes is one in which each speaker 'exposes 

his whole Soul to the Examination of his Friend'. 84 The openness and transparency suggested 

here contrasts directly with Rousseau's complaint that despite the 'boasted civility' of the age, 

'friendships are insincere ', but in fact it is their shared engagement with the idea of friendship 

which is most significant.85 The reciprocity which is demanded of participants within the 

ideal conversation is the defining characteristic of the Aristotelian concept of friendship. As 

one commentator puts it: 'In Aristotle 's view, the central case of friendship is a relationship 

of reciprocal affection between two equal and similar adults'. Such relationships, cultivated 

properly, are not self-serving but rather an essential feature of human life and the social order.86 

Moreover, the paradoxical exclusivity generated by the ideal of freedom and equality among 

the participants in a conversation which is dependent upon the existence of a limited circle of 

84 The Spectator, 68, May 18th, 1711 , !.386. 
85 Rousseau, Discourse, p.l9. 
86 Michael Pakaluk, Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics: An Introduction (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2005), p .258; See Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, trans. by Terence Irwin (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing 
Company, 1985), Books 8 and 9, pp.207-266. 
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interlocutors, echoes the dynamic of friendship. 87 

This model of interchange between friends does not derive merely from speaking aloud, 

or from listening rather than reading, but the physical proximity of two speakers enacts the 

emotional connection and closeness of an intimate relationship, and vice versa. Newlyn argues 

that Coleridge appreciates precisely this in his desire to represent readers as friends or even 

family and by his preference for ' the immediacy of spoken communication' , which allows for the 

'possibility of intimate unity between speaker and listener' . It is also reflected in the alteration 

she describes as taking place in Bluestocking meetings, where instead of the 'earlier custom of 

conversing in a vast semicircle', the guests were encouraged to address each other informally 

in small groups.88 

It is not quite that the texts which follow the courtesy-book tradition do not conceive of 

the idea that freedom and ease in conversation might arise from or reflect friendship . Della Casa, 

for example, writes that conversation should be managed 'with all that Affability, Courtesie, 

and Obliging Deportment, which usually intervenes betwixt Friends.'89 But as the phrase 

'which usually intervenes' suggests, the relationship of friendship to the rules of conversation 

is as a model or a guide. Addison, by contrast, describes exchanges between actual friends, 

not as a metaphor for familiarity, ease or freedom, but as a cause of it , and furthermore, the 

conversation is shown to increase intimacy and build a stronger friendship as the speakers bare 

their innermost souls to one another. As Chapone observes: 'It is the boast of this age to have 

discovered, that true politeness consists, not in modes and ceremonies, but in entering with 

delicacy into the feelings of our companions'.9° Freedom and friendship are thus allied in an 

intimate scene of conversation, but the impression of a greater desire for sincerity also arises 

out of a more sustained focus on the nature of such social bonds in themselves. 

Written, and especially printed texts, by contrast, are structured around the physical 

separation of the author and reader, and necessarily involve a relative lack of control on the 

part of the creator. This has long been appreciated, and we find the problem discussed in the 

87This is discussed in Leland E. Warren, 'The Conscious Speakers: Sensibility and the Art of Conversation 
Considered' in Sensibility in Transformation: Creative Resistance to Sentiment from the Augustans to the 
Romantics, ed . by Jean H. Hagstum and Syndy Macmillan Conger (London; Toronto: Associated Universit ies 
Press, 1990) , pp.25-42 (p.34). 

88 Lucy Newlyn, Reading, Writing and Romanticism: The Anxiety of Reception (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2000), pp.51, 237-242. 

89 Giovanni Della Casa, The Arts of Grandeur and Submission: or a Discourse concerning the Behaviour of Great 
men towards their Inferiours; and of Inferiour Personages towards Men of greater Quality. Translated by Henry 
Stubbe, 2nd edn (London: for William Lee, 1670) , p.7. See also, Gracian, The Art of Prudence, p.151. 

9°Chapone, Miscellanies, p.29. 
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Phaedrus, but the rapid rise of printed material during the eighteenth-century, its concomitant 

decrease in price, rising levels of literacy, and the debate surrounding the licensing of the press 

and the legalities of publishing, following the passing of the Copyright Act of 1709, would all 

have contributed to its pressing relevance. 

And once a thing is put in writing, the composition, whatever it may be, drifts 

all over the place, getting into the hands not only of those who understand it, but 

equally of those who have no business with it ; it doesn't know how to address the 

right people, and not address the wrong. 91 

Just as the 'living chaos ' of speech can evade limitation and control , so too, this preference 

for the model of friendship suggests, can the written and printed word. Thus, although the 

textual nature of these guides represents an attempt to bring order to an oral practice, at the 

same time, the intimacy of this form of oral exchange facilitates regulation which derives from, 

rather than being opposed to, its orality. 

'Communion sweet from heart to heart' 

The interconnected models of friendship and conversation function , however, within the context 

of other attempts to conceptualize the nature of social relations as a form of shared emotional 

and intellectual experience. They are joined, therefore, by an important third term: sympathy. 

The Spectator argues, in response to the claims of Stoicism, for the necessity of compassion 

as well as 'generous Sympathy', which 'knits Mankind together, and blends them in the same 

common Lot .' In earlier essays, the idea of sympathy is also explored. Addison describes, 

for example, how 'we feel our selves disposed to mourn when any of our Fellow Creatures 

are afflicted ' on account of a 'generous Sympathy in Nature' , and opposes ' those Applications 

which are said to convey Virtue by Sympathy' with the tendency of Men to be 'dazzled by false 

Charms and unreal Beauty. '92 

However, Mandeville's audacious argument in The fable of the bees that man is not 

'sociable' on the grounds of his 'desire of Company, good Nature, Pity, Affability, and other 

Graces of a fair Outside', but that 'his vilest and most hateful Qualities are the most necessary ' , 

91 Plato, Phaedrus, trans . by R. Hackforth (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1972) , 275e, p.158. See 
also Hume, Essays moral and political, 'Of the Liberty of the Press', Il.15-24. 

92 The Spectator, 397, June 5th 1712, VI.ll; 302, February 15th, 1712, IV.293; 53, 1st May, 1711, I.295. 
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although it is not explicitly a treatise on sympathy, did much to encourage further consideration 

of the issue.93 Of the many responses to Mandeville, Smith's Theory of Moral Sentiments is the 

most sustained and significant. His belief in the natural and benevolent sociability of man and 

the particular structure of his model of sympathy reflect burgeoning interest in the functioning 

of social relations, including conversation, and moulded attempts to describe it. 

The influence of Mandeville is clear from the first lines of Smith 's treatise: 'HOW selfish 

soever man be supposed, there are evidently some principles in his nature, which interest him in 

the fortunes of others, and render their happiness necessary to him, though he derives nothing 

from it but the pleasure of seeing it. ' He is keen to establish the necessary connectedness of 

individuals: 'It is thus that man, who can subsist only in society, was fitted by nature to that 

situation for which he was made. All the members of human society stand in need of each 

other's assistance , and are likewise exposed to mutual injuries. ' But, more particularly, he 

wants to define and establish the primacy of the principle of sympathy within this model of 

inter-relation. Sympathy is 'our fellow-feeling with any passion whatever', although 'in its most 

proper and primitive signification' it is 'fellow feeling with sufferings of others.'94 

When Smith begins to describe the process of sympathetic relation, we see the first sug-

gestions of its connection with the friendship model of conversation, and hence of its relevance 

to this investigation of the oral. Smith outlines how, despite the fact that our senses 'never 

did, and never can, carry us beyond our own person' , by imagination 'we enter as it were into 

his body, and become in some measure the same person with him.' Indeed, the 'passions, upon 

some occasions, may seem to be transfused from one man to another, instantaneously '.95 These 

descriptions of intimate connection, of the virtual sharing of bodies and of a flow of emotion 

from one individual to another, echo Stillingfleet's depiction of the movement of reason between 

the bodies of conversing speakers as well as the multiple figures of circulation associated with 

conversation: 

We see, when Reason stagnates in the Brain, 

The Dregs of Fancy cloud its purest Vein; 

93 Bernard Mandeville, The fable of the bees: or, private vices publick benefits. Containing, several discourses, to 
demonstrate, that human frailties, [. .. J may be turn'd to the advantage of the civil society (London: for J. 
Roberts , 1714), p.24. 

94 Adam Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments (London; Edinburgh: for A. Millar , A. Kincaid and J. Bell, 
1759), pp.1, 188, 6. 

95 Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, pp.2, 6, 93, 374. 
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But Circulation betwixt Mind and Mind 

Extends its Course, and renders it refin 'd. 96 

Later, More's depiction of conversation draws on and represents precisely the kind of friendly, 

sincere, and intimate exchange described by Addison and represented through the trope of 

enchantment, but here she tmns to the concept of sympathy: 

Enlighten'd spirits, you, who know 

What charms from polish'd converse flow, 

Speak, for you can, the pure delight 

When kindred sympathies unite; 

When correspondent tastes impart 

Communion sweet from heart to heart.97 

These examples demonstrate the clear resemblance between the ideal of a conversation between 

two friends in which each bares his soul to the other and an account of how individuals, 

regardless of whether or not they are personally known to one another, can be joined by a 

sympathetic bond. 

There are, however, a number of further parallels between Smith's concept of sympathy 

and the qualities of an ideally polite conversation. His concept of sympathy involves accom-

modation in the same way that a conversation was held to require complaisance. In order to 

gain sympathy, a man must begin by 'lowering his passion to that pitch, in which the specta

tors are capable of going along with him'. It is ' indecent ' not to do so. This accommodation 

in turn demands self-control and regulation of the passions. Smith praises, therefore, 'heroic 

magnanimity ' , and describes the happiness it brings: 'To feel that he is capable of so noble 

and generous an effort, to feel that in this dreadful situation he can still act as he would desire 

to act, animates and transports him with joy' .98 Indeed, in the numerous further editions of 

the treatise and especially in the sixth edition of 1790, Smith places increasing emphasis on 

this. He praises the 'man of real constancy and firmness , the wise and just man who has been 

thoroughly bred in the great school of self-command, in the bustle and business of the world ', 

and asserts that: 'Self-command is not only itself a great virtue, but from it all the other virtues 
96 Stillingfleet, An Essay on Conversation, 11.596-599. 
97 More, The Bas-Bleu, Jl.276-281 (pp.90-91). 
98 Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, pp.37,106. 
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seem to derive their principal lustre. '99 Present too in these treatises is an acknowledgement 

of the ambiguous relation between dissimulation and authenticity. Smith 's works are suffused 

with the consciousness that man's actions are public, and that 'a man, who lives in the world' 

should and will have 'acquired ' a 'habit [ . .. ] of considering how every thing that concerns 

himself will appear to others'. As a consequence, it will at times be necessary not only to 

regulate his passions , but to appear to feel correctly: 'To seem not to be affected with the joy 

of our companions is but want of politeness; but not to wear a serious countenance when they 

tell us their afflictions, is real and gross humanity. '100 

The idea of interchangeability present in models of conversation - in concepts of reci-

procity, mutuality, and of interlocutors who are both speakers and listeners - also structures 

Smith 's model of spectatorial sympathy. It does so in two ways. The first is that Smith en-

courages each individual virtually to exchange places with the object of their sympathy, and 

to expect the same in return: 

In order to produce this concord, as nature teaches the spectators to assume the 

circumstances of the person principally concerned, so she teaches this last in some 

measure to assume those of the spectators. As they are continually placing them-

selves in his situation, and thence conceiving emotions similar to what he feels; so 

he is as constantly placing himself in theirs ' . 

The second is that a related model of spectatorship - in which 'We suppose ourselves the 

spectators of our own behaviour, and endeavour to imagine what effect it would , in this light, 

produce upon us' - is based on the same idea of interchangeability. In other words , 'We 

endeavour to examine our own conduct as we imagine any other fair and impartial spectator 

would examine it .' The difference here is of course that there is only one person involved 

and thus in order to achieve this 'impartial' judgement, to examine one's own conduct and 

'pass sentence on it', it is necessary to 'divide' oneself' into 'two persons': one of which is 'the 

examiner and judge', the other 'the person whose conduct is examined into and judged of. '101 

This 'tribunal within the breast', like that of a sympathetic relation with another indi-

99 Smith, The theory of moral sentiments; or, an essay towards an analysis of the principles by which men 
naturally judge concerning the conduct and character, first of their neighbours, and afterwards of themselves, 
2 vols {London; Edinburgh: for A. Strahan and A. Cadell , 1790) , 1.359, 11.130. 

100Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, 1759 edn , pp.91 , 18. 
101 Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, 1759 edn , pp.38, 129; 1761 edn, p.201. 
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vidual, is concerned primarily with moral judgement; through both we assess the 'propriety of 

conduct ' and decide its merit or demerit based on the degree to which we can approve of it. 102 

It, therefore, is capable of achieving a form of 'leveling', in that every moral judgment is accord-

ing to the same principles and each individual is as capable as the next. It also encourages social 

harmony through universal consideration of each individual for another. Thus, whilst Smith 

draws on the model of 'self-dissection' propounded by Shaftesbury, he is far more concerned 

with the manner in which self-examination operates at the level of the group. Shaftesbury cites 

the Delphic inscription: '"Recognize yourself"; which was as much as to say, divide yourself, or 

Be two. For if the division were rightly made, all within would, of course, be rightly understood 

and prudently managed.' But this self-knowledge is to be achieved by the practice of soliloquy 

with oneself. By virtue of this 'he becomes two distinct persons. He is pupil and preceptor. He 

teaches and he learns. '103 

In Shaftesbury's account, the term 'soliloquy' has clear theatrical connections, but he 

stresses that there is no need to actually take to the stage to undertake self-dialogue. Neither is 

it necessary to speak aloud, or to publish the details of the conversation. He admits that there 

would be no harm in speaking to ourselves 'viva voce', but emphasizes the necessity for a private 

space where no one can overhear. This is vital precisely in order to avoid the socially-imposed 

regulations of conversation that we have been examining. Authors, he writes, would especially 

benefit from the practice of 'soliloquy' or 'self-dissection ', but this can only be achieved without 

the intrusion of external considerations: being 'obliged to preserve a more conversible habit' is 

no small misfortune to them. For, if their meditation and reveries be obstructed by the fear of 

a nonconforming mien in conversation, they may happen to be so much the worse authors for 

being finer gentlemen. '104 

Where Smith differs from Shaftesbury, therefore, is that he does not conceive of such 

an escape. In The Theory of Moral Sentiments there is always some form of spectacle and 

spectatorship. His models of sympathy, which will enable self-judgement within the activity 

of self-dialogue, and of the 'impartial spectator', share their structuring tenets with polite 

conversation: the fundamental premise of public scrutiny, and of scrutiny by 'the public'. This 

'spectator' can be interpreted in numerous ways: 'an ideal observer, an ordinary innocent 
102Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, 1761 edn, pp.202, 602; 1759 edn, p.87. 
103Shaftesbury, 'Sensus', 1.147, 137. 
104Shaftesbury, 'Sensus' , 1.137,141. 
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bystander, the voice of the people, an omniscient deity, the normative values of society, a 

relativistic social code, absolute standards, the personification of conscience, the internalization 

of social repression, the superego, and simply a hypothetical, abstract third person. ' 105 But in 

every case, what remains is the necessity for self-regulation based on an understanding of how 

the self appears to another. 

If Shaftesbury is ambivalent as to the importance of articulating inner dialogue in audi-

ble sound, how significant is the spoken voice in Smith's argument? Beyond the dynamics of 

intimate exchange and the public nature of the conversational scene, is he concerned with oral 

and aural practices? In Shaftesbury's activity of 'soliloquy', the significance of conversation 

resides in the structure of interrogation that it provides: of questions which require immedi-

ate answers, and where inadequate responses can be challenged and then reformulated. In 

The Theory of Moral Sentiments it is less straightforward to disentangle the need for actual 

verbal interchange from models of sympathy and spectatorship which share key features with 

contemporary ideals of conversation. Where Shaftesbury would not necessarily agree with the 

view expressed in one pamphlet which evidently is inspired by him, it is less clear how Smith 

would react: 'Soliloquy, or Self-Talk [ ... J would enjoin them to make their several Harangues 

in their own Chambers only. Thus by frequent Conversation with themselves, they might at 

last find out , that to speak to themselves, is in reality the best Method to learn to speak to 

others.' 106 On the one hand, his concept of self-dialogue is based on a virtual understanding 

of conversation: it takes place in the mind, through the imagination, and though it might be 

formulated in words, it need not be said aloud. And, furthermore, there are clear moments 

where Smith employs the voice metaphorically. Discussing what prompts the sacrifice of one's 

own interests for those of others, he writes: 

It is reason, principle, conscience, the inhabitant of the breast, the man within, the 

great judge and arbiter of our conduct . It is he who, whenever we are about to act 

so as to affect the happiness of others, calls to us, with a voice capable of astonishing 

the most presumptuous of our passions, that we are but one of a multitude, in no 

respect better than any other in it . 

105 David Marshall, The Figure of the Theater: Shaftesbv.ry, Defoe, Adam Smith and George Eliot (New York: 
Columbia Press, 1986), p.l67. 

106 The Man of Manners, p .l9. 
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Yet, on the other hand, Smith argues that in addition to the impartial spectator and the virtual 

conversation he facilitates, it is also necessary to be among real people, and hence to engage 

in literal conversation: 'The man within the breast, the abstract and ideal spectator of our 

sentiments and conduct, requires often to be awakened and put in mind of his duty, by the 

presence of the real spectator' .107 Like Hume, he opposes solitude to the conversible world, 

and believes that 'Society and conversation' are 'the best preservatives of that equal and happy 

temper, which is so necessary to self-satisfaction and enjoyment.' 108 

This suggests that the kind of participation facilitated by conversation differs fundamen-

tally from that generated by the writing and publishing of a text . Not only is it less restricted in 

terms of ability, although as we have seen, it remains more exclusive than is generally admitted, 

but it requires the direct acquaintance of producer and receiver and their mutual accommo-

dation. Ultimately, I would argue, Smith suggests that participation in conversation through 

audible speech and patient listening enacts the reciprocity necessary for self-regulation and 

moral judgment and represents the important subjugation of the individual passions and will 

to the wider structures of society. In this respect he does not disagree with Shaftesbury, but 

his focus is deliberately more civic than individual. He recognizes that if the right to speak 

is to be politically significant voices must be heard, but the power of the voice is held to be 

symbolic only within a particular scene of oral performance. 

The great instrument of speech? 

Smith, therefore, shares with the majority of these guides to conversation a belief that it has 

a social role and a reach beyond the individual. But does his engagement with the symbolism 

of speech represent the broader view? Speech is generally agreed to be the capability which 

distinguishes mankind from mere beasts. Smith describes it as 'the characteristical faculty of 

human nature. '109 The preface to Bailey's dictionary elaborates further: 

It will not be foreign to the Purpose to remark, that the Faculty of Speech not 

only makes no small distinguishing Character of the Human Species from that of 

Brutes; but is also of admirable Use to Mankind, as it renders them conversible 

107Smith, The theory of moral sentiments, 1790 edn, 1.380. 
108 Hume, 'Of Essay Writing', 11.6-13; Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, 1759 edn, p.40. 
109Smith , The Theory of Moral Sentiments , 1759 edn, pp.297-298. 
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Yet, on the other hand, Smith argues that in addition to the impartial spectator and the virtual 

conversation he facilitates, it is also necessary to be among real people, and hence to engage 

in literal conversation: 'The man within the breast, the abstract and ideal spectator of our 

sentiments and conduct, requires often to be awakened and put in mind of his duty, by the 

presence of the real spectator'.107 Like Hume, he opposes solitude to the conversible world, 

and believes that 'Society and conversation' are 'the best preservatives of that equal and happy 

temper, which is so necessary to self-satisfaction and enjoyment.'108 

This suggests that the kind of participation facilitated by conversation differs fundamen-

tally from that generated by the writing and publishing of a text . Not only is it less restricted in 

terms of ability, although as we have seen, it remains more exclusive than is generally admitted, 

but it requires the direct acquaintance of producer and receiver and their mutual accommo-

dation. Ultimately, I would argue, Smith suggests that participation in conversation through 

audible speech and patient listening enacts the reciprocity necessary for self-regulation and 

moral judgment and represents the important subjugation of the individual passions and will 

to the wider structures of society. In this respect he does not disagree with Shaftesbury, but 

his focus is deliberately more civic than individual. He recognizes that if the right to speak 

is to be politically significant voices must be heard, but the power of the voice is held to be 

symbolic only within a particular scene of oral performance. 

The great instrument of speech? 

Smith, therefore, shares with the majority of these guides to conversation a belief that it has 

a social role and a reach beyond the individual. But does his engagement with the symbolism 

of speech represent the broader view? Speech is generally agreed to be the capability which 

distinguishes mankind from mere beasts . Smith describes it as 'the characteristical faculty of 

human nature. '109 The preface to Bailey's dictionary elaborates further: 

It will not be foreign to the Purpose to remark, that the Faculty of Speech not 

only makes no small distinguishing Character of the Human Species from that of 

Brutes; but is also of admirable Use to Mankind, as it renders them conversible 

107Smith , The theory of moral sentiments, 1790 edn, 1.380. 
108Hume, 'Of Essay Writing', 11.6-13; Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, 1759 edn, p.40. 
109Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, 1759 edn, pp.297-298. 
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one with another; by which Means they have an Opportunity of improving their 

intellectual Faculty by Conversation, in that the various Attainments, Endowments, 

Observations, Discoveries and Experiences of several Persons they converse with, 

are by the Means of Speech with a wonderful Facility mutually communicated;110 
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Later, Blair agrees: 'Speech is the great instrument by which man becomes beneficial to man: 

and it is to the intercourse and transmission of thought, by means of speech, that we are chiefly 

indebted for the improvement of thought itself. ' 111 So too, does Priestley. He asserts that 

speech is necessary to ' that mutual intercourse, and free communication, without which beings 

of our social nature could not be happy. ' 112 

Speech is, therefore, not only invaluable to mankind, but also representative of the so-

phistication which distinguishes man from beast, and civilized man from his primitive forbears: 

'a neglect of their speech, is not only a characteristical mark of barbarism in all nations, but the 

sure means of continuing them in that state; as on the contrary, the regulation and refinement 

of language is a necessary step towards introducing politenesss.'113 It is powerful, improving, 

full of force , and absolutely at the heart of what it is to be human. This confidence in the 

power of the spoken word certainly offers one explanation as to why, within a broader desire to 

theorize the structure and functioning of human society, so many texts would be published on 

the subject of conversation. It also suggests a motivation for the tendency of these guide books 

to want to restrict, to regulate, and to codify acceptable patterns of conversible behaviour. 

However, as has been shown, the acoustic qualities of speech are valued in this context as only 

one element within a conversational scene. The key to these accounts of conversation is not the 

sound of talking voices but the symbolic action contained within the scene. Consequently, the 

usefulness of the ear to eye figuration in relation to eighteenth-century accounts of conversation 

is limited by the more important distinctions between intimacy and distance, or artificiality 

and sincerity. 

These conversation guides do not consider conversation in isolation from the demands of 

the world at large. In Austin's terms, they stress not the oral mechanisms of speech, but the 

illocutionary force of conversational utterances, that is, 'the performance of an act in saying 
110 Bailey, Dictionarium Britannicum, 'Preface', p.l. 
111 Hugh Blair, Lectures on rhetoric and belles lettres, in three volumes (Dublin: for Whitestone, Colles, Burnet, 

Moncrieffe and Gi lbert , 1783), I.l. 
112 Joseph Priestley, Course of Lectures on Oratory and Criticism (London: for J. Johnson, 1777), I.l. 
113Sheridan, Dissertation, p.2. 
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something as opposed to performance of an act of saying something' Y 4 In addition, they 

imagine listening as a integral part of this 'performance'. A speaker who is also a listener 

embodies the reciprocity, equality, self-regulation, and intimacy which define conversation but 

which also implicate it within a broader debate about the nature of the bonds between the 

individual and the group. The place of the oral within this concept of conversation is thus 

beyond doubt, but it is not found where one might expect. It does not derive entirely from an 

opposition between spoken and textual forms and is not solely concerned with it. 

114 J. L. Austin, How to Do Things with Words: the William James lectures delivered at Haruard University in 
1955, ed . by J.O. Urmson (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1962), p.99. 



Chapter 2 

Public Speaking 

See how resistless Orators persuade, 

Draw out their forces, and the heart invade, 

Touch every spring and movement of the soul, 

This appetite excite, and that controul. 

Their powerful voice can fiy·ing troops arrest, 

Confirm the weak, and melt th' obdurate breast, 

Chace from the sad their melancholy air, 

Sooth discontent, and solace anxious care. 1 

Two translations of Michel Le Faucher's 1657 treatise, Traitte de /'action de l'orateur, appearing 

in England under the respective titles of An Essay upon the Action of an Orator and later The 

Art of Speaking in Publick, proved to be foundational texts for the intense interest in the practice 

of public speaking which developed during the eighteenth-century. 2 Alongside philosophical 

treatises and lectures designed for university students on the nature and history of rhetoric 

sprang up a range of elocutionary guides: for ambitious youths keen to advance their prospects 

in 'parliament, at the bar, in the pulpit, at meetings of merchants, in committees for managing 

public affairs, in large societies'; for the clergy keen to improve the style and effectiveness 
1 The Art of Speaking in Publick: or an Essay on the Action of an Orator; As to his Pronunciation and Gesture. 

Useful in the Senate or Theatre, the Court, the Camp, as well as the Bar and Pulpit. Second edition with an 
Introduction relating to the famous Mr Henley's present oratory (London: for N. Cox, 1727) , p.3. 

2 An Essay upon the Action of an Orator - Useful both for Divines and Lawyers, and necessary for all young 
Gentlemen, that study how to speak well in publick. Done out of French (London: for Nick Cox, date not 
given); The Art of Speaking in Publick. 
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of their preaching; for those who wanted to develop their their skill at reading aloud for the 

entertainment of their own social circle; and, following the influential publication of Gildon's 

Life of Mr Thomas Betterton, the field widened still further to include acting. 3 This 'Poem 

in Praise of Eloquence ' , which prefaces the second edition, displays the key characteristics 

attributed to the accomplished 'Orator': a ' resistless' power, an affective 'voice ', and a capacity 

to 'invade' the hearts of his listeners, 'excite' their appetites and passions, 'persuade', and 

control them. At first glance it is not unlike that of Stillingfleet on conversation, since both 

describe the action of soothing, of control over the passions, and of the ability of an oral activity 

to restore balance to the melancholy or the proud. But the predominance here of words which 

emphasize the speaker's power- 'powerful ' , 'resistless',' invade' , ' forces ' - is distinctive. Unlike 

a conversational scene of reciprocity and balance here we find an oratorical dynamic founded 

on inequality: the force of the speaker dominates his listeners, who submit to his manipulative 

affect. On the one hand, therefore, it seems that although conversation and public speaking 

are both oral activities, they in fact offer contrasting models of interaction and communication. 

But, on the other, it is evident that they engage with and are structured by similar concerns, and 

hence have a significant amount in common. In this chapter I explore both these possibilities 

and the extent to which they explain or indeed validate the use of a single, unified category of 

'the oral'. 

Scenes of public speech 

The 'power' of the orator as he is described above derives from his eloquence, and it is to 

the cultivation of this that the majority of guides direct themselves. Chesterfield advises his 

young son that a 'man can make no figure ' without eloquence whether it be 'in Parliament or 

in the Church, or in the law' and in his Lectures on oratory, the Irish Preacher and Profes

sor of Rhetoric, John Lawson describes it as 'a Possession highly valuable, an Art worthy of 

your utmost Application. '4 Eloquence is, however, a general concept and is often subdivided 

3 John Burgh, The Art of Speaking, in two parts. Second edition with additions (Dublin: for S. W, 1763), p.6; 
Charles Gildon, The Life of Mr. Thomas Betterton. With the judgment of the late ingenious Monsieur de St. 
Evremond upon the Italian and French music and operas (London: for Robert Gosling, 1710). 

4 Letters written by the late right honourable Philip Dormer Stanhope, Earl of Chesterfield, to his Son, Philip 
Stanhope Esq; together with several other pieces on various subjects. Published by Mrs Eugenia Stanhope, 2 vols 
(London: for J. Dodsley, 1774), !.45; John Lawson, Lectures concerning Oratory delivered in Trinity College 
Dublin by John Lawson, D.D, Lecturer in Oratory and History, on the Foundation of Erasmus Smith Esq. 
(Dublin: by George Faulkener, 1758), p.4. 
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into different types or scenes. Hugh Blair 's popular Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres, 

presented during his Professorship at the University of Edinburgh, are organized around the 

belief that eloquence is 'the Art of Speaking in such a manner as to attain the end for which 

we speak'. He notes the Aristotelian division of demonstrative, deliberative and judicial elo-

quence, before then making an alternative distinction between the 'great scenes of Eloquence 

[ ... ] Popular Assemblies, the Bar, the Pulpit. '5 Others develop their own schemes, and no

tably, many of these include under the subject of 'public speaking' not only the skills needed 

by an orator proper, but also those necessary for reading aloud, and those required by the 

actor: 'The general objects of public speaking are, instruction, persuasion, or entertainment 

[ ... ] The modes adopted in public speaking are, Reading, Recitation, Declamation, Oratory, 

and Acting. '6 In terms of the relationship between orality and literacy, it is significant that 

the oral element of voicing appears for many to draw these two modes together. In The Art 

of Speaking, John Burgh, for example, writes: 'For reading is nothing but speaking what one 

sees in a book, as if he were expressing his own sentiments, as they rise in his mind '. 7 Later 

Walker agrees that they can be considered under the same category: ' reading and speaking 

well, are reduced to the same principles, in treating on one we discuss the other ' .8 This means 

that although in the 'Poem in Praise of Eloquence' the term 'orator' refers specifically to the 

power of the speech-writer and performer, this is not always the case. Composition rather than 

presentation is not a distinction that is rigorously upheld. 

The relationship between these forms of public speaking and the tradition of academic 

rhetoric further complicates this elision of oral and literate practices. Not only is eloquence 

a description in this period both of written and spoken words, but the discipline of rhetoric 

itself comprises literate modes of analysis, composition, and record as well as the oral practices 

of voicing, gesture, and live performance. Although they all share an interest in the nature 
5 Hugh Blair, Lectures on rhetoric and belles lettres, in three volumes (Dublin: for Whitestone, Colles, Burnet, 

Moncrieffe and Gilbert, 1783}, II .2, 47. 
6 Gilbert Austin, Chironomia; or a treatise on rhetorical delivery (London: forT. Cadell and W. Davies, 1806}, 

pp.187-88. 
7Burgh, The Art of Speaking, p.12. 
8 John Walker, Elements of Elocution. Being the Substance of a Course of Lectures on the Art of Reading; 

delivered at several colleges in the University of Oxford, 2 vols (London, 1781}, p.3. This is discussed in 
Patricia Howell Michaelson, Speaking Volumes: Women, Reading, and Speech in the Age of Austen (California: 
Stanford University Press, 2002}, pp.143-144. For other examples, see Vicesimus Knox, Liberal Education: Or, 
a Practical Treatise on the Methods of Acquiring Useful and Polite Learning, 3rd edn (London: for Charles 
Dilly, 1781}, p.191, and John Mason, An Essay on Elocution intended chiefly for the assistance of those who 
instruct others in the Art of Reading. And of those who are often called to speak in PUBLICI< (London: M. 
Cooper, 1748}. 
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of eloquence, different writers position themselves in varying degrees of proximity to classical 

rhetoric and to the diverse demands of 'eloquence' broadly defined. There are those such as John 

Mason, John Ward, John Holmes, and John 'Orator' Henley who are essentially Ciceronians, 

but as the failure of Ward's System to reach a second edition indicates, this view was not 

widely shared, and Demosthenes tends to be held up as an ideal orator.9 However, the work 

of elocutionists such as Thomas Sheridan and new examinations of the philosophical basis of 

rhetoric encouraged substantial divergence from the inheritance of ancient Greece and Rome. 

Building on the Ramist separation of rhetoric, understood as style and delivery, from logic, 

which was responsible for the content of an oration, these writers were influenced by Louis 

de Cressolles' Vacationes Autumnales, which focuses on voice and gesture, and tended only 

to discuss one aspect of the Ciceronian five-part division, actio or pronunciatio. 10 At the 

same time, the efforts of Adam Smith, George Campbell and Joseph Priestley to reassess the 

usefulness of the classical rhetorics in a modern context generated new examinations of the 

nature of proofs , the validity of copia and figures, and most significantly, the incorporation of 

belles-lettristic criticism into what been a predominantly civic application of the disciplineY 

The aim here, therefore, is to discuss how the eloquence of the public speaker - and most 

often this means the orator in the Demosthean tradition - is represented during the eighteenth 

century in order to establish the natme of the power that he was understood to hold and to 

identify the ways in which it is attributed to the voice, gestures of the body, and the presence 

of a listening audience. 

Oratorical power 

The descriptions of eloquence in the English translations of Le Faucher echo those in Longinus ' 

treatise on the sublime. It is that which 'strikes the senses, and forcibly affects the Passion and 
9 For example, in Mason, Essay; John Ward , A System of Oratory, Delivered in a Course of Lectures publicly 

read at Gresham College London, 2 vols (London, 1759); John Holmes, The Art of Rhetorick made Easy: or, 
the Elements of Oratory briefly stated, and fitted for the Practice of the Studious Youth of Great Britain and 
Ireland: In two books (London: by A. Parker, 1739); John Henley, The Appeal of the Oratory to the First 
Ages of Christianity (London, 1727); Lawson, Lectures. 

10 Ludovicus Cresollius, Vacationes autumnales (Lutetire Parisiorum: Sumptibus Sebastiani Cramoisy , 1620). 
11 Adam Smith, Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres, ed. by J.C. Bryce (Indianapolis: Liberty Classics, 

1983); George Campbell , Lectures on Systematic Theology and Pulpit Eloquence (London: forT . Cadell and 
W. Davies, 1807); Joseph Priestley, Course of Lectures on the Theory of Language and Universal Grammar 
(Warrington: for W . Eyres, 1762), and Course of Lectures on Oratory and Criticism (London: for J. Johnson, 
1777) . 
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captivates the Minds of an Audience. '12 This treatise circulated in England in three editions: 

a French translation completed by Boileau in 1674, an English version of Boileau published in 

1739, and a direct translation by William Smith of 1736. Despite inevitable variation, Boileau 

for example compares eloquence to a 'torrent ' while in Smith the metaphor is ' lightning', there 

is a consistent attention to its irresistible force: 

For it does not, properly speaking, perswade, it charms, it transports and produces 

in us a certain Admiration mingled with Astonishment and Surprize, which is quite 

another thing than pleading or perswading only. We may say of Perswasion, that it 

generally has no more Power over us than we please ourselves, 'Tis not thus with the 

Sublime; it gives Discourse a certain noble Vigour, an invisible Force that ravishes 

the Souls of all that hear It.l3 

For the Sublime not only persuades, but even throws an Audience into a TI:ansport. 

The Marvellous always works with more surprising Force, than that which barely 

persuades or delights . In most Cases it is wholly in our Power, either to resist 

or yield to Persuasion. But the Sublime, endued with Strength irresistible, strikes 

Home, and triumphs over every Hearer. 14 

These descriptions of the sublime indicate the nature of the 'power' Le Facheur describes: it 

renders the 'Audience' unable to resist, it enchants, seduces, and transports. It is this ability 

which is repeatedly invoked. Burgh offers the most sustained example: 

True eloquence does not wait for cool approbation. Like irresistible beauty, it 

transports, it ravishes, it commands the admiration of all, who are within its reach. 

If it allows us time to criticise, it is not genuine. It ought to hurry us out of 

ourselves, to engage and swallow up our whole attention; to drive every thing out 

of our minds, besides the subject it would hold forth, and the point, it wants to 

carry. The hearer finds himself as unable to resist it, as to blow out a conflagration 
12 The Art of Speaking in Publick, p .xviii. 
13Nicolas Boileau-Despreaux, The works of Monsieur Boileau. Made English from the last Paris edition, by several 

hands. To which is prefix 'd his life, written to Joseph Addison, Esq; by Mronsieur {sic} Des Maizeau:c. And 
some account of this translation, by N . Rowe, Esq. , 2 vols (London: W. Shropshire and Edward Littleton, 
1736), 11.13. 

14William Smith, Dionysius Longinus on the sublime: translated from the Greek, with notes and observations, 
and some account of the life, writings and character of the author (London: by J. Watts, 1739) , p.3. 
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with the breath of his mouth, or to stop the stream of a river with his hand. His 

passions are no longer his own. The orator has taken possession of them; and with 

superior power, works them to whatever he pleases. 15 
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But others are equally indebted to this model of affect . Thus Blair argues that the highest 

degree of eloquence is one 

wherein a greater power is exerted over the human mind; by which we are not only 

convinced, but are interested, agitated, and carried along with the Speaker; our 

passions are made to rise together with his; we enter into all his emotions; we love, 

we detest, we resent, according as he inspires us; and are prompted to resolve or to 

act, with vigour and warmth. 16 

Godwin's depiction of William Pitt demonstrates how this classical model was transported into 

eighteenth-century England. He describes Pitt as a modern day Orpheus, an oral enchanter: 

'In him was realised the fable of Orpheus; and his genius, his spirit, his eloquence led millions, 

in his train, subdued the rugged savage, and disarmed the fangs of malignity and envy' and 

had he, 

like his great predecessor, adressed his effusions, to the troubled waves; the troubled 

waves had suspended themselves to listen. His lips were cloathed, with inspiration 

and prophecy. Sublimity, upon his tongue sat, so enveloped in beauty, that it 

seemed, unconscious of itself. It fell upon us unexpectedly, it took us by surprise, 

and, like the fearful whirlpool, it drew every understanding, and every heart, into 

its vortex. 

With a power akin to the supernatural and a 'soul' not 'made to bend, and to bow', Pitt 's 

oratory is supremely forceful and affective. It demands submission from those who hear it 

and the hyperbole of Godwin's descriptions- 'millions', 'so enveloped', 'every understanding', 

'every heart'- indicates not moderation but excess. 17 

15 Burgh, The Art of Speaking, p.45. 
16 Lectures, 1!.171. See also John Herries, The Elements of Speech (London: for Edward and Charles Dilly, 1773), 

p.227. 
17William Godwin, The History of the Life of William Pitt, Earl of Chatham (London, 1783), pp.286-301. On 

Pitt see Peter de Bolla, The Discourse of the Sublime: History, Aesthetics and the Subject (Oxford: Basil 
Blackwell, 1989), p.143, and Adam Potkay, The Fate of Eloquence in the Age of Hume (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1994), pp.89-92. 
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Clearly this contrasts with descriptions of the ideal eighteenth-century conversation. We 

do not find here an emphasis on equality between interlocutors but rather an imbalance of 

power between a speaker who dominates and a listener who is overwhelmed. Furthermore, 

this scene of performance, based on supreme human talent or art dominating a submissive 

audience who are never given the chance to reply, denies the possibility, so fundamental to the 

reciprocal nature of conversation, that the roles of speaker and listener are interchangeable. 

Conversation and public speaking, however, do share one feature in common, and this is what 

de Bolla describes as a 'discourse of control.' Both are involved in 'legislation regarding the 

control of gesture and bodily movements to maintain decorous and appropriate behaviour. '18 

In his view, Sheridan exemplifies a wider desire to assert and maintain the boundaries of 

acceptable behaviour on the part of the speaker, and it is as clear in this context as in relation 

to conversation that the physicality of live performance as well as its potential for spontaneity 

generates anxiety. In his Lectures, we find repeated references to the limitations and restraints 

of propriety: 

The best rule for a speaker to observe is, never to utter a greater quantity of voice, 

than he can afford without pain to himself, or any extraordinary effort. Whilst he 

does this, the other organs of speech will be at liberty to discharge their several 

offices with ease; and he will always have his voice under command. But whenever he 

transgresses these bounds, he gives up the reins, and has no longer any management 

of it. And it will ever be the safest way too, to keep within his compass, rather than 

go at any time to the utmost extent of it; which is a dangerous experiment , and 

never justifiable but upon some extraordinary emotion. For even in that case, the 

transgressing the limits the least, (difficult as the task is for a speaker to keep within 

bounds, when under the influence of such emotion) will scarce be pardoned19 

The same concern with the practice of regulation and self-control appears across a range of 

rhetorical and elocutionary material. Blair warns that all speakers, including himself, should 

'set a guard on ourselves, not to allow impetuosity to transport us too far' and 'attend to deco-

rums of time, place, and character'. A balance between reason and passion is also advocated: 

18 De Bolla, The Discourse of the Sublime, pp.150-152. 
19 Thomas Sheridan, A Course of Lectures on Elocution: together with Two Dissertations on Language; and some 

other tracts relative to those subjects (London: for A. Millar et al., 1762), p.85. 
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'an Orator should always be animated [but] he should never be overcome by his Passions.'20 

This concern replicates those which emerge in accounts of conversation with regard 

to excess, moderation, and sincerity. Blair also warns that speakers should 'guard against the 

deceits of eloquence' caused by ' too much art'. But this anxiety about regulation is compounded 

by the acknowledgement that sublimity is inherently an unregulated force: 'A stream that runs 

within its banks, is a beautiful object; but when it rushes down with the impetuosity and 

noise of a torrent, it presently becomes a sublime one.'21 Therefore, here, even more than in 

harmonious conversation, the orator must feel the passion he hopes to convey whilst at the 

same time maintaining a polite decorum. He must speak from the heart for the passion he 

communicates to be sincere and, therefore, affective, but his enormous power to ravish and to 

transport must remain tightly regulated .22 The mistakes of the extravagant 'Orator' Henley 

are to be avoided: 

'Tis certain, however , that Eloquence does not consist in the Hands, nor Rhetorick 

in Frisking and Gesticulation, or cuting Phiz ; but in the reverse, a grave, just, 

and becoming Frame of the Voice, Aspect of the Eye and cast of the Countenance, 

together with a genteel , regular Motion of the Body, thro' the several Parts of a 

Discourse. 23, 

The tension between these opposing demands is related to the process of adopting and adapting 

the precedents of classical rhetoric into the eighteenth century. The rhetorical inheritance ties 

the power of eloquence to political republicanism, as Blair is well aware: 'under a free state of 

government, there we may naturally expect that true Eloquence will be best understood, and 

carried to the greatest height . '24 Later, A New Art of Speaking agrees that 'Where Fl:eedom is 

established Eloquence is sure to flourish, for real Oratory and real Liberty are concomitant. '25 

Scott, meanwhile, places on the frontispiece of his Lessons in Elocution, four lines from Par-

adise Regained, which employ the language of war, victorious battle, and strong leadership to 

represent the power of eloquence and its connection to the political state: 

20 Biair, Lectures, II.233; Mason, Essay, p.36. 
21 Blair, Lectures, 1.429, 1.57. 
22 Sheridan, Lectures, p .121; Mason, Essay, p.5; see also An Essay upon the Action of an Orator, p .97. 
23 The Art of Speaking in Publick, pp.xv-xvi. 
24 Blair, Lectures, 11.176. 
25 The New Art of Speaking, or, a complete modern system of rhetoric, elocution, and oratory (London: for 

Alex. Hogg, 1785), p.4. 
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Resistless Eloquence 

Wielded at will the fierce democracy, 

Shook th' arsenal, and fulmin 'd over Greece 

To Macedon, and Artaxerxes Throne. 26 
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Blair argues that 'modern eloquence has been so limited, and humble in its efforts ' on account of 

the ' turn of thinking' which divides the 'accuracy and closeness of thinking' and ' the strictness 

of good sense ' of modernity, from the 'mere genius ' and passion of the 'ancient Greeks and 

Romans'. This is the view shared by John Gregory and Adam Ferguson. But even when, 

unlike Hume who describes a classical vehemence which modern orators cannot hope to match , 

Blair suggests that there is a new dynamism in oratory, and Pitt is a prime example of this, he 

still returns to the matter of regulation: 'THE liberty, however, which we are now giving of the 

strong and passionate manner [ ... ] must be always understood with certain limitations and 

restraints ' . 27 

Potkay suggests that these competing concerns derive from the equivocal position of the 

classical ideal in the minds of writers on rhetoric during this period. He argues that eloquence 

functions as a metonym for 'an imagined scene of ancient oratory in which the speaker moves 

the just passions of a civic assembly and implants a sense of community with his words. ' Usually 

set in Athens, the ideal orator is Demosthenes, and the scene is a republic. It is the 'noble cause' 

of Demosthenes, he says, which 'seized the political imagination of British citizens who sought a 

talisman to unify their interests and avert the putative threat of ministerial tyranny in Georgian 

England. ' Eloquence was not , however , the subject of a simple nostalgia or a straightforward 

desire to return to the past .28 A sense that the kind of oratory which is most admired is in 

certain respects unsuitable for the modern world, on account of the language and character 

of the people, the intellectual climate, and the differences in political constitution, is palpable 

26William Scott, Lessons in Elocution; or Miscellaneous Pieces in Prose and Verse selected from the best authors 
for the perusal of persons of taste, and the improvement of youth in reading and speaking (Edinburgh, 1779). 
John Milton, Paradise Regained. A poem in four books. With the other poetical works of John Milton. Compared 
with the best editions, and revised by John Hawkey (Dublin: by S. Powell, 1752), Bk IV, p.63. 

27 Blair, Lectures, Il.216 , Il.232 ; John Gregory, A comparative view of the state and faculties of man, with those of 
the animal world, 2nd edn (London: for J. Dodsley, 1766), pp.cii-x; Adam Ferguson, An Essay on the History 
of Civil Society (Edinburgh: for A . Millar and T. Caddell , 1767), pp. 263-64; David Hume, Essays moral and 
political, 2nd edn, 2 vols (Edinburgh: for A. Kincaid , 1742), 'Of Eloquence', pp.14-37. This and the attitude 
towards 'liberty' within opposition poetry of the early 1700s is discussed in A dam Potkay, 'Classical Eloquence 
and Polite Style in the Age of Hume', Eighteenth-Century Studies, 25 (1991), 31-56. 

28 Potkay, The Fate of Eloquence in the Age of Hume, p.2. See also Wilbur Samuel Howell, Eighteenth Century 
British Logic and Rhetoric (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1971), p.616. 
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within the texts under discussion. The excesses of sublime eloquence do not accord with what 

Adam Smith describes as the eighteenth-century mindset. Austin recalls this description in 

his Chironomia: the 'behaviour which is reckoned polite in England is a calm, composed, 

unpassionate serenity'. British people are not 'easily excited'. For this reason, he praises the 

'cool, the solid , and the cultivated understanding of the British speaker, under the direction of 

rational principles. '29 New conceptions of the role and structure of rhetoric contribute to this 

sense of partial disjunction and partial continuity with the classical inheritance. Lawson, for 

example, accepts that Demosthenes is 'the Summit of Perfection', whose 'elevation', 'majesty ' , 

'fire and vehemence' can effectively 'instruct', 'affect' and 'convince' , but at the same time is 

aware that images of irresistible force are culturally inherited from the 'writers of antiquity' who 

represent their orators as: 'Torrents, that rolling with impetuous Fury, bear down every Thing 

before them [ . . . ] Lightnings, that dazzle and strike blind, that pierce and dissolve' . These 

'Wonders', he believes 'have ceased ' . Modern eloquence cannot aim for the achievements of 

Demosthenes. 30 

It is tempting to reach through this tension a conclusion regarding the role and function 

of oral modes more generally. A comparison between these representations of oratory and those 

of conversation, however, suggests that this would be unhelpful. Both share a commitment to 

the idea that liberty, be it personal or constitutional, is never absolute, and must always be 

constrained. But there are significant differences. The ideal eighteenth-century conversation 

both reflects and encourages the regulated participation of the individual subject within the 

social order, and the harmony and balance of this form of oral exchange mirrors that which 

is desired within the state. The sense of its quintessential modernity and Englishness - its 

politeness - only supports this. Conversely, the ideal scene of public speech cannot shake free 

of its classical roots, and the model of forceful dominance which it represents is unsuited to the 

'discourse of control' and does not embody or facilitate free exchange, equal participation, or 

rational discourse. It is not, in other words, polite, even if it is effective, useful, or desirable. 

29 Smith, Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres, pp.198-9; Austin , Chironomia, p.xi. Janet Sorensen argues that 
the representation of 'originary' communication as 'forming a powerful, direct address' made it 'impossible to 
a decorous social world and its recoil at enthusiastic, spontaneous, and overtly political language', but did so 
deliberately: 'These myths of origins provide a story designed to validate the present by locating in the past 
the qualities the contemporary nation claimed but could not in fact possess.' Her conclusion, however, that 
'continuing hankering for moving oratory is simply displaced to a nostalgia for a no longer available classical 
eloquence or originary language', is less illuminating: The Grammar of Empire in Eighteenth-Century British 
Writing (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), pp.158, 159, 161. 

30 Lawson, Lectures, pp.7-8. 
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Oral power 

On these grounds conversation and public speaking resist consideration under a unified category 

of the 'oral'. However, although Smith 's translation refers to the experience of the 'hearer ' and 

both Blair and Burgh use the term 'speaker', it is in fact less than straightforward to establish 

the degree to which the sublime power described in these examples refers exclusively to oral 

affect since the eloquence Longinus describes can be achieved in writing as well as speech. It 

is the excellence of literate poets and writers, present as much in the book of Genesis as in 

Demosthenes or Homer. As Holmes comments, it can also be 'the very Height and Excellency 

of good Writings'. 31 Thus, the five requirements set out in the classical text for the production 

of sublimity, and summarised by Berries, do not necessarily require an oral mode: 'i. a happy 

genius or LOFTY CONCEPTION of Things really grand. ii. a powerful CAPACITY OF MOVING THE 

PASSIONS . iii. the PROPER MANAGEMENT OF FIGURES. iv. a GRAND AND SPLENDID DICTION, 

which consists in a judicious Choice of Words, the Decorations of Tropes, and Variation of 

Diction. v. And the Sum of all the rest, is a Lofty and MAGNIFICENT COMPOSITION.' The 

qualities that he praises in the sublime orator are partly the consequence of live performance 

- ' the gracefulness of pronunciation, the harmony of cadence, the propriety of gesture, the 

expression of looks' - but also rely on features that might equally be found in a written text , such 

as 'the strength of argument, the beauties of language, and the riches of fancy and invention'. 32 

There is some evidence of a particular attention to the oral. The association discussed 

in the previous chapter between the voice and the supernatural, the chanting of spells and 

the trope of enchantment recurs here in such a way as to encourage a slippage between rep-

resentations of the orator's ' invisible force' as sublime eloquence, the height of human talent 

and cultivated art, and as a supernatural phenomenon. For example, in The Philosophy of 

Rhetoric, developed whilst he was principal and chair of divinity at Marischal College, and 

presented in various forms to the Aberdeen Philosophical Society, George Campbell presents 

the orator's power as one that by 'some secret, sudden and inexplicable association, awakening 

all the tenderest emotions of the heart [ ... ] will not permit the hearer 's even a moment 's leisure' 

and 'as by some magical spell, hurries them ere they are aware into love, pity, grief, terror, 

31 Holmes, The Art of Rhetorick made Easy, pp.ll-12. 
32 Herries, The Elements of Speech, p.227. 
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desire, aversion, fury, or hatred. '33 This description is repeated almost verbatim in his 1807 

Lectures on Systematic Theology and Pulpit Eloquence. 34 Richard Polwhele's didactic poem, 

The English Orator, demonstrates this explicitly. He writes of how the polished language of an 

orator may 'enchain/ The ravish'd Audience', and observes that 'as Charm/ Of Wizard Spell, 

the Wonders of thy Voice/ Strike deep PERSUASION.'35 

Attention is also dedicated to the practical details of training the voice, far more so in 

fact than in the context of conversation. The Art of Speaking in Publick devotes substantial 

attention to the faults of the speaker's voice which will offend the ears of his hearers including 

advice on 'The Way to be Heard with Delight' , 'General Rules for the Variation of the Voice' 

and the 'Pronunciation of Words and Sentences ' .36 John Mason's Essay on Elocution and 

Sheridan's Lectures on Elocution and Rhetorical Grammar do the same.37 John Walker's The 

Melody of Speaking delineated; or, Elocution taught like music, by visible signs, however, offers 

a clear reminder of the unavoidable coalescence of oral and literate modes in these printed 

guides, which even when they seek to order and regulate the voice must do so on the page.38 

Despite this dependence, Sheridan, and less vehemently, Blair, argue explicitly that the speaker 

is better able to affect his listeners than a writer can his readers, and of course the assumption 

that public speaking is a valuable skill, over and above writing, motivates all those who choose 

to advise on the subject. Blair agrees that speech is ' living' and has more 'energy or force'. 

He argues that the 'voice' of a speaker can make 'an impression on the mind, much stronger 

than can be made by the perusal of any writing' because it has recourse to 'tones of voice', 

' looks and gesture', which are 'more clear and more expressive' than anything available on the 

page.39 

Two separate arguments are made here in relation to oral affect: that the voice in 

itself is more powerful than the pen and that oral performances are superior to written ones 

33 George Campbell , The Philosophy of Rhetoric, 2 vols (London: for W. Strahan; T . Cadell; and W. Creech at 
Edinburgh, 1776), 1.32. 

34 Campbell , Lectures, p.353: by 'some secret, sudden and inexplicable association, awakening all the tenderest 
emotions of the heart [ .. . ] it will not permit the hearers even a moment's leisure' and 'as by some magical 
spell, hurries them, before they are aware, unto love, pity, grief, terror, aversion, or desire ' . 

35 Richard Polwhele, The English orator. A didactic poem. Book the first, 2nd edn (Exeter: for C. Dilly, 1786), 
1!.31-2 , 651-2. 

36 The Art of Speaking in Publick, pp.78-199. 
37 A rhetorical grammar of the English Language. Calculated solely for the purposes of teaching propriety of 

pronunciation, and justness of delivery, in that tongue, by the organs of speech (Dublin: for Price et al.,1781) . 
38 (London, 1787) . See a lso John Walker, The Academic Speaker; or a selection of parliamentary debates, orations, 

odes, scenes, and speeches, from the best writers, proper to be read and recited by youth at school, to which are 
prefixed Elements of Gesture, 3rd edn (London, 1797). 

39 Sheridan , Lectures, p.xii; Blair, Lectures, 1.161. Later the phrase is repeated in Austin, Chironomia, p.2. 
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because they benefit from the additional features of live performance. Therefore, whilst a clear 

distinction between the oral and the literate is upheld, the reduction of these modes to the 'ear' 

and the 'eye' is confounded. Both visual and aural stimuli, they argue, contribute to the orator's 

success. This is supported by an additional account of the oratorical effect . Potkay argues that 

the 'Ciceronian-Demosthenic ideal of sympathetic identification between orator and audience is 

a commonplace of eighteenth-century rhetoric', and he discusses Hume's Treatise in regard to 

this. 40 Blair also adopts this model. His lectures tend to focus on sublimity, but when he seeks 

to describe the way in which ' looks and gesture' exert an influence, he turns to a sympathetic 

model which accords with those used in connection with conversation. He emphasizes in other 

words the intimacy and immediacy of close bodily contact , and defines these as natural, even 

sincere, rather than artificial: 'Almost every man , in passion, is eloquent. Then, he is at no 

loss for words and arguments. He transmits to others, by a sort of contagious sympathy, the 

warm sentiments which he feels; his looks and gestures are all persuasive; and Nature here 

shows herself infinitely more powerful than all art. '41 

This sympathetic relationship echoes that which we have seen in the context of conver-

sation, but rather than foregrounding the intimacy between friends, or the shared reciprocal 

nature of equal exchange, it is here employed to describe the power of the orator over his lis-

teners as a natural one, rather than the consequence of rhetorical artifice; the invasion of their 

hearts is thus figured in less violent but no less pervasive terms than those of sublime force. 

The same attention to the visual dimension of oral performance as well as to the intimacy and 

sincerity of communication through the presence and action of the body appears in a number 

of subsequent works. The Art of Speaking in Public describes the concept of bodily eloquence 

which erodes the distinction between the two senses of hearing and seeing: 'This is that Faculty 

of Oratory which Tully calls the Eloquence of the Body. '42 Bulwer's Chironomia does the same. 

He asserts that 'the Tongue speaketh to the Ear, Gesture speaketh to the Eye.' This pattern of 

representing both the sensations of the ear and the eye in the language of hearing is repeated 

in various forms in the prefatory material to his text. For example, the poems dedicated to the 

work describe 'a speaking Hand', 'a mouth-excelling Speech', and 'this mute Vocalitie.' More 

40 Potkay, The Fate of Eloquence in the Age of Hume, p.46; David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature . Reprinted 
from the original edition, and edited, with an analytical index, ed. by L.A Selby-Bigge (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1888) . 

41 Blair, Lectures, p.7. A similar account is offered earlier in Henley, Appeal, p.l88. 
42 The Art of Speaking in Publick, p.8. 
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particularly, in the poem entitled, 'To his loving friend the Author, on HIS CHIRONOMIA', the 

speaker (J.D) describes a dream in which, visited by Minerva, he is affected visually by her 

gestmes in exactly the way that a typical listening audience would have been aurally: 

But when I saw Thy active Muses part 

So well perform'd, I lost my ravish'd sense, 

Orecome by her Hands silent Eloquence.43 

Mason is just one example of those who pick up this transposition of eloquence from words 

to gestures, speech or writing to action, in what he calls 'dumb Oratory'. When he writes, 

therefore, that there ' is often more Eloquence in a Look than any Words can express. By 

this we are awed, charmed, incensed ', he compounds what is already clear in Bulwer: that 

representations not only of the mysterious workings of the sublime, but also of the corporeal 

apprehensions of the senses, do not uphold a disjunction or an opposition between oral and 

visual modes. 44 

As we have seen with regard to conversation, there is an immediate connection between 

the oral mode and the body, but these deliberately figurative accounts, which seek to elide the 

distinction between verbs of hearing and seeing, discourage attempts to define oral and literate 

communication solely by their dependence on particular forms of sensory perception. The 

continued references to 'force', 'charm', 'seduction', and 'persuasion' which appear here and in 

representations of conversation, evade distinctions of this kind in favour of a generalized concept 

of bodily affect, which draws on the language of the supernatural and magical. Warnick suggests 

that this derives at least in part from Boileau, arguing that his translation of Longinus adds 

the criteria of instantaneous and involuntary affect, and deliberately makes it less transparent. 

Whereas Longinus saw sublimity as originating in both conception and style, Boileau 

viewed the locus of the Sublime as the response of a hearer or reader of a text . 

Whereas Longinus set out to demystify sublimity by giving examples and showing 

how its effects were achieved, Boileau sought to envelop the Sublime in an aura of 

43 John Bulwer, Chirologia: or the naturall language of the Hand. Composed of the Speaking Motions, and Dis
coursing Gestures thereof. Whereunto is added, Chironomia: or the Manuall Rhetoricke. Consisting of the 
Naturall Expressions, digested by Art in the Hand, as the chiefest Instrument of Eloquence (London: by 
Thomas Harper, 1644) , 'Preface'. 

44 Bulwer, Essay, p.35. 
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mystery and ineffability. 45 

This is not quite the same argument that has developed from Monk's early study which charts 

a trajectory from the early eighteenth century, where sublime affect tended to be explained in 

terms of what was being represented, towards a subsequent interpretation which stressed the 

mode of its reception. 46 It does, however , engage with the same issues: how far can affective 

power be analyzed, and to what extent does it derive from the manner of its production or 

apprehension? Warnick also argues that the influence ofFenelon's Dialogues particularly among 

Scots such as Blair, but also more widely, encouraged a heightened attention to non-rational 

affect and a concomitant stress on immediacy and domination: 'Fenelon 's theory sought an 

intuitive and aesthetic response rather than one that was purely rational. Listeners were to be 

engaged rather than convinced, or more appropriately, captivated and struck by the features 

of discourse so as to be convinced. '47 

Warnick's concern is not primarily with the oral dimension of the sublime, and the 

impulse she identifies in Boileau and Feuelon needs to balanced against the desire so evident in 

writers like Herries to dissect and to explain Longinus ' argument. But nevertheless she makes 

a useful suggestion. Her conclusion that the motivation for Boileau's emphasis upon mystery 

was a desire to embed his own position - as a 'classical critic and man of taste ' - into the 

very definition of sublimity, hints at the possibility of a new attention to the nature of critical 

reception, and its relation to the role of the listener.48 

Hearts and minds 

The emphasis placed on the force of the orator and his invasion of the hearts of his listeners by 

accounts of sublime eloquence does not appear to leave much room for the critical interpretation 

of the polite gentleman. As Sheridan observes: 'The variety of treatises which have lately been 

45 Barbara Warnick, The Sixth Canon: Belletristic Rhetorical Theory and its French Antecedents (Columbia: 
University of South Carolina Press, 1993), p .57. 

46 Samuel Holt Monk, The Sublime: a study of critical theories in eighteenth century England (New York: Modern 
Language Association of America, 1935). This is rejected in E.B. Wood, The Word Sublime and its Context 
1650-1760 (The Hague; Paris: Mouton, 1972), p .21, and in de Bolla, The Discourse of the Sublime, pp.33-34. 

47 Fran<;ois de Salignac de La Mothe Fenelon, Dialogues Concerning Eloquence in General; and particularly, that 
Kind which is fit for· the Pulpit, by the late Archbishop of Cambray, with his Letter to the Fnmch Academy 
Concerning Rhetoric, Poetry , History and A Comparison betwixt the Antients and the Modems. Translated 
from the French by William Stevenson, Rector of Morningthorp, Norfolk (London: for J. Walthoe, 1722) ; 
Warnick, The Sixth Canon, p.57. See also M. H. Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic Theory and 
the Critical Tradition (New York: Oxford University Press, 1953), pp. 72-78, 194-195. 

48Warnick, The Sixth Canon, pp.79-80. 
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published on the passions, and the number of essays on taste; in which the writers widely differ 

from each other in their principles, and are far from agreeing in their definitions or descriptions 

of them; sufficiently shew, how far we are still, from having any certain knowledge of that part 

of our nature, to which these belong. '49 It seems, furthermore, to mobilize the conventional 

opposition of reason and passion. In the history of rhetoric as it would have appeared in 

this period, the differing demands of docere, delectare and movere were well-documented, and 

Shuger describes the tendency of ancient thought to 'set reason and emotion in opposition' as 

one of the causes of suspicion towards rhetoric and oratory. She notes that just as Aristotle 

raises pathos to the status of proof along with ethos and argument but maintains an emphasis 

on the role of reason and evidence in practical oratory, so Cicero and Quintillian 'defend an ideal 

unity of wisdom and eloquence but cannot escape the old bifurcation of reason and emotion. '50 

Indeed, Quintillian's description of the misleading power of the passions sets up the terms of 

the eighteenth-century debate. Like a lover filled with emotion, he writes, 'so the judge, when 

overcome by his emotions, abandons all attempt to enquire into the truth of the arguments, is 

swept along by the tide of passion, and yields himself unquestioning to the torrent. '51 

Yet at the same time the nature of the human passions in themselves remained unclear, 

and the relationship between reason and passion even less so. Therefore, just as the 'Poem in 

Praise of Eloquence' foregrounds the orator's 'resistless' invasion of the heart and yet does not 

ignore the 'force of Reason ' , writers on oratory and elocution tend to represent oratorical affect 

as the sum of more than one type of response. 52 Lawson is typical in this respect. He rejects 

the view that reason, understanding, passions, and the conscience work separately, asserting 

that it is the 'whole Soul which acts in every Case'. He does not agree that reason and passion 

are opposed, believing instead that 'there is an intimate Connexion between them; so that you 

cannot make any strong Impression upon one, without affecting the other.' In short, he claims, 

the orator's task is 'to Explain, to Prove, to Affect. You are to explain, in order to instruct; 

you are to prove, in order to convince; you are to affect, in order to perswade. '53 

49 Sheridan, Lectures, p.x. 
50 Barbara K. Shuger, Sacred Rhetoric: The Christian Grand Style in the English Renaissance (Princeton: Prince

ton University Press, 1989), p.44. 
51 Quintillian, The Institutio Oratoria, trans. by H.E . Barker, 4 vols (Cambridge, MA: Heinemann, 1920), Bk. 

6.2.5-6. On Locke and other eighteenth-century exponents see Richard Bauman, and Charles L. Briggs, Voices 
of Modernity: Language Ideologies and the Politics of Inequality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2003), pp.36-48, and Howell, Eighteenth Century British Logic and Rhetoric, p.492. 

52 The Art of Speaking in Publick, p.3. 
53Lawson, Lectures, pp.154, 177, 366. 
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Similarly, Ward argues that 'the proper use of the passions is not to hinder the exercise 

of reason , but to ingage men to act agreeably to reason. '54 And, Blair, similarly, maintains 

both that 'All high Eloquence flows from passion' and that 'in order to persuade, the most 

essential requisites are 'solid argument, clear method, a character of probity appearing in the 

Speaker. '55 He describes a hierarchy of eloquence, from the lowest form which aims only at 

pleasing hearers (panegyrics, for example, or addresses to great men), to a form intended 'not 

merely to please, but also to inform, to instruct, to convince' (primarily the bar), and finally, 

the pre-eminent mode of sublimity. Campbell also acknowledges that there are different kinds 

of oratory, but argues that 'the most complex of all ' is 'calculated to influence the will, and 

persuade to a certain conduct, as it is in reality an artful mixture of that which proposes to 

convince the judgement, and that which intersects the passions ' .56 Priestley's assessment of 

this balance demonstrates the way in which writers on oratory agree in principle but differ 

in emphasis. It also illustrates that the orator's power is not conceived as singular; it does 

not reside in one form of affect, but instead in a combined assault . This, in addition to the 

divergence between these accounts, precludes the conclusion that the oral mode was understood 

only to influence the passions. 

The orator may, indeed, intend to please or affect his hearers; but if he understands 

himself, he only means to influence their judgments, or resolutions, by the medium of 

the imagination or the passions[ ... ] Let the first, and principal view of every orator, 

whether in writing or speaking, be to inform the judgment, and thereby direct the 

practice; and let him only attempt to please, or affect, when it is subservient to 

that design; when the occasion itself, in manner, prompts to it, and the bent of his 

own genius leads him to comply with such an invitation.57 

It is to this system of interrelated faculties that the 'Poem in Praise of Eloquence' refers when 

it describes how the orator can 'Touch every spring and movement of the soul', and the same 

metaphor reappears frequently throughout the century. Holmes, Lawson, Fenelon, and Blair 

choose it, and even by 1797, the author and bookseller Henry Lemoine does not see the need 

for modification: 'Eloquence would have but little authority over the heart , and would meet 

54Ward, A System of Oratory, pp.157-158. 
55 Biair, Lectures, 1!.172-173, II.167. 
56 Campbell, Lectures, p.354. 
57 Joseph Priestley, Course of Lectures on Oratory and Criticism (London: for J . Johnson, 1777), pp.68-69. 
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with powerful resistance from ignorance and prejudice, were she to attack them with no other 

arms than truth. The passions are the springs of the soul - they cause it to act. It is Love or 

Hatred, Fear or Hope, which counsels and determines . '58 

The mechanics of affect 

These attempts to explain the psychology of the listening response counter the pull of the 

sublime towards the mysterious and of the oral towards enchantment. Instead of references 

to seduction or charms, we here find the more prosaic figure of the spring functioning within 

a finely-tuned mechanical system. Just as in accounts of conversation, therefore, where en-

chantment was balanced by metaphors of commerce, so here images of the machine render 

human and material what is otherwise extraordinary. Warnick's argument regarding Boileau 

draws attention to the role of the subject in the proper appreciation of the sublime, but there 

are tensions in the critical response she represents, between the 'emotional' and the 'rational' 

elements of aesthetic judgments, the cool considerations of the man of taste and the insistence 

of Longinus on the forceful dominance of the speaker over his helpless listeners. 59 What these 

mechanical figures suggest is that the passivity of the listener responding to the eloquent orator 

can be cast as the,automatic product of the human frame. The listener, in other words, may 

respond more instinctively, even passively, than with active intent or rationality. As Scott Paul 

Gm·don observes this is an interpretation invited by the terms of the debate itself: 'in sev-

enteenth and eighteenth-century discourse the term "passion" still refers literally to a passive 

state, being acted upon ', and, therefore, early modern discourse often uses the terms "mechan

ical" and "passive" interchangeably. '60 This raises the possibility of a natural and universal 

capability which is essentially passive and uncultivated, and thereby raises questions regarding 

the concepts of criticism and taste. 

When Lawson, for example, argues that we 'may compare' oratory 'to the mechanical 

Arts, which , by furnishing Engines , and well adapted Instruments, produce the same Effects 

58 Holmes, The Art of Rhetorick made Easy, p.13; Lawson, Lectures, p.156; Fenelon , Dialogues, p.63; Blair, 
Lectures, II.169; Henry Lemoine, The Art of Speaking; upon an entire new plan. And in which the Operation 
and Emotions of the Mind are particularly considered [. .. j for the Bar, the Pulpit, or, the Stage (London: 
for Lee and Hurst, 1797), p.89. 

59 R.L. Brett, The Third Earl of Shaftesbury: A Study in Eighteenth Century Literary Theory (London; New 
York: Hutchinsons University Library, 1951), p.131. 

60 Scott Paul G01·don, The Power of the Passive Self in English Literature 1640-1770 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2002), p.8. 

• 
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with Ease, and finish with Elegancy', he implies that the response of the listener is predictable 

and homogenous if stimulated correctly by the speaker.61 However, whilst there is no room in 

this analysis for the force of lightning or tempests, he does not cast this response as barbarous 

just because it is instinctive, or as wholly artificial just because it is learned. By contrast, 

when Mason employs the same figure ten years earlier, he does so pejoratively in order to 

demonstrate that a purely acoustic stimulus can arouse the passions only in the ill-educated or 

primitive: 'However, none but the most low, weak, and mechanical Minds will be affected with 

mere Dint of Sound and Noise. And the Passions so raised, leave no lasting or valuable Effects 

upon the Mind, and answer no good Purpose or End; because the Understanding hath nothing 

to do with such Impressions, and the Memory no Handle by which to retain or recall them. '62 

In so doing he demonstrates his assumption that dangerous credulity can be associated not 

only with the lack of rationality but also with a purely oral mode. 

Whilst he does not share Mason's tone, Priestley 's understanding of the passions as a 

'spring' to action, and his commitment to Locke's theory of the association of ideas and Hume's 

argument regarding vivacity and belief, leads him to argue for a mechanical response that is 

non-rational, automatic, and universally present: 

The first observation I shall make on the general affections of the passions, is, that 

they are engaged, and we feel ourselves interested, in proportion to the vividness 

of our ideas of those objects and circumstances which contribute to excite them. 

The genuine, and proper use of the passions undoubtedly is to rouze men to just 

and vigorous action upon every emergency, without the flow of the intervention of 

reason. It is, therefore wisely provided, that they should be raised by the immedi-

ate view and apprehension of the circumstances proper for their exertion. Being, 

therefore, blind and mechanical principles, they can only be connected with the 

view of suitable circumstances; so that, whenever these are presented, whether the 

passion would, in fact, be useful or not, it cannot fail to be excited, and to rise to 

its usual height . 

Such is the 'blind' nature of this mechanism, and here we see how descriptions of sensation can 

blur the distinctions between visual and aural perception, that even the lowest audience can 
61 Lawson, Lectures, p.9. 
62 Mason, Essay, p.6. 
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respond: 'An audience, indeed, that is wholly illiterate, may have all their passions actuated 

by means of admiration, or astonishment, and mechanical communication' .63 

Shaftesbmy juggles the implicit oppositions at work here- between literacy and orality, 

reason and passion, activity and passivity - at the start of the centmy, questioning both their 

validity and their connection to each other. He does not associate the 'merely mechanical' solely 

with the oral , but he does link it with the closely-related discomse of uncultivated nature. His 

Inquiry Concerning Virtue and Merit seeks to demonstrate that the 'Spring[s] of Action' in 

human behaviour are the 'natural affections' and an 'oeconomy of the passions ' . These he argues 

are what move us, even when we imagine that we are responding to 'mental enjoyments.'64 In 

order to demonstrate this 'oeconomy', however, he turns not only to the figure of a spring, but 

to the evidence of creatures ' lower' than man, and in so doing the metaphor gains negative 

connotations with the order of beasts: 'It has been shown before that no animal can be said 

properly to act otherwise than through affections or passions, such as are proper to an animal. 

For in convulsive fits, where a creature strikes either himself or others, it is a simple mechanism, 

an engine or piece of clockwork, which acts and not the animal. '65 

This has the effect of rooting human behaviour in nature and of encoding his philosophy 

of the moral and aesthetic senses in the intuitive and immediate rather than the speculative 

or critical. Shaftesbury argues that a 'Man of thorough Good-Breeding [ ... ] never deliberates 

[ ... ] or considers of the matter by prudential Rules of Self-Interest and Advantage. He acts 

his Nature, in a manner necessarily, and without Reflection. '66 This natural sense does not 

require support from the framework of the lettered world and is not necessarily precluded in a 

purely oral subject, although the association b 

etween literacy, literature, and the nature of the gentleman remains unavoidable. But 

at the same time, he is convinced that submission to a tyrannical passion is to be avoided: 

' there can be no slavery greater than that which is consequent to the dominion and rule ' of 

this imbalance.67 Furthermore, his notebooks suggest that he is equally angry at the thought 

of acting merely mechanically: 'to receive impressions from everything and machine-like to be 

63 Priestley, Lectures, p.79. See John Locke, An essay concerning humane understanding. In four books. The 
fifth edition, with large additions (London, 1706), and David Hume, Philosophical essays concerning human 
understanding (London: for A. Millar, 1748) , pp.21-22 , 87-89. 

64 (Anthony Ashley Cooper) Third Earl of Shaftesbury, Characteristics of men, manners, opinions, times, with 
a collection of letters, 3 vols (Basil: for J. J. Tourneisen and J. L. Legrand, 1790) , II.69-70. 

65 Shaftesbury, 'An Inquiry Concerning Virtue and Merit, II. 69-70. 
66 Shaftesbury, 'Sensus', I.lll. 
67 Shaftesbury, ' Inquiry', II.127. 
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moved and wrought upon, wound up and governed exteriorly, as if there were nothing that 

ruled within or had the least control ' , is to his mind, unacceptable.68 

For this reason the Characteristics is organized around the trope of active self-interrogation 

and restraint: 'a necessity of stopping somewhere and determining on some boundary for the 

passion, where can we fix our standard or how regulate ourselves? ' But this interrogation in 

itself both encourages and undermines the association of the oral with either the passions or 

passivity. The form of this questioning, as I discuss in the previous chapter, takes the form 

of self-dialogue, but it is equivocally linked to the voice and to its form on the printed page. 

Following the associations which we have seen emerging between literacy and regulation, as 

well as of rationality and criticism with literacy, its very function as a mode of analysis and 

self-regulation seems predicated on lettered norms. It is deliberately constructed as an oral 

exchange captured by print. But at the same time, Shaftesbury's notion of the 'critical ear' 

renders it impossible to argue that in his view, the activity of listening in itself prohibits any

thing other than enchantment. He writes of the desire of another type of performer dependent 

on sound, the expert musician to 'perform his part in the presence of those who are knowing 

in his art . Let his hearers be of what character they please, be they naturally austere, morose 

or rigid - no matter, so they are critics, able to censure, remark and sound every accord and 

symphony. '69 

Certain forms of oral performance are, however, associated by him with exactly the kind 

of passivity he abhors. He maintains the connection between the republic of ancient Athens 

and eloquence but does so in the light of a particular understanding of the nature of ' liberty ' 

as a form of intercourse which grew out of an interaction between the orator and his audience. 

It is this which forms the basis of his idea of politeness: 'All politeness is owing to liberty. 

We polish one another and rub off our corners and rough sides by a sort of amicable collision.' 

By contrast, an imbalance of power is unacceptable: 'It belongs to men of slavish principles 

to affect a superiority over the vulgar and to despise the multitude.' Polite conversation and 

raillery oHer exactly the opposite. For this reason he rejects the 'Awful' domination of the 

Church, which produces only meek passivity and silence, and attacks orations. These are 'only 

fit to move the passions', and the 'power of declamation is to terrify, exalt, ravish, or delight, 
68 The life, unpublished letters, and philosophical regimen of Anthony Ashley Cooper, Third Earl of Shaftesbury, 

ed. by Benjamin Rand (London: Swan Sonnenschein, 1900) , p.l14. 
69Shaftesbury, 'Inquiry', 11.128; 'Soliloquy' , 1.203. 
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rather than falsify or instruct . '70 It is evident, therefore, that Shaftesbury does not organize his 

arguments around either a singular definition of the oral or a clear opposition between oral and 

literate modes, just as he does not polarize activity and passivity, or even instinctive response 

from the act of judgement. He represents a kind of active-passivity, which although it allows 

him to ground what is effectively a form of sensation in instinctive, non-rational human ability, 

is not entirely divorced from the activity of critical judgement. 

Although he does not replicate his theories, the influence of Locke on Shaftesbury, and 

indeed on eighteenth-century culture more broadly, is a significant factor in this resistance to 

binaries. Locke - who does oppose emotional and rational responses, arguing that rhetoric 

which 'move[s] the Passions' is a 'perfect cheat' because it 'mislead[s] the Judgment ' - similarly 

does not structure his argument around the differences between visual or aural sensation, and 

neither does he assert a simple alignment of passion and passivity. He claims that the objects 

of our senses 'obtrude their particular ideas upon our minds, whether we will or no and a mind 

can no more refuse that an mirror can refuse, alter, or obliterate the images or Ideas which, the 

objects set before it , do therein produce. m The extent to which the Essay can be interpreted 

in terms of passivity is disputed, but the features of these disagreements are illuminating, not 

least because of the attention that is consistently paid within them to the visual, rather than 

the oral, dimension of Locke's argument: images, reflections, blank paper, wax tablets, empty 

cabinets. 

Tuveson argues that Locke has an essentially passive understanding of how the mind 

works. From here he makes a broader claim which accords with that of Warnick: 'a certain 

passivity of the experiencing mind and an enhancement of the importance of extrarational 

mental activities are characteristic of the new attitudes toward art, from the very beginnings of 

romanticism. m For Michael Prince, on the other hand , Locke's employment of 'passive phrases 

to describe the transition from a blank paper or empty cabinet to a mind full of ideas ' works 

in a way similar to the tropes of sublimity and enchantment: 'to finesse the question of how an 

inevitably random accumulation of sense experience becomes intelligible as knowledge to the 

70 Shaftesbury, 'Sensus', 1.63, 57, 53, 58; 'Letter', 1.7; 'Miscellanies' , III .76. See Lawrence I<lein, Shaftesbury and 
the Culture of Politeness (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), pp.154, 168, 172, 203. 

71 Locke, Essay, pp.428-429, 61. 
72 Ernest Lee Tuveson, The Imagination as a Means of Grace: Locke and the Aesthetics of Romanticism (Los 

Angeles: University of California Press, 1960) , pp.88-89. See also Ernst Cassirer, The Platonic Renaissance in 
England, trans. by James P. Pettegrove (London: Nelson, 1953), p .60. 
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mind. '73 Jolley rejects both claims entirely: 'One of the most curious misconceptions about 

Locke is that he regards the mind as essentially passive.' Probably, he suggests, this comes from 

a misreading of the tabula rasa image. He instead argues that Locke is of the view that the mind 

is 'passive with regard to simple ideas, that is the raw materials for knowledge, but is active 

in possessing, constructing and combining them. '74 The complexity of these disagreements 

throws into relief the contrasting ease with which the model of sublime eloquence appears to 

explain oral affect and demonstrates that there was no certain equation between passivity, a 

non-rational response, or an oral mode. 

The listener and the man of taste 

Beyond the confines of Locke's theory, it is clear that these concerns about activity and pas-

sivity, reason and passion, orality and literacy, structure eighteenth-century thinking about 

the concept of taste. Another key feature of these accounts of eloquence strengthens this con-

nection. This is the uniformity of the listening response, which is represented in accounts of 

sublimity by the identical manipulation of the passions of every subject, in the figure of the 

machine with its suggestions of standardization and endless replication , and in the proliferation 

of guides which adopt a one-size-fits-all attitude towards gesture, tone, and even the passions 

themselves. 75 Shaftesbury's narrow attention to those whose natural ability already mirrors 

that required of the cultivated gentleman affords little room for a comparison between men 

of taste, and those that are 'low' or 'weak'. In Markley's formulation: 'Polished Language, 

Good breeding, Manners, social grace, aesthetic perfection, natural harmony, innate virtue and 

universal order form a natural circuit in Shaftesbury's mind. '76 This is a particular feature 

of Shaftesbury's philosophy, but the wider question it raises - the degree to which an indi-

vidual's response derives from the essential structure of their human frame or is affected by 

variations in ability and cultivation- is a matter of unresolved contention within many of these 

eighteenth-century rhetorics and elocutionary manuals. 

73 Michael Prince, Philosophical Dialogue in the British Enlightenment: theology, aesthetics and the novel (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), p.86. 

74 Nicholas Jolley, Locke: His Philosophical Thought (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1999), p.26. 
75 The most extreme example can be found in Burgh, The Art of Speaking. 
76 Robert Markley, 'Sentimentality and Performance: Shaftesbury, Sterne, and the Theatrics of Virtue', in The 

New Eighteenth Century: Theory, Politics, English Literature (New York: Methuen, 1987), pp.210-230 (p.214). 
See also Robert W. Uphaus, 'Shaftesbury on Art: the rhapsodic aesthetic', The Journal of Aesthetics and Art 
Criticism, 27 (1968) , 341-348. 
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Early in the period, Addison observes that 'It is very difficult to lay down Rules for the 

acquirement [ .. . ] Taste [ .. . ] The Faculty must in some degree be born with us' .77 Yet, given 

the intention of The Spectator to mould and develop precisely this taste within its readers, it 

must also have been understood to be in some degree learned. Later, Alexander Gerard begins 

his prize-winning essay with the statement: 'A fine taste is neither wholly the gift of nature, 

nor wholly the effect of art . It derives its origin from certain powers natural to the mind; but 

these powers cannot attain their full perfection, unless they be assisted by proper culture.' But 

he adds: 'Taste is so deeply rooted in human nature, that none are pleased but with some 

degree of real elegance and beauty'. 78 

This is certainly the view propounded by Priestley: 'Judgment is universally acknowl

edged to be altogether acquired, and that taste, too, or the capacity of perceiving the pleasures 

of the imagination, may also be acquired, to a very great degree [ ... ] all the principles of 

taste [ ... ] are within the reach of all persons whatsoever.' Blair agrees that the difference of 

response between individuals is largely to do with 'education and culture ' , and just as Priestley 

attaches the coda that it 'must not be forgotten , also, that as our bodies in general differ with 

respect to their sensibility to impressions , so the texture of the brain, on which the mental 

faculties depend, must be subject to a similar difference', so Blair explains the influence of 

'nicer organs, and finer internal powers', within which he includes the faculty of reason. 79 In 

this way education and experience are balanced against physical aptitude, and discussions re-

garding standards of taste mobilize a variety of assumptions regarding social rank, education 

and hence literacy, as well as the physiognomy made popular by Lavater. 80 

On the one hand, primitive and purely oral peoples, such as those described by Rousseau, 

were understood to be more passionate and less rational than their ancestors, and this suggests 

that their closest modern equivalents might a lso have been seen as particularly susceptible to 

the force of spoken eloquence. As we have seen, Blair describes this transition in his Lectures. 

The vestiges of this credulity are attributed to the ill-educated and vulgar, a cultural prejudice 

Chesterfield reveals when he comments to his sou that: 'as Cardinal De Retz observes, very 

11 The Spectator, 8 vols (London: forS. Buckley and J. Tonson, 1712- 15), 409, June 19th 1712, VI.74-5. 
78 Alexander Gerard, An essay on taste. With three dissertations on the same subject. By Mr. de Voltaire. Mr. 

d'Alembert, F.R.S. Mr. de Montesquieu (London: for A. Millar and A. Kincaid, 1759), pp.l, 16. 
79 Priestley, Lectures, pp.74-75; Blair, Lectures, !.22. 
80 Johann Caspar Lavater, Essays on Physiognomy designed to promote the knowledge and the love of mankind. 

Illustrated by more than eight hundred engravings accurately copied; and some duplicates copied from originals, 
trans. by Thomas Holcroft, 3 vols (London: G. G. J. and J . Robinson, 1789-98). 
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justly, that every numerous assembly is a mob; influenced by their passions, humours, and 

affections, which nothing but eloquence ever did , or ever can engage.'81 Yet on the other hand, 

there was a concurrent belief that, as Lawrence points out: ' the sensibility of the body depended 

on factors such as occupation, upbringing, and inherited physiology [ ... ] rude uncivilized 

peoples and the labouring poor were hardly sensible' . Physical labour and coarse diet 'dull' the 

potential capacity of sense organs and 'erode the nervous system's responsiveness.'82 Hume 

certainly implies this when describing the ill-educated and vulgar in terms equally applicable to 

ancient, barbarous peoples: 'the skin, pores, muscles, and nerves of a day-labourer are different 

from those of a man of quality. So are his sentiments, actions, and manners. The different 

stations of life influence the whole fabric, external and internal. '83 

However, whilst the concepts of eloquence and taste identify the body as a crucial site for 

cultivation and regulation, the relationship between them is complicated by a difference in focus. 

Sublime eloquence is the product of a naturally-gifted but also highly-trained speaker , and it is 

to his ' improvement' that these guides address themselves. The listening response is represented 

as the inevitable product of a properly-directed speech. Conversely, the receptive nature of the 

faculty of taste necessarily emphasizes the role of the listener or the reader and suggests that 

he should be responsible for his own education or improvement. It is not, therefore, simply 

that these texts assert that a listener cannot be a 'man of taste', but rather that the attention 

directed towards physiognomy by the nature of live oral performances encourages a separation 

in attitudes towards the role of the listener and the activity of listening. Being a listener 

limits the subject to a position of submission and silence and carries negative associations of 

illiteracy and hence of the barbarous or vulgar. Simply listening, however, especially before 

then speaking in reply, as in polite conversation, is not nearly so restrictive, and indeed, is 

bound up in the act of participation in a social world founded on literacy and letters. For this 

reason, Shaftesbury's complaint- 'Am I always only to be a listener ?' -dramatizes not only a 

frustration at the absence of 'question and reply', but at the passivity and submission integral 

to the role. He objects to the fact that orations ' terrify, exalt, ravish or delight rather than 

satisfy or instruct ', and also to the way they forbid the listener from becoming a speaker. 
81 Chesterfield, Letters, p.509. 
82 Christopher Lawrence, 'The Nervous System and Society in the Scottish Enlightenment' in Natural Order: 

Historical Studies of Scientific Culture, ed. by Barry Davies and Stephen Shapin (Beverley Hills: Sage, 1979) , 
p.29. 

83 Hume, Treatise, p.402. 
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This distinction between role and activity complicates arguments such as those of Prince 

and Potkay, which contrast eloquence with conversation on the grounds that conversation is a 

'conservative force ', a mode that 'seeks to placate or stabilize', not ' to make things happen. '84 

The eloquent orator, it is true, exerts considerable power, and there is clearly a necessity for 

polite restraint and for harmony within conversation which is far from anarchic or radical. 

But at the same time, the structural necessity within the model of forceful eloquence for 

a listener who merely listens discourages rather than promotes fundamental change, on two 

counts. The first, which rests on the difference between moving the passions and deeply affecting 

the judgement, is observed in the Gentleman's Magazine, as part of its response to the second 

edition of Sheridan 's British Education: 'It is an unaccountable opinion that the consequence of 

expressing such ideas as are conceived with propriety, elegance, and force , will be the conception 

of right ideas; or that a power of diffusing by eloquence such principles as are adopted, will be 

a means of adopting such principles.'85 The second is that without the opportunity to respond 

by speaking in turn, the listener to an orator in the Demosthean mould, can never escape 

characterization as merely one of the mob. The action of participating in a conversation, as 

I have shown, represents a wider social commitment which brings responsibilities as well as 

rewards, not least of which is the opportunity for self-improvement. To be only a listener is 

to be denied these chances, and thus when we return to the 'Poem in Praise of Eloquence' in 

the light of this knowledge, the orator's power seems subtly altered. Where once the language 

of dynamic action stood out ('invade ', 'draw out', 'Chace') now it is placatory verbs such as 

'sooth ' and 'solace' which catch our attention. Moreover, where before the phrase 'Confirm 

the weak' suggested exultant praise for the emboldening action of his voice, it now reveals an 

alternative: a power to not make things happen. 

84 Prince, Philosophical Dialogue, p.219; Potkay, The Fate of Eloquence in the Age of Hume, p.5. 
85 The Gentleman's Magazine, 1769, 39, p.306. 



Chapter 3 

The Word of God 

Had the Minister of the Parish preached like an Angel, it had profiled them nothing: 

For they heard him not. But, when one came and said, 'Yonder is a Man preaching 

on the Top of the Mountains, ' they ran in Droves to hear. 1 

Despite a flourishing trade in printed sermons intended for domestic reading, preaching re-

mained the predominant form of oral performance during the eighteenth century. Although 

the Toleration Act of 1689 brought about an inevitable decline, attendance within the estab

lished Anglican church was considerable.2 Across all classes and regardless of education or 

wealth, whether in small country churches or large urban cathedrals, for most parishioners a 

central feature of their religious life would have been attending a sunday service to hear the 

weekly sermon.3 The content and style of these sermons varied. One significant influence was 

an emphasis on the rational basis of faith in the writing and preaching of the preceding years, 

which had been encouraged by the preference of Charles 1I for sermons in the plain style and 

the role of the Royal Society in promoting unadorned , 'natural' language.4 In terms of topic, 
1John Wesley, A Farther Appeal to Men of Reason and Religion (London: for W. Strahan, 1745), p.l19. 
2 Sampson Letsome, The Preacher's Assistant, in two parts (London, 1753) lists 14,725 sermons published 

between 1660 and 1750, 13,734 by Anglicans and 991 by dissenters. See also W.M. Jacob, Lay People and 
Religion in the Early Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), p.65. 

3 Daily services in country parishes were rare by the mid century. On this see, J. W. Legg, English Church 
Life from the Restoration to the Tractarian Movement considered in some of its neglected or forgotten features 
(London: Longman and Co, 1914), pp.108-10, and Nigel Yates, Buildings, Faith, and Worship: The Liturgical 
Arrangement of Anglican Churches 1600-1900 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991), p.63. 

4 For example, John Locke, The Reasonableness of Christianity, as delivered in the Scriptures, 5th edn (London, 
1695); Edward Stillingfleet, Origines Sacrae: or a rational account of the grounds of the Christian faith, as 
to the truth and divine authority of the scriptures (Cambridge: for Henry Mortlock, 1701) . This is discussed 
in Horton Davies, Worship and Theology in England: From Watts and Wesley to Maurice 1690-1850, 3 vols 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1961), III.66-67. 
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however, there was little uniformity. Sermons could involve specific teaching on Christian doe-

trine and practice, such as the importance of baptism, prayer, communion, or charity, they 

could offer general moral advice, or form a specific response to immediate political events: the 

accessions of monarchs, for example, or threats to national security. 5 

Another distinctive form of preaching also emerges during this period: the so-called 'field-

preaching' which characterized the dissenting ministries of Whitefield and Wesley, and which 

Wesley describes above, adding that: 'Had it not been for Field-preaching, the Uncommonness 

of which is the very Circumstance that recommends it, they must have run on in Error.' Both 

were, in different ways, charismatic and successful performers, but they shared their calling 

with a network of lay preachers who travelled the length of the country in endless circuits, 

although their numbers were strongest in urban areas. Not often permitted to preach inside 

Anglican churches, they did cccasionally preach in fields, literally therefore replacing the pulpit 

with the field as the site of their performance. More often, however , the term 'field' was 

metaphorical and reflected their marginal position, as dissenters in relation to the established 

church. Commonly, in fact , these preachers spoke on street corners, in private houses, and from 

1739, in the meeting houses which Wesley and his followers began to build. 6 Generally, the 

style of these sermons was more vigorous in delivery and more biblical in content than those 

given by mainstream clerics, although despite the hostility which quickly emerged towards 

the preaching of dissenters like Wesley, he argued that he simply fulfilled the responsibility of 

preaching as set out by the Anglican bishop, Gilbert Burnet. 

all that can be truly intended in Preaching [is] to make some Portions of Scripture 

to be rightly understood; to make those TI·uths contain'd in them, to be more fully 

apprehended; and then to lay the Matter home to the Consciences of the Hearers, 

so directing all to some good and practical end. 7 

This chapter examines the different ways in which preaching is understood and represented 

during this period, considering its relationship to 'oral tradition' as it is defined in a religious 

context, and assessing its proximity to accounts of conversation and secular public speaking. 
5 For example, see Hugh Blair, Sermons, 5 vols (Edinburgh; London: for William Creech, W . Strahan and 

T . Cadell, 1777), on 'The Death of Christ','The Duties of the Young' , and 'On the Love of Our Country'. 
I.XI.305-339; I.V.ll4-143; V.VI.l24-151. 

6 Wesley, A Farther Appeal, p.ll9; Letters of John Wesley, ed . by John Telford, 7 vols (London: The Epworth 
Press, 1931), VII.149. Letter to Joseph Benson, 29th November, 1782. 

7 The Character of a Methodist, 5th edn (London: for W. Strahan, 1745), p.12; Gilbert Bm·net, A Discourse of 
the Pastoral Care (London: for Richard Chiswell , 1692), p.217. 
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A range of sources are examined from across the century, including Wesley's journals, 

letters , sermons, and publications, a selection of printed guides for clerical candidates or new 

incumbents offering advice on the proper construction and delivery of sermons, and the opinions 

of secular commentators on the established church and dissenting preachers. In these texts, 

preaching is not a matter of conjecture or history; they respond to each other, to the example 

of living performers and to current concerns. Secular commentators are quick to point out the 

faults of the preachers, be they conformist or dissenting, and to offer advice regarding improve-

ment . Wesley seeks to explain and justify his theology and practice, to defend himself and his 

ministry from criticism, as well as to teach his preachers by specific instruction and example. 

The preaching guides aim to improve the standard of preaching in the established church by 

providing their predominantly university-educated readers with historical background, exem-

plary models, and plans for study. 

A series of oppositions between ideal and inferior preachers thus runs through these texts, 

and the desire for regulation and improvement echoes that which we have seen in relation to 

conversation and secular oratory. Wesley holds his own preaching up as a model of efficacy 

but is condemned for it; the established church asserts the supremacy of its preaching despite 

the evidence of the dissenters' popular appeal, yet is simultaneously concerned about the gulf 

between the best preaching and the current standard of the majority of its exponents . Essayists 

such as Addison and Goldsmith observe these various forms of inadequacy and speculate over 

desirable routes to perfection. 

Assessing standards of oral performance 

Burnet 's A Discourse of the Pastoral Care provides a consistently influential example of an 

ideal Anglican preacher. It is directly referenced nearly a century later, in The Fashionable 

Preacher, provides the template for Alexander Gerard 's The Pastoral Care, and is quoted in 

Fenelon's Dialogues on Eloquence. 8 The Discourse was written by the Bishop of Salisbury 

following the passing of the Toleration Act , and his preaching model grows out of an urgent 
8 The fashionabl e preacher, or, modern pulpit eloquence displayed (London: Thomson and Drury, 1792) , p.31; 

Alexander Gerard, The Pastoral Care, ed. by Gilbert Gerard (London: for T. Cadell Jun., 1799), p.349; 
Fran<;ois de Salignac de La Mothe Fenelon, Dialogues Concerning Eloquence in General; and particularly, that 
Kind which is fit for the Pulpit, by the late Archbishop of Cambray, with his Letter to the French Academy 
Concerning Rhetoric, Poetry, History and A Comparison betwixt the Antients and the Modems. Translated 
from the French by William Stevenson, Rector of Morningthorp, Norfolk (London: for J . Walthoe, 1722), 
pp.43-44. 
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dissatisfaction with the current standard. He describes the perilous state of the church in 

both the first edition - 'We are now brought very near the greatest Crisis that ever Church or 

Nation had' - and then again in the 1714 edition. In this later version, he exclaims that at 

seventy years old, he 'cannot look on, without the deepest Concern, when I see imminent Ruin 

hanging over this Church, and by Consequence over the whole Reformation. ' The danger, he 

explains, arises both from 'the outward State of Things' and 'the inward State into which we 

are unhappily fallen' . He believes that the reformers did well in breaking from Rome, but that 

they then 'slackened' and 'did not study to reform the Lives and Manners of their People'. 

For this reason he feels compelled to 'raise the sense of the Obligations of the Clergy' to these 

duties, and in this way he hopes to win back defectors.9 

Burnet was not alone in his concerns. Whilst it would be misleading to suggest that 

there was total agreement or unity within what has been described as the 'several Anglicanisms' 

of the period, there is nevertheless a consensus of complaint, ranging from disenchantment 

with the settlement of 1689, to clerical apathy, absenteeism, pluralism, simony, poverty, and 

an insufficiently robust defence against the resurgent threat of dissent. 10 This threat was a 

genuine one. The influence of the dissenting movements was disproportionate to their number, 

which has been estimated at less than six percent in the early part of the century, and which 

as Spurr has demonstrated declined significantly up to 1750.U 

With regard to the practice of preaching, the most frequent complaint about current 

efforts is that they are too concerned with social appearance, with fashion and politeness. In 

the 1790s Glazebrook, although himself a Warrington minister and a revivalist, quotes Brown's 

An Estimate of the Manners and Principles of the Times, in which he complains that the 

superficial concerns of the clergy outside the pulpit have consequences for their performance 

at it . Brown writes of the 'gentlemen' clergy who 'despise the duties of their parish, to wander 

about, as the various seasons invite, to every scene of false gaiety, to frequent and shine in all 

9 Burnet, DiscouTse, pp.248, xvii; Gilbert Burnet, The n ew preface and additional chapter to the third edition 
of the Pastoral GaTe. Published singly (London: for D. Midwinter and B. Cowse, 1713), p.5. See also Bishop 
Burnet's History of his Own Time, 2 vols (London: for Thomas Ward, 1724). 

10John Spurr, The Restoration Church of England, 1646-1689 (New Haven; London: Yale University Press, 
1991), pp.396-398; and, for a more optimistic view, William Gibson, The Church of England 1688-1832: Unity 
and Accord (London; New York: Routledge, 2001). On the division between High and Low church doctrine 
see John Redwood, Reason, Ridicule and Religion: The Age of Enlightenment in England 1660-1750 (London: 
Thames and Hudson, 1976) . 

11 W .M. Jacob, The Clerical Profession in the Long Eighteenth Century 1680-1840 (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2007), p.7; Spurr, The Restoration Church, p.387. 
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public places, their own pulpits excepted.'12 The Looker-on goes further, arguing that standards 

of address are affected by the diffusion of these concerns into the practice of preaching itself: 

Indeed it is a sad truth, that the church has of late years been considered, both by 

the preacher and his congregation, as a place rather of amusement than instruction, 

as a kind of show or spectacle, where we hear and see, and do a great many fine 

things, without a reference to any other end than that of showing ourselves to each 

other to the best advantage_l3 

Here the denigration of mere 'show or spectacle' indicates that whilst the performance element 

of preaching is considered, the practice is understood to be designed for more than superficial 

effect. In this respect the debates surrounding preaching are both tied to and set apart from 

those regarding politeness. On the one hand, the question of the role of theatricality and display 

in politeness itself echoes these complaints about the apparent superficiality of some preachers. 

On the other, however, the relevance of the concerns of the secular world to those of the preacher 

is disputed. The suggestion that this is a phenomenon of ' late years ', however, is not supported 

by the evidence. Similar problems are addressed much earlier. Swift, for example, argues that 

for fear of being thought pedants, many young divines have given up 'severer Studies in the 

University, which they have exchanged for Plays, Poems, and Pamphlets, in order to qualify 

them for Tea-Tables and Coffee-Houses.' These, he says, are not appropriate pastimes for a 

cleric, nor suitable accomplishments to transfer to the pulpit. 14 

Despite the fact that an excessive desire to be polite and fashionable is criticized, Wesley 

and his followers are at the same time the targets of hostility and ridicule for their disregard 

of these concerns. The degree to which the sphere of religious oral performance is held apart 

from that of secular oral performance is a matter I will return to, suffice it to say here that 

there is something of a double standard. The preacher is both exempt from and subject to 

the vicissitudes of secular concerns. Thus, whilst Germ·d suggests that all 'affectation and 

12 James Glazebrook, The Practice of what is called Extempore Preaching Recommended and the propriety and 
advantage of that mode of public instruction urged and supported. By a Clergyman of the Church of England 
(Warrington: for J. Mathews, 1794), p.72. 

13William Roberts, The Looker-on, a periodical paper, by the Rev. Simon Olive-Branch, A .M, 3rd edn, 4 vols 
(London: for G.G.J and J. Robinson, 1795), 58, June 15th 1793, Ill.l27. 

14 Jonathan Swift , A Letter to a Young Gentleman, laterly enter'd into Holy Orders (London: for J. Roberts , 
1721), pp.9-10. Other examples include: Anthony Moore, An Essay on the Art of Preaching. Addressed to the 
Clergy (Falmouth: by M. Allison, 1758), p.2; The Connoisseur. By Mr Town, critic and censor-general, 2 vols 
(London: for R . Baldwin, 1755- 6) , 126, June 24th, 1756, 11.760. 
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extravagance' should be avoided in preaching, dissenters like Wesley are associated with oral 

and bodily excess as well as with a lack of self-restraint. 15 The Connoisseur observes that : 

Irregular tremblings of the voice and contortions of the person have long been the 

eloquence of the Quakers and Presbyterians, and are now the favourite mode of 

preaching practised by those self-ordained teachers, who strike out new lights in 

religion, and pour forth their extempore rhapsodies in a torrent of enthusiastical 

oratory. 

This demonstrative style is, he argues, designed to encourage an equally excessive response: 

it is 'best calculated to raise devotion, and a piteous chorus of sighs and groans.'16 In the 

same way, Evans, the Vicar of Llangamarch, describes the extravagant sounds and sights of 

uncontrolled behaviour, which were stimulated at Wesleyan meetings. 

Confusion in their Religious Societies, some screaming, some talking, some praying, 

some exhorting, some jumping up and down, some singing, others laughing, shaking 

Hands, and kissing; and all this at the same Time and at the same Assembly: 

And this Burly-burly, groaning, fainting, falling down, praying, laughing, skipping 

about, shaking Hands, and embracing [ .. . J would often continue for several Days 

and Nights successivelyY 

The repetition of 'some' here and the list-like structure of his sentences draws attention to an 

anxiety about excess. As in The Connoisseur, he focuses on the physical and acoustic chaos of 

the scene generated by demonstrative bodily, and largely oral, behaviour. Both are concerned 

about the power of a group of enthusiasts who are apparently not restrained by a sense of 

either moderation or propriety. Beyond the demands of polite behaviour, however , the reason 

for this restraint is the nature of the public location and its divine purpose. The preacher , it is 

held, must realise that 'inflamed eloquence and wild gestures are unsuitable to the place and 

his function ' .1 8 

15 Gerard, The Pastoral Care, p .338. 
16 The Connoisseur, 126, Il. 761. 
17Theophilus Evans, The History of Modern Enthusiasm, from the Reformation to the present times. The second 

edition, with very large additions and amendments (London, 1757), p.ll5. 
18 The Connoisseur, 126, Il.762 . See also John Langhorne, Letters on the Eloquence of the Pulpit, by the Editor 

of the Letters between Theodosius and Constantia (London: forT. Becket and P.A de Hondt, 1765), pp.71-72 . 
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Oral enthusiasm 

Criticism of uncontrolled spontaneity, excessive volume, or exaggerated gesture reflects the 

anxieties seen in relation to conversation and secular oratory but also those of the 'reformation 

of manners' movement which flourished from the 1690s to 1730s. The concern with moral as well 

as social conduct, furthermore, ties dissenting oral performances to worries about enthusiasm 

and social disorder and to the fear of a possible resurgence of Puritan power. Enthusiasm, 

understood in its common eighteenth-century sense, as false inspiration and ardent zeal, is 

associated with metaphors of the body such as contagion and disease, as well as with the 

physical actions of crying aloud, falling to the ground, or running amok in panic. 19 It is held 

to derive not only from irrationality and excessive passion, from allowing the passions to gain 

undue control over the mind and body, but primarily from religious delusion. 

Such a state of excess, it is generally argued, can be generated by the rhetorical persua-

siveness of the preacher just as by the secular orator. His words can excite and enflame the 

passions of the listening crowd. The response to this is to promote moderation and restraint in 

language and behaviour. Blair, for example, who as we have seen encourages Demosthean fire 

in secular oratory but balances this against a desire for regulation, preaches on ' the Disorders 

of the Passions '.' In this sermon he reveals the strength of his commitment to moderation. 

He prays to God to 'keep us from all intemperate passions', and asks that 'he may bless us 

with a calm, a sound, and well regulated mind.' Moreover, he asserts the necessity of strong 

self-governance: 'From the first to the last of man's abode on earth, the discipline must never 

be relaxed, of guarding the heart from the dominion of passion. '20 

Wesley 's enemies focus on the supposed inability of his followers to exert this self-control, 

particularly in the manner of their physical and oral responses to sermons. However, as Dimond 

has argued, Wesley does not wholly encourage the 'extraordinary physical manifestations ' he 

is charged with inciting. Initially he seems to have understood them as proof of conversion and 

of the working of divine power, but this view is quickly modified and we do not find substantial 

reference to them after the first years of his Journal. 21 Moreover, he calls for moderation in 
19See Susie I. Thcker, Enthusiasm: A Study in Semantic Change (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1972), pp.1, 144-148. 
20 Blair, Sermons, I.VII.197,199. He returns to this theme in sermons on: 'The Importance of Order in Conduct', 

'The Government of the Heart ' , and 'Moderation'. See II.I.l-28, II.II.29-53 , II.III.54-84, III.XII.242-262. 
2 1S. G. Dimond, The Psychology of Methodism (London: The Epworth Press, 1932) , pp.81-82. 
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speech. In a letter to John King, a Methodist preacher, he writes, 'Scream no more [ ... ] Speak 

as earnestly as you can, but do not scream. Speak with all your heart, but with a moderate 

voice.' He adds: ' I never scream, I never strain myself. I dare not; I know it would be a sin 

against God and my own soul. '22 And, when in 1770 he publishes his Directions concerning 

pronunciation and gesture, the chief faults of speaking, which he seeks to advise against, are 

precisely those of excess: too much speed, volume, irregularity and cant. 23 

Furthermore, despite accusations to the contrary, Wesley clearly understands speech to 

be an important locus for self-restraint and the rejection of sinful influence. He devotes a whole 

sermon - 'Sermon on The Cure of Evil Speaking' - to this topic, and preaches it on a number 

of occasions. Verbal utterances are understood as clear signs of a man's inner state. The 

'devil ', he says, is in robbers and adulterers and thieves, but he also 'less openly, but no less 

effectually, works in dissemblers, tale-bearers, liars, slanderers'. Talk was, therefore, not to be 

light, frivolous, or full of gossip. Swearing was forbidden, and the spoken word was to be used 

only in the service of God: 'Do not lightly take the name of God in your mouth; do not talk of 

the will of God on every trifling occasion. '24 

Nevertheless, the perception remained that like the Puritans before them, Methodists 

presented a threat. Such an attitude supports Clark's assessment that: 'Fear of enthusiasm is 
" 

fear of mass cults, of crowd behaviour, of popular delusions or even insurrections. ' It would 

also seem to accord with his view that this fear is associated with orality because enthusiasm 

is understood as 'a deluded claim to inspiration' and inspiration was conventionally figured 

as an oral phenomenon. 25 Mee, however, challenges the assumptions of Clark's connection. 

He points out that although ' the immediacy associated with enthusiasm was often figured in 

terms of a nostalgic orality' , Clark overlooks a 'different cultural logic' which operates across 

the opposition of speech and writing, and is even fuelled by the 'endless repetition of print ' : a 

fear of the 'loss of self-presence in the chaos of the crowd. '26 This observation is I think correct, 

and his dissatisfaction with the limitations of a binary model echoes my own. Furthermore, 

although both Clark and Mee argue that the issue at the heart of eighteenth-century concern 
22Wesley, Letters, To John King, July 38th, 1775, Vl.167. 
23 John Wesley, Directions Concerning Pronunciation and Gesture (Bristol: by William Pine, 1770) , pp.3-4. 
24 Wesley's Standard Sermons, ed. by Edward H. Sugden, 2 vols (London : The Epworth Press, 1921; repr. 1964), 

II.296-309, II.lll, II.103 . 
25 Timothy Clark, The Theory of Inspiration: composition as a crisis of subjectivity in Romantic and post

Romantic writing (Manchester; New York: Manchester University Press, 1997) , pp.63, 73. 
26 Jon Mee, Romanticism, Enthusiasm, and Regulation: Poetics and the Policing of Culture in the Romantic 

Period (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), pp.58-59. 
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about enthusiasm is largely one of control, whether this be self-control, or the need for social 

order and governance of a crowd, only Mee acknowledges that the oral mode was not in itself 

understood as anathema to regulation, even if it more urgently mobilizes fears regarding this. 

Indeed, if we look to contemporary complaints about enthusiasm, it is clear that although there 

is anxiety regarding immoderation and excess, the oral characteristics of the phenomenon are 

not necessarily singled out for blame. For example, it is described as a 'certainty in Matters of 

Faith, Opinion, or Persuasion, this immoveable Confidence, or Invincible Adherence to a Thing 

beyond its just Degree of rational objective Evidence, which is the great Foundation of and the 

last Refuge of all Bigotry and Enthusiasm. 127 

However, the fact that the two are often associated remains significant. Part of the hos-

tility towards dissenting field-preaching originates in objections to an extemporary style which 

was held to encourage spontaneity, lack of control, and enthusiasm. Both The Connoisseur 

and Evans note the tendency for spontaneous and extemporary oral performances within the 

dissenting mode, and when he recommends it to his fellow clerics , Glazebrook is well aware of 

his unusual stance: 'I enter with fear and trembling upon the support of an opinion so very 

unpopular, and so contrary to the sentiments which most of the people in England entertain on 

the subject of preaching'. 28 Indeed, although memorizing sermons and speaking them, rather 

than simply reading from a sheet was widely advocated, it remained common in the Anglican 

tradition to prepare written sermons in advance, even years before, and then to deliver these 

more in the style of reading than speaking. In fact, it was not even unusual for clerics to buy 

printed sermons, or for them to be borrowed or inherited and then presented in an altered or 

abbreviated form, often on numerous occasions.29 Wesley, by contrast, expresses his strong 

commitment to this style of preaching in an account of his conversion to it in 1753. He writes 

of intending to preach at Allhallows Church, Lombard Street, but discovering that he had for-

gotten his sermon. Upon the stern dismissal of the problem by a nearby women, he explains 

that he 'ascended the pulpit, preached extemore, with great freedom to myself, and acceptance 

to the people; and have never since taken a written Sermon into the pulpit.'30 

27William Tong, The Nature and Consequences of Enthusiasm consider'd in some short remarks on the doctrine 
of the blessed Trinity stated and defended. In a Letter to Mr. Toney, Mr. Robinson, Mr. Smith, and Mr. 
Reynolds, 2nd edn (London, 1720), pp.8-9. 

28 Glazebrook, Extempore Preaching Recommended, ' Preface'. It is also discussed in David Fordyce, Theodorus: 
A Dialogue Concerning the Art of Preaching. To which is added A Sermon on the Eloquence, and an Essay on 
the Action of the Pulpit, by the Rev. James Fordyce (London: for R. and J. Dodsley, 1755), p.149. 

29 Jacob, The Clerical Profession in the Long Eighteenth Century 1680-1840, pp.259-262. 
30 See footnote in The Journal of the Rev. John Wesley. Enlarged from original MSS, with notes from unpublished 
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But if oral excess is held to be undesirable, so too is its opposite, and for this reason, 

despite the widespread antagonism towards them, preachers like Wesley are praised .31 They 

are seen by a number of commentators as exemplary. Goldsmith remarks, for example, that 

'discourses from the pulpit are generally dry, methodical, and unaffecting, delivered with the 

most insipid calmness' , whereas dissenters 'may be placed as a model to some of our young 

divines' .32 The figure of a dull and monotonous preacher appears frequently. Not unexpectedly, 

Wesley comments on the inattention of congregations even at St Paul 's who 'are asleep or 

talking or looking about, not minding a word the preacher says' .33 The same verdict though is 

reached by others. Swift writes a sermon entitled 'Upon Sleeping in Church' , where he seems to 

blame the audience for paying insufficient attention, but the prevailing view is that the clergy 

are responsible for failing to engage them.34 This is certainly the assessment of The Tatler : ' I 

cannot but think your charge is just against a great part of the learned clergy of Great-Britain, 

who deliver the most excellent discourses with such coldness and indifference, that it is of no 

wonder the unintelligent many of their congregations fall asleep. '35 

It is the speaking style of the dissenters that holds the attention of listeners. Instead of 

producing 'methodical and laboured compositions[s]', they speak extemporaneously, addressing 

the needs of a specific audience, with vehemence and variety. 36 The advantages of this style are 

enumerated by The Fashionable Preacher. Here a dissenting preacher is described as standing 

on a 'stool in the corner of the streets', successfully drawing a crowd: 'he immediately engages 

their attention, enters into the spirit of his subject, and presses home his exhortations with 

force and energy.' He is not a textbook orator, but his preaching is 'more serviceable to religion 

and virtue' than that of Anglican preacher who speaks -

like a boy at school, he reads and blunders , blunders and reads: he stands in the 

pulpit like a speaking statue, without life and motion: his eyes are fixed down to 

diaries, annotations, maps and illustrations, ed. by Nehemiah Curnock, 8 vols (London: Robert Culley, 190916), 
VI.96. 

31 This is discussed in Paul Goring, The Rhetoric of Sensibility in Eighteenth-Century Culture (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2005), p.71. 

32 0liver Goldsmith, Essays and Criticisms, 3 vols (London: for J. Johnson, 1798), 'On the English Clergy and 
Popular Preachers', !.139. 

33 Wesley, Journal, III.373. 
34 Jonathan Swift, The sermons of the Reverend Dr. Jonathan Swift, Dean of St. Patrick's, Dublin. Carefully 

corrected (Glasgow: For Robert Urie, 1763) , pp.300-330. 
35 The Tatler; or, lucubrations of Isaac Bickerstaff, Esq., 4 vols (London, 1789) , 70, 20th September, 1709, II.193. 

See also The Connoisseur, I I. 758. 
36 Goldsmith, 'On the English Clergy' , !.135. 
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the space of a few square inches as if he stared at a ghost: he hangs his logger-head 

over his dirty scroll, like a thief receiving sentence of death .37 

80 

Therefore, whilst the dissenters are criticized for their extemporary preaching, the spontaneity 

of which fed into concerns about enthusiasm, a certain degree of extemporaneity is seen as 

desirable: the freedom to speak rather than to read, to be lively and engaged, addressing 

the immediate demands of the audience rather than rehearsing an essay written in seclusion 

without interest and with awkwardness or dread. 

Preaching power 

What though were the demands of eighteenth-century congregations? Certainly, there was 

more than simply one 'standard' audience just as there were variations in tone, practice, and 

theology amongst nominally 'Anglican' clerics. The congregation in a rural church, seated in 

either private high-backed pews, benches, or the gallery would have included the local gentry as 

well as farmers and labourers, and would have differed from that at services in large, fashionable, 

or more prosperous urban churches, and from those who crowded to hear preachers such as 

Wesley. Degrees of education, refinement and wealth clearly varied , but in general terms, as 

the independent minister Philip Doddridge writes, dissenters were most often of the labouring 

class, 'plain people, who have not enjoyed the advantages of a learned education, nor had leisure 

for improvements by after-study'. 38 

Complaints about preachers suggest what might have been expected of them. One 

explanation offered for the boredom of congregations is that the language of the sermons is not 

suitable. Bm·net argues that in sermons it 'must be simple, and in common use; not favouring 

of the Schools, nor above the understanding of the People. '39 In content too, simplicity and 

immediate practical relevance are recommended, indicating that expectations of the intellectual 

and critical capacities of at least some of their listeners were not high. Goldsmith argues that 

commonly preachers do not appeal to the poor, the group held to be most in need of address, 
37 The fashionable preacher, pp.23 , 13-14. 
38 Phillip Doddridge, 'Free Thought on the Most Probable Means of Reviving Dissenting Interest ', in Works, 10 

vols (Leeds: for Edward Baines, 1803), IV.213. He is responding to the argument for politeness in Strickland 
Gough, An enquiry into the causes of the decay of the Dissenting interest. In a letter to a dissenting minister 
(London: for J. Roberts, 1730) . 

39 Burnet, A Discourse of the Pastoral Care, p.223. 
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but rather to the 'Squire, the Philosopher, and the Pedant'.40 The Fashionable Preacher makes 

the same complaint; preachers bear witness to the overly 'philosophical spirit of the times' which 

leads to abstract speculation rather than practical advice. This is condemned as evidence not 

only of ' laziness ' but also of 'the great contempt which FASHIONABLE PREACHERS entertain of 

the people', who they consider to be 'a multitude of stupid prejudiced mortals, beneath their 

notice and regard. '41 

Few go so far as to suggest deliberate 'contempt', but there is nevertheless a tendency in 

these texts to characterize all congregations as ill-educated, unsophisticated , or unwilling to be 

taxed with complex arguments. An appeal to their passions, it is suggested, is more likely to 

be effective. Doddridge concludes from his classification of dissenting listeners that preachers 

should 'speak to them plainly'. They should have their hearts 'enlarged ' , so that 'they may be 

powerfully affected with those things of religion, which they already know and believe'. This 

is not, however, only a dissenting view. The Spiritual Quixote's Dr Greville summarizes the 

prevailing attitude: 'an empassioned tone of voice, a suitable gesture, and a pathetic style, have 

more effect upon the middling and lower ranks of mankind, for whose use sermons are chiefly 

intended, than the most rational discourse, delivered in a dry uninteresting manner.'42 

These expectations establish the same scene of oral performance as for secular orators, 

involving an uneven balance of ability and power between the skillful performer and his sus-

ceptible listeners, the passions of whom he is able to inflame and manipulate. It has been 

argued that a realization of the need to appeal to the passions is one which only develops as 

the century progresses. Downey, who also, as we have seen, suggests a concomitant move in 

styles of conversation towards emotional sincerity, writes that Swift displays the rationalist 

tendency of the previous decades, which continued to prevail for the 'first four decades of the 

eighteenth century' but which was then superseded by a new attention to non-rational affect.43 

In his Letter to a Young Gentleman Swift writes: 

But I do not see how this Talent of moving the Passions can be of any great Use 

towards directing Christian Men in the Conduct of their Lives, at least in these 

40 01iver Goldsmith, The Bee: Being essays on the most interesting subjects (London: for J. Wilkie, 1759), VII, 
November 17th, 1759, 'Of Eloquence', pp.l92-208 (p.201) . 

41 The fashionable preacher, pp. 8, 5, 17, 21. 
42 'Free Thought ', IV.213; Robert Graves , The Spiritual Quixote; or, the summer's ramble of Mr Geoffry Wild

goose. A comic romance, 3 vols (London: for J. Dodsley, 1773), 11.299. 
43 James Downey, The Eighteenth Century Pulpit: A Study of the Sermons of Butler, Berkeley, Seeker, Sterne, 

Whitefield, and Wesley (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969), p.l2. 
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Northern Climates, where I am confident, the strongest Eloquence of that Kind 

will leave few Impressions upon any of our Spirits deep enough to last till the next 

Morning, or rather to the next Meal.44 
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An early example which appears to accord with Downey 's hypothesis is that of John Wilkins ' 

Ecclesiastes. This popular text instantiates a plain and logical form of preaching, which em-

phasizes argument and reason over passion and eloquence. He claims that: 

The great End of Preaching, being either to inform or perswade; This may be most 

effectually done by such rational ways of Explication and Confirmation, as are most 

fit and proper to satisfie Mens Judgments and Consciences. This will in all times 

be accounted good Sense, as being suitable to the Reason of Mankind; whereas all 

other ways are, at the best, but particular Fashions. 45 

However, Wilkins' observation of 'other', more fashionable 'ways' suggests that the rationalism 

which he advocates was not beyond challenge. And, indeed, other seventeenth-century texts do 

precisely this. Another Royal Society member, Joseph Glanvill, for example, argues that even 

though the preacher should cultivate 'plainness' as opposed to affected Rhetorick', he must 

more importantly both possess and share 'the warmth of their Affections, and the ardours 

of their Desire, and Love. ' This is vital because the 'common People, are incapable of much 

Theory; they have not Souls for much knowledge, nor usually are they moved by this method 

[ ... ] Their Affections are raised by figures, and earnestness and passionate representation; 

by the circumstances of the Voice, and Gesture, and Motion. '46 Burnet himself shares this 

view: 'the Bulk of Mankind is so made, that there is no working on them, but by moving their 

Affections, and commanding their Esteem.'47 

Understanding a development of the linear kind Downey suggests is further complicated 

by the uncertainty within these clerical guides, just as in their secular equivalents, regarding 

the relationship between passionate and rational responses. Once again here, although there 

44 Swift , Letter, p.12. 
45 John Wilkins, Ecclesiastes, or A Discourse concerning the Gift of Preaching as it falls under the Rules of 

Art, 6th edn (London: for Samuel Gellibrand, 1675), pp .5-6. This was first published in 1646, as discussed 
in Barbara Shapiro, John Wilkins 1614-1632: An Intellectual Biography (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1969). 

46 Joseph Glanvill , An Essay Concerning Preaching, written for a young divine (London: for C. Brome, 1703), 
pp.20, 23, 55-6. 

47 Burnet, A Discourse of the Pastoral Care, pp.224, x-xi. 
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are those who hold that the passions and the understanding are opposed and hence believe 

that what appeals to one does not appeal to another, for most, this relation is not so clearly 

defined. There is, therefore , evidence to suggest a new attention towards emotional affect, but 

this need not be interpreted as a rejection of the rational. Fenelon 's explanation of a form of 

response in which immediacy and enrapture do not replace rational appeals, but where moving 

the passions is a means or 'spring' to convince the understanding, was widely disseminated and 

influential. In his Dialogues, Speaker A, who most closely represents the author, recalls the 

advice of Cicero that 'the art of perswading without Wisdom, and previous Instruction, must 

be pernicious: And Wisdom alone, without the Art of Perswasion, can never have a sufficient 

Influence on the Minds of Men ' . He opposes excessive politeness and superficiality with the 

dryness and dogmatism of scholars, concluding that the 'whole Art of Eloquence therefore 

consists in inforcing the clearest Proofs of any Truth, with such powerful Motives as may affect 

the Hearers, and employ their Passions to just and worthy Ends.'48 

Two speakers in Fordyce's dialogue, Theodorus, explore the relative merits of rational 

and affective modes in the light of the Dialogues. Agoretes complains that although they have 

certain merits - 'great Freedom and Beauty of Sentiment, clear Reasoning and coherence of 

Thought, deep critical Skill'- modern preachers fail to impress him. He is dissatisfied because 

he wants to be captivated and carried away; he is not thrilled by the stimulation of his critical 

rational faculties . His list of 'wants' is sexualized, corporeal, and invokes the model of sublime 

affect: 'I want' he exclaims, 'to have my Mind exalted above the World, and above itself[ . .. ] I 

want to feel, warmly to feel , no less than to be coolly convinced[ . .. ] to be suspended, and awed, 

as with the Presence of God.' He asserts that: 'It is an Orator's Business, to get the Passions 

as well as the Reason, of his Hearers to be of his Side, if he means to convince or persuade.' 

In this way, Agoretes disrupts a connection between preaching and a vulgar audience, and 

complicates the matter of appealing to the passions as well as reason. Indeed, when Philonius 

is eventually convinced of the need to appeal to the passions, his interpretation of the work 

of those contemporary preachers who manage this without resorting to enthusiasm, suggests 

a form of affect which he calls 'the Force of Conviction'. It is immediate but not entirely 

passionate, and carries a reformative power in its sincerity: 'If they are not so pathetic as 

you seem to wishe, the Reason may possibly be, because they chuse rather to work upon the 
48 Fenelon, Dialogues, pp. 68-69. 
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Understandings of their Hearers, by the pure Force of Conviction, than to play upon their 

Passions, by the puerile and transitory Arts of Oratory. '49 

As in a secular context, however, there is a tension in both these accounts between the 

need for the orator to 'instruct ' his listeners 'in such Truths as they can retain' , and also to 

'feel ' passion in the moment of speech, which is the guarantee of affective influence. 5° Classical 

rhetorics suggest that the speaker experience anger, love, or pity at the moment when they 

seek to communicate it. Genuine belief and earnest emotion, combined with sound judgment, 

will produce persuasion, or the 'Force of Conviction'. However, in the context of preaching, 

this imperative to be moved internally can merge with the action of the Holy Spirit upon 

the speaker. Prior to and even to an extent alongside the rationalism Downey charts is a 

history of Christian rhetorics, descending from Augustine, and encouraged by the Jesuits, which 

transformed the sense of this imperative. 51 This movement of the divine within the preacher 

raises particular questions both about the nature of the preacher's power and authority, and 

about his responsibility for self-regulation. Wesley, as I will show, generates hostility in his 

Anglican contemporaries not for his recommendation- 'On all occasions let the thing you are 

to speak be deeply imprinted on your own heart: and when you are sensibly touch'd yourself, 

you will easily touch others' - but for his suggestion that this affective power derives from the 

action of God within the speaker. 52 

Preaching authority 

A number of texts take the practical approach that preaching is to be considered under the 

auspices of the oratorical arts. Those of this opinion emphasize the similarity between the 

sermon and other forms of secular oral performance and focus on matters of structure, rhetorical 

figures, and the need to persuade. Blair's Lectures, for example, consider separate branches 

of oratory - parliamentary, legal, pulpit - but ultimately reject the idea that sermons should 

be categorized as a distinct branch. All, he argues, are to be termed 'eloquence'. 53 Repeated 

49 Fordyce, Theodorus, pp. 48-49. 
5°Fenelon, Dialogues, p.3; Goldsmith, The Bee, p.195. See Barbara K. Shuger, Sacred Rhetoric: The Christian 

Grand Style in the English Renaissance (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989), p.29. 
51 See Thomas M. Conley, Rhetoric in the European Tradition (Chicago; London: Chicago University Press, 

1990) , p .153. 
52 Wesley, Directions, p.5. 
53 Hugh Blair, Lectures on rhetoric and belles lettres, in three volumes (Dublin: for Whitestone, Colles, Burnet, 

Moncrieffe and Gilbert , 1783), II.XXV.168-197. In addition, George Campbell, Lectures on Systematic Theology 
and Pulpit Eloquence (London: for T . Cadell and W. Davies, 1807), p.339, and Moore, An Essay on the Art 
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comparisons between the current age and the classical world, between modern preachers and 

Demosthenes and Cicero, also locate the authority and affect of pulpit oratory in human art 

and the learned power of the rhetorician. Gerar·d , for example, is straightforward about the 

connection. His rules for preaching are simply the 'general principles of eloquence', which can 

be derived from the rules laid down by the ancients for the bar and senate. 54 Wilkins too is clear 

that it is an art which follows particular rules: 'Besides all those Academical Preparations by 

the study of Languages, Sciences, Divinity, with which men should be qualified and predisposed 

for this Calling; I say, besides all these , There is a particular Art of Preaching. ' This, he claims, 

is best evidenced in the classical age and thus he follows ' the nine Topicks, treated of in Logick 

and Rhetorick. '55 

Similarly, there are numerous references to Longinus. Fenelon 's account of 'noble speak-

ing', for example, relies on the same model of dominance and submission as we have seen in a 

secular context: one which 'overwhelms' or 'captivate[s] Men'. Speaker A defines the orator as 

a philosopher who can present the truth eloquently, and his idea of eloquence replicates Long

inns: 'to give his accurate Reasoning all the natural Beauty and Vehemence of an agreeable, 

moving Disocurse, to render it intirely eloquent'. 56 Other texts use the same language. The 

debate between Boileau, Jean Le Clerc, and the Catholic Bishop Daniel Huet on the matter 

of Longinus' description of the bible in sublime terms is a key example, but more straight-

forwardly, we also find Goldsmith, for example, advising preachers to aim for 'that eloquence 

which the ancients represented as lightning, bearing down every opposer; this the power which 

has turned the whole assemblies into astonishment, admiration, and awe; that is described by 

the torrent , the flame , and every other instance of irresistible impetuosity. '57 

Others, however, argue that their divine office necessarily means that the preacher oper-

ates within a different scene of performance. Beyond the influence of physical locat ion, which 

I shall return to, there is the consideration of the preacher's divine calling and the belief that 

he performs in the service of God. The Fashionable Preacher describes the performance of 

the preacher as one which requires eloquence but also divine approbation: 'When a Preacher 

of Preaching, p.3. 
54 Gerard, The Pastoral Care, pp.237-238. 
55 Wilkins, Ecclesiastes, pp.2, 24. 
56 Fenelon, Dialogues, pp.64-67. On Longinus, pp.l3, 64, 77, 237. 
57 Goldsmith, The Bee, p.205. Also The fashionabl e preacher, p.lO, and David Hume, Essays and treatises on 

several subjects (London; Edinburgh: for A. Millar, A. Kincaid and A. Donaldson, 1758), 'Of Miracles', pp. 
342-356 (p.348). For discussion, see Transcendence: Philosophy, Literature and Theology Approach the Beyond, 
ed . by Regina Schwarz (New York; London: Routledge, 2004), p.216. 
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appears to be in earnest himself; when he delivers a good sermon with a becoming dignity and 

freedom, it seldom fails to make its way to the heart, and by the Divine blessing to make a 

deep and lasting impression. '58 A related view asserts that the preacher is lent the strength 

necessary to preach successfully, and , therefore, whilst their words are their own, their force, 

efficacy, and authority come from God. Williams for example, includes Watts' injunction to: 

Go forth in the strength of Christ, for these glorious effects are above your own 

strength, and transcend all the powers of the brightest preachers [ ... ] Be strong 

in the grace which is in Christ Jesus [ ... ] Without him we can do nothing. Pray 

earnestly for the promised aids of the Spirit. 59 

In this model the human voice and the scene of performance are represented as essentially 

impotent, but he does not go so far as to suggest the immediate influence of the divine spirit in 

the scene. This is, however, a belief attributed to Wesley and his followers. As Evans argues, 

they were understood to lay 'Claim to extraordinary Revelations, Inspirations, Special Direc-

tions , Missions, Calls, Exstasies, Visions, and Communications with God.' In so doing, it was 

argued, they foolishly imagined themselves as modern-day apostles. Where the early followers 

of Christ did experience 'immediate inspiration' , they were understood to have preached in 

exceptional circumstances and with a 'special commission', neither of which continues to exist . 

To claim otherwise, therefore, is a sure sign of enthusiasm. 5° 

Wesley's conception of the authority and effect of his preaching does not entirely replicate 

either of these models. His Journal entries reveal five different assessments of the source of the 

preacher's power and authority. The first is that he and his lay preachers speak as instruments 

of God. He laments to a friend: 'Oh why is it that so great, so wise, so holy a God will use 

such an instrument as me! ' And he describes his network of preachers as those 'whom God 

is pleased to use as instruments in this glorious work. '61 The second interpretation is that he 

speaks as an oracle. This suggests that he speaks with the blessing and authority of God but 

also with an element of authority in his own right: the authority of oracular pronouncement 

and vatic knowledge in the prophetic tradition. Wesley preaches of the need to follow St Peter 's 

58 The fashionable preacher, p.29. 
59 Edward Williams, The Christian Preacher; or, discourses on preaching, by several eminent divines, revised and 

abridged. With an appendix on the choice of books (Halifax: for J. Fawcett, 1800), p.166. 
60 Evans, The History of Modern Enthusiasm, p.73; Campbell, Lectures, p .263. The same case is made in Fordyce, 

Theodorus, p.29. See also, Graves, The Spiritual Quixote, 1!.171, 242. 
61 Wesley, Letters, May 24th 1738, 'To a Friend', !.244; Journal, V.145. 
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advice, and he writes to his preachers advising them of this directly. 

"If any man speak, let him speak as the oracles of God"; as the holy men of old, 

moved by the Holy ghost, spoke and wrote for our instruction; and as the Apostles 

of our blessed Lord , by the direction of the same Spirit. We speak in His name.62 

87 

In this formulation the preacher is acted upon and God speaks through him. His voice and 

body become a channel for the divine rather than an originating source of human power. 

In accordance with both of these interpretations, Wesley acknowledges that his physical 

voice is firmly his own. Of a sermon at Plaistow, for example, he writes that most of the hearers 

'were very quiet and unconcerned. In the morning, therefore, I spoke stronger words; but it is 

only the voice of the Son of God which is able to wake the dead.' At the same time, though, he 

is clear that the preacher 's authority is derived from his relation to God and does not originate 

in his own body or performance. He speaks in the 'name of the Lord, and by his 'authority'. It 

is by his 'power, not our own' that man has 'done many wonderful works.' This separation of 

the preacher's human voice from God is compounded by the evidence we see of its weakness. 

Near the end of his life, for example, as he becomes physically frail, Wesley comments that he 

preached in the 'morning, and in the evening at the amphitheatre, I suppose for the last time; 

for my voice cannot now command the still increas ing multitude.'63 

In addition to this focus on his own speech, however, there is also a third interpretation 

in which Wesley refers to the direct involvement of God in his preaching performances. He is 

shown to assist him, giving strength and 'applying' the words from his mouth to the hearts 

of the listeners: God 'renewed my strength, and, I trust , applied His word to the hearts of 

most of the hearers ' and 'I preached in the evening on I. Cor. Xiii .l, 2, 3; and God mightily 

confirmed His word , applying it to the hearts of many of the hearers.' A related metaphor for 

this is clothing. He writes, for example: 'God clothed His word with power in an uncommon 

manner throughout the week, so that, were it only on this account, the preachers, who came 

from all parts, found their labour was not in vain' and 'I explained and applied the parable 

of the Sower, and God clothed His word with power. '64 At this point the distinction between 

Wesley's human spoken words and the 'word ' of God that he expounds , begins to break down. 

62Wesley, Sermons, Il.73; Journal, VII.524. 
63Wesley, Journal, Il.274; Sermons, Il. 27; Journal, VIII.5. 
64 Wesley, Journal, III.351 , VI.518, and at VII.429. 
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This is compounded by a further interpretation in which the agency and activity of the 

preacher is sidelined, and the intervention of God is direct. Only God's power is at work, and 

rather than Wesley 's voice, it is His which is heard, both aloud, and in the hearts of the audience: 

'God spoke to their hearts '. This voice is accompanied by descriptions of physical presence and 

power: 'God again made bare His arm, and uttered His voice, yea, and that a mighty voice' and 

' they were restrained by an unseen hand, and I believe some felt the sharpness of His word. '65 

This idea of sharpness recurs frequently. On occasions, Wesley places speech marks around the 

phrase - "'quick and powerful , and sharper than a two-edged sword"' - indicating its biblical 

origin and hence perhaps its metaphorical use. Yet, there are other instances in which the same 

phrase appears as if it were Wesley's own, and with no sign that it should be interpreted in any 

way other than literally: 'the word of God was sharp as a two-edged sword.' The difference 

between these two usages, however, is blurred by the fact that God 's voice is also represented 

as a biblical one, in the sense that he too 'speaks' Biblical and hence written, phrases: 

I explained in the evening the thirty-third chapter of Ezekiel, in applying which I 

was suddenly seized with such a pain in my side that I could not speak. I knew my 

remedy, and immediately kneeled down. In a moment the pain was gone; and 'the 

voice of the Lord cried aloud to the sinners, Why will ye die, 0 house of Israel?66 

Indeed, Wesley 's sermons are consistently and conspicuously focused on specific biblical stories 

or quotations and, as Schmidt argues, the voice of God was often understood in the context of 

dissenting preaching as both oral and written: 'Scriptural words were reverberant ; they echoed 

in the interiors of those who knew them with such tender familiarity. Whether in moments 

of prayer or meditation, conversion or calling, God 's voice was commonly experienced as a 

sudden and overwhelming impression of a Bible verse or fragments of verses. '67 His professed 

commitment to the biblical word of God as his rule and vocabulary incorporates written and 

printed sources as well as literate frames of reference into his oral utterances, bringing into 

alignment the questions of the preacher's authority and that of oral and written modes. He 

writes: 'The Bible is my standard of language as well as sentiment. I endeavour not only to 

think but to speak as the oracles of God.' He also describes the 'character' of the Methodist in 
65Wesley, Journal, Vll.l07, VII.245, IV.333. 
66Wesley, Journal, V.214, V .258, IV.258, 11.437. 
67 Leigh Eric Schmidt, Hearing Things: Religion, Illusion and the American Enlightenment (Cambridge, MA; 

London: Harvard University Press, 2000), p.48. 
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these terms: 'We believe this written Word of GOD to be the only and sufficient Rule, both of 

Christian Faith and Practice '. A Methodist, therefore, is 'inwardly and outwardly conformed 

to the Will of GOD, as revealed in the Written Word. '68 

Through this commitment, Wesley locates himself at the extreme end of a spectrum 

of Christian attitudes towards oral and textual authority. The essential difFerence between 

these two modes is upheld by the opposing stances of the Catholic and Protestant Church on 

the matter of oral and scriptural tradition. Sola scriptum is the Protestant view, and Wesley 

exemplifies the full extent of this position, whereas the Catholic Church places equal authority 

in written and oral traditions. The Catholic doctrine of apostolic succession ensures that oral 

pronouncements from within the church are directly tied to the word of God, and it is this which 

is held to protect the otherwise ephemeral voicings from being lost or corrupted over time; a 

safeguard which the Protestant church rejects . In terms of authority, this model emphasizes 

the scene of performance: the expectations of performer and listeners, the context in which the 

oral utterances are prompted, made, and recorded , and the relationship between the speaker 

and his audience. But it also extends what we have been terming the 'audience' to include 

not only those that were immediately present but also those who will later choose to accept 

what they are told as if they had been, that is they will not question the origin, accuracy, 

or significance of the tenets transmitted through the channels of oral tradition. What 'oral' 

does not signify, in either case is the full range of rhetorical and elocutionary tropes, figures, 

and gestures that are likely to affect those who hear and see an oral performance. It is not 

to this that the Catholic church ascribes authority but it nevertheless proves a useful target 

for Protestant disdain. Tillotson, for example, mocks the very idea of a reliable oral tradition 

through precisely such an attack: 

I hope that Oral and Practical Tradition hath been careful to preserve all those 

circumstances, and hath deliv 'd down Christ's Doctrine with all the right Tradi

tionary Accents, Nods and Gestures, necessary to the understanding of it; otherwise 

the omission of these may have so altered the sense of it, that it may be now quite 

different from what it was at first .69 

68 Wesley, Letters, 'To John Newton', April 1st 1766, V.8.27; Character of a Methodist, pp.5, 12. 
69 John Tillotson, The works of the Most Reverend Dr. John Tillotson, containing fifty four sermons and dis

courses, on several occasions. Together with The rule of faith, 3rd edn (London: for B. Aylmer and W. Rogers, 
1701), p.696. The debate on oral tradition is discussed in Marcus Walsh, 'Text, "Text", and Swift 's A Tale of 
a Tub ', Modern Language R eview, 85 (1990), 290- 303. 
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The voice and the word of God 

In his sermon on 'The Witness of the Spirit ', Wesley discusses the issue of whether or not God's 

voice is comparable to a human one. 70 Years before, Bayley had addressed the same question, 

when he explored whether or not the revelations in the Old Testament, such as that made 

to Samuel through Eli, were made in a 'sensible and audible Voice' like that of 'a Man to the 

Organ of hearing' .71 Like Bayley, Wesley finds it difficult to come to a conclusion, arguing both 

that it sounds human and is audible to humans, and that there must obviously be something 

intrinsically different about it . Thus, he asks, rhetorically: 'Is there not an inherent, obvious, 

essential difference between the one and the other? And do you not immediately and directly 

perceive that difference, provided your senses are rightly disposed?' But he supports this only 

with the caveat that he cannot be 'minute and philosophical' about it, since it is impossible to 

describe the 'criteria' by which one can know 'the voice of God '. 72 The difference, however, is 

that Bayley argued that the voice of God could no longer be heard in this extraordinary way, 

and hence the question was not a practical one for God's followers in the modern age. Wesley, 

on the other hand, believed it was. He writes in his Journal of a letter to a friend in which he 

assumes this truth: 'Yet I hear a voice (and is it not the voice of God?) saying, "Believe, and 

thou shalt be saved." '73 

His critics infer from these descriptions of the presence of God and the audible sound 

of his voice, a blasphemous arrogance. They are angry at the suggestion of an extraordinary 

intervention from God, whom Wesley represents as really present and at work not only in him 

but through him, and at the Pentecostal imagery which lies behind his descriptions. In his 

study of enthusiasm, the Bishop of Exeter, George Lavington, suggests generously that the 

Methodists cannot have meant this to 'be understood in a literal Sense: But we know not 

what Effect they may have upon weak, credulous, and superstitious Minds. '74 The general 

view, however , is that they did mean this, and, therefore, should be classified definitively as 

enthusiasts. Madan writes: 'To equal the imaginations of men to the holy scripture of God, and 

think them as much the inspiration of God, as what was dictated as such, to the holy prophets 
70Wesley,Sermons, 1.216. 
71 Benjamin Bayly, An Essay on Inspiration, in two parts (London: for John Wyat, 1707), pp.85-86. 
72Wesley, Sermons, 1.216. 
73 Wesley, Letters, May 24th, 1738, 'To a Friend', 1.464. 
74 George Lavington, The enthusiasm of Methodists and papists compared. In three parts, 2 vols (London: for J. 

and P. Knapton, 1754), p.41. 
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and apostles, is strictly and properly Enthusiasm. '75 Thomas Green, like Evans, is just as 

confident in this assessment: 'extraordinary Revelations, Emanations, Directions, Powers, and 

Assistances of the Holy Ghost; in their Preaching and Doctrine, Impulses and Impressions have 

'always been the chief and most effectual Deceit' of enthusiasts .' 76 

Wesley 's critics are also angered by his claims to a direct sensory apprehension of God. 

Henry Stebbing, for example, in A caution against religion delusion, rejects the idea of a 

' sensible Operation; an Operation which may be felt and distinguished as the Hand of God 

upon them; overpowering, as it were, the Soul'. He argues that this 'agrees not with the 

ordinary Methods of Gods Providence in other Cases, nor with the State of Man considered 

as a State of Tryal. '77 Later, Downes makes the scathing observation that: 'The Methodists 

speak of Grace as they do of Faith, that it is communicated to them by the Holy Spirit, and is 

as perceptible to their Hearts, as sensible Objects are to their Senses. '78 

Wesley rejects these criticisms. He ostensibly accepts that the characteristics of an enthu-

siast are 'overvaluing feelings and inward impressions: mistaking the mere work of imagination 

for the voice of the spirit [ ... ] and underrating reason, knowledge and wisdom in general ' . But 

his understanding of what constitutes an excessive reliance upon feelings and the likelihood of 

experiencing the Holy Spirit inwardly, clearly differs from that held by many eighteenth-century 

churchmen. 79 In a letter to Thomas Church he challenges the view that the commands of God 

are not through 'any sensible impulses whatsoever! ' He asks him: 'Do you, then, exclude all 

sensible impulses? Do you reject inward feelings toto genere? Then you reject both the love of 

God and of our neighbour; for if these cannot be inwardly felt, nothing can. '80 In so doing he 

asserts what his critics reject, the primacy of inner personal apprehension of the workings of 

God. 

As Rivers has discussed, Wesley understands 'feeling' and sensation as 'reliable empirical 
75 Martin Madan, A Full and Compleat Answer to the Capital Errors, Contained in the Writings of the Late Rev. 

William Law, M.A., in a letter to a friend (London: for Edward Dilly, 1763), p.vi. 
76 Thomas Green, Dissertation on enthusiasm; shewing the danger of its late increase, and the great mischiefs it 

has occasioned, both in ancient and modern times. With an examination of the claims in general now laid to 
immediate revelations, calls, gifts, or extraordinary communications of the spirit (London: for Fletcher Gyles, 
1755) , p.46. 

77Henry Stebbing, A caution against religious delusion. A sermon on the new birth: occasioned by the pretensions 
of the Methodists (London, 1739), p.8. 

78 John Downes, Methodism examined and exposed or, the clergy 's duty of guarding their flocks against fal se 
teachers (London: for John Rivington, 1759) , p.32. 

79 In a letter to Thomas Maxfield, cited in Dr. Coke, and Mr. Moore, The Life of the Rev. John Wesley A .M. 
including an account of the great revival of religion (London: by G. Paramore, 1792) , p.337. 80Wesley, Letters, February, 1745, II .206. 
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evidence [ ... ] our basic source of knowledge'. For example, in his Journal, he castigates himself 

for weakness and asserts that he is not a Christian on the basis that he does not 'feel ' that he 

is one: 'I feel this moment I do not love God; which therefore I know because I feel it. There 

is no word more proper, more clear, or more strong. '81 She observes that Wesley demonstrates 

in this understanding the strong influence of Locke's rejection of innate ideas and emphasis 

on sensory discernment. As a result we find that he not only foregrounds physical modes of 

perception, but also uses corporeal sensation as an analogy for the workings of faith, drawing 

on biblical language. In An earnest appeal to men, he writes: 

FAITH, according to the scriptural Account, is the Eye of the new-born Soul. Hereby 

every true believer in GOD seeth him who is invisible [ ... ] It is the Ear of the Soul, 

whereby a Sinner hears the Voice of the Son of GOD and lives; even that Voice 

which alone wakes the Dead, Son, they Sins are forgiven thee. It is (if I may be 

allow'd the Expression) the Palate of the Soul: For hereby a Believer tastes the 

good Word, and the Powers of the World to come [ ... ] It is the Feeling of the Soul, 

whereby a Believer perceives, thro' the Power of the Highest overshadowing him, 

both the Existence and the Presence of him, in whom he lives, moves, and has his 

Being.82 

This, Rivers argues, is a deliberate attempt to 'demolish the accepted view that faith is a matter 

of opinion, of intellectual assent; such a notional or speculative faith is a dead faith. In its place 

he wishes to substitute the view that faith is a disposition of the heart. '83 Such a theological 

imperative necessarily places a greater emphasis on the power of an oral performance, but it 

also employs the organs of the body in a figurative sense and suggests that the voice of God is 

something that is 'felt' or perceived, rather than sensed physically. 

This emphasis on inward apprehension also supports Wesley's professed agreement with 

the mainstream view regarding extraordinary inspiration. Despite the fact that he records 

the presence and power of the divine coming upon him and his congregation, he claims to 

agree with the mainstream view that 'the Holy Spirit no longer comes from heaven like a 

rushing mighty wind. It no longer appears in cloven tongues as of fire' . He asserts instead 

Bl Wesley, Journal, II.125-6. 
82 Wesley, An earnest appeal to men of reason and religion, 2nd edn (Bristol, 1743), p.5. 
83 Isabel Rivers, Reason, Grace and Sentiment: A Study of the Language of Religion and Ethics in England 

1660-1780, 2 vols (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), !.135, 239-40. 
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that modern preachers are moved by 'inspiration of the Spirit ' which has ' no analogy' with 

' those extraordinary operations of the Spirit which were vouchsafed to the Apostles. '84 The 

latter, he says, were entirely without control over 'the exercise of their own reason, their 

senses, and all their natural faculties ', all were 'suspended ' and they were instead 'wholly 

actuated by the power of God, and 'spake' only as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.' 

Divine assistance for the modern preacher, by comparison, is almost imperceptible: 'We now 

discern not between His suggestions and the motions of our own rational nature. '85 Whilst this 

supposed imperceptibility does not agree with his Journal descriptions of divine intervention, 

and understates what he is elsewhere confident in elaborating, it does maintain a focus on 

the necessity for inner 'feeling' . It also, I would suggest, encourages the final interpretation 

expressed by Wesley about the scene of his preaching performance. 

In this model, there is no clear distinction between the voice and authority of God and 

of the preacher. In a letter to Mrs Woodhouse on the day of Whitefield's funeral, for example, 

Wesley describes a compound of God and man, and an authority that is both eternal and tied 

to the moment of oral utterance: 

This morning I am to preach Mr Whitefield 's funeral sermon at the chapel in Tott

tenham Court Road and at the Tabernacle in the evening. It is true it will be 

impossible , humanly speaking, for my voice to fill either of those places; especially 

if it is as full as a beehive, and consequently as hot as an oven. But nothing is 

impossible with God. Let us trust Him, and He will do all things well! 

The same elision occurs in his Journal for a sermon preached at Birr: 'I had then hundreds 

of hearers, and God Himself spoke to many a cold heart .' And later, 'I preached ' and 'God 

uttered his voice, and that a mighty one'. 86 

This merging of God and man is strengthened by repeated description of divine affect 

in secular terms - sensibility, tears, and melting wax - which erode the distinction between 

human and divine agency. The demonstrative signs of the work of God echo those of sublimity 

and although Wesley stresses the uniqueness of the preaching scene, these references align it 

with other lay forms of affect . This proximity both undermines and evades the question of 
84 Wesley, Letters, November 4th, 1758, 'To Mr Potter, Vicar of Reymerston' , IV.40-2. Potter had published in 

1758 'A Sermon on the Pretended Inspiration of the Methodists' and this is Wesley's reply. 
85 Wesley, Sermons, II.89; Letters, IV.42. 
86Wesley, Letters, November 8th, 1770, V.208; Journal, IV.514, VII.245. 
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the relationship between the preacher 's power and his oral mode. Metaphors drawn from the 

discourse of sensibility bring with them both oral and literate associations, including those of 

tragic drama and the sentimental novel, but they avoid an opposition of the ear and the eye 

by their attention to a generalized emotional response, felt in the heart. Wesley describes on 

a number of occasions, for example: 'The hearts of the hearers, one and all, seemed to be as 

melting wax' and 'Many were melted into tears'. 87 These figures are far more pronounced in 

these dissenting texts than in the Anglican guides. Burnet does write of Tillotson that he was 

so knowledgable and so good at preaching, with so grave a Gesture and 'a Majesty both of 

Thought, of Language, and of Pronunciation ' that 'whole Assemblies often melt in Tears before 

Him' , but this is a rare example, and one that is not developed or interrogated.88 

That this elision of divine and human agency is not merely the consequence of verbal 

slippage, is demonstrated by Wesley 's particular enagement with the biblical episode of the 

sermon on the mount. He preaches on this over one hundred times and we have a record of 

forty four separate sermons on it.89 It is not a coincidence that it describes an oral performance. 

Wesley aligns his own field-preaching with it explicitly, describing it as 'one pretty remarkable 

precedent of field-preaching, though I suppose there were churches at that time also'. 90 His 

Farther Appeal, moreover, describes his commitment to field-preaching as a matter of necessity, 

but also one with a divine precedent . 

Had the Minister of the Parish preached like an Angel, it had profited them nothing: 

For they heard him not. But, when one came and said, 'Yonder is a Man preaching 

on the Top of the Mountains, they ran in Droves to hear. -Had it not been for Field-

preaching, the Uncommonness of which is the very Circumstance that recommends 

it, they must have run on in Error.91 

In his sermon on this episode Wesley begins his account of it with the words: 'And seeing 

the multitudes, He went up into a mountain: and when He was set, His disciples came unto 

Him, And He opened His mouth, and taught them'. He then stresses the particular nature of 

this performance, not only because it was one of the relatively few occasions on which Jesus 
87Wesley, Journal, V. 321, V.506, Vl.292, VII .171. 
88 Burnet, A Discourse of the Pastoral Care, pp.246-248. 
89 Tore Meistad, Martin Luther and John Wesley on the Sermon on the Mount (Lanham, Maryland; London: 

Scarecrow Press, 1999), p.82. 
90Wesley, Journal, 11.168. 
91 Wesley, A Farther Appeal, p.ll9. 
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spoke thus to his disciples, but also because of its essential character as an oral, rhetorical 

performance. He draws attention to Jesus as the performer: 'Let us observe, who it is that is 

here speaking, that we may take heed how we hear. It is the Lord of heaven and earth, the 

Creator of all.' More controversially, he also subjects what he himself describes as a 'divine 

discourse', to rhetorical analysis as a speech. He comments that it was 'delivered in the most 

excellent method, every subsequent part illustrating those that precede, is commonly, and not 

improperly, divided into three principal branches.' These are enumerated: 'In the first [ .. . J In 

the second [ ... ]'. The beatitudes themselves are subsequently elucidated as 'eight particulars'. 

Through this analysis, Wesley reveals his conception of a divine voice as not only audible, 

but also subject to the rules of human rhetorical skill. Furthermore, the performative nature of 

the beatitudes as they are expressed through the mouth of Jesus- 'Blessed are the poor in spirit: 

for theirs is the kingdom of heaven, Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be comforted' 

-which mirrors the miraculous healing of the sick which Jesus had performed moments earlier, 

is both evidence of divine power and an ideal of performative affect . In other words, the 

performative nature of the beatitudes becomes, for Wesley, a model for a human preacher, and 

Jesus' utterances are exemplary oral performances. 92 The scene of Jesus ' performance on the 

mountain, moreover, suggests that Wesley believes that the authority and power necessary to 

exert such an effect, as well as being divine, is also a consequence of a particular 'scene'. It 

does not reside in the voice alone, be it human or divine. 

For Wesley, therefore, the voice of God is both a physical acoustic phenomenon and an 

unseen power. It is heard aloud and within, and is also a kind of palpable force. It is an idea 

which he expounds- 'The hour cometh and now is, when the dead shall hear the voice of the 

Son of God, and they that hear shall live' -but it is also one of which that he believed he had 

practical experience. Thus when he says, 'the voice of the Lord is a glorious voice', the glory 

refers both to the sound and to the divinity of the voice. 93 Consequently, his own role as a 

preacher involves both acting and being acted upon, speaking and listening to God. He can 

utter his own words and those of the Bible, he can be a channel for the word of God with no 

power or authority of his own, he may fulfil! an oracular function, and at times, the audience 
92 Wesley, Sermons, 1.315-20; On the nature of the beatitudes see Harvey K. McArthur, Understanding the Sermon 

on the Mount (London: Epworth Press, 1961) and Charles H. Talbert, Reading the Sermon on the Mount: 
Character Formation and Decision Making in Matthew 5-7 (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 
2004), p.58. 

93 Wesley, Journal, 1.449, 1I.l82, 11.466, 11.201, II.461. 
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hear God directly. Unlike them he is both acted upon and active in his own right , by the share 

a reliance upon sensation and inner feeling to determine the workings of God. Both Wesley and 

his congregation must 'hear ' literally and metaphorically; they must receive acoustic sounds 

with their ears and accept them in their hearts. 

Through this emphasis on 'feeling' and the sensory apprehension of the workings of the 

Holy Spirit, Wesley draws together the experience of faith and the experience of preaching. As 

a result, however, he demands of himself and his listeners an openness to affect which leaves 

both parties vulnerable to deception and to a lack of self-regulation. Indeed, although he as

serts that each man should guard against enthusiasm by distinguishing between the voice of 

his imagination and the voice of God, the elision of human and divine agency in his represen

tations of preaching and his insistence on the overwhelming nature of the divine power and 

presence makes this act of discernment practically impossible. Mee describes the anxiety about 

enthusiasm as one about an 'abdication of the properly bounded self'. 94 What Wesley brings 

into focus, however, is that the various models of sublimity, enchantment, and divine presence 

described in accounts of preaching require, to different degrees, a transgression of this very 

boundary, even when the listener is not in a state of 'enthusiasm'. In the Wesleyan model, 

this crossing of boundaries is particularly encouraged by his stress on inward feeling and ap

prehension of the Holy Spirit which insists that the listener make himself open to such inward 

movement. The listeners are already denied individual 'selves ' by their depiction as a mob, a 

homogenous group, but in addition, the process by which the speaker is shown to affect each 

one of them is represented as one of invasion, penetration and manipulation. The sexualized, 

and surprisingly secular, figures of seduction and ravishment as well as of physical injury to 

the listener's body- 'gash', 'touches', cuts from a 'two-edged sword'- require an attack on the 

boundaries of the body, and on account of their divine assistance represent a greater invasion 

and manipulation of hearts and minds than is afforded the lay orator. Furthermore, where the 

Anglican church asserts the duty and responsibility of the preacher to moderate his own feelings 

and performance, Wesley argues that he too should prepare himself to accept the presence of 

God within him, and his understanding of the scene of preaching demands that the boundaries 

of the preacher's 'self', authority, and hence his self-control, are already fluid: his language and 

authority are both his own and that of the God and the Bible for whom he speaks, it is both 

94 Mee, Romanticism, Enthusiasm, and Regulation, p.35. 
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the consequence of his social position and responsibility and is tied to the immediate scene of 

performance. 

Wesley 's engagement with the concept of the voice of God, therefore, is more sustained 

and complex than that of his Anglican contemporaries and it goes further towards separating 

preaching from other secular forms of oral performance. His controversial belief in the imme

diate presence of God or the Holy Spirit within the scene enables the term 'voice ' to represent 

a range of phenomena. It would be wrong, however, to conclude that this indicates a single 

interpretation of the concept of the oral in the established church in contrast to the complexity 

of a dissenting position. The concept of 'oral tradition', as we have seen, is a site of contention, 

but few of the interpretations of oral performance explored here uphold a polarity of oral and 

literate modes, of speech and writing or print. They do not oppose, in other words, the ear and 

the eye. The infusion of biblical language into the preacher's diction and of biblical content 

into the structure of his sermons ensures that the listening audience, regardless of their own 

standard of literacy, are exposed to a literate framework. In Burnet's phrase: 'all that can be 

truly intended in Preaching [is] to make some Portions of Scripture to be rightly understood ' . 

What Wesley 's account of his own preaching does reveal, over and above this, however, is the 

potential for the term 'oral' to refer to a mode of communication which, although it is based 

on the voice, is not tied to the corporeal body of either the speaker or the listener. 



Chapter 4 

Bardic Song 

He spoke, and headlong from the mountain's height 

Deep in the roaring tide he plung'd to endless night. 1 

Throughout the eighteenth century the figure of the bard was reinvented and historicized. In 

poetry, linguistic analysis, antiquarian publications, and conjectural treatise, his songs were 

imagined, dissected and discussed. Particularly in Scotland, at Marischal College, the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh, and through the debates and publications of the Aberdeen Philosophical 

Society, but also in the work of Englishmen such as Thomas Percy, Joseph Ritson, and Thomas 

Gray, the bard attracted sustained attention. In these various accounts, the oral nature of 

bardic performance was mapped onto two competing yet often interwoven historical accounts 

of the consequences of literacy, one charting progress and the other decline. The bard was 

clearly distinguished by his illiteracy and oral mode of poetry and song. In some respects 

this indicated his essential barbarity, but in others it guaranteed the superiority of his natural 

genius. 

Given this attention to models of change over time, it might be expected that bardic 

listening audiences would also be depicted as altogether distinct from eighteenth century read-

ers. Thomas Warton is certainly typical in his belief that 'the manners, monuments, customs, 

practices, and opinions of antiquity' formed 'so strong a contrast with those of our own times'. 2 

Surprisingly, in fact, primitive and contemporary responses are often represented in identical 

1 'The Bard' in Thomas Gray, Poems (Dublin: by William Sleater, 1768), p .69. 
2 Thomas Warton, T he History of English Poetry, from the close of the eleventh to the commencement of the 

eighteenth century, 4 vols (London: for J. Dodsley et al., 1774-81) , I.ii. 
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terms. Here I explore this elision, demonstrating not only what this historical perspective sug-

gests about the activity of listening, but also about the role of the listener and the place of the 

oral in the modern world of the eighteenth century. 

The ancient bard 

As Mee has observed, the typical view in this period was of the bard as 'an active, public 

figure'. 3 He is represented in the hall, court, and battlefield as a poet and a singer, celebrating 

and commemorating heroic deeds and preparing warriors for battle. Able to compose and 

perform extemporaneously, the bard was a conduit between the ancestral past of a nation and 

its future reputation. John Brown's statement that bards 'often accompanied the warriors to 

the field of battle, that they might animate them, during the action, with such songs as were 

calculated to rouse their spirits, and to inspire them with intrepidity and contempt of death', 

although from an Englishman, is representative of the general view.4 James Macpherson, in 

An Introduction to the History of Great Britain and Ireland, claims that the bards 'held a 

conspicuous place at public entertainments', and he is supported in this by Blair. The bards, 

in his view, were poets and recorders but after the extinction of the druids they became 'an 

order then highly, respected in the state, and supported by a public establishment. '5 The 

Berwickshire judge, Lord Kames, describes a similar role: 'Bards were capital persons at every 

festival and at every solemnity. Their songs, which, by recording the achievements of kings and 

heroes, animated every hearer, must have been the entertainment of every warlike nation' . A 

fellow Scot agrees: 'The province of the bards was to celebrate the praises of heroes, and to 

immortalise their name in their songs' in which these names would be repeated 'constantly at 

their entertainments. '6 And so too does Warton, who asserts that the Goths imported from 

Scandinavia, 'a species of poets or singers' who 'attended the festivals of chiefs, accompanied 
3Jon Mee, Dangerous Enthusiasm: William Blake and the Culture of Radicalism in the 11gos (Oxford: Claren
don Press, 1992), p.85. 

4 John Brown, A Dissertation on the rise, union, and power, the progressions, separations, and corruptions, of 
poetry and music (Dublin: for G . Faulkner, 1763), p.7. 

5 James Macpherson, An Introduction to the History of Great Britain and Ireland (London: for T. Becket 
and P.A. De Hondt, 1771), p.195; Hugh Blair, A critical dissertation on the poems of Ossian, son of Fingal 
(London: forT. Becket and P.A. de Hondt, 1763), p .13. 

6 Lord Kames (Henry Home) , Sketches of the History of Man, considerably enlarged by the last additions and 
corrections of the author, 4 vols (London: for A. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1788) , !.224-5; John Smith, Galic 
Antiquities; consisting of a history of the Druids, particularly of those of Caledonia; a Dissertation on the 
authenticity of the poems of Ossian; and a Collection of ancient poems, translated from the Galic of Ullin, 
Ossian, Orran, etc. (Edinburgh: for C. Elliot, 1780), p. 7. 
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them in battle, and celebrated their victories . '7 

The majority of accounts thus afford the bard genuine public and political power, the 

source of which is an ability to affect the audience through his performance. His songs are of a 

' legislative Cast ' and his 'Song-Feasts' gave rise to 'the whole Fabric of their Religion, Morals 

and Polity ', functioning as the 'Foundation of private Morals and of public Law.'8 Indeed, 

Thomas Blackwell's influential philological work, An Enquiry into the Life and Writings of 

Homer, describes him as 'the great Bridle of the Multitude'. 9 There was of course no eighteenth-

century equivalent for such a role. His appeal to the passions recalls that of eighteenth-century 

orators and preachers, but both his mode- of poetry and song- and his clearly defined public 

office are historical. As the last remaining survivor of his kind , the bard is the focus of these 

works precisely because he is a figure from the past . He is depicted in Macpherson's Ossianic 

works, Beattie's 'The Minstrel, and Gray's 'The Bard' (quoted in the epigraph at the start of 

this chapter) as an elderly man on the brink of death, complete with 'haggard eyes', a beard 

which 'stream'd, like a meteor', and 'hoary hair ' .10 As a consequence, both the figure of the 

bard, and the mode of oral performance he represents, are deeply implicated in eighteenth-

century ideas about historical change and the distance or proximity between the present and 

past. 

From a primitivist perspective, the strength and courage of early man and the emotional 

freedom of a people unconstrained by literacy, advanced rationality, and complex social or-

ganisation was held, even before Rousseau's Essai, to be conducive to a preeminent poetical 

ability. 11 For those who idealized this natural genius, the extemporary nature of bardic compo

sition and performance represented the heights of poetic achievement , after which there could 

only have been a decline. Others, like Blackwell, Wood, and Duff argue that ancient poetry was 

7 Warton, History, p.46. 
8 Brown, Dissertation, p.70. 
9 Thomas Blackwell, An Enquiry into the life and urritings of Homer (London, 1735), p.145. 

10Gray, 'The Bard' , p.69; James Macpherson, F'ragments of ancient poetry collected in the highlands of Scotland 
and translated from the Gallic or Erse Language (Edinburgh: for G. Hamilton and J. Balfour, 1760); James 
Macpherson, Fingal: an ancient epic poem, in eight books: together with several other poems, composed by 
Ossian, son of Fingal. Translated from the Galic language (London: forT. Becket and P.A de Hondt, 1762); 
James Macpherson, Temora, an ancient epic poem, in eight books: together with several other poems, composed 
by Ossian, the son of Fingal. Translated from the Galic language (London: for T. Becket and P. A. De Hondt, 
1763); James Macpherson, The songs of Selma. Prom the original of Ossian the son of Fingal (London: for 
R. Griffiths, 1762); James Beattie, The minstrel; or, the progress of genius. A poem. In two books (Dublin: for 
James Williams, 1775). 

11 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The first and second discourses together with the replies to critics; and Essay on the 
origin of language, ed. by Victor Gourevitch (New York; London: Harper and Row, 1986). For an overview 
of this position see Lois Whitney, 'Primitavistic Theories of Epic Origins ' , Modern Philology, XXI.4 (1924) , 
337-378. 
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fostered by a unique combination of geographical, cultural, linguistic, and individual causes, 

which have not subsequently reappeared. Of these, the absence of letters is clearly a significant 

factor.l 2 

At the same time, however, the ancient society in which the bard functioned features 

strongly in conjectural accounts of the 'progress' of mankind. This is the model propounded 

by Blackwell in his comparison between ancients and modems, but it is widely replicated. Key 

stages in this development are identified as the rise of private property and the development of 

farming, commerce, and literacy. 13 These innovations generated, it is argued, a series of parallel 

movements, and the term 'progress' combines a number of separate theories of development. 

Besides that from orality to literacy, it was understood as one from barbarity to civilisation: 

'The natural progress of the works of men is from rudeness to convenience, from convenience to 

elegance, and from elegance to nicety'. 14 From childhood to adulthood: 'Not only the individual 

advances from infancy to manhood, but the species itself from rudeness to civilisation.'15 And, 

from 'ignorance to knowledge' .16 

Furthermore, as we have already seen m the account offered by Blair, these models 

of historical progress identify the transition from a dominance of passion and imagination 

towards that of reason and accuracy, reflected both in manners and language. 17 Warburton's 

The Divine Legation of Moses was influential in demonstrating that writing developed after 

speech and was a stage in the civilizing process, and it was generally held that the constitution 

and circumstances of early man were more suited to poetry - as the freest expression of natural 

12 Blackwell, Enquiry; William Duff, An essay on original genius; and its various modes of exertion in philosophy 
and the fine arts, particularly in poetry (London: for Edward and Charles Dilly, 1767); Robert Wood, An 
essay on the original genius and writings of Homer: with a comparative view of the ancient and present state 
of the Troade. Illustrated with engravings (London: by H. Hughs, 1775), pp.xii , 158, 278. Hume also makes 
the argument that any state of perfection is followed inevitably by decline because such success discourages 
emulation and hence further improvement. See 'Of the Rise and Progress of the Arts and Sciences' in David 
Hume, Essays moral and political, 2nd edn, 2 vols (Edinburgh: for A. Kincaid, 1742) , pp.58-105 . 

13 For example, Blair, Dissertation, pp.2, 20, 42, and Adam Ferguson, An Essay on the History of Civil Society 
(Edinburgh: for A. Millar and T. Caddell, 1767) , pp.123-165; Macpherson, Fingal, 'A Dissertation concerning 
the Antiquity &c of the Poems of Ossian Son of Fingal', p.xv; John Pinkerton, Letters of Literature. By Robert 
Heron, Esq. (London: for G. G. J. and J. Robinson , 1785), p .5. 

14 Samuel Johnson, The Idler. By the author of The Rambler, 2 vols (London: forT. Davies, J. Newbery, and 
T. Payne, 1767), 63, June 29th 1758, I.59 . 

15 Ferguson, Essay, p.2. 
16 John Millar, The origin of the distinction of ranks; or, an inquiry into the circumstances which give rise to 

influence and authority. The third edition, corrected and enlarged (London, 1779), p .5. These developments 
are discussed in David Spadafora, The Idea of Progress in Eighteenth-Century Britain (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1990) , and in linguistic terms by Olivia Smith, The Politics of Language 1791-1819 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1984), p.3. 

17 Blair, Dissertation, p.3. But see also John Gregory, A comparative view of the state and faculti es of man, with 
those of the animal world, 2nd edn (London: for J. Dodsley, 1766), pp.vii-x, and Ferguson , Essay, pp.263-64. 
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emotion- than prose, which developed later alongside reason and criticism. 18 Thus Blackwell 

discusses the view that poetry came first and later Kames explains the decline of poetry in 

favour of prose through the narrative of critical development, when people began 'to reason, 

to teach, and to harangue. '19 

Just as in accounts of Demosthenes ' sublime eloquence, therefore, it is argued that 

ancient songs functioned by emotional affect generated through live oral performance. Bardic 

oral art was suited, Wood explains, 'to that rude state of society [ . . . ] when civilization was 

addressed more to the passions that the understanding. '20 Lowth agrees that the 

only mode of instruction, indeed, adapted to human nature in an uncivilised state, 

when the knowledge of letters was very little, if at all diffused, must be that which 

is calculated to captivate the ear and the passions, which assists the memory, which 

is not to be delivered into the hand, but infused into the mind and heart. 21 

Meanwhile, Blair's defence of Macpherson's Ossianic 'translations' draws attention to their 

'ancient' reliance upon figurative language designed to move the heart rather than the mind: 

Men have never used so many figures of style, as in those rude ages, when, besides 

the power of a warm imagination to suggest lively images, the want of proper and 

precise terms for the ideas they would express, obliged them to have recourse to cir-

cumlocation, metaphor, comparison, and all those substituted forms of expression, 

which give a poetical air to language. 22 

The lack of specificity with which the label 'bard' is used, however, complicates the relationship 

between the mode of oral performance described above and these models of historical change. 

Although race and nationality were matters of decisive importance in the debates be-

tween Welsh, Irish, Scots, and English antiquarians bent on asserting the independence or 

superiority of their bardic heritage, there was also an understanding of the bard as a generi-
18Thomas Warburton, The divine legation of Moses demonstrated, on the principles of a religious deist, from the 

omission of the doctrine of a future state of reward and punishment in the Jewish dispensation. In nine books, 
2 vols (London: for the executor of the late Mr. Fletcher Gyles, 1742-58). 

19 Blackwell, Enquiry, pp.37-38; Kames, Sketches, p.l51; see also 'The Progress of Poesy' in Gray, Poems, pp.46-59. 
2°Wood, Essay, p .269. 
21 Robert Lowth, Lectures on the sacred poetry of the Hebrews; translated from the Latin of the Right Rev. Robert 

Lowth by G. Gregory (London: for J. Johnson, 1787), 1.88. 
22 Blair, Dissertation, 1.88. 
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cally historical figure. 23 Through him, time and place are alternately stretched and compressed 

to emphasize both foreignness and a native heritage, immense antiquity as well as the proximity 

of a more recent past. As a consequence, the pure orality of ancient cultures is not held apart 

from later modes of oral communication which function alongside literacy. The 'bard ' referred 

generally to ancient poets and oral performers of epic yet it was also used to denote a particular 

class of public figure who existed at a certain time and in a specific place. Gray's poem, which 

describes the death of the last of the bards at the hand of Edward I in the thirteenth century, 

and the argument of Macpherson and Blair that Ossian lived between the loss of the Druidic 

religion and the establishment of Christianity among the Celts, fall into this second category. 24 

But at the same time, a flexibility with regard to historical time and nationality allowed Ossian 

and Homer to be considered together, and indeed this was encouraged, for obvious reasons, 

by Macpherson and Blair. 25 It also generated comparisons between 'living' savages, such as 

those Blair describes in America, and ancient peoples, and brought Lowth's analysis of ancient 

Hebrew poetry to bear on other much later examples of bardic performance.26 

The oral tradition of which the bard was the figurehead also generated a direct connection 

between past and present whilst simultaneously holding them apart. It facilitated the possibility 

that in extant songs and tales could be found the remnants of ancient songs. Whilst the songs 

of the ancient bards were understood to have been transmitted by this mechanism to their 

eighteenth-century descendants, there was an expectation of corruption or degeneration built 

into this mode of inheritance on two counts . The songs were understood to be, as the title 

of Macpherson's first collection suggests - 'Fragments' - and the speakers, whilst often called 

'bards', were far from identical to their original ancestors . Brown argues that upon the 'Revival 

of learning' after the fall of the Roman Empire, 

the Epic Poet (the Manners of the Times likewise forbidding) could no longer appear 

at the Place of public Concourse, with his Lyre and festal Robes, to charm the 

23 For example, Evan Evans , Some specimens of the poetry of the antient Welsh bards. Translated into English, 
with explanatory notes on the historical passages (London: for R. and J. Dodsley, 1764); Charlotte Brooke, 
Reliques of Irish poetry: consisting of heroic poems, odes, elegies, and songs, translated into English verse: with 
notes explanatory and historical; and the originals in the Irish character. To which is subjoined an Irish tale 
(Dublin: by George Bonham, 1789). For discussion see From Gaelic to Romantic: Ossianic Translations , ed. 
by Howard Gaskill and Fiona Stafford (Amsterdam; Atlanta: Rodopi, 1998). 

24 Macpherson, Fingal, pp.iii-vi; Blair, Dissertation, p.13 . 
25 For example, Blair, Dissertation, p.15. This is discussed in Fiona Stafford, The Sublime Savage: a study of 

lames Macpherson and the poems of Ossian (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1998) , pp.89-91. 
26 Blair, Dissertation, p.6; Lowth, Lectures. 
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listening Audience, with his legislative Songs; but retir'd to the Closet, and with a 

more composed Mien delivered his Inspirations in written Verse for the Pleasure, 

Admiration, and Instruction of Mankind. 27 

104 

Here, the extemporaneous composition and oral performance of the public bard becomes written 

poetry of a non-legislative cast created in a comparatively domestic, private space. With 

literacy the bardic tradition moves closer to the ballad and broadside traditions and the oral 

performer loses his political position. This shift explains the development of later poetry from 

its epic roots, but at the same time gives rise to a third category of performers to which the 

label 'bard ' comes to be associated: lay men who simply recall and sing the inherited songs 

of a now extinct race. These men who survive into the eighteenth century, especially in the 

Highlands of Scotland, do not possess the status of their forefathers. 

The eighteenth-century bard 

Macpherson explains this change in terms of a 'succession' of bards: 'Every chief in the process 

of time had a bard in his family, and the office became at last hereditary[ ... ] This custom came 

down near to our own times; and after the bards were discontinued, a great number in a clan 

retained by memory, or committed to writing, their compositions, and founded the antiquity 

of their families on the authority of their poems. '28 Percy agrees that families usually retained 

a bard to preserve their genealogical history, but he more contentiously makes the case for the 

minstrel as the direct descendent of the bard; they were oral poets and singers even in a period 

of advanced literacy. 29 In a long argument with Ritson, he insists that these minstrels were a 

noble group of court performers rather than travelling balladeers, whose loss of respectability 

only came with the decline of troubadour culture and the unfavourable circumstances of the 

reign of Elizabeth I. Ritson, on the other hand, contends that the popular tradition still evident 

in the eighteenth century did not have such an elevated source and that there is no evidence 

to support the view that the minstrel was retained at court. 30 

27Brown, Dissertation, p.159. 
28Macpherson, Fingal, pp.xi-xii . 
29 Thomas Percy, Reliques of Ancient English Poetry consisting of old heroic ballads, songs, and other pieces of 

our earlier poets, chiefly of the lyric kind, 3 vols (London: for J. Dodsley, 1765), pp.xxxi, lxxv. 
30 'A Historical Essay on the Origin and Progress of National Song' in Joseph Ritson, A Select Collection of 

English Songs, 3 vols (London: for J. Johnson, 1783), I.iii; 'Observations on the Ancient Minstrels' in Joseph 
Ritson, Ancient Songs from the time of King Henry the Third, to the Revolution (London, 1792), i.xvi. On 
the debate see Ian Haywood, The Making of History: a study of the literary forgeries of James Macpherson 
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The shift described by Brown and Macpherson is nevertheless represented in all of these 

texts by a transposition of location: the ancient bard becomes the tale-teller of the more recent 

past, and the ancient hall becomes the domestic fireside . Two examples, separated by over a 

century, indicate the extent to which this secondary scene of performance, once expressed, is 

then replicated. In 1703 Martin Martin writes in his account of traveling in the Highlands: 

The long winter evenings, especially in the Isles, the lack of intercourse on any scale 

worth speaking of between the mass of the folk and strangers, the fact that they 

were shut up, so to speak, in their native Gaelic, their traditional custom from 

time immemorial in every village for cronies of the old senachie to gather together, 

evening after evening round the large peat fire on the middle of the floor [ ... ] there 

to recount from memory in prose or poetry tales of the past. 31 

This assessment is echoed by James Hogg in a letter published in the 1803 edition of Scott's 

Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border: 'Many, indeed, are not aware of the manners of this country; 

til this present age, the poor illiterate people, in these glens, knew of no other entertainment, 

in the long winter nights, than repeating, and listening to , the feats of their ancestors, recorded 

in songs, which I believe to be handed down, from father to son, for many generations. '32 In 

the intervening period this scene appears no less frequently. When Pennant follows Martin on 

a tour of Scotland in 1769, he writes of the Highlanders: 'The amusements by their firesides 

were, the telling of tales'. 33 Thomas Bewick describes the leisure hours of his village in Mickley 

in the same terms: 'the winter evenings were often spent in listening to traditionary tales and 

songs. '34 And, the Report of the Highland Committee into the authenticity of Macpherson's 

Ossian poems also adopts them: 'recitation of that poetry was the universal amusement of 

every winter fire-side' and 'listening to them was the favourite amusement of Highlanders, in 

the hours of leisure or of idleness' .35 

and Thomas Chatterton in ,·elation to eighteenth-century ideas of histoq; and fiction (Rutherford: Fairleigh 
Dickinson University Press, 1986) , p.ll2, and Mee, Dangerous Enthusiasm, pp.l13-115. 

31 Martin Martin, A description of the Western Islands of Scotland (London: for Andrew Bell, 1703), p.37. 
32 Walter Scott, Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border: consisting of historical and romantic ballads collected in the 

southern counties of Scotland with a few of modern date , founded upon local tradition, 2nd edn, 3 vols (Edin
burgh: for Longman and Rees by James Ballantyne, 1803), III.9-10. 

33 Thomas Pennant, A tour in Scotland MDCCLXIX (Chester, 1771) , p.167. 
34 Thomas Bewick, A Memoir of Thomas Bewick Written by Himself, ed. by Ian Bain (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 1979) , p.8. 
35 Report of the Committee of the Highland Society (Edinburgh; London: for Archibald Constable et al., 1805), 

pp.13, 78. 
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Where ancient bards once sang in the hall or battlefield, their descendants perform 

by the hearth, at the centre of the home. They do not prepare men for battle or celebrate 

recent martial exploits, but instead provide entertainment for family and friends on a winter's 

night. Although their songs remain historical, this history is now at one remove from direct 

action, and as Macpherson admits, may even be 'committed to writing'. These singers are 

isolated from the public life of the state and from political or legislative power. By their 

domestic setting, their familiar audience including women, children, and the elderly, and their 

geographical marginalization in the rural communities of the Highlands, they are no longer in a 

position of broad influence. 36 Their songs are not extemporaneous compositions but are recited 

from memory and what once was poetry may now be prose. They no longer have the power to 

mould taste or to 'improve' their listeners. Shaftesbury, a key influence on Blackwell , argues 

that 'where persuasion was the chief means of guiding the society, where the people were to 

be convinced before they acted, there elocution became considerable'. And since 'orators and 

bards ' studied their art they 'could not fail to promote that taste and relish to which they owed 

their personal distinction and pre-eminence. '37 Macpherson picks up the same idea, although 

as I discuss later, for different reasons: 

The ancient British nations heard their poems with such rapture and enthusiasm, 

that they formed their character and manners upon the model of the virtues which 

the Bards recommended in their songs. In an age unacquainted with science men 

became disinterested, generous, and noble. 38 

But as Brown observes, where once they 'charmed ', and could enchant and stimulate activity or 

cultivation, their role is now to provide pleasure, amusement, or instruction without 'rapture', 

and without discernible influence upon the taste of the nation. Furthermore, while the tendency 

for extant 'bards' to be old men provides an echo of the last of the race trope seen in the poems 

of Gray and Fingal, the intermixture of bards with the tales of women dilutes this resemblance, 
36 In her discussion of the repression of Gaelic by the SSPCK, Janet Sorensen makes a similar argument, stressing 

both the significance of a Gaelic/English divide and an oral/literate one: 'written language was associated with 
those in power, such as teachers, ministers, and some Lowlanders; the oral was associated with the marginalized, 
such as older people, women, and those without the means to send their children to any school. Janet Sorensen, 
The Grammar of Empire in Eighteenth-Century British Writing (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2000), p.59. 

37 (Anthony Ashley Cooper) Third Earl of Shaftesbury, Characteristics of men, manners, opinions, times, with 
a collection of letters, 3 vols (Basil: for J . J. Tourneisen and J. L. Legrand, 1790) , 'Soliloquy ', !.206. On 
the connection with Blackwell see Lois Whitney, 'Thomas Blackwell: A Disciple of Shaftesbury', Philological 
Quarterly, 5 (1926) , 196-211. 

38 Macpherson,An Introduction to the History of Great Britain and Ireland, p .201. 
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and further iterates the separation of their performances from the hall or the court. Thus, when 

Aubrey remembers that in his childhood in the 1630's 'before women were readers, the history 

was handed downe from mother to daughter' and 'maydes' would 'sitt-up late by the fire [to] 

tell old romantique stories of the old time', the familiar fireside scene enacts a transposition: 

into the bardic oral tradition, which is entirely male, enters a scene of female oral performance 

which draws on contemporary suspicion of superstition and old wives' tales. 39 

The fallen status of the bard is compounded, therefore, by the elision of two forms of 

oral speaker and audience: the primary orality of the ancient world with that of the eighteenth 

century; the historically primitive with the poorly educated, illiterate, or vulgar. Millar demon

strates this directly: 'When we survey the present state of the globe, we find that, in many 

parts of it, the inhabitants are so destitute of culture, as to appear little above the condition 

of animals ; and even when we peruse the remote history of polished nations, we have seldom 

any difficulty in tracing them to a state of the same rudeness and barbarism. '40 Furthermore, 

when Blair describes the functioning of oral tradition with reference both to the ancient bards 

and to 'ballads', he reveals the easy slippage between the two: 'before Writing was invented, 

Songs only could last, and be remembered. The ear gave assistance to the memory, by the help 

of Numbers; fathers repeated and sung them to their children; and by this the oral tradition 

of national Ballads, was conveyed all the historical knowledge, and all the instruction, of the 

first ages. '41 Since the 'ballad' tradition by this time was no longer purely oral, this blurs the 

distinction between oral and literate modes . 

The bardic mode 

This tension between proximity and distance or continuity and change in the relationship 

between ancient bards and their descendants has at its heart the question of oral and aural 

affect. Like oratory in the style of Demosthenes, are there inherent qualities of the ancient 

bardic mode which render it unsuited to the modern world? Did the activity of his listeners 

differ in essence from that of their eighteenth-century equivalents? How do the altered fortunes 

of the bardic speaker impact upon conceptions of the role of the listener more broadly? 
39 John Aubrey, Remaines of Gentilisme and Judaisme, in John Aubrey, Three Prose Works , ed. by John 

Buchanan-Brown (London: Fontwell, 1972), pp.289-90. 
40 Millar, ·The origin of the distinction of ranks, p.3. 
41 Hugh Blair, Lectures on rhetoric and belles lettres, in three volumes (Dublin: for Whitestone, Colles, Burnet, 

Moncrieffe and Gilbert, 1783), II.317. 
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In Blackwell's assessment the bards were 'a Set of Men who distinguished themselves 

by Harmony and Verse' and thus part of their enchanting power is derived from musical or 

metrical sound.42 A combination of poetry and song is clearly attested in Macpherson's 'Songs 

of Selma', where a series of narrations and songs of death are framed by the performance of 

Ossian himself. He also states directly that 'words were set to music, the bard recited nothing 

where the voice was not sustained by some instrument'. 43 Ferguson makes the same case -

'every tale among rude nations is repeated in verse' - and, much later, Scott concurs: 'Verse 

is naturally connected with music; and among a rude people the union is seldom broken.'44 

In addition, as Addison demonstrates, it was held that the ancients had a better 'Knowledge 

[ . . . ] of the Sound and Harmony of their Language, which the Moderns have at present a very 

imperfect notion of. '45 

This suggests that in relation to the bard, the trope of enchantment has a particular 

connection to the musical dimension of his performance. The comparison of Pitt's oratory to 

the magic of Orpheus' song hints at this power, but in the context of public speaking and 

reading it remains undeveloped. Here, it receives more direct attention. Shaftesbury describes 

the legislative mode of the bards as the 'enchanting arts ', and observes that an interpretation of 

bardic power in terms of his 'song' has long proved appealing: 'Almost all the ancient masters of 

this sort were said to have been musicians. And tradition, which soon grew fabulous, could not 

better represent the first founders or establishers of these larger societies than as real songsters 

who, by the power of their voice and lyre, could charm the wildest beasts and draw the rude 

forests and rocks into the form of fairest cities.'46 Later Blackwell comments that : 'ORPHEUS ' 

Mistress was Musick. The Powers of it are enchanting. It lulls the Reason, and raises the Fancy 

in so agreeable a manner, that we forget ourselves while it lasts. '47 

In his analysis of the song sirens of the Odyssey ('those creatures who spellbind any 

man alive', and ' transfix him' with their 'high, thrilling song'), Timothy Clark explores the 

connection between the orality of bardic performance and its enchanting power. He notes 

the 'recurrent correlations between the power of poetry and song, enchantment and magic' 
42 Blackwell , Enquiry, p .104. 
4 3 An Introduction to the History of Great Britain and Ireland, p.l95. 
44 Ferguson, Essay, p.265; Scott, Minstrelsy, p.61. 
45 Joseph Addison, A discourse on antient and modern learning. By the late Right Honourable Joseph Addis on, 

Esq; Published from an original manuscript of Mr. Addison's, prepared and corrected by himself (London: for 
T. Osborne, 1734), p.20. The same argument is made in Blair, Lectures, 1.300. 

46 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 'Soliloquy', pp.l07-108. 
47Blackwell, Enquiry, p.217. 
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in Homer's verse, and the etymological connections between song as aiode, enchantment as 

ep-aoide (the/xis), and the archaic Greek form for poet (aiodos). 48 Jacqueline de Romilly 

makes the argument that the magical power of the divine powers came to be transferred to 

the poets, and hence the power of the poet became a magical one. She too links poetry to 

the power of incantations, noting that Orpheus was a master of these and that Plato describes 

how Protagorus drags numerous young foreigners from the cities he visits, by 'charming them 

with his voice ' .49 Both Clark and de Romilly, therefore, indicate that there is a particular 

etymological association of enchantment with the oral, which arises as a consequence of its 

origins in incantation and song and which the sublime does not share: enchante-r and cantare, 

to sing. Thus in the classical tradition there is a rationale for the depiction of the bard as an 

oral enchanter. 

Yet at the same time, the rural isolation and oral tradition of the Highland listeners 

who attend the performances of the modern 'bards' encourages the association of traditional 

communities with superstitious beliefs in a less exalted supernatural power of magic and fairies. 

Vincent has argued that 'Not only the content but the very form of the oral tradition, which 

might have no visible origin or means of preservation, could be invested with a magical qual

ity. '5° Collins' Ode on the Popular Superstitions of the Highlands of Scotland describes precisely 

this in its depictions of a 'gifted wizard-seer' and of an oral tradition, 'Ev' yet preserv 'd ', which 

continues to enchant through sound: 

Taught by the father, to his list 'ning son; 

Strange lays , whose pow'r had Charm'd a Spenser's ear. 

At ev'ry pause, before thy mind possest , 

Old Runic bards shall seem to rise around.51 

Within the trope of enchantment, therefore, is focused a tension between the view that the 

power of the ancient bards no longer functions and the contrary idea that there remains in 

modern performers and listeners a residual connection of the bardic oral mode to magical 
48 Timothy Clark, The Theory of Inspiration: composition as a crisis of subjectivity in Romantic and post

Romantic writing (Manchester ; New York: Manchester University Press, 1997), p.41. 
49 Jacqueline de Romilly, Magic and Rhetoric in Ancient Greece (Cambridge, MA; London: Harvard University 

Press , 1975), p.13. 
50 David Vincent, 'The Decline of the Oral Tradition in Popular Culture', in Popular Culture and Custom in 

Nineteenth Century England, ed. by R. D. Starch (London: Croom Helm, 1982) , p.31. 
51 William Collins, An Ode on the Popular Superstitions of the Highlands of Scotland; considered as the subject 

of poetry. Inscribed to Mr Home, author of Douglas, 2nd edn (London: by J. Bell , 1789), pp.ll-12. 
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affect. This tension mirrors those which we have already seen in relation to the decline of 

sublime oratorical eloquence and apostolic preaching power. 

Various explanations are given as to why modern and ancient audiences not only respond 

to different stimuli but do so in different ways: greater rationality, less passion, more self-control, 

a ltered social, linguistic, and geographical environments, and of course the possession of literacy. 

But despite this, in many of the texts under examination, the figure of enchantment is still 

employed to describe both ancient and modern audiences. This recurrent trope negates the 

distinctions inherent in the location of these two groups at different stages in the development 

of language, literacy, and society, and is a significant elision given that the superiority of 

contemporary society which is predicated in, and reinforced by, a progressive model of history, 

must necessarily see a proximity, similarity, or parallel between the two stages as undesirable. 

Blackwell provides a prime example. He appears to distinguish between different audi

ences by comparing the magic of Orpheus to that of Homer. The former he argues, has only a 

temporary effect: 

the Powers of it are enchanting. It lulls the Reason, and raises the Fancy in so 

agreeable a manner, that we forget ourselves while it lasts [ ... ] But no sooner does 

the Musick cease, than the Charm is undone, and the Fancies disappear. The first 

sober Look we give it breaks the Spell, and we are hurried back, with some Regret, 

to the common dull Road of Life, when the florid illusion is vanished. 

Whilst , Homer, by contrast , 

fixes our Attention, commands our Admiration, and enchants our Fancy at this 

pleasure: He plays with our Passions; raises our Joys; fills us with Wonder, or damps 

us with Fears: Like some powerful Magician, he points his Rod, and Spectres rise to 

obey his Call: Nay so potent is his Spell, that hardly does the Enchantment vanish; 

it is built upon Truth. 

But, in so doing he in fact brings together primitive and modern listeners. When he describes 

the affective power of Orpheus and Homer as one of enchantment, this charm or spell captivates 

both his original listeners and those eighteenth century respondents who could only access it 

in a written form. This is implicit in the examples above, but it is also stated directly: 
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But when we sit down to HOMER, and hear him tell over the Number of his Ships, 

recount his Auxilaries [ ... ] we can no longer defend ourselves; and in spite of all 

our Precaution, and Opinion creeps upon us, 'That every Tittle of what he says is 

true'. 52 

111 

The continuity of his diction as he moves between ' them' (the primitive, illiterate Orphean 

audience) and 'we' (Blackwell's contemporary readers) indicates that a distinction has also not 

been drawn between a primary scene of listening, and an imagined scene of listening created 

out of words on the page: 'when we sit down to HOMER, and hear him tell ' . Thus, just as figures 

of literacy are fed back into ancient listening, so modern reading is understood as a scene of 

listening. Vision or sight is disruptive of oral and aural enchantment ('The first Sober Look 

we give it breaks the Spell'), but is also productive of it, through the association of the eye 

with the imaginative power of ' illusion' . Furthermore, the word 'Opinion' with its implications 

of rational judgement and active thought strains against 'creeps upon us ' and the reality that 

not all of Homer's words are 'true' , which implies a credulity more characteristically attributed 

to ancient or vulgar audiences. Thus the scene of enchantment here asks us to elide what 

contemporaneous theories of human progress would have us distinguish: the critical thinking 

and polite taste attributed to literate readers and the assumed malleability, even naivety of 

pre-literate or illiterate audiences. 

The bard as musician 

The attention that was at the same time being devoted to the experience of eighteenth-century 

listeners in the context of music indicates that this replication of the enchantment trope is 

not caused by lack of interest in the activity of listening. After the publication of Browne's 

Medicina Musica in 1729, the effect of music upon the mind and body was much disputed, 

most famously by Burney and Hawkins.53 But, as Webb admits, there is much uncertainty 
52 Blackwell, Enquiry, pp.217-218, 334, 290. 
53 Richard Browne, M edicina Musica: or, a Mechanical Essay Upon the Effects of Singing, Musick, and Dancing 

on Human Bodies{. .. J To Which is Annex'd, a New Essay on the Nature and Cure of the Spleen and Vapours 
(London: for John Cooke and J. Knapton , 1729). For other accounts see James Harris, ThTee treatises . The first 
concerning art. The second concerning music, painting, and poetry. The third concerning happiness (London: 
for J. Nourse and P. Vaillant, 1744); Charles Avison, An essay on musical expression. With alterations and large 
additions (London: for Lockyer Davies, 1775); James Beattie, Essays: on poetry and music, as they affect the 
mind; on laughter, and ludicrous composition: on the utility of classical learning (Edinburgh: for Edward & 
Charles Dilly in London, reissued by William Creech in Edinburgh, 1778; first published 1776); Charles Burney, 
A general his tonJ of music, fmm the earliest ages to the present period. To which is pn~fixed, 'A disseTtation 
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about how sound actually does affect the listener. He provides a rare instance of a writer who 

admits the problematic nature of accounting for the effect of music: 

Though the influence of music over our passions is very generally felt and acknowl-

edged; though its laws are universally the same, its effects in many instances con-

stant and uniform; yet we find ourselves embarrassed in our attempts to reason on 

this subject, by the difficulty which attends the forming a clear idea of any natural 

relation between sound and sentiment. 54 

Nevertheless , figures of overwhelming force which captivates the passions abound. Collier, for 

example, describes how music -

[r]aises and Falls, and Counterchanges the Passions at an Un-accountable Rate. It 

Charms and Transports, Ruffles and Becalms, and Governs with an almost arbitrary 

authority [ . .. ] Yet to have our Passions lye at the Mercy of a little Minstrelsy; to 

be Fiddled out of our Reason and Sobriety [ ... ] is a sign we are not so great as we 

might be.55 

Duff, similarly, describes the 'many ways there are of affecting the human heart by the power 

of sounds [ . .. ] how the passions may be raised and allayed, agitated and enflamed. '56 

That this turn towards magic or inexplicable affect is not simply an attempt to find a 

convenient explanation for an otherwise opaque process is evident from the sustained discus-

sion of its possible functioning. In particular, there is much debate about whether the effect 

produced by songs arises only from their musical form, or also from their imitation of the voice, 

or indeed their poetic content, and this makes it harder for these texts to categorize a primitive 

response separately from a sophisticated one. Welsted argues that 'those who are listening to 

some Aire in Music, do not dwell upon the Sense of the Words, but are carried away with the 

Sound'. 57 Germ·d, in his essay on taste, suggests a synergy of the two: 

on the music of the ancients', 4 vols (London : by T. Becket, J . Robson and G. Robinson, 1776- 89); Sir John 
Hawkins, A General History of the Science and Practice of Music, etc. (London, 1776) . 

54 Daniel Webb, Observations on the correspondence between poetry and music by the author of An enquiry into 
the beauties of painting (London: for J. Dodsley, 1769) , pp.1-2. 

55 Jeremy Collier, Essays Upon Several Moral Subjects. In Two Parts (London, 1697), pp.19-21, 24-5. 
56 Duff, Essay, pp.252-253. 
57Leonard Welsted, Epistles, odes, &c. written on several subjects with a translation of Longinus' Treatise on the 

Sublime (London: for J. Walthoe and J. Peele, 1724) , p .244. 
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When Poetry is set to well adapted music, both gain new power by their alliance. 

The music, by exciting the requisite affections, put the mind in a disposition to 

conceive ideas suited to them with peculiar facility, vivacity, and pleasure. The 

ideas the Poet raises: and they, in their turn, enliven the affections, and preserve 

them from languishing or expiring, by rendering their objects more determinate. 58 

113 

Others are ambivalent. Webb employs the vocabulary of captivation with regard to the sound 

of poetry, just as he does of music, observing that we are 'transported' by 'sudden transitions ' 

in sound.59 Blair describes the 'melody of speech' and Beattie observes that 'of all sounds, 

that which makes its way most directly to the human heart , is the human voice. '60 Dubos, 

meanwhile, in his influential treatise, outlines a parallel between music and speech structured 

on a comparison between the human voice and a musical instrument. He argues that the 

musician 'imitates the tones, accents, sighs, and inflexions of the voice; and in short all those 

sounds, by which nature herself expresses her sentiments and passions. '61 

Rather than emphasizing the differences between modern and primitive listeners, as one 

might expect given their concern with polite taste, these attempts to describe the activity of 

listening to music in fact do the opposite. As we have seen, a passionate response is agreed 

to be characteristic of primitive audiences: the 'Power of Melody ' is 'founded in Passion' and 

'natural passions are not so common in a State highly polished, as in that of Barbarity or 

simple Civilisation ' .62 Or, in Ferguson's formulation: 'OCCASIONED, probably, by the physical 

connection we have established between the emotions of heated imagination, and the impres-

sions received from music and pathetic sounds, every tale among rude nations is repeated in 

verse and is made to take the form of a song. '63 However , music is at the same time un-

derstood to stimulate the passions of modern audiences, whose sensibilities are more acutely 

refined and susceptible to manipulation. Where in ancient peoples reason was under-developed 

and passion predominated, in eighteenth-century listeners it is suggested that sounds or music 

could produce an excess of emotion and restrict the use of an otherwise advanced rationality. 
58 Alexander Gerard , An essay on taste. To which is now added part four, of the standard of taste; with observa-

tions concerning the imitative nature of poetry (Edinburgh: for J. Bell a nd W. Creech, 1780), p .76. 
59Webb, Observations, p.8. 
60 Blair, Dissertation, 1.300; Beattie, Essays, p .l52. 
61 Abbe Dubos, Critical Reflections on Poetry, Painting and Music. With an Inquiry into the Rise and Progress 

of the Theatrical Entertainments of the Ancients. Translated into English by Thomas Nugent Gent., from the 
Fifth Edition revised, corrected, and inlarged by the Author, 3 vols (London: for John Nourse, 1748), 1.360. 

62Brown, Dissertation, p.59. 
63Ferguson, Essay, p.265. 
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As we have seen a passionate response need not entirely preclude the engagement of reason 

or be completely passive, but nevertheless, a suspicion of this persists, and it is thus all the 

more significant that it is not used to mark out the divergence of these two audiences from one 

another. Smith, for example, writes that: 

poets ascribe to songs the power of bringing down the moon from heaven, charming 

the fiercest animals, and making rapid rivers stop their falling waters [ ... ] and to 

listen to the poet's numbers; they can certainly mean no less, than that poetry has 

power to raise the most violent passions, and to lay them, that it has the power to 

change the nature, to conjure, to transport, to ravish. 

But, although this enchantment is characterized as a historical phenomenon, Smith represents 

the effect of such music through images of refined sensibility, despite the anachronism of this 

discourse in relation to ancient listeners: the 'ancient music ' of the 'Caledonians ' possesses 

'such a power of moving the heart and opening the sluice of tears ' .64 

The same transposition of an eighteenth-century discourse of sophisticated affect into the 

context of bardic performance appears in Macpherson's account of Ossian, designed presumably 

to demonstrate to his polite audiences the sensibility and taste as well as the antiquity of his 

poet: 'So well adapted are the sounds of the words to the sentiments, that, even without 

any knowledge of the language, they pierce and dissolve the heart. '65 Indeed an important 

factor in Macpherson's success was the way in which he managed to both separate Ossian 

from the present day on account of his antiquity, pure orality, and emotional intensity, and 

also to connect him to the eighteenth century on the grounds of his sensibility, his virtue and 

manners. '66 

Blair's Dissertation does much to encourage this dual appeal. He praises Ossian's primi-

tive appeal, his 'fire and enthusiasm', his 'heroism', his lack of regulation, his emotional freedom 

unconstrained by conduct guides and rules of propriety, his 'wild and disorderly strains', and 
64 Smith, Galic Antiquities, pp.103,108. 
65 Macpherson, Temora, 'Dissertation', p .xvii . Groom observes, however, that Macpherson increases the emphasis 

upon the relationship of his translations to music, moving steadi ly away from Blair's rejection of the idea that 
the poems were songs. Nick Groom, The Making of Percy's Reliques (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 
pp.90-91. 

66 For detailed discussion of the 'cultural compromise at the heart of Ossian', see Dafydd Moore, Enlightenment 
and Romance in lames Macpherson's The Poems of Ossian: Myth, Genre and Cultural Change (Aldershot: 
Ashgate, 2003), and most particularly pp.87-112. Also, Adam Potkay, 'Virtue and Manners in Macpherson's 
Poems of Ossian', PMLA, 107 (1992), 120- 130. 
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his lack of 'polished manners'. But at the same time, he draws attention to his sensibility: 

'Homer hurries you along; Ossian elevates, and fixes you in astonishment [ ... ] No poet knew 

better how to seize and melt the heart' . He was 'endowed by nature with an exquisite sen-

sibility of heart ' , with 'tender passions' and 'delicacy of sentiment'. Blair describes how his 

songs were the 'native effusions of his heart ' , which 'is full, and pours itself forth', working 

'by powerful sympathy, to affect the heart'. 67 Evidently, this carefully constructed argument 

develops out of his personal involvement with Macpherson 's poems, but as Richard Terry has 

argued, his representation of primitive poetry as 'emanating with a high degree of immediacy 

from contact with the natural world', in contrast with modern poetry which is 'informed by 

craft and technique' , is not unusual. He suggests that a belief in the primitive origins of poetry 

was closely linked to an acceptance, on the part of some, of the non-rational basis 

of 'taste' or aesthetic appreciation. It was possible for primitive people to compose 

verses, and therefore to internalize the principle of harmony, because aesthetic qual

ities like harmony (so it was maintained) made themselves available to the senses 

rather than to reason, the state of primitivism being defined above all else by its 

non-rationality68 

And, indeed we do find that Blackwell attempts to distinguish ancients and modems on the 

grounds that the former were 'simple' , 'unaffected ' , full of 'passions' but without 'art', whilst the 

latter were interested in 'form', and are too polished to be passionate. 69 Ferguson characterizes 

the bardic mode as one which: 'delivers the emotions of the heart, in words suggested by the 

heart; for he knows no other. '70 And Wood, similarly, argues that Homer's language did 

not possess the ' refinements of a learned age' but that as a result it was 'less open to [ .. . ] 

affectation'. 71 

These accounts of the bard's sincere appeal to the hearts of his listeners not only avoid 

an opposition between the ear and the eye by their concentration instead on the metaphorical 

'feeling' of the heart, but they also transpose the language of sensibility and thus of polite taste 

into the context of primitive listeners, whose very nature would seem to exclude them from its 
67 Blair, Dissertation, pp.ll,15, 21-23, 72-73, 313-314. 
68 Richard Terry, Poetry and the Making of the English Literary Past 1660-1781 (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2001), p.136. 
69 Blackwell, Enquiry, pp.24-36. 
7°Ferguson, Essay, p.266. 
71 Wood, Essay, p.285. 
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requirements of 'sensibility', 'refinement ', 'correctness', and 'proportion'. 72 They do so within 

the context of a persistent attention to the idea of innate ability, and this acknowledgement 

of instinctive rather than acquired ability creates a mental space in which it was possible to 

compare historically separated responses. 

Gerard, for example, adheres to a model of linear progress involving both increasing 

bodily perfection and education. He understands taste to be 'of a progressive nature , rising by 

various stages' . Arguing that 'the public ear becomes more delicate ' , he employs the analogy 

of savages and children, and ancient society as an infant stage in the development of human 

society. For this reason, before the barbarous or vulgar develop tas te they, like children, are 

delighted by 'the daubing of a signpost, the improbable tales of nurses, the unnatural adventures 

of chivalry, the harsh numbers of Grubstreet rhyme, the grating rhyme, the grating notes of a 

strolling fiddler, the coarsest buffoonery' . But he also asserts that taste is 'a species of sensation' 

comprising a 'reflex' element which operates independently of judgement. This allows for an 

instinctive and universal response, irrespective of historical context or the education of the 

subject. 73 

Similarly, Blair argues for a 'universal' power, which means that a beautiful poem or a 

prospect can: 

strike us intuitively, and make a strong impression when we are unable to assign 

the reasons of our being pleased. They sometimes strike in the same manner the 

philosopher and the peasant; the boy and the man. Hence the faculty by which we 

relish such beauties, seems more a-kin to a feeling of sense, than to a process of 

understanding. 

Of this power he observes, 'Nothing that belongs to human nature is more universal', and 

hence it operates in both the cultivated (philosopher) and the primitive (peasant), the adult 

(man) and child (boy) .74 But whilst these different subjects do demonstrate the innate char-

acter of this power in all mankind, they also question the possibility of a genuinely universal 

taste, because the developmental model they evince necessarily requires progress from crude 

beginnings to mature perfection. They allude to a connection between the primitive as a stage 
72 Gerard, An essay on taste , p.95. 
73 Gerard, An essay on taste, pp.94-95, 214, 88. 
74Blair, Lectures, 1.19-20. 
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in the development of society and childhood as a stage in the growth of an adult and highlight 

the inevitable distance between those at different stages in this process of maturation. 

The 'self-same song' 

Once again, therefore, two accounts are held in tension with regard to oral affect: progression 

based on improvement and cultivation, and natural instinct which transcends both historical 

and personal development. Although the progressivist model and its clear distinction between 

ancient and modems predominates in these conjectural histories, it is clear from these discus

sions about taste that it does not go unchallenged, at least with regard to the experience of the 

listener. What about in relation to the speaker's oral performance? The bard, we have seen, 

appears to be characterized by his historicity. Is an alternative interpretation possible? 

The attention paid to the 'genius' of the bard suggests just this. Although it contributes 

to the idealization of natural ability and the nobility of the savage, it at the same time serves 

to dehistoricize his power by aligning his achievements with those of other poets, irrespective 

of historical time and situation. For this reason, true primitivism, although it contributed 

to the success of Macpherson's Ossian, does not quite describe the position of men such as 

Blair, Kames, and Ferguson . In their analysis, the difference between ancient and modern 

poetry is remarked upon as a means of distinguishing the bard from later writers. The two 

are shown to function at different developmental stages in the progress towards a civilized and 

sophisticated society. They exemplify two sets of characteristics which are tied to a model 

of early infancy - full of passion, force, and figuration - and a later adulthood of reason, 

complexity of understanding, and accuracy. But they also recognise that genius can appear 

at any time. It may be fostered by particular external circumstances, but it is also liable to 

appear spontaneously: 

[A]mong the Ancients we find higher conceptions, greater simplicity, more original 

fancy. Among the Modems, sometimes more art and correctness, but feebler exer

tions of genius. But though this be in general a mark of distinction between the 

Ancients and the Modems, yet, like all general observations, it must be understood 

with some exceptions; for, in point of poetical fire and original genius, Milton and 
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Shakespeare are inferior to no poets in any age. 75 

Furthermore, in order to account for the improving and civilizing influence of the bard, it 

becomes necessary to assert his superiority over his listeners . The bard 's genius enables this 

influence but it sets him apart and raises him above the crowd, and as a consequence he seems 

to originate outside their time. Macpherson of course has particular reasons to suggest this, 

but the thrust of his argument that the 'moral character of our ancestors owed more to the 

compositions of the Bard than to the precepts of the Druid' , is also articulated by others. 76 

Much earlier , for example, Shaftesbury grounds his respect for the 'early poets of Greece' on 

the fact that they 'formed their audience, polished the age, refined the public ear and framed it 

right, that in turn they might be rightly and lastingly applauded. m Kames, similarly, imagines 

an affective model in which the bard improved his audience and society - he 'enflamed their 

love for war, and at the same time softened their manners' - but can offer no explanation for 

the origin of this superior ability. 78 

Trumpener argues that nationalist antiquaries and English poets disagree over the degree 

to which they understand the bard within a historical context. For the former, she suggests, the 

bard is 'the mouthpiece for a whole society, articulating its values, chronicling its history, and 

mourning the inconsolable tragedy of its collapse', whilst the latter 'imagine the bard (and the 

minstrel after him) as an inspired, isolated, and peripatetic figure .' In other words, 'nationalist 

antiquaries take up the bard as a figure of cultural situatedness and argue for a reading of 

aesthetic works as the expression of cultural practices and historical conditions, whereas English 

men of letters adopt the bard as a figure of cultural fragmentation and aesthetic autonomy.' If 

we compare, for example, the nature of Blackwell's argument to the representation of the bard 

in Gray's poetry, or in Percy's Reliques, this is undoubtedly accurate, but what seems to me 

more significant is their point of agreement. In both formulations the bard is simultaneously 

tied to a particular moment in history and set apart from it. In the first interpretation he may 

be a 'mouthpiece' for his society but he is able to see it at a sufficient distance to conceive 

of its structure and 'mourn' its collapse. In the latter, his autonomy is balanced against his 

embodiment of the fragmentation of his culture. 79 

75Biair, Lectures, III.35. 
76 Macpherson, An Introduction to the History of Great Britain and Ireland, p .200. 
77 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 'Soli loquy', p.ll8. 
78Kames, Sketches, 1.461. 
79 Broadly, therefore, I agree with Trumpener 's argument that a reconceptualization of 'national history and 
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Together, these two possibilities - of an instinctive and universal taste and of dehistori-

cized genius- prefigure Keat's ' immortal Bird', whose enchanting song transcends time: 

In ancient days by emperor and clown: 

Perhaps the self-same song that found a path 

Through the sad heart of Ruth, when, sick for home, 

She stood in tears amid the alien corn; 

The same that ofttimes hath 

Charm'd magic casements, opening on the foam 

Of perilous seas, in faery lands forlorn. 80 

They suggest that ancient and modern audiences may be 'Charm'd' in the same way and by 

the 'self-same song', and they reveal a desire for continuity and even for communality and 

community between the ancient and the modern world which is at odds with the divisions of 

a progressivist model of history. Instead of describing a division of orality from literacy, or a 

transition from one to the other, they suggest that the activities of speaking and listening need 

not be mapped onto the development of civilization. 

The death of the bard and the fallen status of his descendants makes clear, however, 

that this is closer to an ideal than a reality. Just as the absence of Demosthean eloquence 

in eighteenth-century orators is lamented, so the extant bardic singers are understood to be 

but a weaker version of a powerful original. The descriptions of musical affect which we have 

examined suggest that modern listeners are capable of enchantment and captivation, but there 

is no speaker for them to hear. The mechanism of oral tradition has decayed: 'the fondness 

of reciting their old poems decays; the custom of teaching them to their children is fallen into 

desuetude; and few are now to be found , except old men, who can rehearse from memory 

any considerable parts of them.' And Macpherson's Ossianic poems, which offer the closest 

approximation, are fundamentally limited by their textual form, their fragmentary nature, and 

literary history' arises in response to 'Enlightenment dismissals of Gaelic oral traditions', and that the contested 
'sign of the bard ' is at the heart of this development. My analysis runs closest to that of Bardic Nationalism, 
however, in the moments where she attends not to the opposition between the bard as conceived by nationalist 
antiquaries and by English poets, but to the strands of continuity between them; in particular, 'the problem 
of bardic memory', and the role of the bard in prefiguring a 'sacralization of culture and its sense of being 
caught between two ages.' Katie TI·umpener, Bardic Nationalism: The Romantic Novel and the British Empire 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997), pp.6, xv, xii-xiii, 6.n.14. 

80 '0de to a Nightingale', in John Keats, Selected Poems, ed. by John Barnard (London: Penguin, 1999), pp.169-
172. 
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their status as edited translations. Even Blair, who argues that through these poems readers 

can become 'acquainted with the notions and feelings of our fellow-creatures in the most artless 

ages', acknowledges that this access is limited. Eighteenth-century readers, he admits, cannot 

truly be enchanted by Ossian, even if he does appear to captivate and astonish, because he does 

not speak aloud to them. Moreover, he suggests that the Ossianic songs require analysis of a 

literate and critical nature. In this respect, surprisingly, he is more pragmatic than Blackwell: 

The 'ordinary reader' he says 'is first apt to be dazzled and fatigued [ ... ] His poems require 

to be taken up at intervals, and to be frequently reviewed. '81 

Penny Fielding argues in response to arguments such as Blair's that the 'idealization of 

orality' apparent in descriptions of the ancient bard forms a 'strategy in which its assumed 

death is a means for ignoring its survival in marginalized forms'. It is, in her view, a means to 

disempower contemporary Highlanders. This is certainly the conclusion that Derrick Thomson 

draws from the data which shows that a surge in modern Gaelic poetry-writing during this 

period was largely ignored by eighteenth-century historians and antiquarians. 82 The fixation 

evident in the texts examined here with the age and death of the ancient bard and the degraded 

nature of his descendants would appear to offer confirmation of it . The mode of enchantment 

which defines the oral performance of the ancient bards also appears in the context of oratory 

and preaching, however, and this suggests that there is more at stake here than just a question 

of the moulding or self-fashioning of a Scottish identity. Its absence in relation to the few 

remaining Highland singers, therefore, has a wider origin and significance. These bards who do 

not enchant recall the modern orators who lack the sublime force of their classical ancestors. 

But the determinedly relativist perspective of those who record both these failures indicates 

that this represents more than their personal shortcomings. Bauman and Briggs suggest that 

Blackwell 's works in particular 'may be read productively as attempts to mend the fissure 

between the exalted, universal, timeless status of the classics, attributed to them by Renaissance 

humanism, and the sense of strangeness that modern readers experienced in reading the texts. '83 

I would argue that the trope of enchantment works to 'mend' such a 'fissure' by attributing 

'strangeness' to both ancient and modern reception experiences. 
81 Blair, Dissertation, pp.139, 21. 
82 Penny Fielding, Writing and Orality: Nationality, Culture, and Nineteenth-Century Scottish Fiction (Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 1996), p.5; Derick Thomson, An Introduction to Gaelic Poetry (London: Victor Gollancz, 
1974), p.156. 

83 Richard Bauman, and Charles L. Briggs, Voices of Modernity: Language Ideologies and the Politics of Inequality 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003) , p.90. 
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This mode, in which a dominant speaker captivates and manipulates his listeners, is 

exaggerated in the figure of the bard by his primitive status, his recourse to poetry and song, 

and by the supposedly greater propensity of primitive peoples for unrestrained passion. But it is 

not fundamentally different from the mode of affect we have already encountered. It forms both 

the basis of a model which stresses the gulf between ancient and modern audiences- a mapping 

of the shift from orality to literacy onto a progression from primitive to sophisticated society -

but is also the cause of its disruption. Through the trope of enchantment two oppositions are 

mobilized together, even though they are not necessarily connected: the first is the difference 

between oral and literate modes of communication, whilst the second is the opposition between 

two models of communication, both of which may be oral: forceful enchantment in the style of 

the bard, orator, or inspired preacher, and the equality and liberty of polite conversation. As a 

result, the uncertainty which appears to be directed towards the place and function of orality 

within a modern society of letters, is in fact ultimately concerned with the competing demands 

of freedom and regulation. 

Whilst this issue clearly takes on a political dimension in relation to the bard, it is not 

its only source. The consequences for Scottish autonomy of the 1707 Union and before this 

the loss of the Stuart line are certainly significant. So too, as Kidd observes, is Macpherson 's 

determination ' to dispel the vulgar opinion that the Highlands were a site of abject slavery be-

cause of the tight rein that the chieftains had over their people.' But the argument Macpherson 

presents in response to this claim demonstrates his engagement with a theory of freedom that 

extends above and beyond the confines of any nationalist agenda. He asserts that since the 

desires of early man had been limited, the first societies had been democratic and free of regula-

tions, and concludes that the 'submissive attitude of mind which was a necessary precondition 

of absolute government was the consequence of an advanced state of civilisation. '84 Moreover, 

even whilst he addresses the fraught issue of Scottish governance, he does so in the context of 

a body of work which does not only celebrate freedom. Even though Ossian is idealized for his 

lack of regulation, his natural unconstrained genius, the power at the heart of the bardic mode 

to prohibit liberty, to captivate and to enchant, proves appealing. 
84 Colin Kidd , Subverting Scotland's Past: Scottish whig historians and the creation of Anglo-British Identity 

168g-1830 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), p .232; Macpherson, An Introduction to the History 
of Great Britain and Ireland, pp.315-404. See also Macpherson, Temora, pp .xii, 107-8, 287-91, 389. This is 
discussed in Leith Davis, "Origins of the Specious': James Macpherson's Ossian and the Forging of the British 
Empire', The Eighteenth Century: Theory and Interpretation, 34 (1993), 132-50. 
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Although in the end it may not be possible completely to disentangle this opposition 

from its connections with orality and literacy, their continued elision is unlikely to prove pro

ductive, not least because it encourages a generalized understanding of ' the oral', when as I 

have shown, oral performances take diverse forms. One way to continue this attempt to dis

tinguish discourses about oral modes from discourses which involve them is to consider further 

the network of associations surrounding so-called 'oral' cultures, and it is to this that I turn in 

the following chapter. 



Chapter 5 

Popular Orality 

[ ... ] nothing can be foreign to our Enquiry, which concerns the smallest of the 

Vulgar; of those little ones, who occupy the lowest Place in the political Arrangement 

of human Beings.1 

Eighteenth-century representations of the bard bring together two conceptions of the primi

tive: an early barbarous stage in the development of human society and contemporary but 

ill-educated, plebeian, and vulgar individuals. This encourages an alignment of two different 

forms of oral performance: the poems composed and sung by ancient bards and the songs 

and tales inherited and retold by their living but less illustrious ancestors. From the centre of 

political power to the margins of the British Isles, these scenes of orality are separated by an 

understanding of the bard's decline but also held in proximity by their shared name, heritage, 

and communicative mode. As a consequence, the status of bardic orality is ambiguous even be-

yond the division of its historical and contemporary forms: it is praised, even revered by some, 

yet also tainted by its associations with illiteracy and ignorance. This chapter seeks to explore 

this complicated status further by examining the ways in which other oral modes and practices 

were understood as elements of the culture inhabited by these eighteenth-century 'bards' or 

tale-tellers. In acknowledgement of the difficulties inherent in the study of this so-called 'pop-

ular culture', which compound those presented by oral sources, it offers an analysis of precisely 

those moments of mediation and interaction which prove problematic: the conceptualization 
1John Brand, Observations on Popular Antiquities: Including the whole of Mr. Bourne's Antiquitates Vulgares, 

with Addenda to every Chapter of that Work: And also, an Appendix, containing such Articles on the Subject, 
as have been omitted by that Author (Newcastle upon Tyne: by T. Saint, 1777), p .ix. 
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and representation of an ostensibly popular and oral world by the literate elite. 2 

Understanding popular culture 

Just as there have been efforts since the 1970s to complicate bipolar models of orality and 

literacy, so the limitations of an opposition between elite and popular culture, so strongly 

developed by Burke's Popular Culture in Early Modern Europe, have since been recognised.3 

Thomas, for example, whilst confident of the distinction between oral and literate cultures, 

argued in 1986 for the 'interaction between contrasting forms of culture, literate and illiterate, 

oral and written'. Reay later supported this view, and brought it bear on the question of 

'popularity ', arguing that: 'Historians have not been sufficiently alert to the myriad ways in 

which orality suffused the world of print [ ... ] The simple division between elite and popular 

literature does not do justice to the variety of the early modern reading diet ' .4 In a collection 

dedicated to Burke, Han·is admits that the 'popular ' label has been useful in stimulating 

new methodological approaches within historical research but that it has also encouraged the 

development of a 'series of dichotomies: between elite and popular; patrician and plebeian; high 

and low; rulers and ruled; learned and unlearned; literate and illiterate; godly and ungodly '. 

Under 'critical examination', however, he argues that 'many of these alleged dichotomies break 

down.' Moreover, he suggests that 'the once common view, that popular culture was essentially 

oral and that a fundamental cultural fissure developed in early modern England between the 

literate and illiterate classes, can no longer readily be held. '5 Most recently, Fox has built upon 

these reassessments a model of 'feedback' between literacy and orality and elite and popular 

culture extending throughout the early modern period and beyond. Here, he says, we find 

forms of society 'in which the three media of speech, script, and print infused and interacted 

with each other in a myriad of ways [ . .. ] There was no necessary antithesis between oral and 

literate forms of communication and preservation; the one did not have to destroy or undermine 

2These difficulties are discussed most thoroughly by Bob Scribner, 'Is a History of Popular Culture Possible?', 
History of European Ideas, 10 (1989), 175-191 , and Jonathan Barry, 'Literacy and Literature in Popular Culture: 
Reading and Writing in Historical Perspective', in Popular Culture in England c.1500-1850, ed. by Tim Harris 
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1995), pp.90-91. 

3 Peter Burke, Popular Culture in Early Modern Europe (London: Temple Smith, 1978) . 
4 Keith Thomas,'The Meaning of Literacy in Early Modern England' in The Written Word: Literacy in Transi

tion, ed. by Gerd Baumann (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), p .97; Barry Reay, Popular Cultures in Enlgand 
1550-1750 (London; New York: Longman, 1998) , pp.55, 63. 

5 Tim Harris, ed., Popular Culture in England c.1500-1850 (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1995), p.18. 
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the other. '6 

Despite these developments, however, obstacles remain. Whilst the validity of Harris ' 

dissociation of orality and popular culture has been recognized, the shared agenda of reassess

ment between work on the relationship of orality and literacy and on that of elite and popular 

culture, which he encouraged, tends to reinforce their connection. And, furthermore, attempts 

to challenge either these individual oppositions or their pairing need to balance their revision-

ism against the evidence which suggests that precisely these configurations were in operation 

in the eighteenth century. There exists, in other words, a gap between the reality of interaction 

between these spheres and the evidence of historical attitudes and representations which deny, 

obscure, or appear to be unaware of this. As Vincent observes, a common view in this period 

would have been that: 

Both in its forms and in its means of transmission, popular culture was essentially 

illiterate and irrational, the mirror image of the culture of polite society, which now 

began to look with increasing fascination on the beliefs and modes of behaviour 

which it assumed it had left behind. 7 

This chapter responds to these difficulties by a return to basics. Taking two texts in particular 

- Hemy Bourne's Antiquitates Vulgares: Antiquities of the Common People (1725) and the 

revised and extended version compiled by John Brand, as Observations on Popular Antiquities 

(1777) - it examines the ways in which popular culture was understood and represented in 

the eighteenth century, how it was related to or distinguished from orality, and how far this 

understanding might have led to its current critical usage.8 

6 Adam Fox, Oral and Literate Culture in England 1500-1700 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), p.5. 
Other works on this include, Nicholas Hudson, 'Oral Tradition: An Eighteenth-Century Concept and its Evo
lution ', in Tradition in Transition: Women Writers, Neglected Texts and the Changing Canon, ed. by Alvaro 
Ribeiro and James G. Basker (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), pp.161-76; Paul J. Km·shin, 'Reconfigur
ing the Past: the Eighteenth Century Confronts Oral Culture', Yearbook of English Studies, 28 (1998), 235-249; 
and Understanding Popular Cult·ure: Europe from the Middle Ages to the Nineteenth Century, ed. by Steven 
L. Kaplan (Berlin : Mouton, 1984) . 

7 David Vincent, 'The Decline of the Oral Tradition in Popular Culture', in Popular Culture and Custom in 
Nineteenth Century England, ed. by R.D Starch (London: Croom Helm, 1982), pp.21-47 (p. 22) . 

8 Henry Bourne, Antiquitates Vulgares; Or, the Antiquities of the Common People. Giving an Account of several 
of their Opinions and Ce1·emonies. With reflections upon each of them; shewing which may be 1·e tain'd, and 
which ought to be laid aside (Newcastle: by J. White, 1725); Brand, Observations. Brand's text is later reissued 
and extended in edit ions of 1813, 1841, and 1870 by Henry Ellis, Charles Knight, and William Carew Hazlitt 
respectively. 
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Writing popular culture 

In essence, both works offer an account of various popular customs and traditions. They seek 

to describe contemporary practices in rela tion to their historical origins, to discuss particular 

examples, to assess their threat to public order, and to pass judgment on their conformance 

with the principles of Protestant Christianity. In this respect they can be located within a 

broader context of fascination with, but also hostility towards, 'traditional', 'rural' or 'popular' 

customs. Fears of enthusiasm and of the 'mob ', as we have seen, are widespread particularly in 

the first decades of the century, as are the residual puritan antagonisms towards unmoderated 

personal behaviour and 'vice' which find expression in the movement for the reformation of 

manners . Joanna Innes describes how these anxieties develop over the course of the eighteenth 

century into three broad formulations: 

A religious tradition, [ . .. ] a tradition in which attention focused on moral fa ilings 

with more immediate and concrete social consequences: idleness, improvidence, 

intemperance, dishonesty, and their fruits, of poverty, vagrancy, crime and national 

economic decline, [ ... ] a tradition in which the loss of virtue was taken to mean 

primarily the withering of public spirit, a general decline in willingness to sacrifice 

immediate private advantage to the public good. Political corruption, a loss of 

national power, and extinction of the nations liberties were the ill consequences 

supposed to follow upon moral decline, conceived in these terms. 9 

Yet, at the same time, the official promotion which popular entertainments and holidays had 

received in the seventeenth century through the publication of James VI's Basilikon Doron, 

and its later extension and reissue under Charles I as the Book of Sports, generated public 

interest and allayed anxieties about their insurrectionary potentia1. 10 

Both attitudes are reflected in these texts by their insistent demonstration of the distance 

which separates the cultural sphere of the authors from that which they describe. The education 

and social standing of each author is established on the title page: 'Henry Bourne, M.A. Curate 
9 Joanna Innes, 'Politics and Morals: The Reformation of Manners Movement in Later Eighteenth Century 

England, in The Transformation of Political Culture: England and Germany in the late eighteenth century, ed. 
by Eckhardt Hellmuth (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), pp.58-60. 

10The Basilikon Doron is first published in 1599, and then reprinted in 1603 and 1616. The extended Book of 
Sports is published in 1618 and reissued in 1633. These texts are discussed in Leah S. Marcus, The Politics 
of Mirth: Jonson, Herrick, Milton, Marvell and the Defense of Old Holiday Pastimes (Chicago; London: 
University of Chicago Press, 1986) , pp.1-3. 
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of the Parochial Chapel of All Saints in Newcastle upon Tyne' and 'John Brand , A. B. Of 

Lincoln College, Oxford. ' By contrast, their subjects, as the quotation given a t the start from 

Brand demonstrates, are ill-educated, practically illiterate, often rural, and unsophisticated. 

Bourne claims that his subject is ' a few of that vast Number of Ceremonies and Opinions, 

which are held by the Common People ', and Brand's attempt to assert the necessity and value of 

studying 'the people' only emphasizes social division, placing the observers above the observed: 

Pride, which, independent of the Idea arising from the Necessity of civil Polity, has 

portioned out the human Genus into such a variety of different and subordinate 

Species, must be compelled to own, that the lowest of these derives itself from an 

Origin, common to it with the highest of the Kind [ ... ] nothing can be foreign to 

our Enquiry, which concerns the smallest of the Vulgar; of those little ones, who 

occupy the lowest Place in the political Arrangement of human BeingsY 

This cultural divide is compounded by the historicizing perspective of both works. The phrases 

'Antiquities of the Common People' and 'Popular Antiquities' suggest both the inheritance of 

past custom and contemporary practice: the vulgarity of the primitive as well as that of the 

ignorant. But where a lack of politeness is inevitable in a genuinely primitive people, it is in 

the eighteenth century a cause for if not derision, then at least distinction from the prevailing 

elite, and commonly, urban culture. Bourne writes: 'It is usual, in Country Places and Villages, 

where the Politeness of the Age hath made no great Conquest, to observe some particular Times 

with some Ceremonies which were customary in the Days of our Fore-Fathers. ' And reiterates 

that 'vulgar' refers to education and cultivation of the intellect as well as the manners: 'The 

custom of rising early on Easter day, for example, is a 'common custom among the vulgar and 

uneducated part of the world.' 12 Brand's cultural relativism is even more apparent when he 

reminds his readers: 'that what may appear foolish to the enlightened Understandings of Men 

in the Eighteenth Century, wore a very different Aspect when viewed through the Gloom that 

prevailed in the seventh or eighth. '13 

In contrast to their poorly-educated subjects who rely predominantly on oral modes of 

communication, even if they are capable of signing their names or reading simple texts, Bourne 
11 Bourne, Antiquitates, p.ix; Brand, Observations, pp.vii, ix. 
12 Bourne, Antiquitates, pp.ll5,188. 
13 Brand, Observations, vii. On this issue see Richard Bauman, and Charles L. Briggs, Voices of Modernity: 

Language Ideologies and the Politics of Inequality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), pp.S0-89. 
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and Brand also emphasize their own literacy and wide reading. They produce printed works 

and rely on textual evidence to support their assessments. Bourne looks to the venerable Bede 

for textual proof and then quotes him directly. He offers footnotes in Latin and the vestry 

book from his own chapel. We also find at least one long quotation from Hamlet and many 

from Plutarch and the Bible. 14 Brand, whose own personal library was vast, boasts of the wide 

variety of historical and literary texts he has consulted: 'I have gleaned Passages that seemed 

to throw Light upon the Subject, from a great Variety of Volumes, and those written too in 

several Languages. '15 

Indeed, both tend to consider even the living practices they describe m these terms. 

They are represented as a set of historical artefacts, as objects fit to fill a cabinet of curiosities 

or a museum. They are worth preserving in this context, it is suggested, even if they should be 

discontinued in practice. Bourne aims to 'wipe off therefore the Dust they have contracted, to 

clear them of Superstition, and make known their End and Design' and he describes May Day, 

amongst other examples, as ' the Relick of an ancient Custom' .16 Brand, similarly, observes 

of the rituals of exorcism, in a comment which also compounds the rootedness of his work in 

literature: 'Perhaps the Form is worth preserving as a Curiosity, as we hang up rusty Pieces 

of old Armour: A Proof how much ado there may have been about nothing!' 17 

Of the two men, Brand, extends this approach furthest. Where Bourne's motivation 

for publication is a desire for reform and regulation, Brand acts largely out of antiquarian 

curiosity and pedantry. Bourne makes clear that he does not wish to be considered 'an Abolisher 

of innocent Customs, which are their Pleasures and Recreations', nor 'a Reviver of old Rites 

and Ceremonies.' His aim instead 'is nothing, but a Regulation of those which are in Being 

amongst them.' This desire for regulation is rooted in his faith. He both celebrates the triumph 

of English Protestantism over the evils of 'popery' and heathenism- 'the Scene is changed, we 

live not in the Darkness of Errour, but in the Light of Truth' - and at the same time laments 

the current state of the church: 
14 Bourne, Antiquitates, pp.1, 3, 6, 38, 42-43. 
15 Brand , Observations, p.vi. The catalogue of Brand's library lists more than 10 000 volumes. See John Brand, 

Bibliotheca Brandiana: A Catalogue of the Unique , Scarce, Rare, Curious and numerous Collection of Works on 
the Antiquity, Topography and decayed Intelligence of Great Britain and Ireland (. .. J being the entire Library 
of the late Rev. John Brand (London: P. Da Ponte, 1807). This is discussed in Richard M. Dorson, The British 
Folklorists: A History (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1968), pp.22-25. 

16 Bourne, Antiquitates, pp.x , 201. 
17 Brand, Observations, p.142. 
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BUT alas! we are fallen into Times of such Irreligion and Prejudice, such Contempt 

of Antiquity, and such too great Reformation , that what with Indolence on one 

Hand, and Ignorance on the other; what with no Zeal on this Side, and too false a 

one on that; we either neglect the most decent Ceremonies of Religion, or we think 

it is Religion to have no Ceremonies at all. 

129 

His book, therefore, is intended to improve and defend public morality, order, and true religion. 

It is dedicated to the Mayor, ten aldermen, Sheriff and common council of the town, and 

designed for reading by those in sufficient positions of local authority to bring about change. It 

is infused with a clear sense of shared responsibility and of the need for action, observing that 

at present 'Men are careless of their own Souls' and are also 'not careful for the Souls of their 

Fhends.' 18 Dorson describes it as 'a cautionary and hortatory work, kindled with Reformation 

ire and zeal'. His aim 'was passionately seeking reform of religious abuses, not attempting to 

expand the stock of antiquities.' 19 

In Brand, writing later from a perspective of greater stability within the Church and 

when Catholicism posed less of a threat, we find little of this urgency. Weaknesses and failures of 

reason or of Christian doctrine in favour of traditional hearsay and ritual continue to distinguish 

the rural masses from his own understanding, but his comments are directed more to the 

recording than the direct reformation of this behaviour. His own antiquarian interests are 

instead allowed free rein, and are directed both to the 'antiquities ' of the common people 

and the 'relic' that is Bourne 's extant text. The image which appears on the frontispiece of 

both editions of Brand's Observations, a picturesque scene of a ruined church now populated 

with foliage and framed by a watching cherub, captures the nature of his detached gaze. He 

examines, therefore, not only numerous further examples beyond those offered by Bourne, but 

seeks also to repackage the original text in the light of new advances in antiquarian activity. 

'Mr Bourne' has not 'done justice' to the subject, he writes: 'New Lights have arisen since his 

Time. The English Antique has become a general and fashionable Study; and the Discoveries of 

the very respectable Society of Antiquaries have rendered the Recesses of Papal and Heathen 

Antiquities easier of access . '20 In a further move, the posthumous 1810 edition of the text 

underlines Brand's central place within this society, adding to the title-page: 'By John Brand, 
18Bourne, Antiquitates, pp.x, 64, 5. 
19Dorson, The British Folklorists, pp.ll-12. 
20Brand, Observations, p.vi. 
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Late Fellow and Secretary to the Society of Antiquaries of London. >21 

The orality of popular culture 

Clearly, therefore, there is some evidence to support the conclusion that studies of popular 

culture in the eighteenth century not only understood it to be distinguishable from polite, 

educated, and often urban culture, but also that the form of their investigations seems to 

reflect a related distinction between orality and literacy. How far, however, can this apparent 

pair of oppositions be maintained, and how far is the evidence in fact somewhat shallow even 

with regard to the ways in which they are represented in these two texts? The first stage in 

such a reassessment is to examine the oral elements identified by Bourne and Brand within 

'popular' culture. 

Of the practices and beliefs identified by Bourne there are remarkably few which are 

actually oral in their performance. Those we might include are exorcism, which is an oral 

process of ritualized prayer; Christmas carols; and 'country conversation in a winter 's evening' 

which invokes the motif of fireside performance so prevalent in relation to the bard: 'NOTHING 

is commoner in Country Places, than for a whole Family in a Winter 's Evening, to sit round 

the Fire, and tell Stories of Apparitions and Ghosts '. 22 The word oral, in fact , does not appear 

at all in Bourne's text, and only once in Brand's. There are, however, plenty which involve 

elements of orality, in combination with symbolic actions and forms: country wakes, harvest 

suppers, parochial perambulations, and the rituals of Christmas Day, Shrove Tuesday, and 

May Day. More importantly, it is through the mechanism of oral tradition that these popular 

beliefs and behaviours are believed to have been transmitted, even those such as rising early 

on Easter Day or watching the corpse, which do not in themselves require speech or listening. 

Here, therefore, unlike in accounts of the orator, the preacher , and the bard, but as in the 

model of conversation, individuals can be performers as well as members of an audience. As 

Thompson observes, traditions are 'perpetuated largely through oral transmission', and an 

awareness of the centrality of oral tradition to the functioning of popular culture is one of the 

'two basic assumptions upon which Vincent argues that Brand based his work. These are: 'that 

the popular culture under investigation was fundamentally apart from and antecedent to that 
21 John Brand , Obse.-vations on Popular Antiquities (London: for William Baines, 1810). 
22 Bourne, A ntiquitates, p. 76. 
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which the collectors belonged; and that its central element, the oral tradition was in decline. '23 

Certainly, the evidence with regard to the Bard supports this identification of a narrative of 

decline, corruption, and fragmentation. How does it manifest itself in the work of Bourne? 

Vincent 's own analysis centres on Brand's preface, but is this the only place we should direct 

our attention? 

Bourne sets his text in a familiar context of degradation, arguing that 'primitive Poetry' 

has fallen because of 'Folly and Superstition'. For example, he compares the ancient and 

modern practices of watching the 'Corps ' in these terms- 'How unlike to this decent Manner of 

Watching [i.e ancient], is that Watching of the Vulgar, which is a Scene of Sport and Drinking 

and Lewdness? ' -and remarks of Country wakes that they have 'continu'd not in their original 

purity ', but rather have 'degenerated into Drunkenness and Luxury'. Similarly, many hymns, 

although they have an ancient but Christian heritage , are now not sung with reverence but 

'in the midst of Rioting and Chambering, and Wantoness. '24 Thus he identifies a decline in 

ability and in the standards of decency and morality, which supports his reforming agenda. He 

conspicuously does not , however, make this an issue either of the weakness of oral tradition or 

relate it to the relative merits of orality and literacy. 

In Brand's text, on the other hand, this is what occurs. He discusses oral tradition 

explicitly as the means by which popular beliefs and practices can survive. His preface begins 

with the statement: 'Tradition has in no Instance so clearly evinced her Faithfulness, as in the 

transmitting of vulgar Rites and popular Opinions. ' He then compares the customs contained 

within it to remnants of statuary which are 'mutilated [ ... ] Things, composed of such flimsy 

Materials as the Fancies of a Multitude, do not seem calculated for a long Duration.' Even 

during the Reformation, he argues, whilst the church men were happy to make changes, 

yet were the People by no means inclined to annihilate the seemingly innocent 

Ceremonies of their former superstitious Faith. 

These, consecrated to the Fancies of Men, by a Usage from Time immemorial, 

though erazed by public Authority from the written Word, were committed as a 

venerable Deposit to the keeping of oral Tradition : like the Penates of another Tray, 

23 E. P. Thompson, Customs in Common (London: Merlin Press, 1991) , p.15; Vincent, 'Decline', p.23. 
24 Bomne, Antiquitates, pp.ix-x, 16, 228, 141. 
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recently destroyed , they were religiously brought off, after having been snatched out 

of the smoking Ruins of Popery. 25 

132 

Opposed here, therefore, are 'public Authority ' and the 'Fancies of Men', 'oral Tradition' 

and the 'written Word '. But each side is balanced against the other rather than ranked as 

perhaps the literate bias elsewhere in the work might have suggested likely. Whilst the verbs 

'annihilate', 'consecrated' and 'erazed ' suggest empathy with ' the People', 'venerable Deposit ' , 

and the allusion to Troy valourize their resistance as heroic. The ambivalent position of Homer's 

accounts of the Trojan wars - as canonical literary texts with an oral origin - compounds this 

sense of identification. 

'The smoking Ruins of Popery ', however, invokes the religious interpretation of 'oral 

tradition' which we have seen in relation to preaching. It is in this sense that we find the 

sole instance in which Brand turns to the term 'oral'. It relies, however, on a clear opposition 

between Protestant and Catholic theology which is also present in Bourne. The term 'oral 

tradition' was initially used in a defence of the Anglican Church, against Popish beliefs, by 

Bishop Joseph Hall. His argument is significant in its similarity to those criticisms of secular 

oral tradition; it is unreliable because it is not stable, it cannot authorize doctrine if it is not 

written down and incontrovertible: 'As for orall Traditions, what certaintee can there be in 

them? What foundation of truth can be layd upon the breath of man? How doe they multiply 

in their passage, and either grow, or dye upon hazards?'26 

The Catholic Chmch is, in Bourne's opinion, the incontrovertible cause of belief in the 

supernatural, and of the irrational fears and superstitions. This, as Chapman explains, was 

not an unusual position. 'The equation of ignorance and supersition, however regrettable, and 

however caused, has had a particularly rigorous history in Protestant Europe since the Reforma

tion. >27 Indeed, Vincent goes so far as to say: 'Throughout the eighteenth century, Catholicism 

remained synonymous with the popular culture of the common person, recalcitrantly immune 

to the edifying powers of print and depressingly prone to superstition and relic worship. '28 

Bourne writes: 

In the benighted Ages of Popery, when Hobgoblins and Sprights were in every City 
25Brand, Observations, p.iii. 
26 Joseph Hall, The Olde Religion (London, 1628), p .167, quoted in Vincent, 'Decline' , p .22 . 
27 Malcolm Chapman, The Gaelic vision in Scottish culture (London: Croom Helm , 1978), p .123. 
28Vincent, 'Decline', p.42. 
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and Town and Village, by every Water and in every Wood. [ . .. J But when that 

Cloud was dispell'd, and the Day sprung up, those spirits which wandered in the 

Night of Ignorance and Error, did really vanish at the Dawn of Truth and the Light 

of Knowledge. 29 
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We have seen this equation before, and it appears again in Brand's version. Although he admits 

that it is impossible to trace absolute origins, he nevertheless asserts that 'the popular Notions 

and vulgar Ceremonies in our Nation' found 'their first Direction from the Times when Popery 

was an established Religion'. Turning symbolically to the textual evidence, in this case an 

example of such a calendar which he has in his 'possession', Brand claims that in so doing, he 

is 'proving them [popular customs] to have been sent over from Rome, with Bills, Indulgences, 

and other Baubles.' With recourse to the authority of the written word against the vagaries 

of oral tradition, he refers to work by Dr Moresin to demonstrate that there can be drawn a 

'Parallel between the Rites, Notions , &c. of Heathen and those of Papal Rome.'30 

Representing Popular Culture 

This hostility with regard to 'popery' suggests that a satisfactory investigation of the oral 

elements within representations of popular culture requires more than merely identifying either 

their existence or location. The particular characteristics of their representation and the ways 

in which they connect with or reflect other ideas and discourses are also crucially important. 

Bearing this in mind, is there more to say about the position of the oral in relation to the 

antagonism I have identified in both Bourne and Brand's work? Clery argues that 'Incredulous 

odi, to disbelieve is to dislike, might be taken as the motto of the the enlightenment faced with 

the spectacle of superstition.'31 The use of the term 'spectacle' is here important. Scenes of 

performance, and the public nature of oral utterances, have been a recurrent feature of the 

various forms in which orality is represented during this period, and it is significant, therefore, 

that the idea of 'spectacle' appears once again in these accounts of popular culture. Of the 

beliefs and practices which are identified, the vast majority are communal and publicly visible 

or audible. 
29Bourne, Antiquitates, p.84. 
30 Brand, Observations, pp.v-viii . 
31 E. J. Clery, The Rise of Supernatural Fiction 1162-1800 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), p.2. 
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The attention paid by Bourne and Brand to disorder, to irrational beliefs, to the gath-

ering of large groups during May Day celebrations, harvest feasts, to the opportunity these 

provide for debauchery and sinfulness, and their concern at perhaps the primary example of 

public spectacle - mumming - for its anarchic overtones, suggests that an anxiety remains re-

gar·ding the potential threat to the public order posed by the 'common people '. Bourne defines 

it as a 'changing of Clothes between Men and Women' and then a procession 'from one Neigh-

bour's House to another ' accompanied by 'dancing and singing'. He traces it back to an ancient 

Saturnalian festival, and wishes that it be ' laid aside; as it is the Occasion of much Unclean

ness and Debauchery '. 32 Whilst Brand is less concerned, he nevertheless represents himself as 

a 'Spectator' and appends a long description of a mumming ceremony in 1377 involving one 

hundred and thirty citizens, and another in which Henry IV himself participated. He reflects 

more sanguinely than Bourne, that 'This Mumming had like to have proved a very serious 

Jest!' Nevertheless, the scale, disorder and potentially dangerous spontaneity of the events he 

describes remain considerable. The masking and disguise of the King clearly has implications 

for 'Public authority' , and these which would have taken on new resonance in the light of the 

eighteenth century. 33 

Indeed, one motivation for the collection and judgement of these practices within the 

confines of a printed text might be seen as the removal of this element of live spectacle, just 

as understanding the oral and the popular· as historical phenomena denies them contemporary 

authority. In place of what Rajan has described as the threat of oral tradition - 'something 

amorphous' which challenges the myth of the author as 'a locus of fixed meaning', allows for 

the possibility of uncontrolled or at least unsupervised transmission, and opens up the question 

of the ethics of responsibility within a system which is neither entirely collective nor individual 

- this process of textualization provides an author.34 In this way it responds to the threat 

posed in this context, but not in accounts of oratory, preaching, and the bard, of a scene of 

unrestricted participation in which one individual can be both a performer and a listener. Woolf 

identifies oral tradition as a form of 'masterless history' and texts such as Bourne and Brand's 

can be seen as attempts to gain mastery over this history, to anatomize and to explain it, until, 

3 2 Bourne, Antiquitates, pp.l42-147. 
33 Brand, Observations, pp.l77,196-198. 
34 Tillotama Rajan, The Supplement of Reading: Figures of Understanding in Romantic Theory and Practice 

(Ithaca; London: Cornell University Press, 1990), pp.l42, 138. 
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laid bare, it no longer poses a threat. 35 In this respect their endeavour can be aligned with 

the attempt to regulate and control the mode of conversation through conduct guides. Both 

respond to the particular dangers of a scene in which individuals can both speak and listen, 

and a crucial element of this process is inscription. The immateriality of the voice, and of a 

cultme held only in the memory of the people is rendered concrete, permanent, and stable by its 

conversion into print. Once inscribed, conveniently, the tradition is decontextualized, and thus 

stripped of the authority which arises from performance and transmission, where the audience 

or participants do not simply buy a book, or attend a performance, but where their listening 

and activity embodies and perpetuates the tradition which facilitates their entertainment. 

But it is not only that oral tradition is masterless which generates hostility; the particular 

character of those who transmit it is also a cause for concern. Its association with hearsay and 

gossip perpetuates anxiety about the role of old maids and nurses in transmitting popular 

traditions orally, and a fear that they will spread it to their socially superior charges. It is here 

that literate prejudice against the oral, educated prejudice against the supposedly ignorant , 

and social prejudice against the lower classes meet. Nursery rhymes, folk tales and proverbs 

were in this respect even more of a target than the bardic singers of the Highlands, but the 

same concerns are mobilized. In Before Novels, Hunter discusses these criticisms and offers 

some examples from conduct literatrure: 'It is from the Ignorance of Nurses that almost all 

om ill Habits proceed', 'how very little Sense is to be met with, or can be infus'd into Nurses 

and Nurse-maids', and 'Nothing is more common than for servants and nurses to amuse and 

terrify their young masters and misses with stories of spirits and apparitions, of ghosts as pale 

as ashes, that stand at the feet of a bed [ ... ] with many other old woman's fables of the like 

nature.'36 

In large part this attitude seems to find its early but central expression in Locke's Some 

Thoughts Concerning Education, where he describes his own fear of the dark and his subsequent 

hostility to nurses . This anecdote is then repeated by Addison in The Spectator. Locke warns 

that 'the Examples of the Servants ' are 'the most dangerous of all' and advises that: 

always whilst he is young, be sme to preserve his tender mind from all impressions 
35 0. R. Woolf, 'The Common Voice: History, Folklore and Oral Tradition' in Early Modern England', Past and 

Present, 120 (1988) , 26-53 (p.37). 
36 Paul J. Hunter, Before Novels: the cultural contexts of eighteenth-century English fiction (New York; London: 

Norton, 1990) , pp.144. He cites John Locke, An Essay on Modern Education (1747), p.42; The Ladies Library 
(1714), 111.210-11 ; and The Young Gentleman and Lady Instructed (1747), 1.99. 
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and notions of spirits and goblins, or any fearful apprehensions in the dark. This 

he will be in danger of from the indiscretion of servants, whose usual method is to 

awe children, and keep them in subjection, by telling them of raw-head and bloody-

bones, and such other names as carry with them the ideas of something terrible and 

hurtful, which they have reason to be afraid of when alone, especially in the dark. 

This must be carefully prevented.37 
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Addison discusses ' legends and fables, antiquated romances, and the traditions of nurses and 

old women' in terms of their power to 'bring up into our memory the stories we have heard 

in our childhood, and favour those secret terrors and apprehensions to which the mind of 

man is naturally subject . '38 The same picture emerges from Shaftesbury's Characteristics, 

which also associates oral tale-telling with supersition and the supposedly less sophisticated 

rural population: 'parish tales and gossiping stories of imps, goblins and demoniacal pranks, 

invented to fright children or make practice for common exorcists and cunning men. '39 In 

each of these examples, therefore, we see a network of associations, which ties irrationality, 

superstition, and the disruptive power of this oral mode together. 

This is the discursive framework which structures our two texts. Bourne associates 

supernatural stories with rural tale-telling. 'Tales of haunted Houses' abound he says: 'Stories 

of this kind are infinite, and there are few villages which have not either had such a House in 

it, or near it. ' He also notes Locke's comments and speculates upon the likelihood of lasting 

damage being caused by this kind of exposure to wild tales : 'I am indeed very inclinable to 

believe, that these legendary Stories of Nurses and old Women, are the occasion of much greater 

Fears, than People without them, would generally have of these Things ' .40 Brand appends a 

quotation from Horace to his title page which testifies to the same attitude: 

Somnia, terrores magicos, miracula, sagas 

Nocturnos lemures, portentaque.41 

37 John Locke, Some thoughts concerning education (London: for A. Churchill, 1721), p.205. 
38 The Spectator, 8 vols (London: forS. Buckley and J. Tonson, 1712- 15) , 419, 1st July, 1712, VI.127. See also, 

12, 14th March, 1711, 1.52-55. 
39 (Anthony Ashley Cooper) Third Earl of Shaftesbury, Characteristics of men, manners, opinions, times, with 

a collection of letters, 3 vats (Basil: for J . J. Tourneisen and J. L. Legrand, 1790) , 'Sensus Communis', p.128. 
See a lso Fl:ancis Grose, A provincial glossary, with a collection of local proverbs, and popular superstitions 
(London: for S. Hooper, 1787), Appendix, p .2. 

40Bourne, Antiquitates, pp.41 , 87. 
41 Dreams, magic terrors, spells of mighty power, / Witches, and ghosts who rove at midnight hour. 
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And, in addition, although he reproduces Bourne's comments, he turns on him for precisely 

the same failure of rationality. He does so, moreover, through a vocabulary of erasure, which 

elsewhere he decries: His 'purpose' in identifying Bourne's error, is to 'eraze the Vestiges of the 

old Woman' in his text. 

Mr Bourne might have stiled this Chapter, A Sermon on Spirit-walking; and yet I 

cannot help thinking, that the Nurse prevails over the Priest in it . The good Man, 

it must be allowed has played the the Conjuror so far as to raise us Spirits but does 

not seem to have had so much of the Scholar in him as to have been able to lay 

them. 

Nurses' tales and supernatural stories are represented, like a number of other forms of oral 

performance, as a mode of enchantment. They trade on ignorance or immaturity, and they 

captivate and charm by their mystery and excitement. In Brand's view 'Superstition however 

will always attend Ignorance'. The linear model of man's progress from barbarity to politeness, 

and orality to literacy, which as we have seen is conspicuously propounded in conjectural 

accounts of the period, builds superiority into the end of the development trajectory, and 

hence when Brand alludes to the listening of children he mobilizes a narrative which brings 

together immaturity, ignorance, and susceptibility to supernatural and superstitious oral tales. 

He quotes a line by Gay: 'Those Tales of vulgar Sprites, /which frighted Boys relate on Winter 

Nights'. 42 This is compounded by the recognition, broadly held, but most evident in Percy 's 

Reliques, that many oral poems or tales which now are the entertainment of children, would 

once have been intended for adults. He writes, for example, of the tale of 'Sir Guy of Warwick' 

that 'though now very properly resigned to children, it was once admired by all readers of wit 

and taste: for wit and taste had once their childhood. '43 

The emphasis placed upon the irrationality of such tales, both in terms of their supernat

ural content and in the enchanted mode in which they were received, aligns credulous listeners 

both with primitive man and with children in a Hobbesian equation which demands a clear 

divide between fact and reason and imagination or superstition, and asserts a predominance of 

the former over the latter. The idea that there may be wisdom contained within the nurses' 
42 Brand, Observations, pp.81 , 71-74. 
43 Thomas Percy, Reliques of Ancient English Poetry consisting of old heroic ballads, songs, and other pieces of 

our earlier poets, chiefly of the lyric kind, 3 vols (London: for J. Dodsley, 1765), p.101. 
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recollections is rejected. In Hobbes' account, earlier stages of human society had required 'a 

God, or Dive! ' to explain 'the nature of powers invisible' and 'ignorance' led to the invention 

of magical creatures such as nymphs, ghosts, and fairies. 44 

An opposition between rationality and superstition which centres on the relationship 

between human imagination and God is also a prominent feature in Bourne and Brand, and 

one which inflects their representation of the bondage or captivity of oral enchantment. In their 

tracing of the roots of popular beliefs and customs they point out the logical inconsistencies 

within these practices, revealing the irrationality of their continued acceptance as a primary 

weakness of popular culture carried through oral tradition. For example, in the case of fairies, 

Bourne argues that their existence is just 'an old fabulous Story, which has been handed down 

even to our Days from the Times of Heathenism.' May Day, similarly, is 'the relick of an ancient 

Custom among the Heathen' which is now upheld by the 'British common people'.45 More often 

though the focus of criticism shifts to 'popish superstition ' , where once again condemnation is 

levelled at apparent irrationality, credulity, and barbarity. 

These Catholic practices, of 'Impious and antichristian Rome' , are not only held to be 

childlike, they are also a damaging distraction from the true path of godliness.46 Bourne uses 

the language of captivation to describe their influence: 'the ignorant pari of the world is still so 

aw'd, that they follow the idle Traditions of the one more than the Word of GOD', and by this 

he means they have 'more Dependence upon' omens than on divine 'Providence'. Superstitions 

are no more than the 'inventions of indolent Monks' who, out of boredom, invented 'silly and 

wicked Opinions, to keep the World in Awe and Ignorance.' When he turns to the continuance 

of these beliefs in contemporary society, the emphatic language of bondage, captivity, and 

submission remains: 

The Observation of Omens, such as the falling of Salt, a Hare crossing the Way, of 

the Dead-Watch, of Crickets &c. are sinful and diabolical: they are the Inventions 

of the Devil, to draw Men from a due Trust in GOD, and make them his own vassals. 

For by such Observations as these, they are the Slaves of Superstition and Sin, and 

have all the while no true Dependence upon God, no trust in his Providence. '47 

44 Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan: Or, the Matter, Forme, and Power of a Common- Wealth Ecclesiasticall and Civill 
(New York: Barnes and Noble , 2004), p.81. 

45Bourne, Antiquitates, pp.83, 203-204. 
46Brand, Observations, p.l44. 
47 Bourne, Antiquitates, pp.xi-xii, 75. 
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Brand foregrounds this powerlessness still further. He describes the 'Holy Church, fabricating 

with her own hands ' and imposing on 'her servile Devotees ' a 'Yoke' , and the childish rites, 

pageants , and ceremonies of the 'Romish Calendars' are 'Shackles' decorated to hide 'gloomy 

Superstition'. He remarks that 'No Bondage seems so dreadful as that of Superstition: It hath 

ever imposed the most abject kind of Slavery', and quotes Addison as evidence of a similar 

captivity to popular superstition: 'I have known (says the Spectator) the shooting of a Star 

spoil a Night's Rest' .48 

The credulity and irrationality which are attacked, therefore, refer both to the failure 

of the Catholic church to interrogate its heathen influences, and to the subsequent naivety 

of believers, and in this way the enchanting power of the nurse 's supernatural tales and the 

captivity propounded by Catholic doctrine are drawn together. Oral tradition in a religious 

sense is paralleled by an oral practice, and the bonds of superstition, like those of enthusiasm, 

are framed in terms which echo the passivity of listeners who submit to forceful eloquence. 

Negative definition 

These attacks on credulity and superstition, slavery and bondage, however, reveal more than 

an antagonism towards irra tionality and passive credulity. A significant characteristic of the 

way in which popular culture is represented is that it is depicted as a series of absences: as a 

variety of ways in which its members do not possess various capabilities. If we turn back to 

the examples already quoted from both texts, we can see that the 'Common People' are held 

to lack: reason , education , property and hence suffrage, wisdom, manners, self-control and 

freedom. The living authority of their practices and beliefs is challenged by the historicizing 

and antiquarian endeavours of Bourne and Brand, and the mechanism of oral tradition itself, 

whilst grudgingly accepted is undermined by its association with corruption, degradation, and 

impermanence. What consequences does this have for the representation of orality within this 

model of popular culture? 

In his Preface, Brand justifies his attention to the 'seeming Unimportance' of his 'Subject' 

by a reference to 'the Poet of Humanity ' , who has transmitted his Name to Immortality, by 

Reflections written among the little Tomb-stones of the Vulgar, in a Country Church-Yard '.49 

48 Brand, Observations, pp.vii-viii , 96. He is referring to The Spectator, 7, 8th March 1711 , 1.40. 
49 Brand, Observations, p.ix. 
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This poet he explains is 'Mr. Grey' (sic) and his poem, I suggest, offers one route to an answer. 

On a number of counts it exemplifies the form of negative definition adopted by both Bourne 

and Brand, but it also indicates an important divergence between them. 

The perspective of historical distance, of pastness and of decline, is set up from the 

beginning of the poem: 'the knell of parting day ' and the 'glimmering landscape' that 'fades ' . 

It is maintained by references to 'rude forefathers ', the 'annals of the poor ', to Milton, Cromwell, 

the senates and 'hist 'ry in a nation's eyes'. The superstitions that Bourne and Brand discuss 

are here founded in rural life, and like them, Gray chooses as examples the 'moping owl' and 

'The cock's shrill clarion ' .50 Oral tradition is also held to produce only 'frail memories', and 

is reliant upon 'fleeting breath' , ' the passing tribute of a sigh' and 'dumb forgetfulness ' . The 

youth himself, the product of this impoverished rural culture, is constructed out of what he 

lacks. He is 'unknown' to 'fortune and fame ', one who was isolated from the world, 'noiseless' in 

the 'cool sequester 'd vale oflife', rather than active in it. Not only is he 'mute', and thus denied 

a voice, but in addition, the 'ample page' of his life 'did ne'er unroll ' . His death is marked by 

a physical absence- ' One morn I miss'd him from the custom'd hill- and no ' trophies ' will be 

raised on his tomb. Instead , the dust will be 'silent ' and his name and years only 'spelt by th' 

unletter 'd muse'.51 

But despite this, Gray 's poem suggests that his life, and the way of life he represents, 

is worthy of record . The status of the poem as a textual object but also a collection of 

sounds and its provision of an 'epitaph' on the page prefigure the ambivalence embodied in 

Brand's representation of the heroic resistance of oral tradition. It does not simply suggest the 

superiority of literate over oral modes. The youth, like his lowly existence, is defined negatively, 

and to an extent this does generate the kind of opposition which leads to the conception of 

orality as a synonym for illiteracy. But the poem does not seek to denigrate this oral culture, 

and is doubtful as to the ability of an inscription to supplement or replace it. In fact Gray 's own 

reluctance to publish the poem and his refusal to accept payment for it indicate the reverse, 

certainly with regard to the mode of print . 52 Unlike Bourne who tends to represent popular 

orality as a threat to the order of the lettered world, Brand's antiquarian collecting recognizes 
50 Bourne's Antiquitates describes the association of the cock crow with 'Midnight spirits', and the belief that the 

owl is an 'unlucky bird' whose 'hoa~:se and dismal Voice' is an 'Omen of the Approach of some terrible Thing', 
pp.38, 71. 

51 Thomas Gray, An elegy written in a country church yard, 4th edn (London: for R. Dodsley, 1751), pp.5-11. 
52This is discussed in Alvin Kernan, Printing Technology, Letters and Samuel Johnson (Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, 1987) , pp.64-65. 
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as does Gray that it is traditional rural life which is in danger of passing away unregarded. 

And, whilst he has more confidence in literate forms of preservation, he shares with him a 

belief that it is not through a process of inscription that value should be attributed to the 

oral world. Fox argues that by the early nineteenth century the 'mood was generally elegaic 

about the death knell of a plebeian culture'. 53 In his Letters on Chivalry and Romance, Hurd 

demonstrates that this loss involves more than simply the absence of oral tradition, but of a 

whole outlook which was believed to be associated with it: 'What we have gotten, you will say, 

is a great deal of good sense. What we have lost, is a world of fine fabling; the illusion of which 

is so grateful to the Charmed spirit. '54 

This negative definition indicates an uncertainty and a difficulty in imagining and dis-

cussing popular customs and oral traditions. It complicates Vincent 's figure of a mirror image 

to describe the way in which the relation between popular and polite culture was conceived 

during this period. Through it the oral culture of the common people is described in terms 

of features which it does not display, but which are prominent in the view held by Bourne 

and Brand of sophisticated and literate society. Whilst it is acknowledged to exist, and to be 

'other', it is not granted the status of an alternative but equal culture, and is thus not quite 

an opposite, or a simple inversion. Guillory approaches this understanding when he describes 

the poetic 'gem[s] ' of this 'mute inglorious Milton' as existing 'in a realm in which they do not 

circulate' but of nevertheless possessing 'value, a kind of unvalued value. '55 It is in this way 

unlike the relationship Bahktin describes between festival forms and prevailing cultural codes , 

where they are located 'outside of and contrary to all existing forms of coercive socioeconomic 

and political activity, which is suspended for the time of the festivity ' . Neither popular en-

tertainments nor the oral tradition at their heart are understood to fill a void created by the 

suspension of normality, and although they are 'outside' the lettered and polite hegemony, they 

are not simply its 'contrary' .56 Orality is tied to the object in front of the mirror, but is also 

separate from it, and it is both an illusion and a reality: a reflection. 

53 Fox, Oral and Literate Culture, pp.7, 50. This he argues is despite the fact that the 'growth of literacy and 
the spread of print did not destroy or weaken ' oral communication, but rather 'reinvigorated it, providing new 
material and fresh inspiration from the vernacular repetoire.' 

54 Richard Hurd, Letters on chivalry and romance (London: for A. Millar, W . Thurlbourn and J. Woodyer, 
1762), p.120. 

55 John Guillory, Cultural Capital: The Problem of Literary Canon Formation (Chicago; London: University of 
Chicago Press, 1993), p.89. 

56 Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and his World, trans. by Helene Iswolsky (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1968), 
p.255. 
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A project of judgement, salvation, and dismissal situates popular culture in an amor-

phous 'past', and denies it the contemporary authority of culture of print and politeness; a 

decision which then appears to push the reflection (popular culture) out of alignment with the 

object before the mirror (polite society). It is not merely, that the mirror is small and the 

reflection is diminutive, but that in this analysis the reflection is held to have preceded polite 

society both in time, and in the progressive stages of man's development. Indeed, Bourne and 

Brand go on to imagine, in different ways, what a mirror image and a binary opposition render 

impossible: that the reflection can demonstrably influence the society in front of the mirror and 

that the distinction between the two is not absolute. Bourne's text responds to the perceived 

threat posed by the common people and their customary behaviour, which he understands to 

be directed both by their lack of true religion and their absence of reason. Brand, on the other 

hand, as his engagement with Gray's Elegy shows, makes steps towards a recognition of the 

positive value both of popular traditions and of the people in whose lives they are perpetuated. 

Labour and leisure 

The clearest evidence of this difference between our two authors is Brand's attention to contem-

porary politics. Of the three areas of concern identified by lnnes, only he engages directly with 

the third: 'a tradition in which the loss of virtue was taken to mean primarily the withering 

of public spirit, a general decline in willingness to sacrifice immediate private advantage to the 

public good.' Rosemary Sweet associates this attitude with his antiquarian perspective, argu-

ing that the Society of Antiquaries 'was established upon the assumption that the cultivation 

of history and antiquities was essential to the construction of national honour. '57 But there is 

a wider context. 

Many argued for political change on the grounds of corruption and the need to restore 

virtue, but the idea that the 'public spirit' had weakened, leaving the nation under threat from 

foreign attack and the liberty of its people in peril, was a central Country tenet. In addition 

to an increasing fear of the French, there was a general consciousness of the damage that had 

been done to the national reputation by progress of the Pretender's army, and their failure to 

demonstrate a sufficient spirit of resistance. Brown's Estimate of the Manners and Principles 

57 Rosemary Sweet, Antiquaries: The Discovery of the Past in Eighteenth-Century Britain (London; New York: 
Hambledon and London, 2004), p.83. 
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of the Times, which was published in 1757, attests that: 

How far this dastard Spirit of Effeminacy hath crept upon us, and destroyed the 

national Spirit of Defence, may appear from the general Panic the Nation was 

thrown into, at the late Rebellion. When those of every Rank above a Constable, 

instead of arming themselves and encouraging the People , generally fled before the 

Rebels; while a Mob of ragged Highlanders marched unmolested to the Heart of a 

populous Kingdom. 58 
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Luxury, as a form of idleness and selfishness, was cited as a primary reason for this effeminacy 

and weakness . It was associated with a corrupt government and an excess concern for refinement 

and the pursuit of wealth amongst the higher classes of people. But at the same time another 

manifestation of luxury was said to lead to the crimes of the common people, the fear of 

whose criminality and disorder was prevalent amongst polite society. Gunn demonstrates how 

allusions to the decline of Rome through luxury and excess are common during the period 

but defines this alternative form -'the luxury of the poor ' - as ' any consumption or activity 

of this class not connected to their work'. Han·is describes the situation as one in which it 

'was widely believed that the roots of criminal behaviour and activity were idleness or an 

inappropriate addiction to pleasure amongst the lower orders.' This is certainly the opinion of 

the Parliamentary Committee on Felonies, appointed in February of 1751, which reports the 

cause of crime as the 'habit of idleness, in which the lower People have been but bred from 

their Youth. '59 

Brown's focus, however, is upon the higher ranks. He asserts that it is because of 

an obsession with the refinement of manners, that the 'Character of our boasted national 

Bravery ' is threatened. The 'spirit of Liberty ' he argues is 'struggling against the Manners and 

Principles ', as it once did against tyrants: an 'Enemy' 'within'. It has now become common for 

a gentleman to pay to defend his country against the French but to refuse to fight: 'it cannot 

be amiss to observe, that a little of the active Spirit of Courage would do well, in order to give 

Play to this boasted Engine, which otherwise may sink into a dead and unactive Mass ' . In his 

58 John Brown, An Estimate of the Manners and Principles of the Times , 2nd edn (London: for L. Davis and 
C. Reymers, 1757), p.91. 

59 J.A.W. Gunn, Beyond Liberty and Property: The Process of Self-Recognition in Eighteenth-Century Political 
Thought (Kingston; Montreal: McGill-Queens University Press, 1983) , pp.96-130, 111; Bob Harris, Politics 
and the Nation: Britain in the Mid-Eighteenth Century (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), p.288. 
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view, this weakness of the public spirit is the responsibility of the elite because the vulgar are 

unthinking and unable of self-determination or action. They lack, in other words, the capability 

to be culpable. 

the Manners and Principles of those who lead, not of those who are led; of those 

who govern, not of those who are governed ; of those, in short, who make Laws 

or execute them, will ever determine the Strength or Weakness, and therefore the 

Continuance or Dissolution of a State [ ... ] FOR the blind Force or Weight of an 

ungoverned Multitude can have no steady nor rational Effect, unless some leading 

Mind rouse it into Action, and point it to it 's proper End ; without this, it is either 

a brute and random Bolt, or a lifeless Ball sleeping in the Cannon: It depends on 

some superior Intelligence, to give it both Impulse and Direction.60 

However, where Brown dismisses the common people as merely 'lifeless', and 'brute', a 'blind 

Force or Weight' to be directed, and does not locate the source of luxury in their behaviour, 

Brand includes them in his estimation of this public spirit. 

The Common People, confined by daily Labour, seem to require their proper Inter-

vals of Relaxation; perhaps it is of the highest political Utility to encourage innocent 

Sports and Games among them. The Revival of many of these, would, I think, be 

highly pertinent at this particular Season, when the general Spread of Luxury and 

Dissipation threaten more than at any preceding Period to extinguish the Character 

of our boasted national Bravery.61 

His claim is that it would be politically astute to encourage, rather than condemn, periods of 

'Relaxation' involving 'Sports and Games ' for the labouring people. In contrast with 'Luxury 

and Dissipation' , it is implied that these interludes of active but simple diversion, would bolster 

'national Bravery'. 

This proposal, unlike Brown's, seems to afford the 'Common People' a degree of hu-

manity, influence, and responsibility. It does not assume that their lack of property and hence 

'interest ' precludes their contribution to the state of the nation.62 But his scheme is deliber-

60 Brown, Estimate, pp.93, 18, 25. 
61 Brand, Observations, pp.v-vi . 
62 This is discussed in John Ban·ell, English literature in history, 1730-80: an equal, wide survey (London: 

Hutchinson, 1983), p.22 and Guillory, Cultural Capital, pp.89-91. 
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ately limited. Its utility, he claims, is 'political' and the diversions he suggests are restricted. 

He does not intend that other popular entertainments should be revived for this purpose, and 

the 'Sports and Games' he does put forward seem isolated and disconnected from any tradition 

or history. His role as observer in the Observations generally, and as a potential 'reviver ' in 

this instance, affords him a critical distance. From here he surveys the whole scene of popular 

culture, picking those customs and practices which seem harmless, or potentially useful, and 

discarding the rest as sinful and backward. The 'Sports and Games' he recommends seem 

abstract, and as activities they are devoid of narrative, of popular beliefs or legends, and of 

specifically oral content. They are imposed from above, rather than developing from within 

the group, and although they are public 'spectacles ', any sense of disorder or enthusiasm is 

carefully contained. They would be as suitable for children as for non-thinking adults, and 

they do not function within a living tradition. 

In this respect, Brand's argument recalls those made by Smith on the subject of public 

diversions or gratifications; both outline confidently a theoretical system in which the labour-

ing people are commodified and manipulated, and where apparently 'popular' traditions and 

diversions are in fact invented amusements designed for political gain. As such they are bal-

anced against the demand for labour. Smith argues in his Wealth of Nations that there are 

two 'remedies' for the 'disagreeably rigorous and unsocial ' morals of all the 'little sects' into 

which the country is divided . The first is designed for the higher ranks and involves 'the study 

of science and philosophy', as a prerequisite for the uptake of any 'honourable office of trust 

or profit ', on the grounds that: 'Science is the great antidote to the poison of enthusiasm and 

superstition.' This recalls the opposition we have seen between rationality and superstition. 

The second is: 

the frequency and gaiety of publick diversions. The state by encouraging, that is 

by giving entire liberty to those who for their own interest would attempt, without 

scandal or indecency, to amuse and divert the people by painting, poetry, music, 

dancing; by all sorts of dramatic representa tions and exhibitions, would easily dis-

sipate in the greater part of them that melancholy and gloomy humour which is 

almost always the nurse of popular superstition and enthusiasm.63 

63 Ad am Smith, An inquiry into the nature and causes of the wealth of nations, 2 vols (London: for W. Strahan 
and T. Cadell, 1776), Il.384-385. 
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Here, just as in Brand, public diversions are carefully limited. Those who 'would attempt [ .. . ] 

to amuse and divert the people' are given liberty, rather than the people themselves, and the 

list of activities is once again stripped of its references to traditional beliefs and practices. The 

benefit of these 'publick diversions' , moreover, is directed first at the country as a whole, and 

only incidentally to the popular masses. 

The public and the people 

Thompson argues that during the course of this century, 'the Church lost command over the 

"leisure" of the poor, their feasts and festivals ' , and these proposals can be placed in this 

context as attempts to regain for the 'Public Authority' of the 'State' what had been under 

the control of the Church.64 But as Mullan points out, it is in fact difficult to draw such a 

distinction, particularly with regard to the rural clergy. On the one hand, these men acted as 

representatives of a church which places its faith in the biblical text, and as respected members 

of a community, they stand for the 'Public Authority ' which Brand opposes to that of oral 

tradition. Yet, on the other, 'they were also viewed as the custodians of local memory and 

traditions which still centred on the parish church, a role expressed in their participation in 

calendar customs and communal festivities. '65 There is a recognition of this complexity in 

Bourne's dedication of his work not to his fellow clergy but to notable local dignitaries in 

possession of formal roles within local government, and in the high political tenor of Brand's 

argument. But more than, this slippage in roles which Mullan observes points to a wider 

ambiguity. If it is difficult to fully separate the rural cleric from the culture of the people of his 

parish, if he cannot completely stand outside their customs and traditions, so it proves equally 

difficult to identify the point a t which 'Public Authority ' meets 'the people' . 

Kathleen Wilson describes both what was at stake in these definitions and the way 

that they were manipulated between 1715 and 1785: 'Since it was the (largely mythical) role 

of the people in the constitution that in most contemporaries' minds distinguished English 

liberty from Continental absolutism, populist beliefs and discourses were a crucial plank in the 

construction of national identities and consciousness.' But 'the people' as a phrase, was used to 

'delimit the political nation[ .. . ] consisting of those deemed respectable or well-affected enough 

64Thompson, Customs in Common, p .50. 
65 Eighteenth-Century Popular Culture: A Selection, ed. by John Mullan and Christopher Reid (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2000), p .l3. 
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to be included in its boundaries', and excluding others. 66 Following the pattern of negative 

definition already identified we can see how even these proposals to foster 'public spirit' through 

the cultivation of 'innocent Sports and Games' among ' the Common People' equivocate over 

the status of this group, as members of the 'public' and the nation. 

What relation, however, does this have to the matter of oral tradition and popular 

culture beyond the concerns about the listener 's passivity which have previously been discussed? 

Siskin has argued that 'the tendency not to engage writing as a productive, material practice 

arose from the very set of social relations to which, in the eighteenth century, writing became 

indispensibly related: the reorganization of work into mental versus physical labor. '67 This 

suggests that we should find an opposition between, on the one hand, the physical labour 

of the common people and the public spectacle of their oral and corporeal practices, and on 

the other, the 'mental labor' of literate culture. To an extent, this is the case, but further 

distinctions operate across this opposition. These are between efficiency and wastefulness, and 

labour and leisure. Thus Brown criticizes those who govern for their laziness, effeminacy, and 

luxury, but the same complaint, albeit in a modified form, is levelled at the common people. 

The attitude of Brand to the 'intervals of Relaxation' required by the common people is 

inflected by a concern also present in Bourne regarding idleness. Hunter argues that particularly 

in the first half of the eighteenth century, there remained a puritan legacy which manifested itself 

as a 'deep cultural fear of passivity [ ... J together with a sense that vacuums in activity (of either 

mind or body) tend to be colonized by dangerous desires and impulses' . But where Bourne 

is worried about the encouragement this offers sin and immorality, Brand's more political 

perspective coupled with his discussion of oral tradition suggests an additional interest in 

efficiency. Thompson's argument that ' in rural society where small farming and the cottage 

economy persisted, and in large areas of manufacturing industry, the organization of work was 

so varied and irregular' that it is false to make a sharp distinction between 'work' and 'leisure', 

needs to balanced against that of Malcolmson: 'genteel attitudes towards many aspects of 

popular culture had become increasingly unsympathetic since at least the last quarter of the 

eighteenth century.' The reason for this was a 'concern for effective labour discipline' and an 

66Kathleen Wilson, The Sense of the People: politics, culture and imperialism in England, 1715-1785 {Cam
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), p.19. 

67 Clifford Siskin, The Work of Writing: Literature and Social Change in Britain, 1700-1830 (Baltimore; London: 
The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998), p.24. 
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aversion to practices seen as wasteful and self-indulgent. '68 

Beyond the observations made in both texts that popular practices fill the rare moments 

when the common people are not working with foolish practices based on erroneous supersti-

tion, and hence are literally a waste of energy, the idea of labour in the debates surrounding 

luxury and the public spirit highlights the model of customary practices and oral tradition 

as one of inefficiency and wastefulness. The transmission of accumulated knowledge, history, 

stories, or practices, orally from person to person and down the generations, is understood 

to be flawed because it cannot guarantee absolute stability of ideas and expression, because 

it is fluid, liable to change and involves inevitable loss. Compared to the endless mechanical 

reproductions offered by a printing press, or even the permanent mark of a pen on paper, this 

tradition did not provide stability or certainty. Much of the degradation that Brand and other 

antiquarians report is held to be the consequence of mis-hearing as well as misunderstanding 

and the connection that Chamber's Cyclopaedia draws between popular customs and error, was 

common. Here 'popular errors' are 'such as people who imbibe from one another, by custom, 

education, and tradition. '69 

Within this context, the 'intervals of Relaxation' described by Brand take on an uncertain 

status. On the one hand, the distinction between 'daily Labour' and 'Relaxation' distinguishes 

the common people from the leisured classes, for whom life would not have been punctuated 

by this cycle, and it indicates a degree of respect for their toil and an acknowledgement of its 

necessity and value for the nation. But on the other, the characterization of their 'Relaxation' 

or recreation (when it is self-directed and of organic development) as inefficient and idle, sub-

jects ' leisure ' to the criteria of 'labour' whilst the emphasis on the 'bondage' of the vulgar to 

superstition and folly denies them positive choice and active participation. The social value and 

function of custom and tradition as a source of wisdom, individual identity, communal bonds, 

and of creativity is diminished. Like the construction of oral culture out of its relationship 

with literacy, therefore, the phrase 'popular antiquities' of Brand's title reveals a further form 

of definition by comparison and absence. 

Despite his professed desire to consider the practices and beliefs of 'the smallest of 
68 Robert Malcolmson, Popular Recreations in English Society 1700-1850 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 1973), pp.89-90; Hunter, Before Novels, pp.274, 277; Thompson, Customs in Common, p.51. 
69 Ephraim Chambers, Cyclopaedia; or, an Universal dictionary of arts and sciences . Compiled from the best 

authors, 2 vols (London: for James and John I<napton, 1728). 
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the Vulgar; of those little ones, who occupy the lowest Place in the political Arrangement of 

human Beings' , it is evident that he has trouble doing so. This is not the consequence of his 

own hypocrisy, or evidence of a belief that their oral culture does not merit representation, 

but rather the result of a wider conceptual uncertainty regarding 'the people', 'the public', and 

' the popular'. Bourne is relatively unsophisticated in his negative definitions and tends closer 

than Brand towards binary oppositions: darkness and light, the Catholic and the Protestant 

Church, popular and elite cultures. For this reason he places his own printed text more firmly 

above, after, and in direct contrast to the disorder of his oral subject. Brand, however, is more 

sensitive to the weakness of this model and less clear about an alternative. His discussion of the 

potential usefulness of 'the people' reveals a deep uncertainty not only about the constitution of 

this group, but of its relationship to any meaningful definition of 'popular' and 'elite' culture. In 

the same way, neither his antiquarian commitment to written record, nor his extensive literary 

education, leads him to a hierarchical or appositional model of the relationship between orality 

and literacy. To a degree this seems to echo the anxiety that emerges through accounts of 

oratory, preaching, and the bard, and centres on the role and function of oral modes within a 

modern, literate world. But, it also suggests something further : a desire to conceive of the oral 

as an abstract and autonomous idea but an inability to do so. 



Chapter 6 

The Voice of Doubt 

What, then, are we to think of a man who could be weak enough to expect accurate 

intelligence from that class of the inhabitants, and afterwards to be so very disin

genuous as to characterise the whole country from their measure of knowledge?1 

The discovery of supposedly ancient texts, the antiquarian project of rescue, edit, collect, and 

publish, and a series of conjectural histories postulating a progressive model of the development 

of human society from oral barbarity to literate civilization, generated from the middle of the 

eighteenth century an understanding of oral utterances and of those that perform them, as 

historical artefacts. In some respects, as the previous chapter demonstrates, this perspective 

textualized the oral mode. But, at the same time, such a textualization was balanced, even 

contradicted by, a scepticism about the status of the oral as evidence. Here I examine this 

issue in relation to the Report of the Committee of the Highland Society of Scotland on the 

authenticity of Macpherson's claims to have discovered and translated the works of the third 

century bard Ossian, son of Fingal, and Johnson and Boswell's accounts of their journey to the 

Highlands: A Journey to the Western Isles of Scotland (1775) and The Journal of a Tour to 

the Hebrides with Samuel Johnson, L.L.D (1786). 2 I suggest that the attitude which emerges 

from these texts with regard to the concept of evidence offers an explanation for the curious 

1 David MacNicol, Remarks on Dr Samuel Johnson's Journey to the Hebrides (London: for T. Cadell, 1779), 
p. 31. 

2 Report of the Committee of the Highland Society (Edinburgh; London: for Archibald Constable et al. , 1805); 
Samuel Johnson, A Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland (London: for W. Strahan and T . Cadell, 1775); 
James Boswell , The Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides with Samuel Johnson LL.D (London: for Charles Dilly, 
1785) . 
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nature of the debates surrounding Ossian and indicates that more was a t issue within them 

than an opposition of orality and literacy, or of authenticity and falsehood. 

The need for evidence 

There were various contexts for the decision of Johnson and Boswell to travel to the Highlands, 

but the most straightforward is that he and Boswell journey, like many others, to investigate 

the validity of the claims made by Macpherson 's Ossianic publications published of 1760 to 

1765.3 Johnson was famously sceptical of these, to the extent that his critic Donald MacNicol 

could declare that : 'It was the great object of the Doctor's Journey, to find out some pretence 

or other for denying the authenticity of the ancient compositions.' MacNicol implies that 

Johnson needed not genuine proof but only a 'pretence' to allow him to reaffirm his existing 

opinion, and to a certain extent, he may well have been right. But at the same time, it is also 

clear that both Johnson and Boswell set out to observe all that they saw around them with an 

investigatory demand for evidence and for valid, accurate data. In Johnson's own words, 'Our 

desire of information was keen, and our inquiry frequent , [ ... ] and we heard many tales [ ... ] 

with more or less evidence and distinctness. '4 

In order to settle the Ossian question, as it quickly came to be called, it was generally 

agreed that proof based on sound evidence was required . The lack of 'invincible proofs ' is 

lamented by a fellow investigator, Thomas Hill, in his letter to Mr Urban of the Gentleman's 

Magazine. 5 The Highland Society set up an investigation into the matter, based on the rec

ommendations of Hume to his friend, and Ossian supporter, Hugh Blair. In a letter, which 

the Society reprints in the report 's preface, Hume suggests the collection of testimonies as the 

means to settle the controversy. 

My present purpose therefore is, to apply to you in the name of all the men of letters 

of this, and I may say of all other centuries, to establish this capital point, and to 

give us proof that these poems are, I do not say so ancient as the age of Serverus, 

but that they were not forged within these five years by James Macpherson. These 

3 For the most recent discussion of these claims see Hugh Trevor-Roper, The Invention of Scotland: Myth and 

History (New Haven; London: Yale University Press, 2008) and Nick Groom's response to Thomas Curley in 

The Age of Johnson. A Scholarly Annual, 17, ed. by Jack Lynch (New York: AMS Press, 2006), pp.ll9-201. 
4 MacNicol, Remarks, p.242; Johnson, Journey, pp.252-252. 
5 The Gentleman's Magazine, 52, December 1782, 570-571. 
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proofs must not be arguments, but testimonies. People's ears are fortified against 

the former; the latter may yet find their way, before the poems are consigned to total 

oblivion. Now the testimonies may, in my opinion, be of two kinds. Macpherson 

pretends that there is an ancient manuscript of part of Fingal in the family, I think, 

of Clanronald. Get that fact ascertained by more than one person of credit; let 

these persons be acquainted with the Galic; let them compare the original and the 

translation; and let them testify the fidelity of the latter [ ... ] But the chief point in 

which it will be necessary for you to exert yomself, will be to get positive testimony 

from many different hands. This testimony must be as particular as it is positive 

[ ... ] generality then, must be carefully guarded against , as being of no authority. 6 
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Hume's request did not go unanswered; Blair did write to clergymen to collect testimonies , 

gathering for the 1765 collected edition of Ossian, twenty-five testimonies. 7 Later the Highland 

Society followed his suggestion in sending out a request for the collection of evidence to be used 

as proof in the final decision on the matter. The 'Queries' the Committee circulated included: 

'Have you ever heard repeated or sung, any of the poems ascribed to Ossian, translated and 

published by Mr Macpherson? By whom have you heard them so repeated, and at what time or 

times?' Respondents were requested to ask such individuals they knew to remember traditional 

oral poems or tales to repeat them, in order that they could be transcribed. If possible they 

were to compare their versions with other transcriptions and translations before sending all 

this as documented evidence to the committee. 

The Society's instructions emphasize the need for evidential proof. They urge the need 

'to make the inquiry, and to take down the answers, with as much impartiality and precision as 

possible, in the same manner as if it were a legal question, and the proof be investigated with 

a legal strictness.'8 And, just as Hume's letter, although it refers to 'ears', is in fact written 

from and on behalf of 'men of letters', so the evidence demanded by the Society is grounded in 

literate practices. Hume writes of the importance of the 'ancient manuscript ' and of 'positive 

testimony from many different hands', and he calls for comparison between versions, a practice 

that is unsuited to both the spirit and the practice of extemporaneous oral performances. The 

6 The Letters of David Hume , ed. by J .Y.T. Grieg, 2 vols {Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1932), 19th 
September, 1763, 1:398-400. 

7For discussion of this see Nick Groom, The Making of Percy's Reliques {Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1999), p.242. 

8 Report, pp.2-3. 
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committee meanwhile demonstrates its commitment to a literate model of proof by its gathering 

of written testimonies in the form of letters, its demands for precision of transcription and the 

compilation of a report which is then made available for public inspection. 

One respondent to Blair's call, John Macpherson, confirms in his own words the impli-

cation of Hume's letter, that the collection of oral testimonies is grounded in literate practices, 

such as transcription and comparative critical analysis, and that oral performances are scenes 

of reproduction of a 'text' rather than moments of composition. He writes, '[I] have made them 

rehearse, in my hearing, the several fragments or detached pieces of these poems which they 

were able to repeat ' and he explains that after transcribing these, he compared them to the 

published words of the Ossian poems. And, with his scrupulous listing of names, dates and 

place, he confirms what was also the belief of Hume and the Highland Society, that testimony 

must be forthcoming in written form from gentlemen of good name and social standing; men in 

other words who live, like Hume, within the world of letters. The word of the oral performers 

themselves, alone and unsubstantiated, simply would not do. Hill implies exactly this by the 

remarks he adds to his signature in the Gentleman's Magazine: 

Though it be somewhat out of order to sign my name, before I come to the conclu

sion of my subject; yet as the authenticity of my remarks, depends wholly on my 

testimony, I take the liberty to assure you on the present occasion, that I have the 

honour to be, &c THO .F.HILL. No 30 Ely-Place, Holborn.9 

Even Macpherson himself makes this claim: 'Traditions, however, concerning remote periods, 

are only to be regarded, in so far as they co-incide with cotemporary [sic] writers of undoubted 

credit and veracity. '10 

The nature of evidence 

James Clifford suggests a further dimension to this process. He observes that the 'allegory 

of salvage is [ ... ] built into the conception and practice of ethnography as a process of writ-

ing.' From this vantage point, the observer accepts a responsibility to capture and document 

9 Gentleman's Magazine, 52, p.571. 
10 James Macpherson, Temora, an ancient epic poem, in eight books: together with several other poems, composed 

by Ossian, the son of Fingal. Translated from the Galic language (London: for T. Becket and P. A. De Hondt, 

1763), 'Dissertation', p.ii. 
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aspects of a culture that is threatened and to analyze, through literate practices, ways of life 

that are often themselves orally-based. The tendency of this perspective, as Clifford points 

out is towards a 'relentless placement of others in the present-becoming-past.' 11 Of course the 

recording of oral performances was only possible during the eighteenth century by writing or 

print, but nevetheless, Haywood 's observation of a shift in antiquarian terminology indicates 

that this attitude did prevail by the middle of the eighteenth century. He cites Percy's Reliques 

of Ancient English PoetnJ as a prime indicator of a change from the older preferred term 'Col-

lection' to a noun which 'suggests solidity, an artefact or "monument" -the tangible manuscript 

as an historical and cultural remnant. '12 A further example would be the words with which 

Blair begins his Critical Dissertation: 'Among the monuments remaining of the ancient state 

of nations, few are more valuable than their poems or songs. '13 

Hume, as we have seen, fears the loss of the poems into 'oblivion' and the Highland 

Society report comments that : 

It was early foreseen that such difficulties must arise, from the change of manners in 

the Highlands, where the habits of industry have now superseded the amusement of 

listening to the legendary narrative or heroic ballad, where consequently the faculty 

of remembering, and the exercise of repeating such tales or songs, are altogether 

in disuse, or only retained by a few persons of extremely advanced age and feeble 

health [. . . ] in distant parts of the country. 14 

Johnson's Journey is firmly in this mould. Stafford, in fact, describes it as 'an attempt to 

step back in time, to recover an earlier stage of human society. '15 The region is cast as one of 

hardship and savagery, and he and his companion are pioneers: 'We were now to bid farewell 

to the luxury of travelling', he says, 'to enter a country upon which perhaps no wheel has ever 

rolled.' Such is the difference between this culture and language and his own that he appears 

to the Highlanders 'like some being of another world.' At the start of the Journey he notes his 

11 Writing Culture: The Poetics and Politics of Ethnography, ed. by James Clifiord and George E . Marcus 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1960), p.l13 . 

12 Ian Haywood , The Making of History: a study of the literary forgeries of James Macpherson and Thomas 
Chatterton in relation to eighteenth-century ideas of history and fiction (Rutherford : Fairleigh Dickinson 
University Press, 1986), p .107. 

13 Hugh Blair, A critical dissertation on the poems of Ossian, son of Fingal (London: forT. Becket and P.A. de 
Hondt, 1763), p.l. 

14 Report, p.12 . 
15 Fiona Stafiord, The Last of the Race: The Growth of a Myth from Milton to Darwin (Oxford : Clarendon 

Press, 1994), p.91. 

\1 
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ignorance - 'Near the way, by the water-side, we espied a cottage. This was the first Highland 

hut that I had seen'- and, at the end, he again reminds us that he 'cannot but be conscious that 

[his] thoughts on national manners, are the thoughts of one who has seen but little.' Like all 

ethnographers since, Johnson is aware of the double-bind that this places him in. Cultural and 

linguistic distance provides impartiality and advanced literacy offers the critical skills necessary 

to examine evidence; cultural familiarity provides access yet renders the reported testimony 

suspect. Even as a 'stranger of curiosity', though, he is aware that the Highland culture was 

dying: 'We came thither too late, to see what we expected, a people of peculiar appearance 

and a system of antiquated life.' This only adds urgency to his belief that whatever stories are 

heard should be recorded: 'Narrations like this, however uncertain, deserve the notice of the 

traveller, because they are the only records of a nation that has no historians, and afford the 

genuine representation of the life and character of the ancient Highlanders.' 16 

As a traveller and an observer of this kind, Johnson's concern with truth, evidence, and 

proof brings a number of issues into alignment. Macpherson claims manuscript sources for his 

Ossianic translations, even whilst he argues for their oral origins and their transmission by oral 

tradition. For example, in the preface to Temora, even though he claims that 'the most part is 

delivered down by tradition ', he nevertheless also asserts that he has proceeded by 'comparing 

the different readings' , and that consequently the 'reader will find some alterations in the style 

of this book. These are drawn from more correct copies of the original which came to my 

hands, since the former publication.'17 Johnson, meanwhile, believes that there should be a 

single original source for Macpherson's poems, and since this is not produced, he concludes 

that the 'translator' must be lying. The issue here is one of false attestation and deception. 

He writes angrily: 'The editor, or author, never could show the original, nor can it be shown 

by any other; to revenge reasonable incredulity by refusing evidence, is a degree of insolence, 

with which the world is not yet acquainted. '18 

Percy, whose own Reliques were, he claims, derived from a neglected manuscript which 

had nearly been destroyed by maids who used it to 'light fires', makes the same demand: "till the 

Translator of those poems thinks proper to produce his originals, it is impossible to say whether 

16Johnson, Journey, pp.65, 384,238, 127-128, 109. 
17Macpherson, Temora, footnote on p.4. For discussion see Kristine Louise Haugen, 'Ossian and the Invention of 

Textual History ', Journal of the History of Ideas, 59 (1998), 309- 327. 
18 Johnson, Journey, pp.273-274. 
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they do not owe their superiority, if not their whole existence entirely to himself. The editor 

of these pieces had not such boundless field for licence. '19 Indeed, he faces identical criticism 

from Joseph Ritson, who writes of Percy's manuscript: 'which, perhaps, no one ever saw, and 

which (if it really exists), he will, for his own sake, take effectual care, that no one shall see.'20 

Hill , furthermore, reveals his commitment to the 'original source' by his complaints both that 

no original manuscript can be found and that the material alterations including transpositions, 

and cutting, have rendered the 'Ossian of Macpherson and Smith [ ... ] a mutilated work. m 

Despite the supposedly oral nature of the poems, a textual source, in addition to written 

testimonies, is required as proof of their authenticity. This places oral performances under 

scrutiny in a way that is counter to their traditionary nature, where authenticity of the kind 

implied by the textual metaphor of the original is neither imagined nor appropriate.22 The 

notice issued by Thomas Becket, Macpherson 's publisher, in direct response to Johnson's claims, 

regarding the supposed display of 'the originals of FINGAL and other poems of Ossian' in his 

shop 'for many months in the year 1762, for the inspection of the curious', only perpetuated 

this expectation.23 Indeed, such was the desire for 'originals ' that in the later part of the 

century, even perhaps from the 1760s Gaskill argues, Macpherson worked on translations from 

his English text back into Gaelic. 24 These 'originals ' do not, however, function in the way that 

Richard Terry suggests, as 'guarantor of the integrity and sanctity of the tradition as a whole'. 

Rather, they undermine it . And, even whilst they do to a certain extent, 'reinforce values that 

have come to seem desirable in the subsequent tradition', it is the absence of original sources, 

19 Thomas Percy, Five pieces of Runic poetry translated from the Islandic language (London: for R . and J. 

Dodsley, 1763), 'Preface' . See Bishop Percys Folio Manuscript, ed. by John W. Hales and Frederick J. Furnivall, 

4 vols (London; N. 1hibner and Co, 1867), I.lxxiv. This is discussed in Bertram H. Davis, Thomas Percy: A 

Scholar-Cleric in the Age of Johnson (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1989), p.24, and Paul 

J. Kot·shin, 'Reconfiguring the Past: the Eighteenth Century Confronts Oral Culture', Yearbook of English 

Studies, 28 (1998), 235- 249 (p.237). The preference given by Percy to written over oral sources is documented 

in Nick Groom, '"The Purest English": Ballads and the English Literary Dialect', Eighteenth Century Studies, 

47 (2006) , 179- 202. 
20 Joseph Ritson, Remarks, critical and illustrative, on the text and notes of the last edition of Shakspeare (Lon

don: for J. Johnson, 1783) , p.167. 
21 The Gentleman's Magazine, 53, August 1783, 662-665 (p.665). 
22The centrality of this demand to accounts of ancient cultures is discussed by Nick Groom in 'Celts, Goths, 

and the Nature of the Literary Source', in Tradition in Transition: Women Writers, Neglected Texts and the 

Changing Canon, ed. by Alvaro Ribeiro and James G. Basker (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), pp.275-

296. The use of the bible as 'the archetypal primitive text' is explored in Jon Mee, Dangerous Enthusiasm: 

William Blake and the Culture of Radicalism in the 1790s (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992), p.79. 
23 Bailey Saunders, The Life and Letters of James Macpherson: containing a particular account of his famous 

quarrel with Dr Johnson, and a sketch of the origin and influence of the Ossianic poems, 2nd edn (London: 

Swan Sonnenschein and Company , 1895), p.249. William Shaw reports his visit at Enquiry, p.47. 
24This issue is discussed in detail in Howard Gaskill, 'What did J ames Macpherson really leave on display at his 

publisher's shop in 1762?', Scottish Gaelic Studies, XVI (1990), 67- 91. 
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rather than the nature of any that can be discovered, which is of primary significance25 

Ever acute to the temperament of his subject, Boswell observes in his Life of Samuel 

Johnson, that 'If [Macpherson] had not talked unskillfully of manuscripts, he might have fought 

with oral tradition much longer', and this is most likely true, but it would not have won Johnson 

over. 26 For this reason the second issue brought into focus by the Ossian debate, is that Johnson 

also rejects Macpherson's poems on the grounds that the oral tradition itself is precarious and 

unreliable. He claims that : 'In nations, where there is hardly the use of letters, what is once 

out of sight is lost for ever '. And he remarks of the Highlands that: 'The traditions of an 

ignorant and savage people have been for ages negligently heard , and unskilfully related .' The 

methodology of the Dictionary confirms his commitment both to the written source and to the 

'original' as ultimate forms of proof: 'BY tracing in this manner every word to its original, and 

not admitting, but with great caution, any of which no original can be found' this will 'secure 

our language ' because the 'first changes will naturally begin by corruptions in the living speech'. 

He describes the 'boundless chaos of living speech' and the fruitless desire of the 'academies' to 

'enchain syllables' and to 'lash the wind ' , to gain stability by writing out the flux of the ora1.27 

But, even beyond the inadequacy of oral tradition, there is a further context for John-

son's scepticism: a broader doubt about the status of oral evidence, as evidence. There is a 

tension amongst the Highland investigators, between their acknowledgement that oral perfor-

mances must be heard, since only these performances can hold the answers they seek, and their 

simultaneous but contradictory desire to find tangible textual evidence, to support and even 

replace them. They lament the fact that this is not forthcoming , finding fault with the oral 

evidence of the Highlanders and consoling themselves with the production of secondary textual 

evidence, of transcribed performances and written testimonies . 

25 Richard Terry, Poetry and the Making of the English Literary Past 1660-1781 (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2001), p.94. 
26 Life of Johnson, ed. by G.B. Hill, rev. by L.F. Powell, 6 vols (Oxford: Clarendon Press , 193450), 111.310. 

This is discussed in J.C.D. Clark, Samuel Johnson: Literature, R eligion and English Cultural Politics from the 

Restoration to Romanticism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press , 1994), p.82. 
27 Johnson, Journey, pp.145,112; The Plan of a Dictionary of the English Language, addressed to the Right 

Honorable Philip Dormer, Earl of Chesterfield, (London: for J. and P. Knapton, et al., 1747), pp.ll-12, 16; and 

A dictionary of the English language: in which the words are deduced from their originals, and illustrated in 

theiT different significations by examples from the best writers. To which are prefixed, a history of the language, 

and an English grammar, ' Preface ' . 
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Scepticism and doubt 

Johnson claims that he cannot believe the oral testimony of the Highlanders because they are 

incapable of understanding the concept of valid and reliable and accurate evidence. They are, 

in his view, incapable because they are barbarous, and barbarous because they are dependent 

only on the spoken word. Contemporary Gaelic Scots, he asserts, are essentially savages; the 

progress of the Saxons from 'barbarity' to a 'civilized people' arose through the development 

of a standardized orthography, but since 'Earse never was a written language' it remained ' the 

rude speech of a barbarous people.' They are a people who 'think but little ' , and of the things 

that are 'confusedly seen ' by them, 'little' is understood.28 

In the Journey, he doubts the spoken words of Highlanders on numerous occasions, 

and is frustrated by their inability to comprehend what is required of them. 'Mr Boswell ' , 

Johnson writes, 'was very diligent in his inquiries; and the result of his investigations was , that 

the answer to the second question was commonly such as nullified the answer to the first. '29 

MacNichol suggests angrily that because he 'hates Scotland' Johnson 'resolves point blank to 

deny the validity of all Scotch, and particularly Highland narration.' But MacNichol himself 

not only accepts that the Highlanders are in some respects incapable - 'What , then , are we to 

think of a man who could be weak enough to expect accurate intelligence from that class of 

the inhabitants, and afterwards to be so very disingenuous as to characterise the whole country 

from their measure of knowledge?' - he also calls for 'testimonies' to support their evidence.30 

Johnson's doubt is based on the belief that their primitive and oral culture prevents 

them from providing reliable evidence. Johnson binds the Highlanders' inadequacies to their 

mode of communication, and hence below, everything after the initial comma glosses the term 

'illiterate': 

But we soon found what memorials were to be expected from an illiterate people, 

whose whole time is a series of distress; where every morning is labouring with 

expedients for the evening; and where all mental pains or pleasure arose from the 

dread of winter, the expectation of spring, the caprices of their Chiefs, and the 

motions of the neighbouring clans; where there was neither shame from ignorance, 

28 Johnson, Dictionary, 'Grammar ' ; Journey, p.256. 
29 Johnson, Journey, pp.272-273. 
30 MacNicol, Remarks, pp.5, 7, 31, 329. 
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nor pride in knowledge; neither curiosity to inquire, nor vanity to communicate. 

The Highlanders, he believes, are incapable of dening truth and falsehood, and hence are igno

rant of the concept of proof; their orality represents an absence of rationality and of intellectual 

sophistication, in the sense in which it is sought by him. He continues: 

for the inhabitants knowing the ignorance of all strangers in their language and 

antiquities, perhaps are not very scrupulous adherents to truth; yet I do not say 

that they deliberately speak studied falsehood, or have a settled purpose to deceive. 

They have inquired and considered little, and do not always feel their own ignorance. 

They are not much accustomed to be interrogated by others; and seem never to have 

thought upon interrogating themselves; so that they do not know what they tell to 

be true, they likewise do not distinctly perceive it to be false. 31 

Thus, although he suggests that it is interrogation (potentially even oral interrogation) which 

might have led to their improvement, it is the ability to compare, to reason, to respond to 

analytic questioning, and to conceive of abstract categories, that he finds they do not possess. 

They lack them, in his mind, because they lack literacy. 

This attitude is taken up by the Highland Society, in whose report we find a very similar 

observation accompanied by a reference to Johnson: 'Persons in these remote situations, and 

in that rank of life in which must necessarily be found the greater number of those to whom the 

Committee was to apply for information on this subject, do not easily comprehend the nature 

of evidence, particularly on matters which they themselves have always implicitly believed.' 

The Highlanders, the Society concurs, when asked questions, 'frequently answered them in a 

manner which a man naturally enough adopts, who is unused to discussion or dispute, and who 

does not think it necessary to suit his information to a scepticism of which he never dreamed 

himself, and which he hardly conceives it possible for others to entertain. '32 

Johnson, and his fellow investigators, therefore, require of the Highlanders what they 

cannot give and which is inimical to the process and the spirit of oral tradition: an original 

source and accurate evidence. In this respect they echo the demands of contemporary anti

quarians. As Sweet argues: 'Antiquaries were judged by the accuracy of their observations. 
31 Johnson, Journey, pp.256-257, 272. 
32 Report, pp.l3-14: 'Dr Johnson has somewhere said, "That a man does not like to have his creed disturbed at 

threescore., ' 
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Arguments had to be supported with evidential proof[ . .. ] Fidelity to the original represented 

the only means of recovering the truth of the past , and if their studies could not lay claim to 

establishing the truth, they were valueless. '33 But Johnson also follows Locke in the belief that 

'diligence, attention, and exactness is required, to form a right judgement, and to proportion 

the assent to the different evidence and probability of the thing ', but none of these he expects 

them to possess.34 He accepts the possibility that such individuals may improve their skills 

and hence validate their testimonials: 'They tell what they have seen to others, who are at 

that time not more knowing than themselves, but may become at last very adequate witnesses, 

by comparing the narrative with its verification', but refrains from speculating as to when this 

might occur. It is his argument that 'When a language begins to teem with books, it is tending 

to refinement [ . .. ] speech becomes embodied and permanent [ . . . ] By degrees one age improves 

upon another. Exactness is first obtained, and afterwards elegance, but diction merely vocal, 

is always in its childhood. '35 As we have seen the same trajectory is taken up by Blair: 'In 

the progress of society, the genius and manners of men undergo a change more favourable to 

accuracy than to sprightliness and sublimity. As the world advances, the understanding gains 

ground upon the imagination; the understanding is more exercised'. 36 

It is this method of judgment , involving exact attention and comparative analysis of 

various forms of evidence, in contrast to the instability and flux of oral tradition, that is 

advocated by the Highland Society: 

that many editions or copies (if that phrase may be allowed to suit recitation as 

well as writing) of poems, bearing the same title, exist and are preserved, whether 

in memory or in manuscript; by a careful and well informed collection of which, 

the most perfect piece may be found . This is the common and legitimate method 

of obtaining what it is fair to denominate authentic copies of all genuine poetry, 

and must necessarily be followed with regard to compositions which had never 

been fixed by publication, but floated either in various and often incorrect written 

copies, or much more frequently in the oral recitation of senachies or bards, or of 

33 Rosemary Sweet, Antiquaries: The Discovery of the Past in Eighteenth-Century Britain (London; New York: 
Hambledon and London , 2004), pp.l3-15. 

34 John Locke, An essay concerning humane understanding. In four books. The fifth edition, with large additions 
(London, 1706) , V.xvi .9. 

35 Johnson, Journey, pp.255, 268 . 
36Blair, Dissertation, p.3. 
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still more illiterate persons, who repeated , for the amusement of others, what they 

had listened to merely for their own. 37 

161 

Johnson's dissatisfaction is, however, strengthened by a further cause for suspicion. In addition 

to the question of the incapability of the Highlanders, there is also one of the culpability of 

those who testify for them. Johnson attacks the literate and the lowlanders for duplicitous 

rather than simply inadequate testimony: 'A Scotchman must be a very sturdy moralist, who 

does not love Scotland better than the truth'. He is angry at the public deception, and false 

testimony of influential figures: 

I asked a very learned minister in Sky, who had used all arts to make me believe the 

genuineness of the book, whether at last he believed it himself? But he would not 

answer. He wished me to be deceived, for the honour of his country; but would not 

directly and formally deceive me. Yet has not this man's testimony been publickly 

produced, as of one that held Fingal to be the work of Ossian?38 

Johnson's friend, William Shaw, published in 1781 An Enquiry into the Authenticity of the 

Poems Ascribed to Ossian, in which he outlined his scepticism about Macpherson's claims. 

This prompted a reply from John Clark, a friend of Macpherson and the author of his own 

Gaelic translation, The Works of the Caledonian Bards, as well as a subsequent rejoinder by 

Shaw.39 The terms of their disagreement reflect the same network of concerns: the need for 

proof, the unreliability of the Highlanders ' evidence, and the potential dishonesty of the lowland 

Scots keen to preserve their national interest . Clark's precis of their argument mobilizes all of 

these: 

When I produce the originals, in my own handwriting, taken down from the mouths 

of illiterate countrymen who rehearse them, Mr Shaw answers that I have translated 

them from the English [ ... J When these persons offer to swear, that they could 

repeat these poems twenty years before I was born, Mr Shaw replies, that they 

37 Report, p.l2. 
38 Johnson, Journey, pp.276, 274. 
39William Shaw, An enquiry into the authenticity of the poems ascribed to Ossian (London: for J . Murray, 

1781); John Clark, An answer to Mr Shaw 's Inquiry into the authenticity of the poems ascribed to Ossian 
(Edinburgh : forT. Longman, T. Cadell and C. Elliot, 1781); John Clark, The works of the Caledonian bards. 
Translated from the Galic (Edinburgh: forT. Cadell and C. Elliot, 1778) ; William Shaw, An enquiry into the 
authenticity of the poems ascribed to Ossian. With a rep ly to Mr Clark's Answer (London, 1782). 
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And, 

are Scotchmen, and that their oaths deserve no regard [ ... J the evidence of every 

Highlander now living (our author alone excepted) is thus laid aside, and every 

Scotman [is] rejected as an exceptionable witness. 

Through every page of his pamphlet, he is constantly cautioning the reader not to 

believe a Highlander, even upon oath- and produced instances where even clergy-

men offered to depose to a lie: yet here we see him claiming credit to his assertions 

merely from his being a Highlander [ ... J We have seen, in every instance where 

Mr Shaw appeals to facts, he has been, on the most unquestionable evidence, com

pletely convicted as an imposter and a violator of truth.40 

162 

It is suspicions like these - of deliberate deception and of the nature of 'unquestionable evi

dence' - that encourage Boswell and Johnson to subject many of their interrogations of the 

lowland Scots they meet, to a legalistic demand for evidence.41 Boswell was of course a lawyer , 

and Johnson was extremely competent in the field, even assisting Robert Chambers in the 

composition of his Vinerian lectures on English Law at Oxford from 1767 to 177 4. They were 

both familiar too with the texts which emerged during the period which began to formulate 

the law of evidence. Of these, Gilbert's The Law of Evidence of 1754 was the most impor

tant and influential. 42 Indeed, a comment by Boswell in the manuscript version of his Journal 

demonstrates his particular knowledge of this nascent area of law: 

One of [Johnson's] objections to the authenticity of Fingal, during the conversation 

[ ... J is omitted in my Journal, but I perfectly recollect it . "Why is not the original 

deposited in some public library, instead of exhibiting attestations of its existence? 

Suppose there were a question in a court of justice whether a man be dead or alive. 

You aver he is alive, and you bring fifty witnesses to swear it"; I answer, "Why do 

you not produce the man?" This is an argument founded on one of the principles 

of the law of evidence, which Gilbert would have held to be irrefragable.43 

4°Clark, Answer, pp.20-21, 64. 
41 This is discussed in Clark, Samuel Johnson, pp.77-87. 
42 It was issued four times by 1801. On this and the legal development, see Colin Tapper, Cross and Tapper 

on Evidence (London; Edinburgh; Dublin: Butterworths, 2004), p.1 ; and also William Twining, R ethin!.:-ing 
Evidence: Exploratory Essays (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1990), pp.34-37. 

43 Frederick A. Pottle, and Charles H. Bennett , eds, Boswell's Journal of Tour to the Hebrides with Samuel 
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This legal framework for the understanding of evidence in the texts explains their determination 

to find inviolable proof. This demand, however, colours not only their response to testimony 

from those Scots who could be held responsible for deliberate deception, but also that of the 

Highlanders, who they admit cannot. The distinction between the two is eroded by a pervasive 

scepticism which evades compartmentalization. Johnson admits that one group is biased, its 

testimony compromised by their national interest whilst the other does not possess 'a capacity 

for sincerity ', but in legal terms, neither are held to be suitable witnesses. Hume summarizes 

what this competence entails: men of 'unquestion'd Good-sense, Education, and Learning as 

to secure us against all Delusion in themselves' and men of 'undoubted integrity [ . . . ] Credit 

and Reputation. '44 

Therefore, even though Johnson admits that the Highlanders are unaware of what is 

expected of them, and unable to produce it even if they were, he still judges them against 

an impossible standard. The degree of this impossibility is absolute. Even beyond the limi-

tations of education, and oral tradition, he understands oral utterances to be unsuitable for 

the pmposes of evidence purely on the grounds that they are oral. In a literate culture, this 

unsuitability is mitigated by the influence of learning and letters, but the total dependence of 

the Highland culture on the spoken word, in his view, renders their utterances opposed to the 

very concept of proo£.45 The oral mode, Johnson asserts, is a transient and unstable one. He 

comments that the Earse language 'merely floated in the breath of the people' and the first 

illustration of 'oral ' in his Dictionary confirms this focus on stability: he quotes Locke: 'Oral 

discourse, whose transient faults dying with sound that gives them life, and so not subject to 

a strict review, more easily escapes observation. ' Whilst in an oral culture, 'one generation of 

ignorance effaces the whole series of unwritten history ', literacy allows for permanent records: 

'Books are faithful repositories, which may be a while neglected or forgotten; but when they 

are opened again, will again impart their instruction: memory, once interrupted, is not to be 

recalled. Written learning is a fixed luminary, which, after the cloud that had hidden it has 

passed away, is again bright in its proper station. Tradition is but a meteor, which, if once it 

falls, cannot be rekindled. '46 

Johnson . Now First Published from the Manuscript. From the Private Papers of James Boswell from Malahide 
Castle, !sham Collection (London: William Heinemann, 1936), p.380. 

44 David Hume, Essays and treatises on several subjects (London; Edinburgh: for A. Millar, A. Kincaid and A. 
Donaldson, 1758), p.347. 

45 C.A.J. Coady, Testimony: A Philosophical Study (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992), p.36. 
46 Johnson, Journey , pp.268, 257-258. 
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By contrast, his definition of proof concentrates on those qualities which he associates 

with the stability and materiality of the written word, and of literature. The qualities connected 

with 'permanence' in the Dictionary- 'durable, not decaying, unchanged'- are the very qualities 

that The Rambler posits as the goal of Western literature: 'to raise monuments more durable 

than brass, and more conspicuous than pyramids.'47 And, moreover, the same emphasis on 

stability appears in his definition of 'exact' - 'Determinate; precisely fixed' - which indicates 

how for Johnson precision, accuracy, and exactness are bound up with literacy, textual records, 

and the strength of permanence. Proof is defined as: 

Firm temper; impenetrability; the state of being wrought and hardened, till the 

expected strength is found by trial to be attained [ ... ] Armour hardened in the 

same way; in printing, the rough draft of a sheet when first pulled. 

For this reason, the 'memorials' provided by the oral people of the Highlanders are not only 

inaccurate but inadequate as evidence and as proof. This understanding of proof and its con-

nection with the printed word is shared by other contemporaneous dictionaries . In Bailey's 

Universal Etymological English Dictionary, in its sixteenth edition in the year Johnson's Dic

tionary is published, it is defined as: 'Impenetrable, able to resist; also the first sheet done at 

a Printing Press' . Similarly, in the New and Complete Dictionary published by Ash in 1775, 

the year of Johnson's Journey, proof again is 'firmness, hardness, metal hardened till it will 

abide a certain trial; the rough draft of a sheet when first printed' and 'Impenetrable, able to 

resist' .48 

Accuracy and affect 

With these concerns in mind, Johnson positions himself as a listener within a particular scene 

of oral performance. Recitations are requested and then heard by literate but foreign outsiders, 

who cannot speak the language but who nevertheless are present for the express reason of au

thenticating or rejecting Macpherson's claims. Words are spoken in order to be transcribed 

47 Samuel Johnson, The Rambler, ed. by W.J Bate, and Albrecht B. Strauss, 3 vols (Yale: Yale University Press, 
1969) , IV.106.200. 

48 Nathan Bailey, Dictionarium Britannicum: or a more compleat universal etymological English dictionary than 
any extant. Collected by several hands [. .. J The whole revis 'd and improv'd, with many thousand additions 
(London: forT. Cox, 1730); John Ash , The new and complete dictionary of the English language. To which is 
prefixed, a comprehensive grammar, 2 vols (London: for Edward & Charles Dilly, and R. Baldwin, 1775). 
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and are then collected as textual recreations or remembrances, losing their autonomy as perfor

mance events. They are separated from the present moment of their utterance and, like their 

speakers who are representatives of a lost world, they become artefacts, pieces of evidence. It is 

not intimacy or sympathetic exchange that Johnson is concerned with, but the fruits of critical 

distance and objective analysis. Gaining accompanying testimonies, they are judged as scenes 

of potential deceit or falsehood. 

There are, however, moments where we glimpse another form of listening, a different 

mode of response. Johnson describes the songs sung to him by the daughters of the educated, 

'civilized' Scots whom he meets, as both primitive and unfamiliar, and also as capable of 

affecting him in a way akin to a modern , cultivated art. Despite the fact that these songs are 

traditional and sung in Erse, he does not interrogate them, but rather listens with pleasure: 

'After supper the ladies sung Erse songs, to which I listened as an English audience to an 

Italian opera, delighted with the sound of words which I did not understand.' Of course the 

circumstances of this recital are unlike those which he hears on the Ossian trail . He does 

not instigate these performances and he does not hope that they will answer any questions 

for him. But nevertheless, this admission of delight demonstrates Johnson 's capacity to be 

affected by sound in a manner unconnected with evidence or proof or analysis. It breaks down 

the barrier between literacy and orality, foreignness and inclusion. In this moment, the idea of 

an affective response to the songs of the Highlanders becomes not hypothetical but experienced, 

and his relationship to the traditional oral audiences is no longer one of total opposition or 

unfamiliarity.49 

It is significant, therefore, that when Johnson attempts to explain the experience of 

listening to a Highlander, even when he is describing a response to interrogation, he does 

so through the figure of enchantment: 'The Highlander gives to every question an answer so 

prompt and peremptory, that scepticism itself is dared into silence, and the mind sinks before 

the bold reporter in unresisting credulity'. Here, despite all Johnson's intentions, rationality 

is overruled, and he submits to persuasion. He does then add that, 'if a second question be 

ventured, it breaks the enchantment; for it is immediately discovered, that what was told so 

confidently was told at hazard, and that such fearlessness of assertion was either the sport 

of negligence, or the refuge of ignorance', but even here his reasserted concern with accuracy 

49 Johnson, Journey, p.l32. 
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and firm evidence is weakened. He goes on to expound his theory as to the origins of the 

Highlanders' inconsistency, but in so doing he once again returns to an affective model: 

If individuals are thus at variance with themselves, it can be no wonder that the 

accounts of different men are contradictory. The traditions of an ignorant and 

savage people have been for ages negligently heard, and unskilfully related. Distant 

events must have been mingled together, and the actions of one man given to 

another. These, however, are deficiencies in story, for which no man is now to 

be censured. It were enough, if what there is yet opportunity of examining were 

accurately inspected, and justly represented; but such is the laxity of Highland 

conversation, that the inquirer is kept in continual suspense, and by a kind of 

intellectual retrogradation, knows less as he hears more.50 

Here we find his characteristic scepticism about oral tradition and desire for accurate infor-

mation, but his reference to 'deficiencies in story' introduces a new consideration. On the one 

hand, it seems to refer to the factual inaccuracies and the inconsistencies of accounts trans-

mitted orally. Yet, on the other, its proximity to the idea of 'suspense' and to the power of 

a speaker over his listener, as depicted in the curious astronomical term 'retrogradation', sug-

gests that it refers more obliquely to the story as narrative, as a told tale. In making room for 

such an interpretation, Johnson allows the possibility of an affective rather than an analytical 

listening response. 

Both Johnson and Boswell were conscious of the vogue for travel writing which devel-

oped through the course of the century and were aware that in this genre, whilst observation 

and factual information are important, and both men do describe the geography and history 

of the area, definitive proof and certain testimony are not the ultimate goal. 51 The subjective 

experience of the travellers and the affective influence of the environment upon them become 

more significant, encouraging a flexible combination of fact and fiction, empiricism and imag-

ination. Johnson was much affected by Martin Martin's Description of the Western Isles of 

Scotland and Boswell admits that he 'looked into Pennant's Tour in Scotland.' 52 Boswell in 

50 Johnson, Journey, p.ll2. 
51 0n this perspective see Stephen Greenblatt, Marvelous Possessions: the wonder of the New World (Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 1991). 
52 Martin Martin, A description of the Western Islands of Scotland (London: for Andrew Bell, 1703); Thomas 

Pennant, A tour in Scotland MDCCLXIX (Chester, 1771); Boswell, Journal, pp.133, 176, 268. 
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fact cannot help but compare what he hears to previously published texts: 'Malcolm told me 

a strange fabulous tradition [ ... ] He did not laugh when he told this story. I recollect having 

seen in the Scots Magazine, several years ago, a poem upon a similar tale, perhaps the same, 

translated from the Erse, or Irish, called Albin and the Daughter of Mey.' Their journey thus 

follows in the path not simply of writings about Scotland, but of travel writing more broadly, 

even if Johnson is keen that his work should not be entirely in their style; as Boswell remarks, 

he 'observed in general, that missionaries were too sanguine in their accounts of their success 

among savages, and that much of what they tell is not to be believed. '53 

Moreover, Johnson tends to view the landscape around him as scenes to be recorded and 

his consciousness of the nature of these scenes is born out of his reading. At Forres he writes 

that this is ' the town to which Macbeth was travelling, when he met the weird sisters in his 

way. This to an Englishman is classic ground. Our imaginations were heated, and our thoughts 

recalled to their old amusements. We had now a prelude to the Highlands. We began to leave 

fertility and culture behind us.' And at Inch Kenneth, we find a similar situation: 'Romance 

does not often exhibit a scene that strikes the imagination more than this little desert in these 

depths of western obscurity, occupied not by a gross herdsman, or amphibious fisherman, but 

by a gentleman and two ladies, of high birth, polished manners, and elegant conversation. '54 

At these moments, he is not interested in accuracy or proof, in fact these scenes encourage 

a turn inwards, away from the world around him. At Anoch, for example, Johnson allows 

his imagination a free rein: 'I sat down on a bank, such as a writer of Romance might have 

delighted to feign [ ... ] Before me, and on either side, were high hills, which by hindering the 

eye from ranging, forced the mind to find entertainment for itself.' Styling himself here in 

Addisonian terms - 'we walk about like the enchanted hero of a romance who sees beautiful 

castles, woods, and meadows, and at the same time hears the warbling of birds and the purling 

of streams' - Johnson listens to the sound of a 'a clear rivulet ' which 'streamed' at his feet, and 

he embraces rather than rejects an affective response modeled on the trope of enchantment. 55 

53Boswell, Journal, pp.196, 490. 
54 Johnson, Journey , pp.50, 333. 
55 The Spectator, 8 vols (London: for S. Buckley and J. Tonson, 1712- 15) , 413, 24th June 1712, p.97. 
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Johnson speaks 

Johnson inserts himself, as writer, into this scene at Anoch: 'Whether I spent the hour well I 

know not ; for here I first conceived the thought of this narration' , but throughout the Journey 

he is often an oral performer too. On occasion he retells a tale he has heard with little commen-

tary, such as at Grissipol in Col, where he relates the story of Macneil of Barra and his marriage 

to the Lady Maclean. Indeed, it is also significant here that he uses its status as a traditional 

tale, 'which probably no two relaters will tell alike', to his creative advantage, without a ttempt

ing to explain any such changes he may have made, nor criticizing such fluidity. 56 Boswell also 

records Johnson reciting lines from poems and plays. At Forres, these are from Macbeth, where 

in a 'grand and affecting' he parodies the 'All-Hail'. Later, in a discussion with Mr M'Queen 

regarding Ossian, Johnson mocks him with a nonsense song and then recites another stanza 

which, as Boswell observes, is a traditional ballad called 'Queen Elizabeth's Champion'. Again, 

at Nairn, Boswell records that: 'Over the room where we sat, a girl was spinning wool with a 

great wheel, and singing an Erse song: "I'll warrant you," said Dr Johnson, "one of the songs 

of Ossian." ' He then repeats these lines: 

Verse sweetens toil, however rude the sound. 

All at her work the village maiden sings; 

Nor, while she turns the giddy wheel around 

Revolves the sad vicissitude of things. 57 

These performances mean that Boswell is present at more than one type of performance. As he 

listens to Johnson he is not expected to respond as he might to a Highlander, but once again 

the trope of enchantment emerges. 

Boswell describes an evening with M'Leod of Ullinish: 'We were a jovial company at 

supper. This laird, surrounded by so many of his clan, were to me a pleasing sight. They 

listened with wonder and pleasure, while Dr Johnson harangued. ' He also represents Johnson 

performing in less civilized surroundings, and still being powerfully affective. For example, a 

'short sermon, delivered with an earnest tone, in a boat upon the sea, which was perfectly calm, 

on a day appropriated to religious worship, while every one listened with an air of satisfaction, 

56 Johnson, Journey, pp.86-87, 283-284. 
57 Boswell, Journal, pp.l23, 295, 125. The lines are by Richard Gifford, see entry for 'Wheel' in .Johnson's 

Dictionary. The verse is misquoted by Johnson here. 
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had a most pleasing effect upon my mind.' Typically, he also looks upon each of Johnson's 

public monologues as a scene, even a potential portrait: 'Dr Johnson talked a great deal, and 

was so entertaining, that Lady Betty Hamilton, after dinner, went and placed her chair close 

to his, leaned upon the back of it, and listened eagerly. It would have made a fine picture to 

have drawn the Sage and her at this time in their several attitudes. '58 

However, while Boswell is Johnson's friend, he is also his biographer, and on both counts 

he develops an unvarying belief in the value of all that 'the Doctor' says. For Boswell, John

san is the primary oral performer of their journey, and like the fugitive words of Erse songs, 

Johnson's utterances appear to his biographer as 'gold dust to be salvaged ': his desire is to 

'glean Johnsoniana.' Later, these twin ideas of the scene and the artefact form the basis of 

his biographical method. He aims to make the Life, 'a monument', 'an Eqyptian Pyramid in 

which there will be a compleat mummy of Johnson' and 'to put as it were into a Mausoleum 

all of his precious remains that I can gather'. But explains that: 'It appears to me that mine 

is the best plan of Biography that can be conceived; for my Readers will as near as may be 

accompany Johnson in his progress, and as it were see each scene as it happened. '59 Just as 

Johnson appreciates that the situation in Scotland is changing rapidly and that much of its 

traditional culture has already been lost, so Boswell frames his Journal with the recognition 

that his observations and transcriptions - and their subsequent collection and publication -

have served to rescue what would otherwise have been forever lost, of Johnson himself. He 

imagines both Johnson and the words he speaks, as textual artefacts. 

I will venture to predict, that this specimen of the colloquial talents and extempo-

raneous effusions of my illustrious fellow-traveller will become still more valuable, 

when, by the lapse of time, he shall have become an ancient; when all those who 

can now bear testimony to the transcendent powers of his mind, shall have passed 

away; and no other memorial of this great and good man shall remain, but the fol

lowing Journal, the other anecdotes and letters preserved by his friends, and those 

incomparable works, which have for many years been in the highest estimation, 

58 Boswell, Journal, pp.254, 207, 450. 
59 Boswell, Journal, pp.201, 395; The Correspondence and Other Papers of James Boswell relating to the Making 

of the Life of Johnson, ed. by Marshal! Waingrow (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969), pp.96, 111-112. Letter 
to Anna Seward, April 30th 1785 and to Joseph Cooper Walker , July 1st 1785; The Correspondence of James 
Boswell with Certain Members of the Club, ed. by Charles N. Fifer (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976), p.258. 
Letter to Thomas Percy, 9th February 1788. 
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and will be read and admired as long as the English language shall be spoken or 

understood. 60 

Writing and recording 

While Johnson 's attention is directed towards the evidence of the Highlanders, therefore, 

Boswell also has to consider his own transcription and interpretation of his subject's words, 

and in so doing he confronts even more directly the question of how properly to represent oral 

utterances in a written form. Boswell's anxiety about this echoes that surrounding the Ossian 

question. Subsequent critics may have endlessly debated how accurate he was, and how far 

what he wrote was not closer in fact to fiction , but like Johnson, Boswell claims a commit-

ment to accuracy and to unimpeachable evidence. In his 'Dedication' to Edmond Malone, who 

worked with him on the Life, this is clear. He writes: 'You have obligingly taken the trouble 

to peruse the original manuscript of this tour, and can vouch for the strict delity of the present 

publication.' His repeated revisions and additions to the manuscript, in 1779, 1780, 1781, and 

1782, which as McGowan notes were the subject of much mockery in the press, support this, 

and comments made throughout the text remind us of it. For example: 'Dr Johnson said it was 

a very exact picture of a portion of his life' and 'As I have been scrupulously exact in relating 

anecdotes concerning other persons, I shall not withhold any part of this story, however ludi

crous'.61 Such is this concern, in fact, that Damrosh argues: 'Nothing is more characteristic 

of Boswell than a scrupulous attention to accuracy'.62 In a further parallel with the Ossian 

investigation, Boswell also seeks to demonstrate the validity and authenticity of his Journal by 

appending to it ' two testimonies not liable to objection, both written by gentlemen of Scot

land, to whose opinions I am confident the highest respect will be paid: Lord Hailes and Mr 

Dempster'. 63 

Yet at the same time, Boswell is anxious to capture the manner and the essence of 

Johnson's performances and to show his readers their affective influence. He wants, in other 

60 Boswell, Journal, 'Advertisement'. 
61 Boswell, Journal, pp.iv, 344, 496; Ian McGowan, 'Boswell at Work: The Revision and Publication of the 

Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides', in Tradition in Transition, pp.l29-142 . On Malone's efforts, see Alvin 
Kernan, Printing Technology, Letters and Samuel Johnson (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987), 
pp.122-123. 

62 Leo Damrosch, Fictions of Reality in the Age of Hume and Johnson (Madison : University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1989) , p .68. 'Scrupulous exactness' is also the phrase Macpherson uses of the first Scottish historians. 
Macpherson, Temora, 'Dissertation', pp.iii, xi. 

63Boswell, Manuscript, p.394. 
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words, to document the kind of oral performance and reception which is commonly represented 

in terms of enchantment. In the Life he wishes briefly that he could have transcribed his 'mode 

of speaking' in the form of musical notation, but sees quickly that this is both impossible and 

unsatisfactory.64 He reflects, however, upon a better way. Recalling an observation by Lord 

Pembroke, he writes: 

'Dr Johnson's sayings would not appear so extraordinary, were it not for his bow-

wow way': but I admit the truth of this only on some occasions. The Messiah, 

played upon the Canterbury organ, is more sublime than when played upon an 

inferior instrument : but very slight musick will seem grand, when conveyed to the 

ear through that majestick medium. While therefore Doctor Johnson's sayings are 

read, let his manner be taken along. 65 

It might appear that this method would necessarily oppose one devoted to 'scrupulous ' exact-

ness or accuracy, but in Boswell 's mind, the two are not mutually exclusive. He describes, in 

fact , a happy combination or synergy between them: 'when my mind was, as it were, strongly 

impregnated with the Johnson aether, I could, with much more facility and exactness, carry it 

in my memory and commit to paper the exuberant variety of his wit and wisdom. '66 

It is significant that neither Boswell nor Johnson speaks so explicitly of a desire to 

capture this element of the Highland oral performances that they hear. It may have been that 

Johnson's personal antipathy towards Macpherson encouraged an almost total attention to the 

questions of accuracy and proof, and it is likely too that they actively attempted to resist any 

equation of their response with that of a native or 'original' audience, in order to demonstrate 

the gulf between them. Boswell, at least , we know had a vexed relationship with his Scottish 

roots. But as a consequence, it is clear that both men allow their interrogative perspective on 

these narrations to foreclose on the performative dimension of story-telling and song-singing. 

'I had not then learned how to estimate the narration of a highlander' 

The oral utterances of the Highlanders are in these accounts situated within a discourse of 

nationhood , within a progressivist model of history which aligns orality with barbarity and 

64 Boswell, Life, 11.327. 
65Boswell, Journal, pp.S-9. 
66Boswell, Life, 1.421. 
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literacy with civilization, within an antiquarian mission of salvage, and in the context of the 

developing legal framework of a law of evidence. But they are dislocated from their origins 

as oral performances, and are understood merely as a mode of representation. Macpherson 

himself invites this : 'the compositions of Ossian are not less valuable for the light they throw 

on the ancient state of Scotland and Ireland than they are for their poetical merit. '67 

Through this approach Johnson demonstrates what Weisburg describes as his 'legal' 

understanding of the notion of truth: 'Truth is not the property of an event; rather, it is 

the property of an account of an event'.68 On this account, his rejects the idea that bards, 

either ancient or modern, can provide ' truth' , and as a consequence their utterances cannot 

be afforded the status of evidence or proof. When he admits half-way through the Journey 

that he had not 'learned how to estimate the narration of a highlander', there is the briefest 

hint that his experiences in the Highlands have brought him to understand that he should not 

judge oral performances from this perspective. The same suggestion is present in his argument 

that the tales he has heard deserve 'notice' because 'they are the only records of a nation that 

has no historians, and afford the genuine representation of the life and character of the ancient 

Highlanders'. But he quickly returns to his habitual mode, in which his first concern is with 

historical records and factual evidence. This leads him to reject both the traditional role of the 

bard and the usefulness of oral tradition in providing valuable 'monuments'. He observes - 'It 

seems to be universally supposed that much of the local history was preserved by the Bards' -

but finds no reason to concur.69 

In this respect Johnson 's attitude to these oral scenes pays little heed to what Jan 

Schramm describes as 'the essential ambiguity of the term testimony - that it not only en-

compasses narratives of experience which need lay no immediate claim to issues of truth and 

falsehood , but that it seeks also to be regarded as a species of evidence. '70 Only on the rarest 

occasions does he allow the songs and tales of the Highlanders to be simply performances in 

their own right. And this is MacNichol's complaint. They are judged from a literate perspec-

tive, found wanting, and then interpreted as 'genuine representations' only in the sense that 

67 James Macpherson, Fragments of ancient poetry collected in the highlands of Scotland and tronslated from the 
Gallic or Erse Language (Edinburgh: for G. Hamilton and J. Balfour, 1760), 'Preface'. 

68 Robert Weisberg, quoted in Greg Clingham, Johnson, Writing and Memory (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2000), p.7. 

69 Johnson, Journey, pp.258,128. 
70 Jan Melissa Schramm, Testimony and Advocacy in Victorian Law, Litemture and Theology (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2000), p.5. 
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they perform or enact this inadequacy. Whilst it is, therefore, possible to turn to the case of 

Johnson and Ossian for evidence of an eighteenth-century opposition between orality and liter

acy, we should be careful that we know what we are looking for when we seek to find 'genuine 

representations' of the oral in the preserved fragments of his journey, or indeed, in any written 

or printed text. 



Epilogue 

Upon a return to the concerns I address in the preface, what new conclusions are made possible 

by the evidence of these case-studies? With reference to their current use, the questions posed 

there sought to identify in eighteenth-century accounts: whether or not the transition between 

oral and literate cultures is represented in terms of a shift from the ear to the eye; the degree 

to which orality and literacy are opposed; and how far it is possible to consider 'orality' and 

' the oral' as a single unified category. Recognizing that the activities of speaking and listening 

have received less critical analysis than that of writing and reading, I also aimed to explore 

further the ways in which they are represented during this period and to discuss what is at 

stake within the discourses surrounding them. First, therefore, a comment on how it might 

now be possible to answer these questions. 

The strongly progressivist nature of the conjectural histories produced during the eigh

teenth century quite clearly does generate the view that civilized society developed through a 

series of transitions, from ignorance to knowledge, for example, or barbarity to politeness. It is 

equally apparent, however, that a shift from orality to literacy cannot simply be mapped onto 

this model and neither can it be reduced to a movement from the ear to the eye. The elisions 

between ancient and modern audiences which have emerged with regard to the experience of 

listening and the flexible historicity which characterizes representations of the bard and oral 

tradition undermine the idea of a straightforward linear trajectory. The focus that gesture 

and the outward appearance of the body provide for so many authors highlights the visual 

elements of oral performance, just as the very attempt to represent speech on the written page 

foregrounds the necessity for an aural imagination. Furthermore, the recurrence of concerns 

regarding the balance of passion and reason not only distracts attention from a consideration 

of the different modes of sensory apprehension but it also encourages the representation of a 
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generalized form of 'feeling' , that whilst it is receptive, has more to do with the heart, than with 

the eye or the ear. Indeed, Wesley reveals that both organs can even be joined together in a 

metaphorical process of inner 'sensation', which functions entirely without external stimulation. 

It would not be accurate to conclude from this , however, that an opposition between 

oral and literate modes does not exist in these eighteenth-century accounts. Johnson, of course, 

provides a clear example both of its presence and of its connection to narratives of historical 

progress. But, at the same time, the very strength of his antagonism should alert us to the 

distance between what is directly stated on the subject and what can be inferred about it . Each 

of these case studies is concerned with a particular scene of oral performance, and although 

certain threads of continuity do emerge if they are interpreted as a whole, there is little evidence 

to suggest that this is a perspective adopted by their authors. What we might have assumed 

to be fundamental features of an oral mode - speaking aloud, the connection of the voice to the 

human body, and, in an age before voice recordings, the close physical proximity of the speaker 

and his listeners - are far from consistently represented, whilst a number of other factors are 

at different times introduced. Certain authorial agendas do appear to encourage an opposition 

between literacy and orality: the motivation for representing modern letters in contrast to the 

ostensibly primitive 'songs' of Ossian, for example, necessarily influences the way in which their 

relationship is depicted. But, as the example of John Brand's antiquarianism demonstrates, 

the narrowing effect of such concerns in fact prevents the formulation of a single abstract 

category of the oral and complicates this model of opposition. A clear idea of what constitutes 

non-literacy is not after all the same as conceptualizing an autonomous idea of 'orality'. 

These findings, therefore, suggest more than the need for greater specificity or detail 

of definition. Beyond the resistance of these terms to categorization, it has emerged that the 

representation of oral modes actually disrupts a series of oppositions, all of which are related but 

additional to that between orality and literacy: ancient and modern, politeness and vulgarity, 

elite and popular culture. This is not to say that all points of contrast are removed, but rather, 

as the ambiguity surrounding ideas such as 'the people' and 'the public' demonstrates, once the 

standard vocabulary of 'the oral ' and 'orality' is radically reassessed , whole new areas are laid 

open to interrogation. Understanding the opacity of this language has inevitably complicated 

their definition as well as their relationship with the no longer stable ideas of 'literate ' and 

'literacy'; it has also, however, revealed the extent to which they are implicated in discourses 
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that are commonly associated with print. It is this erosion of an otherwise stable boundary 

which has consequences for these other 'oppositions'. 

The degree to which representations of oral and literate activities engage with the same 

concerns is striking. If we take, for example, the trope of enchantment, which might seem 

to provide the strongest indication of coherence across the six case studies, it is clear that it 

reflects a persistent anxiety about regulation. At the level of the individual subject, be they a 

speaker or listener, this involves the control of the passions, the balancing of critical distance 

and affective enchantment, and an ordering of bodily gestures and vocal sounds. Between 

subjects and within society at large, this anxiety draws on the surrounding issues of enthusiasm, 

popular unrest , and national security, and weighs the necessity for strong governance against 

the requirements of civil liberty. Thus the equivocation within these texts over the desirability 

of this model of forceful affect and the attempt to regulate oral activities through printed texts, 

represent more than an opposition between oral chaos and literate order. 

Various accounts which draw on these ideas of regulation have been offered of the 'print 

culture ' that developed over the course of this period. McLuhan and Eisenstein identify features 

within the technology of the press which, they argue, generated new ideas of standard unifor

mity, endless replication, as well as the stability and systematic organization of knowledge. 

Kernan suggests that these 'primary tendencies of print logic - multiplicity, systematization, 

and fixity - can provide a focus for the broad effects of print on letters in eighteenth-century 

England'. Whilst Keen argues that: 'Properly understood, the republic of letters resembled 

an enormous library, divided into sections which were themselves subject to an endless pro-

cess of methodical subdivision, each portion of the whole made up of books that were, ideally, 

organized on the same scientific basis. '71 

It is the assumption of each of these arguments that the changing mode of literacy, 

from a manuscript or restricted print culture, to a commercial marketplace organized around 

advances in printing technology, is responsible for the development of new mental frameworks 

but also of concerns regarding regulation. A clearly demarcated boundary between the sphere 

of print and of other communicative modes, including those that are oral, is implicit in this 

71 Marsh all McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy: the making of typographic man (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press , 1963); Elizabeth Eisenstein, The Printing Press as an Agent of Change, 2 vols (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1979); Alvin Kernan, Printing Technology, Letters and Samuel Johnson (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1987) , p .54; Paul Keen , The Crisis of Literature in the J7gOs: Print Culture and the Public 
Sphere, 2nd edn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), p.105. 
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approach, as is a significant degree of opposition. If not derived from the intrinsic features of 

the presses themselves , then these developments are held to stem instead from their immediate 

consequences. Thus Kernan observes: 'It was widely believed that the spread of reading, and 

writing, particularly among the lower classes, endangered the established order in polite letters, 

as well as in the more critical areas of politics and religion. ' And Keen describes the conservative 

equation between 'literary freedom ' and 'political unrest ', the anxiety that was engendered by 

'the disruptive possibility of an endlessly accelerating, self-regenerating inflation of print ' , and 

the 'increasingly fashionable status of literature, which unsettled its equation with the diffusion 

of knowledge and social progress ' .72 

Whilst these fears were undoubtedly present, and indeed are borne out by the repeated 

returns of the texts I have examined to the matter of taste- its origin, standard and cultivation 

- as a means both of comprehending and legislating against such diversity and inflation, this 

thesis has shown that they are not connected only with attitudes towards new readers and 

writers. The changing 'status' of literature reflects not only the development of a commercial 

book trade and with it new forms and genres, but also a change in the language of education. 

By the replacement of Latin and Greek with vernacular English as the primary language of the 

school and university, driven particularly by the dissenting academies, the definition of literacy 

and letters came to be redefined. And this redefinition inscribes the model of native speech 

and of its endless shifts and inconsistencies into the idea of literature itself. Moreover, the 

recurrence of the trope of enchantment in relation to oral forms indicates that the anxieties 

Kernan and Keen describe also transgress the boundaries of so-called 'print logic'. 

My accounts of conversation, of public speaking, and popular traditions, as well as the 

activities of the extant Highland 'bards' concur with what Guillory describes as an additional 

focus for regulation - the acknowledgement that ' the dissemination of polite speech provided a 

cultural basis for the dispersion of political power. >73 But in addition, it has been shown that 

anxieties surrounding replication, the uncontrollable spread of information, and the problem 

of untrained or unsuitable audiences, are both produced by oral practices and encouraged 

by reflection upon them. The metaphors of fire and disease which represent enthusiasm, the 

72 Kernan, Printing Technology, p .70; Keen, The Crisis of Literature, pp. 107, 6. See also Terry Eagleton, The 
Function of Criticism (London: Verso, 1984), p.S0-52, and the revisionist approach in Adrian Johns, The 
Nature of the Book: print and knowledge in the making (Chicago; London: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 
pp.2-10. 

73 John Guillory, Cultural Capital: The Problem of Literary Canon Formation (Chicago; London : University of 
Chicago Press, 1993), p .100. 
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homogenized responses of credulous listeners, the hostility towards old wives' tales and popular 

customs, and the fear generated by the vast crowds who gathered to hear Wesley preach, all 

testify to an alternative origin of the 'logic' which foregrounds stability, exact replication, and 

systematization. 

It is not my argument, however, that accounts of 'print culture' should be replaced with 

those of an all-pervasive 'oral culture'. Rather, I suggest, that the methodology exemplified 

here - of analysis based on the investigation of individual scenes of performance, the roles of 

production and reception, the dynamic between the two parties and recognition that these 

function within a network of related discourses - avoids the limitations of these categories. 

This approach necessarily involves both a broadening of our understanding of the terms ' the 

oral' and 'orality', but also a narrowing of focus. In the light of this study it is unsatisfactory 

and unhelpful to employ these terms as shorthand. It is reductive, for example, to argue that 

attraction to oral forms represents simply a nostalgia for primitive passion, to assume that oral

ity necessarily involves uncultivated authenticity, that it can be equated with 'popular culture' 

and opposed to politeness, or indeed, that it offers an intimacy and sincerity that is denied by 

mechanical printing. Thus, although this thesis may be seen as only the beginning, the setting 

out of a problem and the suggestion of how to move forward, it has nevertheless achieved what 

is most important: a demonstration of what is at stake when voices are represented on the 

page. 
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